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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Page iii 
A study has been conducted into improving construction design through the 
application of the lean thinking paradigm. Its objective was to identify the issues 
relating to design efficiency and how a lean thinking approach might address 
these issues. The investigation consisted of examining work already 
undertaken in the field by other researchers"to identify the state of the art. The 
change order request system was examined to gain first insights into waste in 
construction design, and to gauge the size of the opportunity for the application 
of lean thinking. An Electronic Data Gathering Tool (EDGT) was then 
developed to allow further exploration of the design decision making process at 
the system / sub-system level. The EDGT was used on three live construction 
projects. From the data recorded a design planning tool, Design Decision 
Planner (DDP), was created to help improve control of the design process and 
lead to a more standardised approach to construction design. Standardising 
the approach to product development is an important component of lean 
thinking. 
The main recommendations for making construction design lean are: 
Use DDP to plan and improve control of the design decision making 
process, assign design responsibility and to make the process more 
transparent. 
2. Measuring progress against planned design is a useful process metric. 
3. Improve the designer's cost and programme visibility when choosing 
between design options. 
4. Redefine the role of the quantity surveyor from cost controller to value for 
money assessor. The role needs to be better integrated into the design 
process to reach its full potential. 
5. Need to develop more rigorous methods of assessing the buildability of 
design options. This problem could be eased in the short-term by 
incorporating construction professionals into the early design phases. 
6. Designers need to use more process reason drivers when choosing 
between design options, not just functional criteria. 
7. The change order request system could be redesigned to identify the root 
causes of contract issue design changes and, hence, improve the design 
decision making process. 
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THESIS OUTLINE 
Chapter 1: Delineating the Research 
The first chapter of the thesis introduces the research topic, namely the 
application of lean thinking to construction design, and attempts to. 
contextualise it in the current research and market trends. The objectives of the 
project are defined and a section on the novelty of the work is also included. 
Chapter 2: The Lean Thinking Paradigm 
This is the first part of the literature survey. It focuses on the definition of lean 
thinking and how it has already been applied to construction. It also considers 
other 'process improvement techniques such as concurrent engineering and 
business process reengineering because of their similarity to lean thinking. 
Particular emphasis is placed upon howl lean thinking has been applied to 
construction design. 
Chapter 3: The Creativity Enigma: Design in Construction 
Chapter 3 forms the second part of the literature survey. It attempts to provide 
some insights into design researc *h 
in general with particular emphasis on 
construction design. Included are treatises on psychological / sociological 
aspects of design, macro design models and approaches to design. 
Chapter 4: Research Outline 
This chapter provides an overview of the research approach that was used to 
meet the objectives specified in chapter 1. It includes an explanation of why the 
case study approach was taken and the logic behind the successive data 
gathering exercises. This chapter provides a brief synopsis of the entire thesis. 
Chapter 5: Identifying Waste in Construction Design 
In chapter 5, change orders are identified as a type of waste in construction 
design. Details are provided of an investigation of the change order request 
system. It outlines the four case studies investigated, how the data was 
collected and processed, and what was found from the study. The results are 
then related back to the general theme of the application of lean thinking to 
construction design. 
0 
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Chapter 6: Electronic Data Gathering Tool 
On the basis of the results of the change order request system, it was decided 
that it was necessary to map the design decision making process at the system 
/ sub-system level for a number of live construction projects. Chapter 6 
provides details of the design and development of an electronic data gathering 
tool that was used to capture data about design decision making. 
Chapter 7: Mapping the Design Decision Making Process 
The data recorded by the electronic data gathering tool was analysed to see 
what insights about design decision making could be made and how this might 
lead towards a 'leaner' construction design process. Chapter 7 provides details 
of the data recorded, how it was analysed and what findings were made. The 
findings are then related back to the application of lean thinking to construction 
design. 
Chapter 8: Towards Lean Design: Design Decision Planner (DDP) 
From the results of mapping the design decision making process it was 
realised that design planning is generally quite poor in construction projects. It 
was also realised that a large part of the construction design decision making 
process is generic. This led to the development of a tool to help plan design 
which has been called Design Decision Planner (DDP). Chapter 8 provides 
details of the theory of the tool and how it can be used in construction projects. 
Chapter 9: Significance of the Results 
This chapter summaries the main findings of the research and evaluates the 
work against the objectives set in chapter 1. Recommendations are made to 
take the first steps towards making construction design lean and the value of 
the work is considered on the basis of short-term gains for industry, and the 
long-term gains for the deposit of knowledge. 
Chapter 10: Recommendations for Further Work 
The final chapter suggests avenues that require further study in order to make 
construction design leaner. 
Figures and Tables 
Figures and tables have been numbered with respect to the order in which they 
appear in each chapter, for instance, table 5.3 is the third table to appear in 
chapter 5. If the first character is alphanumeric this refers the reader to the 
relevant appendix, for example, figure GA indicates figure four in appendix G. 
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1.1 THE CONSTRUCTION PREDICAMENT 
The construction industry plays a pivotal role in the UK economy. In 1998, it had 
an estimated output of about E58 billion, which is equivalent to approximately 10% 
of GDP (Construction Task Force, 1998). The industry employs around 1.4 million 
people in over 163,000 different organisations. Within Europe, construction 
investment is estimated at a round 690 billion ECU, or 12% of GDP, with the 
industry employing approximately 7% of the European workforce (Proverbs, et al 
1999). This makes construction one of the most important industrial sectors in the 
European Union (EU). The industry effects many people's lives, many more than 
those directly employed by construction companies, as there is a continued need 
for a built environment to satisfy the lifestyle demands of modern society. 
However, despite the great importance of the building community, there is growing 
discontent amongst construction clients who feel that the industry is under 
performing. Indeed Fisher (1993) states that a view is held by international clients 
that UK buildings cost too much for a particular specification. With the globalisation 
of business activities and the desire to attract foreign investment, this is becoming 
an increasingly important perspective. Other problems include the predictability of 
cost and construction time of buildings. The Agile Construction Initiative (1998) 
found that two thirds of buildings will exceed their cost estimates and three 
quarters of projects will experience delayed completion. 
This notion of deficiency is part of a current trend of dissatisfaction with the 
industry as a whole. This has been highlighted by two recent reports Latham 
(1994) and The Construction Task Force (1998) who suggest a range of areas for 
improvement. According to the latter, there are a number of problems facing the 
industry that need to be addressed: 
" Low profitability 
" Lack of investment in R&D and training 
" Clients undiscriminating - lowest price 
" Client dissatisfaction with contractors performance: 
- Price, time, number and rectification of defects, final quality 
0 Fragmentation: 
- 163,000 construction companies on DETR register 
- Most employ less than 8 people 
" Extensive subcontracting - process issues / continuity 
" Need to rethink the product delivery process 
" Waste in construction (from recent studies in USA and Scandinavia) 
- 30% of construction is rework 
- Labour efficiency only 40-60% of potential 
- 10% of materials wasted 
In response to the perceived problems, The Construction Task Force set what it 
considered to be both attainable and sustainable goals for the industry. 
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Performance Indicator A 
Capital Cost 
nnual Impro 
Reduce by 
vement 
10% 
Construction Time Reduce by 10% 
Predictability Increase by 20% 
Defects Reduce by 20% 
Accidents Reduce bv 20% 
Productivity Increase by 10% 
Turnover and Profits Increase by 10% 
Table 1.1 - Construction Task Force Goals (Construction Task Force, 1998) 
As a means of attaining these goals the report suggests that adopting techniques 
and lessons learnt from other industries, such as manufacturing, as the way 
forward. A particular technique indicated as having potential is the 'lean thinking' 
approach. This is particularly relevant to the areas of the product delivery process, 
waste in construction and client satisfaction. Indeed, there is evidence to show that 
manufacturing concepts can be applied to the extremes within the construction 
industry as some Japanese companies, such as Toyota homes, 'manufacture' 
rather than construct domestic housing. This has led to significant reductions in 
lead times and improvements in the management and timing of resource allocation 
(Gann, 1996). 
Latham (1994) suggested that a 30% productivity target should be set for the year 
2000. Over the six year period this equates to an annual increase of 5%, or half 
the Egan target. Latham (1994) also highlighted that the management of the 
design process is of great importance. Some of the issues he emphasises as 
effecting successful design management are the creation of detailed check lists of 
design requirements in the appointment documents of consultants, ensuring the 
client unaerstands the design proposals, signing off various stages of the design 
as they are achieved and the avoidance of 'fuzzy edges' at design interfaces. 
Latham is also strongly in favour of integrating the work of designers and 
specialists. 
1.2 MANUFACTURING APPROACH 
In January 1993 there was an end to the EU trade barriers which meant that 
construction companies could now tender on an equal basis for work in other EU 
countries (Proverbs et al, 1999). In response to increased competition and the 
introduction of international players in the domestic market, the construction 
industry is becoming more proactive in its attempts to improve the total 
construction process and, hence, the efficiency of its product delivery capability. 
As part of this focus on process advancement, or 're engineering', researchers are 
considering what lessons have been learnt in other industries, especially the 
manufacturing sector, which might provide solutions to problems in construction. 
The reason for this focus on manufacturing is evidence from both the automobile 
and aerospace industries that changes in working practices over the last 10 - 15 
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years have led to significant improvements in efficiency, productivity and customer 
focus. Improvements which are seen to be needed in the construction industry 
(Latham, 1994). 
The major change in working philosophy in manufacturing industry has been the 
adoption of 'process-based' management rather than 'function-based' 
management. In other words, manufacturing from initial establishment of customer 
requirements right through to final delivery of the product, is seen as a sequence 
of processes, including the whole supply chain, which need to be managed and 
controlled. This change in philosophy, as well as requiring cultural changes in 
management style, requires the application of tools for managing the processes. It 
is the application, sometimes with a need for modification, of these manufacturing 
derived process management tools to the management of construction projects 
which provides the need for, and focus of, much research at present. In their 
comparison of manufacturing and construction, Deasley and Rogerson (1997) 
suggest that the aerospace industry is the most relevant manufacturing sub-sector 
to construction. They go on to identify areas that are critical to aerospace and have 
been the subject of much research. These same areas are likely to be critical to 
construction: 
Supply chain management 
Partnering / partnerships 
Modularization of final products 
Pre-fabrication 
Design for manufacture 
IT Support 
Business process characteristics 
Towill (1997) suggests that the success in manufacturing industry is largely due to 
an increasing awareness of best practice which has led to a reduction in restrictive 
working practices with rigid skill demarcations, and the adoption of more 
productive value adding processes. 
Interestingly Sanviado & Medeiros (1990) claim that both construction and 
manufacturing suffer from similar types of problems, which include: 
1. The high cost of correcting design errors and including changes late in the 
design stage or early construction / manufacturing. 
2. Duplication of information in the same project, little information sharing, and 
lack of available planning information. 
3. Poor efficiency in moving information from design to construction 
manufacturing. 
It is in this climate that Engineering and Physical Science Research Council 
(EPSRC) established Link IDAC (Integration in Design and Construction) and 
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'Construction as a Manufacturing Process' as part of the Innovative Manufacturing 
Initiative (IMI) research programme. The work which this thesis is based upon 
derives from a three year Link IDAC project entitled, 'The Development of Decision 
Making Tools for Controlled Innovation in Construction' which was carried out by 
Cranfield University and a number of industrial partners: 
Pluswall (curtain wall contractor) 
Sir Norman Foster & Partners (architectural practice) 
Stanley Bragg Partnership (architectural practice) 
Taylor Woodrow Management Contracting (construction management) 
WSP Group (consulting engineers) 
1.3 RESEARCH THEMES 
This study is an investigation in the broad area of process improvement. In 
particular, this work seeks to address the applicability of lean thinking to improve 
construction design. 
1.3.1 Construction Design 
In the construction industry, design is self-evidently a key process. It is during this 
phase of a project that the major decisions are taken which determine the shape 
and size of a building, the type of construction and services, as well as cost and 
construction time. Indeed, construction design is a problem solving process which 
cannot always be stated comprehensively at the outset because of the many 
different interests that have to be satisfied, and the successful outcome of the 
design process is often determined by the choice of starting point in relation to the 
definition of the client's problem (Gray et al, 1994). Clearly, the design, as well as 
conforming to the client's functional specification and being aesthetically satisfying, 
must be capable of being delivered in as economic and efficient way as possible. 
Hence, the need to control design innovation without inhibiting architectural 
integrity or freedom. However, there are suggestions that there is a need to 
improve the approach to design management in construction. Indeed, Koskela et 
al, (1997) make the somewhat strong assertion, 'It is not an exaggeration to say 
that the management of design and engineering is one of the most neglected 
areas in construction projects. Whether neglected or otherwise, it remains a fact 
that design is perhaps the most influential process in construction projects, one 
that should be continually reviewed, and modified, to ensure the creation of 
products that meet the myriad of clients' needs and expectations. 
1.3.2 Lean Thinking 
Lean thinking is based on a process improvement philosophy originally developed 
by the Toyota Motor Company in the 1950s. It was inspired by a Toyota engineer 
called Taiichi Ohno and became known as the Toyota Production System (TPS). 
The term lean thinking, however, was first used, by Womack and Jones (1996) 
who took the basic philosophy of TPS and transformed it into a generic process 
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improvement approach with a specific theoretical framework. The kernel of lean 
thinking is to identify and remove waste from all the processes within an 
organisation, not just production. This is achieved by identifying what the client 
values and trying to maximise value in the product. Maximising value is 
accomplished by mapping the value stream and then removing all possible 
activities which do not add value to the product (some non-value adding activities 
are usually necessary due to current technological limitations). The process 
activities are then reorganised to allow value generation to flow on the basis of the 
client, and upstream activities, pulling value through the process. The authors 
suggest that the application of this simple approach can lead to dramatic savings 
in the development and production costs of all commodities. Another benefit is 
significantly shorter lead times for the time taken to bring a new product to market 
and delivery of goods to customers. 
This study seeks to obtain some of the benefits of lean thinking for the construction 
design process. 
1.4 OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this study are as follows: 
1. Apply lean thinking principles to construction design. 
2. Assess the potential benefits of lean construction design. 
3. Make recommendations on becoming 'lean' (for construction design). 
These objectives lead to three key questions: 
1. What are the underlying principles of lean thinking? 
(Chapter 2 -Lean Thinking Paradigm) 
2. What are the defining characteristics of the design process? 
(Chapter 3- The Creativity Enigma: Design in Construction) 
3. How will the research be undertaken? 
(Chapter 4: Research Outline) 
Each of these questions will be addressed in the following three chapters of this 
thesis. 
1.5 THE NOVELTY OF THIS WORK 
Work on applying lean ideas to construction started in the early 1990s by Lauri 
Koskela. The majority of this work has been directed towards production and 
production planning, which is unsurprising given the origins of the approach. 
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However, some work has been done whin the terms of reference of applying 'lean 
thinking to the construction design process'. The focus of the work has been with 
regard to theoretical foundations / concepts, frameworks and the development of 
tools (see chapter 2). This study set out to use objective data to identify waste in 
the construction design process and then to investigate value generation by 
mapping the design decision making process at the system / sub-system level. For 
this purpose, an Electronic Data Gathering Tool (EDGT) was developed to capture 
the necessary information. On the basis of the' data collected an approach to 
improving design planning and progress monitoring at the system / sub-system 
level, has been suggested. 
The following list is a summary of the novel aspects of this work: 
1. The use of objective change order request data to estimate the amount of 
waste in the design decision making process. 
2. The way in which the change order request data was analysed: identifying the 
reasons why change orders occurred, how they related to process issues and 
assessing the cumulative effect of change orders on a normalised time basis 
for each work package. 
3. The development of the EDGT to investigate the design decision making 
process at the system / sub-system level. 
4. The EDGT was used on three live construction projects to collect objective data 
about design decision making. The case studies were assessed to establish 
the amount of commonality that exists between construction projects at the 
system / sub system level, the roles of the main disciplines, the cost 
programme visibility that designers had when making decisions, the main 
constraint types impinging upon decision making and the main reason drivers 
used to choose between design options. 
5. The analysis of the data led to recommendations for improving design planning 
and monitoring of design progress - Design Decision Planner (DDP). This is 
with a view to applying the concept of 'standardised work' from the lean 
thinking paradigm. 
6. Other issues identified include: The limited cost and programme visibility that 
designers have when choosing between design options, the designer's limited 
ability to assess the buildability of design options and the development of the 
role of the quantity surveyor from cost controller to assessing value for money 
of each design option. 
It should be noted that numbers 1 and 2 had input from Dr Ian Cox, Cranfield 
University. 
Four papers, so far, have been published from the Link IDAC project on which this 
work is based -1 r6f ereed journal, 3 refereed conferences: 
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1. Cox, I. D., Morris, J. P., Rogerson, J. & Jared, G. (1999) 'A quantitative study 
of post contract award design changes in construction'. Construction 
Mannement and Economics, vol. 17, no. 4. 
2. Morris, J. P., Rogerson, J. & Jared, G. (1998) 'A Too] for Modelling the 
Briefing and Design Decision Making Processes in Construction'. Proceedings 
of the ARCOM (Association of Researchers in Construction Management) 
Fourteenth Annual Conference, 9th_ 11 th September 1998, University of 
Reading, UK, pgs. 320-329. 
3. Morris, J. P., Rogerson, J. & Jared, G. (1998) 'A Quantitative Method for 
Analysing the Impact of Contract Issue Design Changes in Construction'. 
Proceedings of the First International Conference on New Information 
Technologies for Decision Making in Civil Engineering, 11 th-1 3th October 1998 
Montreal, Canada, pgs. 1197-1208. 
4. Morris, J. P., Rogerson, J. & Jared, G. (1998) 'Modelling Briefing and the 
Design Decision Making Process in Construction'. In: Product and Process 
Modelling in the Building Industty, Second European Conference on Product 
and Process Modelling in the Building Industfy, 19th-21st October 1998, BRE 
Watford, UK, pgs. 365-372. 
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CHAPTER 2 THE LEAN THINKING 
PARADIGM 
Literature Survey: Part 1 
I come back to this idea of time, quality and cost, and 
the decision making process depends on what the driver 
is. " Roger Walker, Director of Stanley Bragg 
Partnership. 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The research topic was introduced in chapter 1 in broad terms, that is, the 
application of lean thinking to construction design. This immediately suggests two 
fairly distinct aspects of the research, and hence the literature survey: 
1. Lean thinking. 
2. The design process in the construction industry. 
Therefore, for the sake of clarity, the literature survey has been split into two 
chapters. Chapter 2 (literature survey part 1) explicates lean thinking and chapter 
3 (literature survey part 2) deals with design in the construction industry. There is a 
degree of overlap between subject areas, however, each chapter will deal with the 
stated topic. 
2.2 LEAN THINKING 
2.2.1 Origins 
The origins of lean thinking lie with Taiichi Ohno in the 1950s. Ohno worked for the 
Toyota Motor Company where he observed inefficiencies within the production 
system. On gaining sufficient seniority within the company he began to investigate 
ways to improve areas that he considered deficient. His approach to improvement 
became known as the Toyota Production System. 
His first observation was that workers spent most of their time watching machines 
rather than actively participating in the transformation processes. This was 
necessary so that the worker could stop the machine in the event of a problem 
occurring -a manual form of process control. From his experience at the Toyota 
textile plant, Ohno was aware that one man in the textile plant could operate 40-45 
looms (Ohno, 1978). In answer to the inevitable question 'why is it that one man in 
the textile company can operate 40-45 machines and in the motor company one 
man is only able to operate one machine? ', Ohno discovered that it was because 
the machines in the textile plant stopped automatically when machining was 
complete, or if the thread broke and began to make defective cloth. With this 
revelation, Ohno developed limit switches for the motor company machines which 
allowed one worker to supervise several of them at a time. 
Ohno's underlying driving force was the eradication of waste in the production 
process. Ohno identified several types of waste: 
" Over production 
" Waiting 
" Unnecessary transportation 
" Unnecessary process steps 
" Inventory - both work in progress and finished goods 
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Five further steps helped to make the Toyota Production System one of the 
leanest in the world: 
Create standard work sheets: 
Standard methods for each procedure. 
Instilling a team mentality., 
Ohno, used the analogy of relay racers, the team is only as good as the last hand 
over. This focused attention on what happens to the product as it moves from one 
process to the next. 
Addressing supply. 
Just-in-Time method adopted. 
Adopting Kanban: 
Kanban'used to control the Just-in-Time supply. 
Production Levelling: 
Use of small lot sizes and machines with small set up times. The first step in 
production levelling is to divide the number of units required by the number of days 
to produce them. Daily production is tweaked as necessary. 
2.2.2 The Principles of Lean Thinking 
The term lean thinking was coined by Womack and Jones (1996) and, as such, 
this section of the literature survey draws heavily upon their work to elucidate the 
underlying principles and concepts embodied within the approach. As stated in 
section 2.2.1, the origins of lean thinking originate in the Japanese automobile 
industry. As Ohno was concerned with the identification and eradication of waste 
within Toyota's production system, Womack and Jones have built upon this 
principle, extending it throughout the organisation and beyond into the supply 
chain. 
Waste can be considered to be those activities and processes which, do not add 
direct value to a particular product. By removing waste from the total production 
process, that is all those activities used to produce the article, including design, 
scheduling, administration, etc, the percentage of value adding activities 
increases, thus making the organisation more efficient. In their book, 'Lean 
Thinking', Womack and Jones (1996) suggest an approach for commercial 
organisations to use to identify and remove waste from their processes. The 
approach consists of five steps: 
1. Specify value by specific product. 
2. Identify the value stream for each product. 
3. Make value flow without interruptions. 
4. Let the customer pull value from the producer. 
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5. Pursue perfection. 
2.2.2.1 Specifying value 
Specifying value is the initial step to identifying waste in an organisation's 
processes. At the heart of this first stage is the assertion that value can only be 
defined with reference to the ultimate customer (Womack and Jones, 1996). 
Acharya et al (1995) also take this stance, as does Kelly and Male-(1993), with 
their definition of value management: 
"a proactive, creative, problem solving service, using a multi-disciplinary team 
oriented approach to make explicit the client's value system... " 
The concept of value itself is somewhat nebulous. The value of an article is not an 
intrinsic constant embodied within the product. Value depends on the individual's 
preferences, the circumstances in which the person finds themselves - i. e. the 
degree of need that the individual has for the product, the ability of the product to 
perform its intended task and secondary social effects: how much will other 
individuals value the product that I have bought and how will that affect me? This 
latter issue is of particular importance within the construction context. For example, 
constructing a showcase building as a new company head quarters may enhance 
the company's profile. However, if that same building is erected on a site with a 
delicate ecosystem, the same product may bring adverse publicity to the 
organisation and, therefore, reduce the building's value. 
Womack and Jones (1996) go on to say that value must be defined in terms of 
specific products with specific capabilities, offered at specific prices, through 
dialogue with specific customers. An addition to the list should be 'at a specific 
time'. The value of a product is highly time dependent. A customer might be willing 
to pay RXs for a service or product to fulfil a particular need right up until the point 
that a competitor can offer an equivalent service, or product, at a lower price. The 
perceived value of the original service / product was reduced in a manner beyond 
the control of the producer. In a lean enterprise a 'target cost' is calculated when 
developing a product. This is calculated by looking at the current product packages 
being offered by competitors and working out how much it would cost to create an 
equivalent 'waste free' product. The difference between the competitor price and 
the waste free price (which will be lower) can be utilised in two ways: (1) introduce 
the product into the market at a lower price than the competitor or (2) use the 
money to incorporate additional functions to differentiate the product from the 
competitor, and sell at the same price. Interestingly, Ohno (1978) states that a 
principle of the Toyota Production System is that profit margins are determined by 
selling price - cost = profit. This is subtly different to the traditional selling price = 
actual cost + profit, approach. It recognises that in reality the customer sets the 
price on the basis of the value that is attached to the product, at a particular point 
in time, within a given market context. 
In another definition of value management, Green (1989) supports Womack and 
Jones' (1996) view that value must be made with reference to the client. 
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"Value management is concerned with defining what 'Value' means to a client 
within a particular context. This is achieved by bringing the project stakeholders 
together and producing a clear statement of the project's objectives. Value for 
money can then be achieved by ensun . ng that design solutions evolve in 
accordance to agreed objectives. " 
However, Green (1989) recognises that the client is only one of the project 
stakeholders, albeit a very important stakeholder, and that the other stakeholder 
views must be taken into consideration. A particularly important issue within the 
construction industry is that Womack and Jones' (1996) 'ultimate customer' is 
often not the client. In construction projects it is common for the end user and the 
client to be different groups of people within an organisation, or within different 
organisations. This suggests that a stakeholder approach to specifying value 
within the context of applying lean thinking to construction, might be the most 
appropriate. 
To fully address the issue of value the whole product needs to be considered 
through the eyes of the customer. What will the client's experience of the product 
be? Will the client believe they received value for money? 
2.2.2.2 Identifying the value stream 
The value stream is all the activities / tasks required to bring a particular product 
through the three critical management tasks: problem-solving, information 
management and physical transformation. 
Problem-solving: 
From concept through detailed design and engineering to production launch. 
Information Management. 
Order taking through detailed scheduling to delivery. 
Physical Transformation: 
From raw materials to the finished product in the hands of the customer. 
The entire value stream must be identified by mapping for each product, or family 
of products. This is to help identify where waste exists in the system. 
Each of the tasks identified in a given value stream are then classified by the 
following designations: 
1. Tasks which unambiguously add direct value to the product. 
2. Tasks which add no value to the product but are unavoidable with current 
technological limitations of the production processes / technologies. 
3. Tasks which add no value to the product and are immediately avoidable. 
A key issue to mapping the value stream of a product is that it must go beyond 
production, through the organisation, and into the supply chain. This means that all 
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activities from concept through detailed design to actual availability, from initial 
sale, through order entry and production scheduling to delivery, and from raw 
materials produced to delivery of the product to the customer (Womack and Jones, 
1996). 
When the value stream has been mapped, all the category 3 tasks should be 
removed from the total production process. 
2.2.2.3 Flow 
The third stage is to make the value creating steps flow. This is a departure from 
the batch and queue approach as used in traditional production, and non- 
production, processes to a method where individual articles (1 unit of a particular 
product) flow from one process to the next. Ohno (1978) recalls moving from a 
process, i. e. functional layout - all lathes together, all grinding machines together, 
etc, to a product layout - processes in the order in which they are to be performed, 
to achieve operational flow. An important facilitator to this organisational strategy 
was the right sizing of machines to the production volume, with quick set up times 
(Womack and Jones, 1996). Indeed, Ohno demanded three minute die changes 
from his engineers (Shingo, 1989). Fortuitously for Toyota, a researcher called 
Shingo had been developing ideas about reducing set up times which he called 
Single Minute Exchange of Die (SMED). The implementation of SMED to the 
manufacturing processes contributed to the success of the Toyota Production 
System (Shingo, 1989). 
Coupled with the need to reorganise the production layout, there needs to be a 
change from a functional departmental structure to a product team set up. This is a 
crucial aspect of moving towards a lean enterprise. Product teams are responsible 
for a product, or product family, from concept, through development and 
marketing, to production and after sales service. 
2.2.2.4 Pull 
Pull essentially means that no one up stream should produce goods or services 
until the customer down stream asks for it (Womack and Jones, 1996). 'Customer' 
is used in its widest sense and can be the end user of the product or an 'internal 
customer', which includes the next down stream manufacturing process. The 
affects of applying lean thinking to a commercial organisation reputedly include 
reduced production lead times and product development lead times, i. e. from 
concept to market. This means that the customer is able to 'pull' value from the 
producer much more easily. The customer no longer has to place orders weeks or 
months in advance for a particular product with 'anticipated' needs in mind, but is 
able to order on the basis of current need. This problem is further accentuated by 
customers changing the detail of their requirements, and hence order, closer to the 
time of delivery which leads to considerable amounts of rework. As lead times are 
cut demand for a particular product becomes more stable. It also means that 
organisations respond directly to customer demand rather than forecasts of 
anticipated demand. 
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To call this the 'final stage' for implementing lean thinking would be somewhat 
misleading. This is because the fifth step is intended to be an ongoing process. It 
can be thought of as the 'return to stage 1' arrow to facilitate 'lean iterations'. 
According to Womack and Jones (1996), "it dawns on the individuals involved that 
there is no end to the process of reducing effort, time, space, cost and mistakes, 
whilst offering a product that is evermore nearly what the customer actually wants. " 
This is achieved through a combination of kaikaku - radical improvements, and 
kaizen - continuous incremental improvements. That is, there is an ongoing 
identification of waste in the system which the organisation strives to remove. 
Development of new technologies for a particular process step may play a 
significant role here. Removing waste utilising a new technology may remove one 
type of waste but incorporate a less significant 'new waste. Future changes may 
be made to address this waste in the struggle to achieve the goal of 100% value 
adding activities. 
2.2.3 Why Lean: Benefits of Implementing Lean Thinking 
According to Womack and Jones (1996), the application of lean thinking to an 
organisation can have a significant impact by reducing product development lead 
time, the time from customer order to delivery, the amount of physical space 
required to manufacture a product, inventories and the number of mistakes made. 
They cite several examples in detail: Lantech, Wiremold Company, Pratt & 
Whitney and Porsche. These are a diverse set of manufacturing companies 
operating in very different markets. Table 2.1 shows the improvements made at 
the Wiremold Company through the application of lean thinking. Taken at face 
value, these are highly significant figures which cannot be ignored. The survival of 
companies depends on their ability to compete in the market place. As more 
companies begin to implement lean principles it is likely that those who don't 
respond (or those who don't respond with an alternative approach) will begin to 
loose market share. It is also claimed that to implement lean thinking costs very 
little in terms of capital investment. Indeed, if a company finds itself spending 
significant sums of money, it is likely that it is taking the wrong approach. The time 
period over which change occurs varies. Some improvements should be seen 
within the first 6 months, however, to change the mentality of the whole 
organisation and to see benefits from time invested with suppliers, it is likely to 
take around five years for a lasting transformation (Womack and Jones, 1996). 
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Metric 1990 
jBefore Lean Thinking): 
1995 
(After Lean Thinking) 
Sales per employee 90 190 
($OOOS) 
Throughput time to 4-6 weeks 1-2 days 
produce average 
product 
Product development 3 years 3-6 months 
time 
Suppliers 320 73 
Inventory turns 3.4 15.0 
Space required (index) 100 50 
Sales (index) 100 250 
Operating Profit (index) 100 600 
Profit sharing (% of 1.2 7.8 
straight wage) 
Table 2.1 - Improvements Made at the Wiremold Company Through the 
Application of Lean Thinking 
2.2.4 Lean Design 
Womack and Jones (1996) present a compelling method for improving the 
efficiency of commercial organisations. Although the authors state that lean 
thinking should be applied throughout the company and beyond into the supply 
chain, their examples concentrate largely on the production component. This is 
perhaps unsurprising as the origins of lean thinking stem from the production 
system, and this is where the ideas are most easily applied. However, in two of the 
case studies presented: Porsche and Wiremold Company, a description of 
changes made to the product development process are incorporated. This is 
significant for this piece of research as (1) the total construction process is more 
akin to the manufacturing product development process than production (Ballard & 
Howell, 1998), this is also the view of the author of this thesis, and (2) this 
research is concerned with the application of lean thinking to construction design. 
Design is also the subject of an example regarding the manufacture of bicycles. 
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The common thread between all three examples is the creation of a product team 
with a clearly defined individual who is responsible for the development of the 
product. The teams are multi-disciplinary and often include product designers / 
design engineers, production engineers, purchasing staff (selecting suppliers and 
contracts for parts), tool engineers (design process machinery), planners and 
service staff (assist with after sales service). The team is co-located to increase 
the level of synergy between team members. The team is responsible for all 
stages of product development including, engineering the product, selecting / 
making production tools and manufacturing methods. The team should incorporate 
the 'voice of the customer' into the product. Quality Function Deployment (QFD) is 
proposed as an effective means of identifying and addressing the needs of the 
customer, and a means of making design flow. Womack and Jones (1996) also 
claim that work can be standardised so that each new product development 
project is approached in the same way. Teams are told to aim for a target cost 
which is determined by estimating a market price (what the market will accept) and 
subtract an acceptable margin. 
Interestingly, in their exploration for links between design and the business 
excellence model, Oakland & Oakland (1997) suggest that design should 
incorporate 'process thinking' to lead to an integrated approach to managing 
people and resources through processes that enable an organisation to realise the 
full potential of its design capabilities in the pursuit of customer satisfaction. This 
notion of applying process thinking to design is also supported by Goldschmidt 
(1992). 
2.3 THE CONCURRENT ENGINEERING AND BUSINESS PROCESS 
REENGINEERING (BPR) CONNECTION 
Lean thifiking is by no means a completely novel and unique concept. Two other 
approaches contain a number of the elements that Womack and Jones (1996) 
describe, namely: concurrent engineering and Business Process Reengineering. It 
is far from clear from the literature where the boundaries lie between the three. 
The terms used to describe BPR case studies sound remarkably similar to a lean 
thinking case studies, and when applied to the product development process, 
resemble the terms of reference for concurrent engineering. Perhaps this is not 
surprising when one considers the academic treatment of such techniques: 
numerous independent thinkers drawing off each other's work and definitions, but 
all trying to incorporate a new feature, slant or perspective, that develops current 
understanding. Under these circumstances it is unsurprising that there is 
considerable convergence between similar process improvement approaches. 
When conducting the literature survey with the expressed intention of identifying 
the current application of lean thinking to construction, the author discovered that a 
considerable amount of similar work had been undertaken under the terms lean 
thinking, Business Process Reengineering and concurrent engineering. In 
elucidating the application of lean thinking to construction (section 2.4) the author 
has drawn from work using all three designations. It is for this reason that a brief 
treatment of BPR and concurrent engineering appear in this chapter. 
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2.3.1 Concurrent Engineering 
Cleetus (1992) defines concurrent engineering as, "a systematic approach to 
integrated and concurrent development of a product and its related processes, that 
emphasises response to customer expectations and embodies team values of co- 
operation, trust and sharing in such a manner that decision making proceeds with 
large intervals of parallel working by all life cycle perspectives early in the process, 
synchronised by comparatively brief exchanges to produce consensus. " 
Anumba and Evbuomwan (1997) identify 9 goals for concurrent engineering. At 
least four of these are defined by Womack and Jones (1996) as essential to Lean 
Thinking: 
Proper analysis and establishment of customer requirements and specifications 
Location of multi-functional teams together when possible to facilitate better 
communications 
Continually focusing on improvement of the product and manufacturing process 
Reduction of product lead times and product costs 
Broughton (1990) suggests that a particular aim of concurrent engineering is to 
improve quality and cost through the integration of design and manufacturing 
activities. 
Love et al (1996) stress that down stream aspects of the total production process 
are affected by decisions made during the design phase. It is necessary to identify 
their impact on the final product as early as possible. Love et al (1996) go further 
by suggesting that the impact on down stream processes should be addressed 
using a multi-disciplinary team of experts. This approach should lead to a 
reduction in 'design rework' and a reduction in the product development lead time. 
Anumba and Evbuomwan (1997) also suggest the use of Design Function 
Deployment (DFD) as a means of capturing the client's requirements. DFD is a 
comprehensive design system based on QFD concepts. 
This demonstrates a considerable overlap between the application of lean thinking 
to the product development process and concurrent engineering. Indeed some of 
the construction research papers use the terms interchangeably, for example 
Melhado (1998). It is far from clear where the boundary lies between the two 
concepts. Concurrent engineering does however stress the concept of 
'concurrency' or performing activities in parallel, such as, functional design and 
consideration of manufacturing issues. Although not explicit in lean thinking, the 
use of co-located multi-disciplinary product development teams suggests that 
these issues are likely to be considered simultaneously. Another difference is that 
lean thinking suggests the use of standardised work. This concept is developed 
from production where procedures are created for each task. The work can then 
be thought of as 'standardised' and reduces the risk of quality variation between 
individual operators. Womack and Jones (1996) do not explain in great detail how 
this concept is applied to the product development process, although, it would 
seem to assume that there is a large degree of commonality between the product 
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development processes for different products. This assumption may only hold for 
products within a particular family range, different cars or different buildings, for 
instance. Related to the idea of standardised work is the concept of 'flow'. Not only 
should there be procedures for the product development process within a lean 
environment, but work should 'flow' more easily from task to task. Again, it is not 
entirely clear how this is to be achieved, although, the ordering of tasks will be a 
critical issue. Another factor will be the removal of waste from the system in the 
form of information queuing, transfer and manipulation, and rework. Both 
approaches are strongly in favour of a multi-disciplinary product development 
team, co-located where possible. The 'voice of the customer' is also essential to 
both approaches as is the goal of reduced lead times. Lean thinking is however a 
far more comprehensive technique that seeks to improve the entire organisation 
through a few simple ideas, namely identifying and removing waste, specifying 
value and understanding how it is added to each product. 
2.3.2 Business Process Reengineering (BPR) 
A second relative to lean thinking is Business Process Reengineering. BPR has 
had wide coverage in the literature under such titles as 'Business Process Re- 
engineering', 'Process Reengineering' and 'Ree nginee ring', the latter two titles 
alternatively spelt with a hyphen. For the purposes of this thesis the abbreviation 
BPR will be used, and where appropriate the spelling of 'reengineering' without a 
hyphen. 
The originator of the concept claims the official definition of BPR is: 
7he fundamental rethinking and radical redesign of business processes to bring 
about dramatic improvements in performance. " (Hammer & Stanton, 1995) 
The authors also indicate four key concepts within the definition. 
1. Dramatic- reengineering seeks to make 'quantum leaps' in performance not 
just 5-10% increases. This is akin to the idea of kaikaku in lean thinking. 
2. Radical. reengineering seeks to go to the root of what is trying to be achieved. 
It is not about tweaking existing processes but totally redesigning work 
methodologies utilising new technologies. 
3. Process: a group of related tasks that together create value for a customer. 
The authors claim that the only way to achieve dramatic improvements is to 
consider processes holistically, i. e. need to overcome the often fragmented 
nature of a process within an organisation. 
4. Redesign: reengineering is primarily about the design of how work is done. 
That is, redesigning an organisation's processes. This should lead to the 
elimination of work that is unnecessary and thus improve performance. 
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A key success factor in implementing reengineering is leadership from senior 
management. Given that sufficient backing is provided, the reengineering team 
has to work through four implementation stages: 
1. Understanding the existing processes and customer requirements. 
2. Invent a new process to replace the existing process. 
3. Construct and test the new process. 
4. Sell the new way of thinking to the organisation. 
A three stage approach to implementing reengineering projects is common among 
consultants: (1) establish the scope of the project, (2) study the current process 
and (3) design the new process (O'Brien, 1995). Other approaches are suggested 
by Morris & Brandon (1994) and Obolensky (1996). Kettinger, Teng & Guha (1997) 
provide a comparison of methodologies. Regardless of the number of stages a 
reengineering project is broken down into, O'Brien (1995) suggests that four types 
of decisions are always taken: 
1. Scoping decisions: which process(es) are to be reengineered. 
2. Design approach decisions: decisions about how the design work is to be 
conducted, e. g. quantitative vs. qualitative methodologies, whether to simulate 
and at what level of detail processes should be mapped. 
3. Process design decisions: any decisions which effect the design of a new 
process, e. g. choosing between different solutions, use of technologies, etc. 
4. Implementation approach decisions: how to introduce the new process to the 
organisation to ensure successful adoption. 
Lean thinking can be considered to be a subset of BPR with a specific underlying 
theoretical framework. In BPR it is necessary to identify customer requirements 
and understand existing processes. No particular tools or techniques are specified 
to achieve these goals. In lean thinking these objectives are accomplished by 
identifying 'value' and then mapping the 'value stream'. BPR does not have the 
specific philosophies of Tow' and 'pull' as encountered in lean thinking, yet both 
concepts could be fully incorporated into a BPR project without compromising the 
integrity of the BPR approach. The notion of 'perfection' is included in lean thinking 
but not specified as a key ingredient of BPR. It is, however, difficult to believe that 
anybody in the change management industry subscribes to the view that the 
application of a BPR project will be a panacea but, rather, as technology changes, 
or insights into process organisation are gained, there will be a need to redesign 
work on an ad hoc basis. Thomson (1995) develops this idea into the concept of 
process monitoring for continuous improvement. 
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2.4 PROCESS IMPROVEMENT IN CONSTRUCTION 
As was stated in section 2.3, lean thinking is not a unique technique but an 
approach that shares many features with other concepts, such as, concurrent 
engineering and BPR. Therefore, this section will largely draw upon the work of 
researchers involved in the application of lean thinking, BPR and concurrent 
engineering to construction. Other construction management research will be cited 
as appropriate. 
Table 2.2 is an attempt at producing a 'loose' research map. The map is 'loose' 
because the research cited does not always fit into such neat categories, many of 
the papers could easily have been categorised under two (or more) headings. The 
map is by no means exhaustive, rather, it is representative of the researchers and 
the types of research which have recently been conducted under the process 
improvement banner. In table 2.2 the abbreviations in square brackets represent 
the terms of reference used by a particular author: [LT] - Lean thinking, [BPR] - 
Business Process Reengineering, [CE] - Concurrent Engineering, [Con] - 
Constructability and [BM] - Benchmarking. For the scope of this thesis the author 
is particularly interested in those researchers who identify their work within the 
lean thinking paradigm. The majority of work directly related to lean thinking in 
construction has focused on production and production planning. This is not 
reflected in the table, however, as numerous references were omitted as 
production is not the primary focus of the thesis. The design process category has 
a higher population than production, although, careful inspection will reveal that 
the majority of the papers do not use the lean thinking terms of reference. Instead, 
these papers relate to concurrent engineering and constructability. 
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The application of lean thinking to the design process is not extensive and, 
therefore, this area serves as a suitable topic of study. 
2.5 LEAN THINKING IN CONSTRUCTION DESIGN 
Work by Lauri Koskela from VTT Finland was an important catalyst to the 
application of lean thinking to construction research. His first piece of work was 
written in 1992, and in 1993 he organised the first conference on lean construction 
(Alarc6n, 1997). Since that time, numerous researchers have worked on the 
application of lean thinking to the production stage of the total construction process 
(Melles (1994), Tommelein (1997), Ballard & Howell (1994) and Fowler & Gray 
(1997)). Fewer researchers have tackled the applicability of lean thinking to 
design. Those that have can be divided into three groups: conceptual foundations, 
methodologies/ models and design tools/ metrics. 
2.5.1 Conceptual Foundations 
An important piece of work relating the theoretical foundations of lean thinking to 
construction design is Huovila etal (1994). This appears to be the first paper to try 
and identify the underlying issues of lean thinking and how they might be applied 
to the design process. The authors cite the traditional view of design as 
conversion, that is, requirements transformed into a design fulfilling those 
requirements. Huovila et al (1994) claim that this is a restrictive perspective which 
leads to inefficiencies. Design as conversion, flow and value generation is 
suggested as a superior model. Design as conversion relates to activities where 
requirements are transformed into design fulfilling those requirements. Flow is 
regarded as the flow of information to facilitate conversion activities and value 
generation is achieved through the fulfilment of requirements. At face value it 
would seem that conversion and value generation are one and the same, however, 
Huovila et al (1994) are trying to express that the actual activities being performed 
are conversion whilst the result of those activities is value generation. This is 
equivalent of Shingo's observation of the difference between operations and 
processes (Isatto & Formoso, 1998). The concepts provide two perspectives of the 
design process, that of the designer (operation) and that of the product (process). 
The designer performs activities which convert the 'ideas' into designs. The 
designs move from one stage of the process to another, say feasibility to scheme 
to detail, with value being generated as more and more requirements are fulfilled 
with an increasing level of design completed. 
Within this framework, Huovila et al (1994) consider value generation to consist of 
two components: product performance and freedom from defects. The latter 
component can be equated with the quality of the design solution. If by 'product 
performance' the authors merely mean functional adequacy then their approach is 
somewhat deficient. If however 'product performance' has a much broader 
definition which includes cost / investment and timing attributes, as well as 
addressing stakeholder requirements other than the client, then this would be 
more acceptable. The authors go on to say that a way of identifying the value 
generated is by subtracting the value lost from 'best practice value or theoretically 
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best practice value'. This would be tremendously difficult to achieve in practice as 
value is a moving target. However, this approach does focus the design team on 
aspects of the process where value can be lost, i. e. further waste identification. 
The authors cite four main possibilities for loss of value: 
1. Part of requirements are missed at the outset. 
2. Part of requirements are lost during design process. 
3. There is too little improvement and optimisation of design solutions. 
4. There are sheer errors in the final product design. 
The corresponding solutions are said to be: 
1. Rigorous requirements analysis at the outset in tight co-operation with the 
customer. 
2. Systematised management of requirements, e. g. application of QFD. 
3. Rapid iterations in major design issues to optimise design, use tools such as 
Taguchi methods, Design For Manufacture (DFM) and Design For Assembly 
(DFA). 
4. Use of quality management to reduce waste. 
Flow is an important concept in design as it suggests that some activities might 
actually be waste rather than an intrinsic part of conversion. A key element to lean 
thinking approach is to identify and remove waste from the process, Huovlia et al 
(1994) identify a number of waste types in the design process: 
1. The inspection, storage and communication of information. 
2. Not all requirements are captured at the beginning. 
3. Rework due to errors, omissions and uncertainty - errors are detected in later 
phases leading to more costly rework. 
4. Long or no iterations for improving design. 
5. Waiting for approvals, instructions and information for the next step. 
The major cause of rework in construction is uncertainty (Huovila et al, 1994). To 
reduce the amount of uncertainty in design the authors suggest five steps which 
can be taken: 
1. The scope definition is done orderly to avoid scope changes. 
2. All life cycle phases are considered simultaneously from conceptual stage to 
avoid iterations due to constraints in subsequent phases. 
3. Prototyping and simulation can be used to decrease technological uncertainty. 
4. In later stages of the project the design solution is practically frozen. 
5. Design errors are reduced through quality management. 
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Other suggestions include co-locating the team to reduce the amount of effort 
required for information transfer and a reduction in the batch size of information 
transactions - the latter point can be addressed by decomposition of design tasks 
with intense informal communication and concurrency of work. 
Ballard & Koskela (1998) state that the problem for design management research 
in construction is the 'lack of a solid conceptual foundation' which is compounded 
by the lack of empirical data. As such they suggest the adoption of Huovila et als' 
(1994) model: design as conversion, flow and value generation as a starting point. 
Given that the academic community embraces the theoretical framework, further 
work would be required to provide sufficient insights into the three components 
and their interrelationships. Isatto & Formoso (1998) warn of the problems of 
implementing ideas such as lean thinking without sufficient appreciation and 
understanding of the context in which the technique is to be applied. Indeed, the 
authors suggest that the principles of lean thinking may have to be specifically 
tailored to meet the needs of the industry. They posit a theoretical framework for 
design which suggests that, whatever approach is taken, in practice there is an 
order of precedence for particular aspects of design. This is outlined in figure 2.1. 
The difference between process and operation was outlined in this section in 
relation to the difference between conversion and value generation. 
Value 
+ 
What to produce 
Conformation , aW 3w 1 How to produce it 
Labour What means to use 
and when 
PRODUCTION 
Figure 2.1 - Theoretical approach to design (Isatto & Formoso, 1998) 
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Models and methodologies for improving construction design, within the terms of 
reference of lean thinking, have been produced by Atkin (1998), Formoso et al 
(1998), Alarc6n & Mardones (1998) and Melhado (1998). All of these models are 
developed at high level, comparable to the RIBA stages. Indeed, that which is 
proposed by Atkin (1998) is very similar in nature to the RIBA stages. An 
interesting addition to the model is that of 'advanced procurement' for systems with 
long lead times to help speed up the process. This stage is positioned between 
outline and detailed design. Atkin (1998) also suggests that the role of the quantity 
surveyor is not well integrated into the design process. The external quantity 
surveyor acts as a means of cost control rather than in a capacity of helping the 
design team to find solutions that provide better value for money. The author of 
this thesis agrees with this position. Atkin (1998) also suggests that managing 
client's requirements, integrating design and construction as a single process, 
value chain management and total project management are major factors in 
achieving project success. 
Melhado (1998) suggests that product and production processes must be equally 
considered at the beginning of the design process. The author goes further by 
suggesting that design for production can be achieved by creating a new 
professional who deals with the development and detailing from the design for 
production perspective. This would be within the context of a multi-disciplinary 
team working within a concurrent engineering framework. Melhado (1998) also 
proposes that design co-ordination needs pre-established parameters and criteria 
in order to analyse design solutions properly. Another important feature is the 
concept of post-occupancy systematic evaluation as a means of providing 
feedback to the design team. This is essential for the design team, or individual 
professionals, if they are to improve with time. 
Alarc6n & Mardones (1998) suggest that there are several problems with 
traditional construction design. A particular problem lies in the lack of co-ordination 
between specialists and defects in the individual roles. This is compounded by 
changes during the project by both owner and designers. This can lead to 
inconsistencies among drawings and specifications. Another problem is that 
designers often lack construction knowledge which introdues problems at the 
construction stage such as loss of labour, idle times, rework, abnormal use of 
machinery / equipment and delays. Alarc6n & Mardones (1998) have found that 
the most important design defects are lack of information and wrong information, 
with the most frequently occurring problem being continuous change / modification 
of the design. They conclude that the design process is chaotic and does not allow 
construction professionals complete exposure to the completed design and 
prevents iterations between different specialities. Alarc6n & Mardones (1998) 
suggest a four stage solution to the problems outlined: 
1. Supervision: include a construction company in the design process. 
2. Improving co-ordination between specialities: through a logical sequence of 
information transfers. This is achieved through a planning scheme of the 
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design sequence for building projects to stabilise and control information flow. 
Also, implementation of a plan to control and evaluate changes during the 
execution stage. 
3. Improving standardisation of design information: to verify that requirements of 
previous processes are fulfilled. Need to develop task lists to generate for each 
designer the input data for his own design process. Also, the development of- 
work specifications in order to stanclardise the presentation of information and. 
to establish requirements for different designers. There is a need to introduce 
construction criteria into the task lists and work specifications to reduce the 
impact of lack of construction knowledge. 
4. Improve control: through development of check lists. 
Formoso et al (1998) agree with Alarc6n & Mardones (1998) that the design 
process needs to be planned and controlled more effectively in order to minimise 
the effects of complexity and uncertainty. Lack of design planning results in 
insufficient information being available to complete design tasks and 
inconsistencies within construction documents. As a means of improving 
construction design, Formoso et al (1998) suggest a design protocol consisting of 
a general plan of the design process which can be used as a basis for devising a 
model to manage the design process for individual companies. The main elements 
of the protocol are: 
1. The content of the main activities. 
2. Their precedence relationships. 
3. The main inputs and outputs for each activity. 
4. The tools that can be used to support the execution of each activity. 
5. The roles and responsibilities of the different actors. 
6. A model of information flow. 
Formoso et al (1998) make an interesting point with regard to waste in the design 
process. That is, rework and design iteration should not be confused as iteration is 
an inherent and important part of the design process. 
2.5.3 Design Tools / Metrics 
Another area of research which has been conducted within the terms of reference 
of lean thinking is the application of tools and metrics. Three tools in particular 
have been studied: Quality Function Deployment (QFD), Design Structure Matrix 
(DSM) and Last Planner. 
2.5.3.1 Quality Function Deployment (QFD) 
QFID is a tool for capturing and managing customer requirements throughout the 
project. It was first proposed by Akao in the late 1960s as a means of 'capturing 
the voice of the customer' in the manufacturing context and translating it through 
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the various stages of product planning, engineering and manufacturing into the 
final product (Moskowitz & Kim, 1997). The kernel of QFD is to capture and 
translate the needs of the customer into engineering characteristics and 
subsequently into parts' characteristics, process plans and production 
requirements associated with its manufacture. This is achieved by using a chart 
called the 'house of quality' (Moskowitz & Kim, 1997). Womack & Jones (1996) 
cite this as an important tool for lean product development. 
Detailed descriptions of the tool can be found in Revelle et al (1998) and Cohen 
(1995). The application of QFD to construction has been considered by Huovila et 
al (1995(l)), Serpell & Wagner (1994) and Anumba & Evobuomwan (1996). 
Anumba & Evobuomwan (1996) suggest that QFD is an important tool for the 
construction industry and that it should be implemented within a concurrent 
engineering framework. Huovila et al (1995(l)) propose that applied to 
construction the tool is best suited to project managers as it provides them with a 
systematic means of compiling and understanding customer needs. From this, the 
most critical customer needs can be identified so that the corresponding physical 
properties can be focused upon. An additional feature of QFD is that it provides 
traceability within the decision making process. 
The benefits of applying QFD include: shorter development time, smoother entry 
into production, features that appeal to customers, lower manufacturing costs and 
better quality (Clausing & Pugh, 1991). However, problems do exist with the 
implementation of the tool. A key issue is that customers do not always know what 
their needs are. Use of the tool means that customers are forced to consider and 
develop a better understanding of their requirements (Huovila et al, 1995(l)). This 
means that for the customer there is a large degree of satisfaction as his voice is 
systematically listened to with QFD. However, the tool can be quite laborious to 
use (Huovila et al, 1995(l)). Another issue that is relevant to construction is that 
the customer, or client, is often not the end user of the product. So even if the 
customer requirements are captured perfectly it would be the voice of the wrong 
customer that would be translated into physical attributes. This is a critical issue 
but one that is beyond the scope of the tool to solve, as in some cases the end 
users are not identified before construction is completed, e. g. tenants for office 
blocks or retail units. This problem will only be solved when lead times have been 
reduced sufficiently, such that, work can be delayed until an end user is identified. 
2.5.3.2 Last Planner 
The last planner is a tool that was originally designed to help stabilise work flow in 
the production phase. A detailed exposition of the tool can be found in (Ballard 4 
Howell, 1994). The 'last planner' is the person who decides what production 
assignments are to be performed within the next time period. That is, actual 
production activities / operations rather than producing inputs for other planning 
exercises further down stream. The tool works on the basis of weekly work plans 
for production. The plans should ensure that: 
1. Work is selected in the right sequence. 
2. The right amount of work is selected. 
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3. The selected work can be achieved. 
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The tool utilises the principle of 'shielding' to protect the work force from upstream 
variations and uncertainty. This means for the purposes of the work plans it is very 
important to do work which can be undertaken / completed, for example, which is 
not subject to problems occurring in the supply chain within the period of that 
particular work plan. This requires a matching exercise between the labour force, 
work flow, resources, etc. The percentage of planned activities completed (PPC) is 
then calculated, i. e. matching what Was achieved to the planned work. Non- 
completion of tasks is investigated to identify root causes. The use of the last 
planner produces a higher level of certainty and expectation for production teams. 
It promotes accountability, non-production time falls and process control is 
improved. 
Applying this approach to planning and work execution to the design process is 
discussed by Koskela et a) (1997). The authors suggest that the sequencing of 
design tasks for the work plan can be achieved by Design Structure Matrix (DSM), 
although they rightly point out that this tool is sill in the research stage (a 
discussion about this tool can be found in section 2.5.3.3). This should be done in 
conjunction with the pooled experience of the entire design team. The aim is to try 
to optimise the order of tasks based on interdependencies of individual operations. 
However, even if the optimum order of tasks is more or less known, problems can 
still occur due to the high level of associated uncertainty and half-heartedness of 
effort to control the design process (Koskela et al, 1997). 
For the purposes of their case study the authors (Koskela et al, 1997) used DSM 
and the experience of the design team through a series of interviews to establish a 
monthly work plan / schedule. The schedule was updated regularly rather than 
introducing more detail. Information needs reported -by designers in design 
meetings were recorded. Tasks for the next period (taken from schedule) and 
information needs were agreed and attached as 'assigned design tasks' in the 
minutes. All design team members received a copy of the minutes immediately 
after the meeting, thus, each role was presented with a form detailing his / her 
scheduled design work for the period. In the next meeting the assigned tasks were 
systematically dealt with and monitored. The assigned task forms were returned by 
all parties along with information about the realisation of each task and causes for 
non-realisation. Progress, as measured by considering actual work against 
planned work, was not discussed in the meetings to prevent an atmosphere of 
overly tight control (Koskela et al, 1997). An interesting omission from the paper is 
the break down of task realisation on the basis of each party. This is a very 
sensitive issue of course and in practice could lead to a massaging of the figures 
to save face. Rightly or wrongly, such figures could also be used in the selection of 
companies / individuals who score highly in this particular metric. 
The main causes for lack of task realisation are 'had no time due to other tasks' - 40% and 'lacking input information' - 30%. The former is largely a resource 
allocation issue whilst the latter could be a reflection on the sequencing of work 
and / or failure of other parties to complete their tasks on time. A result of applying 
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the last planner too] in this fashion was a 30% saving in design time. A second 
advantage was the transparency achieved by using a design schedule which 
means that the impact of a design change can be better analysed in advance. The 
PPC graphs can show the effects of erratic decision making by the client and can 
also be used as a benchmark to set targets for, and monitor, project progress. 
With regard to lean thinking, however, this tool does not seek to standardise the 
approach to construction design as it operates at the task level. It does offer an 
improved design plan which can lead to better design control for a particular 
project, but further benefits can be gained by seeking a means of standardising the 
approach to product development (Womack & Jones, 1996). 
2.5.3.3 Design Structure Matrix (DSM) / Analytical Design Planning Technique 
(ADePT) 
The Design Structure Matrix (DSM) was developed by Steward in the early 1980s. 
It is a tool that can be used to assess the interdependencies between tasks in a 
process. It does not tell how or why individual operations effect each other but 
simply th . at they do (Huovila et al, 1995(2)). The knowledge can be used to try to 
optimise the particular process. The matrix indicates which tasks must be 
completed in series and those in parallel. An advantage of this tool is that it can 
cope with the iterative nature of design. Data regarding the interaction of tasks / 
sub-processes is entered into the precedence matrix. A partitioning algorithm is 
used which moves elements within the matrix below the diagonal or into square 
blocks about the diagonal. If there are no circuits all the elements will be below the 
diagonal. The block is the smallest possible such that all the variables that occur in 
the cycle will be found in the same block. The tasks within a block are coupled 
and, therefore, have to be done jointly (in parallel). The matrix indicates the right 
order in which tasks should be performed, whether sequentially or in parallel. It 
also shows the information dependencies between tasks. 
The application of DSM to construction has been considered by Huovila et al 
(1995(2)) and Koskela et al (1997) - as part of the implementation of the 'last 
planner' method (see section 2.5.3.2). Huovila et al (1995(2)) found that the tool 
can be used effectively in construction to find better sequences for design tasks, 
however, if used manually, is very laborious. They envisage that the tool will be 
used for the planning and management of design, for fast tracking analysis 
(sequencing for speed of design) and analysing the potential effects of design 
change. This latter point is increasingly a concern for design practitioners. 
DSM has also been considered by Austin et al (1999) within the context of 
developing a design management tool - 'Analytical Design Planning Technique' 
(ADePT). DSM is an important component of ADePT. The fist stage of the 
research is to establish a process model that graphically maps the detailed design 
tasks in construction design, and the information that flows between them. The 
maps also identify the role that each of the disciplines undertakes (this will no 
doubt be dependent upon the contractual agreement for each project). The map is 
analysed using DSM to optimise the order of design tasks. From the results of the 
matrix analysis design schedules and programmes can be constructed (Austin et 
al, 1998). An interesting addition to the DSM methodology is the classification of 
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information, so not only are the information inputs identified, they are also rated as 
to how critical the information requirement is on a six point scale (A - most critical 
to C- least critical. Also uses A/13, B/C and A-C) (Austin et al, 1998). This provides 
an additional dimension to the ordering of design tasks to provide the optimum 
sequence. 
2.5.3.4 Metrics 
Two areas for producing useful metrics are suggested by Tilley et al (1997), 
namely, Requests For Information (RFIs) and the drawing registry. Analysing the 
number of individual contract drawings issued and the number of revisions made 
to those drawings allows a comparison between projects and the design 
disciplines involved. This provides an overall impression of design documentation 
deficiency. An analysis of the RFI process provides a better indicator of the overall 
quality of the design documentation process. Analysing the volume of RFIs in 
relation to contract value and project duration provides an indication of the extent 
of design documentation deficiencies [1], whilst an assessment of there response 
times provides an indication of their severity [2] (Tilley et al 1997). 
In relation to RFIs, two performance indicators are suggested to facilitate 
calculation of design documentation deficiency at the project level: 
Ph = 
Nc 
CVxD 
Where: 
PI, - Performance Indicator 1 
Nc - Number of information clarification type RFIs 
CV - Estimated final contract value 
D- Initial project duration 
P12 ý- 
11 Ta - Tr 
Nc Ta 
Where: 
P12 - Performance Indicator 2 
Nc - Number of information clarification type RFIs 
Ta - Actual time of response 
T, - Response time required 
Condition: If T, ?-T, then (T, - T, ) =0 
This mathematical constraint, or condition, is provided to eliminate the counter- 
acting effect that within-time responses would have upon the value of the beyond- 
time performance indicator (Tiley et al (1997). 
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Another metric is the percentage of planned activities completed (PPC) as used in 
the last planner method (Koskela et al, 1997) (see section 2.5.3.2). 
Other metrics include those developed by the Construction Best Practice 
Programme, in the UK. These are a series of measures that allow companies to 
benchmark themselves against objective data to assess their company's 
performance. They include measures on: 
" Client satisfaction - product 
" Client satisfaction - service 
" Number of defects 
" Predictability - cost 
" Predictability - time 
" Profitability 
" Productivity 
" Safety 
" Construction cost 
" Construction time 
Interestingly, there appears to be a lack of metrics available to assess progress 
within individual processes, with the exception of the RFI performance indicators, 
but even these are after the event as far as design is concerned. The above 
metrics operate at the project level, which essentially are output measurements. 
They may be useful for companies to benchmark themselves against one another 
but they do not effect the outcome of the project that has been benchmarked. It 
would be desirable to have a set of metrics that the design team can respond to 
during a particular project to ensure the quality and speedy delivery of the product 
being designed. 
2.6 CONCLUSIONS 
The lean thinking paradigm suggests a five step change management approach 
that can make organisations lean: 
1. Understanding what the client values. 
2. Identify and remove waste within the organisation by analysing the value 
stream. 
3. Facilitate value flow through the organisation. 
4. Value should be pulled through the processes, initiated by the client. 
5. Continuous improvement - strive forperfection. 
Five factors have also been identified that directly relate the lean philosophy to the 
product development process: 
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i. Single leader responsible for the product. 
ii. Multidisciplinary teams, co-located where possible. 
iii. Clearly defined responsibilities for all team disciplines. 
iv. Standardised approach to product development. 
V. Ensure that the voice of the customer is heard throughout the product 
development process. 
The five factors above are key issues for making construction design lean and 
should be considered in conjunction with the five step change management 
approach. Although 'ensuring that the voice of the customer is heard throughout 
the product development process' could be considered to be the most important 
factor in the design process, this issue has been considered in some depth 
through QFD research. Another issue of significant importance which has received 
little attention is that of a standardised approach to product development. A 
standardised approach is adopted to help improve control of the process, such 
that, the design team can benefit from the learning curve of repeating the same 
product development process for each new product. The other three factors (single 
leader responsible for the product, multidisciplinary teams, co-located where 
possible, clearly defined responsibilities for all team disciplines) should in theory 
be achievable for those who are willing to accept organisational changes and 
invest the time an effort to clarify individual roles. One issue that is perhaps 
peculiar to construction due to the fragmentation of the industry, is the difficulty in, 
or perhaps the resistance to, co-locating design teams. This is in part due to the 
fact that designers are often working on more than one project whilst based within 
their own organisation and would therefore create a major resource issue, 
especially for smaller companies. There is no obvious solution to the problem as 
construction projects are by their nature site based which could mean a significant 
amount of travel involved for the personnel concerned. Perhaps information 
technologies could play a key role here through the electronic sharing of 
information, video conferencing, etc. 
The application of lean thinking to construction has largely concentrated on 
production planning and production phases of construction projects, however, 
some work has been undertaken with the application of lean thinking to 
construction design. This work has been split into three main categories: 
1. Conceptual foundations. 
2. Methodologies / models. 
3. Design tools / metrics. 
With regard to conceptual foundations, the view of design as conversion, flow and 
value generation is an important step for the industry to realise that waste does 
exist within the design process and needs to be addressed. This view, perhaps for 
the first time in construction, will emphasise the 'process' in the term design 
process. This view of design also helps to underpin the idea of the design decision 
maps as value generation maps in chapter 7 of this thesis. In the methodologies / 
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models section of the literature survey a number of the lean thinking factors have 
been incorporated into the approaches outlined. However, there appears to be a 
lack of empirical data to suggest improvements that these models / methodologies 
have led to. One issue that arose was the lack of sufficient design planning on 
construction projects which leads to greater uncertainty and less effective control 
of the design process. Two design tools have been used to address this problem: 
last planner and the ADePT methodology. The last planner method was originally 
developed for the production phase of projects and was adapted to be used in 
construction design. It operates at the task level by producing monthly work plans. 
The ADePT tool was developed to plan and optimise design, planning at the 
detailed design level using DSM. Related to the lack of design planning is the lack 
of a standardised approach to the product development process. Although models 
of the design process seek to address this issue they are often at a level of 
abstraction that is too high to have a significant impact. Appropriate design 
planning tools might actually lead to a more standardised approach. To achieve 
this it is the opinion of the author that it might be more appropriate that they 
operate at the value generation level rather than the task level. Value generation is 
equivalent to design decisions in construction design. When making a decision on 
the basis of considering and testing design constraints and options a number of 
tasks have to be performed. To make any particular decision a number of different 
sets of tasks may be performed, or the same set of tasks in a different order, with 
differing amounts of effort. For instance, a survey may or may not be conducted, a 
variety of drawings may or may not be produced. Also, depending upon previous 
decisions made, choosing between brick or a cladding system for the external 
skin, for example, will require a different set of tasks to perform more detailed 
design. However, if planning takes place at the decision level, regardless of how 
the decision is reached, the decision still has to be made within the project 
constraints. Therefore to standardise at the task level is more problematic than 
standardising at the decision level. 
The second part of the literature survey, construction design, is documented in 
chapter 3. 
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CHAPTER 3 THE. CREATIVITY 
ENIGMA: DESIGN I-N 
CONSTRUCTION 
Literature Survey: Part 2 
"Now what is the process of design? The process ot 
design is analyse, analyse, analyse, analyse. Analyse 
the site, analyse the problem, analyse the line of the 
existing bridge, analyse the nature of the geology there, 
the nature of the landscape there, analyse the political 
views of people, analyse who lives where. The trick is 
not to commit to any idea. It's actually to analyse ... keep 
on analysing the problem ... just keep on analysing the 
problem and deliberately staying off a solution and not 
committing to a solution until one has gathered enough 
information, then you find the designs just kind of take 
care of themselves. " Tim Quick, Sir Norman Foster 
and Partners. 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter deals with the different aspects of design research that have been 
undertaken. It largely draws on work conducted in the field of construction design, 
although not exclusively, as some of the ideas developed in the manufacturing 
sector and mechanical / electrical design, show considerable commonality with, 
and potential for, construction design. 
Design has various meanings ranging from purposive planning to plotting with evil 
intent and, in any case, evokes notions of rationality and carefully conceived 
effectiveness (Anderson, 1984). Added to such a logical approach is the 
phenomenon of serendipity, or the 'eureka', factor which seems to push the activity 
of design towards the mysterious. The word design is used in numerous fields 
from artistic to industrial and as a noun relates to the form / nature of products as 
diverse as fabrics and microprocessors. It can be considered to be a vague term 
but, as a verb, can be thought of as relating to the continuous interplay between 
what we want to achieve and how we want to achieve it (Suh, 1990). Carrara, 
Kalay & Novembri (1992) provide a more specific definition for a particular context, 
namely architectural design: 'an extremely complex set of operations aimed at the 
definition of a built object that achieves a predefined set of required performances', 
and comprises of three main operations: 
1. Defining a set of required functional characteristics that comprise the 
objectives to be achieved by the designed artefact. 
2. Making design decisions that in the opinion of the designer are (or should) be 
capable of achieving the predetermined objectives. 
3. Verifying that these choices are internally consistent and that they achieve the 
required functional characteristics. 
I 
This particular view of design is important within the context of this thesis as this 
chapter strives to elucidate the key issues relating to design in the construction 
context. Understanding the architectural component is obviously an important 
issue in the drive to make construction design lean. For the purposes of this thesis, 
the design process is considered to be all the decisions made, and tasks 
performed, to articulate the building's characteristics in an unambiguous fashion. 
That is, from inception to the start of construction, with particular emphasis on 
system level decisions. To help provide an overview of some of the research that 
has been conducted into design and design process improvement, a loose 
research map has been produced and is presented in table 3.1. The map is 'loose' 
because the research cited does not always fit into such neat categories, many of 
the papers could easily have been categorised under two (or more) headings. The 
map is by no means exhaustive, rather it is representative of the researchers and 
the types of research which have been conducted into design. In table 3.1 the 
abbreviations in square brackets represent the terms of reference used by a 
particular author: [BPR] - Business Process Reengineering, [Con] - 
Constructability, (BM] - Benchmarking [QFD] - Quality Function Deployment, 
[DFMj - Design for Manufacture, (DFA] - Design for Assembly, [AD] - Axiomatic 
Design and [TQM] -Total Quality Management (where applicable). 
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3.2 PSCHOLOGYICAL & SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES OF DESIGN 
3.2.1 Introduction 
A lot of work has been conducted regarding the psychological and sociological 
perspectives of design. The psychological investigations seek to establish 'how' 
individual designers design. What cognitive processes take place that lead a 
person to a particular design solution. Indeed, the key questions are what is 
creativity and how can we become more creative? How can we produce more 
innovative design? Is there a mechanism which can be learnt or is 'good' design 
an innate ability which is the preserve of the talented few? Part of the debate, 
which to some extent represents the limits of knowledge, is the contention 
between the rational and the irrational, or the serendipitous vs. the systematic 
nature of design. The subject became a serious area of research in the late sixties 
and early seventies when Eastman performed the first protocol analysis of 
architectural design. The approach was to identify the operational aspects of the 
cognitive system and to describe tasks within a general taxonomy of tasks within 
the 'information processing theory' paradigm (Akin, 1991). In the research that 
followed over the next thirty years or so, the favoured approaches to elucidate the 
issues involved in design included interviews with designers, observations and 
case studies, protocol studies, controlled tests, simulation trials and reflecting and 
theorising (Cross, 1991). As well as categorising research by the methodologies 
adopted it is also possible to consider the refinement of the research questions, or 
aspects of design that were emphasised by various scholars. That is not to say 
that design itself was dissected into smaller more manageable chunks but rather 
different perspectives of design fundamentals were explored. Alternative 
perspectives included, the internal and external representations of designed 
objects, the knowledge base of design thinking, the formulation of. design 
problems, the thought processes that apply to design learning, refining the general 
descriptions of the design processes offered by the ground work in design 
research, prescriptive accounts of the design process and design methods (Akin, 
1991). However, despite these seemingly neat and distinct categories, Akin offers 
the caveat that there is a lack of clarity about the subject matter in much design 
research and often the purpose of the study, and the interpretation of the results, 
can be unclear. The author of this thesis is sympathetic to this view because of the 
difficulty experienced when trying to structure the material for the purposes of this 
chapter. 
The sociological perspective of design considers how the interaction of two or 
more designers effects problem solving and creativity. It also seeks to address 
whether *anything can be done to enhance that interaction to improve the quality of 
design output. This is a particularly important aspect of design research as the 
vast majority'of industrial design is performed by design teams. Design teams are 
made up of a number of people, often with different areas of expertise. It is 
inescapable that at some stage these designers have to work alone on particular 
tasks, however, the key to design teams, or teams of any kind, is that the synergy 
created between individuals is such that the whole is greater than the sum of their 
individual efforts. 
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Both of these perspectives of design have been considered across a variety of 
design disciplines including, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering and 
architectural design. 
3.2.2 Design Models 
A fair question to ask of design researchers is, 'why bother creating models of the 
design process, based on what people already do? ' Establishing a design model, 
or method, is akin to the idea of best practice. It is thought that by codifying the 
way in which good designers work into a model, or methodology, it is possible to 
emulate them. The idea being that following a model, like a recipe, will lead to 
consistently good results. Interestingly, this notion is resonant of the concept of 
standardised work within the lean thinking paradigm. Whilst this approach provides 
useful insights into the type of activities that designers perform on route to a 
design solution, it does not provide any insights into the nature of inspiration - the 
eureka factor. It might not be possible to teach serendipity, however, the 
generation of models may help equip designers with the right approach and tools 
to improve the likelihood, or indeed facilitate, flashes of inspiration. Essentially, 
models of design with respect to the individual designer take two forms: what 
designers do, and how they do it. In terms of how design is achieved, this usually 
refers to modes of thinking. That is, how a designer moves from a specified 
problem or design situation to the final solution. It would seem to be commonly 
held that designers display essentially three modes of thought: deductive, 
inductive and abductive (Demirkin, 1998 and Roozenburg, 1991). Deduction is 
reasoning from the general to the to the particular, induction - from a set of given 
examples the rule is identified, and abduction is the derivation of statements about 
the world given logical rules and some logical consequences (Demirkin, 1998). 
Roozenburg (1991) goes on to state that the key mode of design reasoning is 
abduction. Models of what designers do include Hamel's (1994) view of 
architectural design as that of gathering information, decomposing the problem, 
solving partial problems, synthesising partial solutions and moulding the results 
into a design. Hamel (1994) also states that all sub-problems are tackled in the 
same sequential manner. Demirkin (1998) presents a model of design as 
identifying and interpreting the problem to create a conceptual model. This 
conceptual model is then translated into a design model, which is implemented to 
produce the artefact. The author goes on to explain how the conceptual model is 
produced from the designer's knowledge base by rule and case based type 
reasoning. It presupposes design solutions in the designer's memory and therefore 
implies a degree of domain or specific problem experience / knowledge. The rule 
based thinking can be considered to be equivalent of testing constraints and, as 
such, can be equated to Chan's (1990) 'selecting of constraint schema' (see 
section 3.2.3). 
Engineering models of design are based on analysis proceeding the synthesis of 
solutions, where as architectural models are based around the idea that solution 
concepts precede problem analysis. In other words, architects need to generate a 
solution before they can think about the problem. Computer programming models 
describe designers negotiating the structure of design problem; either in 
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opportunistic ways, regular ways or a combination of the two (Lloyd & Scott, 1994). 
However, the authors found that designers (five electrical engineers) display 
characteristics of all three models whilst designing and that the strongest 
determinant of the approach that a designer takes is whether the designer has had 
experience of the specific problem type. When they have experience of the 
particular problem type, designers approach design tasks through solutions rather 
than through 'problems. This is a very important factor, as knowledge / experience 
of the specific area has been found to be far more important then general 
knowledge of the field. 
3.2.3 Protocol Analysis 
Protocol analysis is a technique that attempts to 'eavesdrop' on the design process 
by asking designers to think aloud whilst working on a design problem. These 
commentaries are recorded using either video or audio equipment. The former of 
the two provides a richer picture as it also captures the development of solutions, 
designer's movements, etc. The technique is very much co. ncerned with identifying 
how designers think, moving from the stated objectives of the exercise through to 
the final solution produced. A criticism levelled at this technique is that designers 
do not normally verbalise what they are thinking and that investigating design from 
this perspective might actually produce a distorted picture of their cognitive 
processes - observation effects the measurement, factor. Another issue that 
arises is that design work is often carried out in laboratory like experiments and not 
the normal working environment. However, despite these drawbacks, protocol 
analysis is really the only technique that provides insights into the cogitative 
processes of designers. Other methods tend to be restricted to assessing the 
design output (sketches, notes, final solution, calculations, etc. ) and making 
inferences about cognition, from them. 
Numerous protocol studies have been published in the literature. These involve a 
variety of researchers with different research agendas. For example, Lloyd & Scott 
(1994) hypothesised that regardless of the designer's field, designers would use 
similar cogitative approaches to solve problems. The authors found that it is the 
designer's experience that plays a pivotal role in determining the design process. 
Baya & Leifer (1994) use protocol analysis to investigate the information handling 
ability of designers in the concept stage. They suggest that there is proportionality 
between the time spent on design and the amount of information handled, 
although the authors recognise that they used a very small sample size and that 
there work is far from conclusive. Ehrlenspiel & Dylla (1993) attempt to identify 
what characterises a good designer. The authors propose that if the findings can 
be confirmed a general design methodology can be produced. They suggest that 
successful designers are / do: 
1. More precise when they analyse and formulate requirements and they spend 
more time doing it. 
2. Spend more time searching for solutions. 
3. They are able to apply a goal-directed abstraction - prioritise from most to 
least important. 
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4. They are not satisfied with the first single sub-solution. 
5. They evaluate solutions more accurately and spend a larger amount of time on 
this. 
6. They work their way through problems according to major functions. 
7. They have better spatial imagination. 
8. They apply meaningful strategies for steering the design process. 
This compares with Chan's (1990) findings that the ability of a designer is 
determined by 'the ability of selecting rules in constraint schema. That is, the 
designers ability to prioritise constraints and produce additional constraints / rules 
to find a solution when one cannot be found within the constraints already 
identified. Related to this is the ability to 'generate new constraints for testing a 
newly generated design unit'. When a design solution has been produced for a 
particular aspect of the total design it needs to be evaluated against some criteria, 
or constraints. It is the ability to identify new constraints that are generated by the 
solution on the rest of the scheme that Chan (11990) states is a key determinant of 
the ability of the designer. Goldschmidt (1990) uses protocol analysis to establish 
a measure of a designer's productivity. The design process, according to 
Goldschmidt, is made up of a succession of acts of reasoning, or design moves. 
On the basis of the protocol data, Goldschmidt investigated the links between 
design moves produced by designers and produced an index value for each 
participant in the experiment. It was found that a systematic correlation exists 
between the link index values and the state of the emerging design entity in terms 
of its comprehensiveness and coherence. In other words, good designers make 
lots of links between individual acts of reasoning and perform them in a structured 
manner. This is very interesting from an academic perspective, however, the 
lessons to be learnt are somewhat limited even when related back to the 
production of design models/ methods and the idea of best practice. The difficulty 
lies in what is an innate ability, or talent, and what can be taught, encouraged and 
copied. Is it possible to teach somebody to make more links between their acts of 
reasoning or will this always be a function of intellegence? Perhaps the issue of 
knowledge / experience of specific design problems is a factor, the more 
experienced the greater the ability to make links? The same criticism can be 
levelled at Ehrlenspiel & Dylla (1993) when they talk about producing a general 
model on the basis of their findings. How is it possible to incorporate the fact that 
good designers have better spatial awareness into a general design model? Again, 
can better spatial awareness be taught, or is this a function of a persons 
intelligence? If it can be taught, perhaps a series of exercises should be devised 
that designers can perform to flex their intellectual muscle, as athletes do to the 
body. 
3.2.4 Sociological Perspective 
The sociological perspective of design is a necessary insight in an industrial 
context, as design is rarely performed in isolation. Indeed, design often consists of 
numerous individuals with different educational backgrounds, disciplines, specific 
knowledge and skills. To some extent this is considered indirectly through the 
development of approaches to design such as lean thinking, where the design of 
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the design process is considered in some detail, such as the use of co-located 
multifunctional teams. This type of research differs from design approaches, in 
that, it is the study of designers in the design context, i. e. what designers do rather 
that what designer's should do. The aim of sociological research is to improve the 
interaction of design team members to produce better design solutions in a more 
efficient manner. This is achieved through observing how designers interact and 
making inferences form the observations. 
From this approach, design can be considered to be a process of attempting to 
achieve a shared understanding between the participants with the aim of 
communicating knowledge and ideas to produce better design solutions 
(Valkenburg, 1998). It is this shared understanding, or process of communicating, 
that is crucial for successful team design, as designers from different design 
disciplines often use taxonomies peculiar to their own fields. Both Visser (1993) 
and Lloyd & Deasley (1998) consider negotiation to be an important component of 
the social interactions within design. Visser (1993) views negotiation to be critical 
when choosing between design options. Issues such as perceptions of expertise, 
authority (seniority) or the ability to argue competently are very influential when 
selecting a particular option over another. Frankenberger & Badke-Schaub (1998) 
have found that not only is experience an important factor when choosing between 
design options but also the relationship of experience to hierarchical power. That 
is, experience is only useful if somebody with greater seniority does not over rule a 
less senior but more experienced person. Lloyd & Deasley (1998) agree with 
Valkenburg (1998) that design teams attempt to establish a common 
understanding of the design problem and use negotiation as a means of achieving 
consensus. Lloyd & Deasley (1998) also found that unofficial organisation was a 
highly effective means of progressing work and that a key component of progress 
is the need for trust relationships, both official and unofficial. The authors also 
noted that less than 30% of time was given over to the design action, or 
concentrated design work. 
3.3 MACRO DESIGN MODELS 
Macro design models outline the total design process, representing the sorts of 
activities and the order in which they should be performed and, as such, tend to be 
highly systematic. They are high level models that conceptually sit above the real 
design process but are a useful means of breaking a complex set of tasks into 
manageable phases. They differ from models of individual designers in that they 
consider the process from the product's point of view in the stages that are 
required to produce a particular article. This statement requires qualification, 
however, as the models may contain certain biases towards disciplines, 
procurement routes and particular parts of the total process. They tend to suggest 
a gradual movement from the general to the specific, simple to sophisticated, and 
schema to detail. Essentially, there is general agreement on the form of systematic 
models (Wallace, 1991). However, in construction projects the reality can be quite 
different with various building attributes, or components, at different stages of 
development, i. e. designed with a greater level of detail than others. Some models 
indicate the types of activities that should be undertaken within particular design 
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phases (e. g. RIBA, 1992) and some even go as far as suggesting tools and 
resources that can be used (e. g. Kagioglou, 1998). Sanvido (1990) uses IDEFO to 
map the design process and found that design in construction consists of 
understanding functional requirements, exploring concepts, developing systems 
schematics, detailing designs (the author uses the term 'developing design' but 
explains it as detailing), communicating the design to others and maintaining 
design information and models. This is consistent with the generality of systematic 
design models outlined by Wallace (1991). The modelling goes on to identify the 
main tasks associated with each of these design stages. Baldwin et al (1999) take 
the view that existing models of the building process are inadequate for the 
purposes of understanding information related events such as planning and 
scheduling design tasks, as they do not address information interdependencies of 
design activities and the necessary information flow. This is perhaps unsurprising 
as most models do not seek to address these issues but rather provide a 
framework which both describes design activity and can be used as a guide to 
design organisation. As a result, the authors have produced a generic data flow 
model for the conceptual and schematic design stages - this is related to their work 
on DSM (see section 2.5.3.3). Such a step goes beyond the current usage of 
models in construction design which is largely due to the trend of the application of 
process improvement thinking. It also means that an order of magnitude of greater 
detail is required for modelling purposes. 
To complete this section, special attention will be given to three macro design 
models: RIBA, BAA and Process Protocol. The first because it is widely used 
within the construction industry and the others because they represent recent 
thought on the development of process models in construction and have been 
influenced by product development models from the manufacturing sector. Also, 
the BAA model was used in one of the case studies in chapter 7. 
3.3.1 RIBA 
The Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) (1992) Standard Form of 
Agreement for the Appointment of an Architect provides a commonly used model 
for structuring construction projects. The model is high level and offers guidance 
as to when the client should expect, and pay for, particular activities in a highly 
complex process. The model is linear and proposes a number of sequential stages 
which funnel a large number of basic concepts to a low number (ultimately 1) of 
detailed designs. Within each stage several activities are performed some of which 
may be done in parallel. Essentially this model is quite abstract when compared to 
the reality of a construction project. Often different aspects of the design are at 
different RIBA stages by virtue of the amount of detail that has been generated, 
and because of clients with ambitious programmes, some stages are actually run 
in parallel, gambling on a sympathetic planning authority, for instance. However, 
the model is still useful as a guide and conceptually 'sits above' the real activity. 
The main stages are shown below. 
Stage Description 
A-B Inception and Feasibility 
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C Outline Proposals 
D Scheme Design 
E Detail Design 
F-G Production Information and Bills of Quantities 
H Tender Action 
J Project Planning 
K-L Operations on Site and Completion 
A key issue for industry when using this type of model is to what extent does such 
a model actually seek to control the process. In the case of the RIBA model, the 
answer is very little. As stated, the model was conceived to facilitate the timely and 
fair payment of architectural services. It is also useful from a client's perspective, 
as he is able to gauge whether the architect is performing the correct types of 
activities at any particular time. However, the transition from one phase to another 
in reality may be ill defined, and in some cases, undetectable. Indeed, Baldwin et 
al (1999), describe the boundaries between phases as 'fuzzy'. Proceeding to the 
next design phase is not dependent upon completion of the previous phase. 
Therefore, the RIBA model can be thought of applying structure to the design 
process through contractual expediency rather than the active control which is 
desirable from a process management perspective. This particular model also 
incorporates an underlying procurement route philosophy, namely competitive 
tender. When compared with Sanvido's (1990) design model a large degree of 
similarity is found to exist. Sanvido's (1990) model extends beyond design and 
indeed incorporates other aspects of the total construction process, such as facility 
management, which are not contained in the RIBA model. But with regard to the 
design process, the subject of this enquiry, the commonality is immediately 
obvious. 
3.3.2 BAA 
A recent guide to the construction project process issued by the British Airports 
Authority (BAA) set out the following framework: 
Stage Description 
A Inception 
B Feasibility 
C Concept Design 
D Co-ordinated Design 
E Production Information 
F Construction 
G Operation & Maintenance 
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Project Activities 
1. Development Management 
2. Evaluation and Approval 
3. Design Management 
4. Cost Management 
5. Procurement Management 
6. Health and Safety 
7. Implementation and Control 
8. Commission and Hanclover 
Inception is de-coupled from feasibility in this instance which reflects BAA's 
internal decision making process. All construction projects on BAA's airports are 
planned well in advance of actual implementation through the BAA master plan. 
This is the company's long range planning strategy based on forecasts of future 
needs for facilities and, as such, reflects the fact that BAA is a construction client. 
Another difference from the RIBA model is that the three RIBA design stages 
'outline', 'scheme' and 'detail' have been compressed into two: 'concept' and 'co- 
ordinated' design. Also, there is the omission of a tender stage as BAA operates a 
partnering framework with a number of suppliers and design consultants. This 
again suggests that these models have an assumed underlying procurement route 
philosophy. The BAA model also seeks to exercise a greater degree of project 
control as the design team cannot proceed to the next stage until the previous 
stage has been completed and approved and, as such, is much more of a process 
management model than a contractual model. The output of each stage is also 
'frozen' to help improve cost certainty and to reduce the amount of abortive work 
and late design changes required. Interestingly, this project review approach is 
also an important component of a lean product development environment 
(Heilman, 1999). As well as defining design stages the model also incorporates a 
number of project activities which have to be performed. All activities can, but need 
not, occur in each phase. 
3.3.3 Process Protocol 
The RIBA model represents the construction design process from the architects' 
standpoint (Kagioglou et al, 1998) and the BAA model the client's view and, as 
such, both are questionable from a generic perspective (Sheath et al, 1996). The 
process protocol seeks to produce a generic model which encompasses the 
perspectives of all major participants. 
Phase Description 
Pre-Project 0 Demonstrating the need 
Pre-Project 1 Conception of need 
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Pre-Project 2 Outline feasibility 
Pre-Project 3 Substantive feasibility study & outline 
financial authority 
Pre-Construction 4 Outline conceptual design 
Pre-Construction 5 Full conceptual design 
Pre-Construction 6 Co-ordinated design & Procurement 
and full financial authority 
Construction 7 Production Information 
Construction 8 Construction 
Post Completion 9 Operation & maintenance 
Process Management Activities 
1. Development Management 
2. Project Management 
3. Resource Management 
4. Design Management 
- 5. Production Management 
6. Facilities Management 
7. Health & Safety, Statutory and Legal Management 
8. Process Management 
The model is broken down into ten phases: four pre-project, three pre- 
construction, two construction and one post construction, showing a particular 
focus to the front end of projects. The model also includes eight critical process 
management activities and attempts to indicate the sorts of tasks that have to be 
performed by them in each phase. Between each phase there is a 'gate'/ project 
review. Gates can either be 'hard' or 'soft'. Where there is a soft gate between 
phases, phases can be performed concurrently, however, if there is a hard gate 
between phases, they must be performed sequentially, with progress to the next 
phase subject to the result of the phase review. The location of soft / hard gates is 
dependent upon where in the process substantial investment is required to 
continue the project (Kagioglou et al, 1998). This model is similar to the BAA 
model in that it seeks to control the process rather than merely represent the sorts 
of stages which take place. It is also similar to the BAA model as it includes 
process / project activities. The idea of two different types of gates distinguishes it 
from the BAA model and a greater number of design phases ensures a large 
number of reviews. The assessment of the design made during the review is 
obviously seen as very important component of the model and intrinsic to this is 
the feedback from the review to the project team. As stated earlier, this is 
important from a lean product development perspective. Another interesting 
feature is the ongoing review of the facility over its lifecycle. 
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The process protocol is faithful to the RIBA model in that it retains three distinct 
design phases but incorporates the BAA model approach by introducing a soft 
gate between phases four and five, and a hard gate between five and six. With 
regard to an underlying procurement route for the model it would seem that the 
process protocol is far more generic than the other two models considered. The 
model also attempts to map the types of IT that could be used in each of the 
phases. 
3.3.4 Other Models 
A number of other design models have been created with various objectives and 
about different aspects of design and are too numerous to mention in this thesis. 
Although it will not be considered in great detail, a brief mention should be made to 
those models that represent data structures in design for the purposes of creating 
computerised design support tools. This issue has been considered by a number 
of authors such as Kalay, Khemlani & Choi (1998), Li & Love (1999), Eastman & 
Fereshetian (1994) and De La Garaza & Alcantara (1995). This work often seeks 
to understand the design process and / or design thinking with a view to establish 
the most suitable way to develop systematised tools, and when they should be 
used by designers. 
Another model produced by Alarc6n, Ashley & Teicholz (1997) is an attempt to 
model mathematically the impact of early decision making strategies on the 
performance of projects. This provides decision makers with a means of evaluating 
different decision options and, as such, can be considered a predictive tool. 
3.4 AXIOMATIC DESIGN 
The axiomatic understanding of design was developed in the late 80s by Nam P. 
Suh and, as such, this section will draw exclusively on his work - 'The Principles of 
Design'(Suh, 1990). 
Suh posits that the objective of design is always stated in the functional domain 
whereas the solution is generated in the physical domain. These two domains are 
said to be independent of each other and it is design that links them. Therefore to 
proceed with design, one must characterise design objectives in terms of 
functional requirements (in solution neutral terms) and the physical embodiment in 
terms of design parameters. The process of design is to map the functional space 
to the physical space. It is also important to note that intrinsic to this perspective of 
design is a hierarchical nature which can be decomposed. However, it is 
necessary to travel back and forth between the physical and functional domains to 
achieve this. Suh defines design as: 
"The creation of synthesised solutions in the form of products, processes or 
systems that satisfy perceived needs through the mapping between the functional 
requirements in the functional domain and the design parameters in the physical 
domain, through the proper selection of design parameters that satisfy functional 
requirements. " 
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The mapping process in not unique which leads to the assertion that an infinite 
number of plausible solutions can be generated. The axiomatic view of design is 
based on the question, 'as the designer maps between functional requirements 
and design parameters are there certain rules that are satisfied by good design? ' 
Or, in other words, is there a scientific basis to good design? From this starting 
point, Suh suggests that there are two design axioms: 
1. Independence axiom: maintaining the independence of functional 
requirements. As a designer maps from the functional domain to the physical 
domain, the mapping must be such that a perturbation in a particular design 
parameter must only affect its referent functional requirement. 
2. Information axiom: minimising the information content of design. Amongst all 
the designs that satisfy the independence axiom, the one with the minimum 
information content is the best design. 
From these axioms seven corollaries have been generated: 
1. De-coupling of coupled design - de-couple or separate parts or aspects of a 
solution if functional requirements are coupled or become interdependent in 
the designs proposed. 
2. Minimise the number of functional requirements and constraints. 
3. Integration of physical parts if functional requirements can be independently 
satisfied in the proposed solution. 
4. Use of standardisation or interchangeable parts. 
5. Use of symmetry. 
6. Use largest allowable tolerance. 
7. Seek an uncoupled design that requires less information. 
Suh also suggests that to be a good designer it is important to be able to identify 
only those functions which are absolutely essential, which requires an extensive 
knowledge base covering the design problem. This is an interesting insight as 
rather than contradicting Chan's (1990) 'ability to select rules in constraint schema' 
would seem to precede it, and be complimentary to it. Suh goes on to agree with 
Chan by suggesting that a good designer also needs to be able to identify 
constraints, or design boundaries. The development of the axiomatic view of 
design, was largely generated within a mechanical context. However, this does not 
suggest that the axioms are limited to this particular discipline but rather, given 
their wording, they are likely to be applicable to design in general. The caveat that 
the author of this thesis adds, is that it is easy to conceive of mapping from 
functional requirements to design parameters for a mechanical system that is 
understood to be governed by particular mathematical relationships, however, it is 
less obvious to see how people's preferences can be accounted for in this way, 
especially if a particular preference moves the design away from an optimised 
solution, as can be the case in construction design. This in no way detracts from 
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Suh's achievements but rather highlights that the method is far from intuitive and 
would most likely be quite alien to architectural designers. Perhaps the most useful 
aspect of this work in relation to construction design is the corollaries that are 
derived from the axioms. These can be taken to be good design rules or guides 
which can be, in the most part, easily applied. 
3.5 DESIGN FOR MANUFACTURE (DFM) / DESIGN FOR ASSEMBLY (DFA) 
It is clear that the design stage of a project has significant potential as a means of 
improving the efficiency of the total construction process. Chen & McGeorge 
(1993/4) use the Pareto principle to show that upstream decisions have more 
potential to influence the final outcome than decisions taken further downstream. 
Indeed, Kochan (1991) goes as far as suggesting that the design phase defines 
70% of the manufactured product. One of the techniques used in the 
manufacturing sector, Design for Manufacture (DFM) / Design for Assembly (DFA), 
is used to improve the manufacturablity of an article by matching the product being 
designed to the processes which are used to deliver it (Boothroyd, 1994). This is 
achieved using quantitative methods to compare alternative designs against an 
idealised solution indicating the efficiency of a particular configuration in terms of 
production cost and needs to be done as early as possible in the product life-cycle 
(Suh, 1990). The underlying philosophy of DFM is to provide knowledge of 
downstream processes to designers to improve the design decision making 
process. In some instances quantitative methodologies have been established and 
systematised, for example the Hitachi, Boothroyd and Lucas approaches (Leany & 
Wittenberg 1992). These compare alternative designs at the component level to 
rate the design efficiency. The methods are used to simplify designs with a view to 
reducing the total production costs whilst fulfilling all the functional requirements. 
Interestingly, this approach appears to be consistent with Suh's (1990) design 
corollaries (see section 3.4), as the systematised DFA tools seek to simplify 
designs by reducing the part count by combining parts that do not have to be 
separate for particular reasons. DFM tools seek to incorporate part symmetry and 
standardisation, amongst other means of reducing manufacturing costs. 
3.6 CONSTRUCTION DESIGN METHODS/ APPROACHES 
In chapter 2 of this thesis an in depth study of the application of lean thinking to 
construction design is presented. As part of that chapter BPR and concurrent 
engineering were also considered because of their similarities to the lean thinking 
paradigm. As these approaches to construction design have already been detailed 
elsewhere they will not be repeated in this section. However, three other 
techniques are worthy of inclusion: constructability, value management and value 
engineering. 
3.6.1 Constructability 
Constructability, or buildability, the terms are used interchangeably in the literature, 
refers to the capability [of a building] of being constructed (Construction 
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Management Committee of the ASCE Construction Division, 1991). The 
Construction Industry Institute (CII) (1986) define constructability as 'the optimum 
integration of construction knowledge and experience in planning, engineering, 
procurement and field operations to achieve overall project objectives'. There is a 
difference between these two perspectives,. particularly with regard to objectivity, 
which will be explored through a third definition. Patty et a[ (1995) define 
constructability as 'the integration of construction knowledge and experience 
during all phases of the facility development process', with the objectives of 
improving construction and overall performance. It is the objectives of 
constructability, often implicit to the definitions, which is of particular interest. The 
author of this thesis takes the view of Patty et al (1995) that constructability is 
principally a means of improving project performance by producing design 
solutions that are easier to build. Constructability per se does not set out to 
achieve overall project objectives, this is the remit of the total construction process. 
Constructability is one characteristic of design solutions that meets some project 
objectives and is in dynamic tension with other characteristics such as fitness for 
purpose - functionally speaking, aesthetic requirements, cost, programme, etc., 
that seek to address other requirements. Trade offs need to be made between all 
these characteristics to achieve the overall project objectives. The author of this 
thesis takes this view to prevent the 'ease with which a design solution can be 
constructed' from being subsurnmed within the total construction process, which 
seeks to meet the overall project objectives. It needs to be distinctly defined to 
receive adequate attention. This echoes Chen & McGeorge's (1993/4) definition, 
'as the extent to which decisions made during the whole building procurement 
process, in response to factors influencing the project and other project goals, 
ultimately facilitate the ease of construction and quality of the project'. The authors 
go on to say that buildability can be maximised where buildability objectives do not 
conflict with other project requirements by drawing upon construction knowledge, 
team skills and innovation, at the right time and by the appropriate agents. Their 
definition was made in response to the view that constructability problems are 
largely due to the separation between design and construction (Chen et al, 1996). 
A number of authors cite this as an issue (Lautanala, 1995, Moore 1996(l), Moore, 
1996(2), Alshawi & Underwood, 1996) with varying degrees of conviction that it is 
the most important factor in producing design solutions which are difficult to build. 
However, Chen & McGeorge (1993/4) take the stance that this is an inadequate 
view of the causes of poor constructability. They accept that it is an important 
factor but other issues such as decisions which are made upstream of the design 
stage, documentation, contractor selection, procurement route and a number of 
factors outside of the control of the design team, such as political agendas, may all 
impact the constructability of a building. Chen & McGeorge develop a systems 
view of the design-construction process which may help to neutralise some of the 
negative influences on constructability. Moore (1996(l)) stresses the lack of 
knowledge sharing as a particularly important issue, as does the Construction 
Management Committee of the ASCE Construction Division (1991). But even if 
this knowledge sharing did take place, Patty et al (1995) suggest that there are few 
construction professionals who have sufficient design expertise to function 
effectively as constructability experts. This point, of course, is debatable, and is 
considered to be quite severe by the author of this thesis. Perhaps the biggest 
problem would not be construction professionals' lack of design knowledge, as this 
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can, and should, be provided by design experts, but rather how these two 
disciplines interact and communicate their ideas and knowledge to each other and, 
indeed, when these exchanges should take place. Moore (1996(2)) also sees the 
modern role of the architect as being a significant factor of poor constructability. 
In its simplest form, constructability improvements can be achieved by making 
greater use of standardised components / methods and by seeking to rationalise 
design through repeatability, where appropriate. Interestingly, these ideas Gan be 
found in Suh's (1990) design corollaries (see section 3.4). Although, Moore 
(1996(l)) warns that a buildability strategy that seeks to impose predetermined 
construction solutions will not be readily accepted by design professionals. Moore 
has in mind standardisation and project level simplification. A number of other 
suggestions have been made in the literature as to how the constructability of 
buildings can be improved. Some offer generic solutions whilst others for more 
specific situations. Alshawi & Underwood (1996) have developed an automated 
tool for designers to improve the integration between design and construction for 
mid-rise reinforced concrete office developments. Moore (1996(l)) has developed 
an automated design aid for constructability based on the modelling of skills 
required by specific construction tasks. This allows design options to be compared 
on the basis of the degree of skill required to construct them. This should lead to 
simplified designs as difficult to construct elements will be identified. Interestingly, 
Bishop (1985) notes that it is design, especially detailed design, which determines 
the skills that will be required. Luiten & Tolmen (1993) posit that a big problem lies 
in the fact that there are no means of assessing buildability during design and that 
design teams revert to common sense. They suggest a Building Project Model 
(BPM) as a means of solving constructability issues. The authors posit that this 
requires an internationally accepted standard for exchange of project information 
because of the complexity of the rules / databases on information required to make 
Design For Assembly (DFA) type rules for construction. Glavanich (1995) suggests 
two methods for increasing the efficiency of design and improving constructability: 
(1) design phase scheduling - creating a construction schedule during the design 
phase which is continuously reviewed and updated as design progresses and (2) a 
design phase constructability review -a review process that specifically assesses 
the constructablity of the proposed design solution. Lautanala (1995) also includes 
in his model a specific constructability assessment task with predefined 
constructability assessment criteria - unfortunately the criteria were not specified. 
O'Connor (1985) suggests that the likelihood of delays can be decreased by 
increasing the availability of engineering information, the amount of construction 
manpower required can be decreased by combining design elements and seeking 
optimal construction systems such as modularization and that construction activity 
duration may be decreased by using optimal construction systems. 
The use of DFM / DFA type approaches in manufacturing led to significant 
improvements in manufacturing and assembly costs. The same is reputedly true 
for construction companies employing constructability type thinking in their 
projects. In their investigation, Russell et al (1994) considered four case studies 
using three different constructability techniques: use of a construction 
management firm during pre construction, specialised formal programming and 
comprehensive tracking. They found that all three methods generated a 10: 1 
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benefit to cost ratio. The authors thought these figures were an underestimate of 
the total benefits as they do not include all the qualitative improvements derived 
from using a constructabilty approach. O'Conner (1985) suggests that the six most 
significant cost saving impacts that good constructablity leads to are: 
1. Decrease in the likelihood of delays. 
2. Decrease in the amount of required direct construction manpower. 
3. Decrease in the duration of a construction activity. 
4. Decrease the amount of work at high elevations. 
5. Decrease the quantity of materials required. 
6. Decrease the likelihood of labour problems. 
Similar types of benefits are outlined by Luiten & Tolman (1993) and Chen et al 
(1996). Luiten & Tolman also include improved profitability of the construction 
process and improvement in the quality of the product. 
3.6.2 Value Engineering / Value Managment 
Whilst constructability deals with the ease of construction value engineering / value 
management deals with satisfying functional requirements at the cheapest 
possible cost. An important issue in understanding value engineering / 
management is that value and cost are two different phenomena. McGeorge & 
Palmer (1997) suggest that where all functions are achieved at the lowest cost, 
there is good value. Where function is achieved at too great a cost, there is little or 
no value. Green (1989) defines value engineering as 'a systematic approach to 
provide the required function at the lowest cost'. 
The terrrl value engineering was first used by Miles to describe a technique that he 
developed in the 1940s. At the heart of this approach is functional analysis. 
Functional analysis is a method of describing functional requirements in terms of 
one verb and one noun and then using these descriptions to generate alternative 
design solutions which fulfil the functional requirement. Each solution is evaluated 
in terms of the lowest possible cost to achieve the desired function. The basic 
philosophy of value engineering is thus to eliminate the cost which does not 
contribute to the performance of the required function (Green, 1989). 
There is some debate of the use of terms in the literature. McGeorge & Palmer 
(1997) refer to Miles' view of value engineering as value management. This is 
because the US system of value engineering does not include functional analysis 
and has therefore departed from the original work of Miles. The reason for this is 
that most of the value engineering work in the US relates to government projects, 
all of which follow the approach developed by the Department of Defence. As such 
the US system has been claimed to be a design audit and not a value 
management technique (Palmer, 1995). For McGeorge & Palmer (1997) then, 
functional analysis is a vital aspect of value engineering / management. However, 
Green (1994) suggests that value engineering and value management are two 
different aspects of the same overall approach. This suggestion is based on the 
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author's identification of two assumptions which are often made when considering 
value engineering: 
1. Function is an objective characteristic waiting to be revealed. 
2. All identified design solutions provide the same level of functional performance 
and can therefore be evaluated on the basis of cost alone. 
Green (1994) states that these assumptions are justified at the component level 
but are less reliable at other levels McGeorge & Palmer (1997) suggest four levels 
at which value management can be applied: project, space, elemental and 
component). The higher the conceptual level the less reliable they become. A 
factor effecting this issue is that the higher the conceptual level the more functional 
requirements a particular attribute will have to fulfil. As such, Green suggests the 
following definitions for value engineering and value management: 
'Value engineering is concerned with achieving a given function at minimum cost. 
It is based on the assumption that function is an objective characteristic which is 
waiting to be identified. Furthermore, it is assumed that all feasible design 
alternatives provide the same level of functional performance and can therefore be 
assessed on the basis of cost alone. Within this frame of reference, an increase in 
value can be directly related to a reduction in cost. ' 
'Value management is concerned with defining what 'value' means to a client 
within a particular context. This is achieved by bringing the project stakeholders 
together and producing a clear statement of the project's objectives. Value for 
money can then be achieved by ensuring that design solutions evolve in 
accordance with the agreed objectives. In essence, value management is 
concerned with the 'what' rather than the 'how'. 
From these definitions it follows that value engineering is about building efficiency 
and value management is improving the effectiveness of briefing. The former is 
used in the later stages of design and the latter in the earlier stages. The 
application of value engineering / management has led to cost reductions. Palmer 
(1996) found from a number of case studies that the average proposed savings 
were approximately 33% of the total project cost. However, it was also found that 
an average of only 11 % of these savings were implemented. Acharya et al (1995) 
suggest that savings can range from between 5- 30% of total project cost. 
3.7 CONSLUSIONS 
Design in construction is a highly complex process which deals with ill defined 
problems. Integration between disciplines is a key issue as the break between 
design and construction is seen as a contributory factor in the poor constructability 
of buildings. Poor constructability is another type of waste in the total construction 
process which is undesirable from a lean thinking, and indeed, any stakeholder 
perspective. In the first instance, Suh's (1990) axiomatic design approach could be 
used to improve constructability by simply applying the design corollaries. This is 
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contrary to Moore's (1996(l)) position that design professionals would not readily 
accept the use of standardised components and symmetry, etc. However, 'readily 
accept' and 'use' are two different concepts. Designers may be forced into a 
position where they have to use these ideas because of economic factors created 
by increased competition in the market place. Design is perhaps the most 
influential process in the total construction process and British construction 
designers will have to become increasingly commercially aware as the market 
changes. They must learn to adapt the design process to respond to the pressures 
that 
. competition 
brings. A lean design environment could incorporate 
constructability and value' engineering / management approaches to help reduce 
waste, the former by making buildings easier to build, the latter through making 
cost savings without compromising functional requirements. It was far from 
conclusive, however, which constructability approach is best and, indeed, whether 
all the major concerns have yet been addressed. Perhaps a first step could be to 
include construction professionals at the beginning of each project whilst more 
research is conducted into constructability assessment methods. Similar tools to 
Boothroyd's DFMA analysis package, which is used in manufacturing, could help 
to reduce production costs and therefore increase the profitability of the 
construction process. Use of value management at the briefing stage of 
construction projects, and value engineering in the later design stages may offer 
the most comprehensive approach to addressing functional requirements, and 
should help the voice of the customer to be heard throughout the design process. 
Two types of models have been considered in this literature survey: psychological 
models which focus on the individual designer and macro models that reflect the 
entire design process from a product development perspective. The psychological 
models attempt to identify (1) how the designer thinks and (2) produce systematic 
frameworks, which if followed, should lead to good design. An issue that arises is 
to what extent is it possible to use these models as a form of best practice or a 
recipe for design that leads to consistent and high quality design solutions. The 
debate hinges on what aspects of design can be taught and what aspects are 
solely the function of a persons intelligence. An interesting factor in this contention 
is the role of experience. It has been found that knowledge of a specific problem 
type effects the design process as memory plays a greater role. This might 
suggest that following a framework or model could facilitate those flashes of 
inspiration which are an intrinsic part of creativity, and so little understood. 
However, there are likely to be some qualities which are intrinsic to the person 
which will play a key role in determining the successful outcome of design, 
regardless of the framework employed. An interesting observation from the 
psychological aspects of design is that architects tend to think about design 
problems through the development of solutions. However, Lloyd & Scott (1994) 
suggest that this is a characteristic displayed by designers, regardless of 
discipline, who have experience of the specific problem type. If architects normally 
approach design in this way an inference could be made that construction projects 
have enough commonality between them, such that, previous general experience 
constitutes specific problem experience. The approach to design is also likely to be 
a function of training but, nevertheless, it is an interesting thought which could 
have implications for lean construction design, especially with regard to a 
standardised approach to product development. 
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A number of macro models have been developed which both reflect design activity 
and seek to control the design process, to varying degrees. Two models in 
particular, which have been influenced by product development models in the 
manufacturing sector, seek to apply process management through a staged review 
process. These are the BAA model and the process protocol. However, neither of 
these models is widely adopted by the construction industry. The most common 
model is still the RIBA approach, which acts to facilitate contractual obligations 
rather than apply process management principles. From a lean thinking 
perspective, models that seek to manage the design process are more desirable 
as they (1) help to standardise the approach and (2) utilise project reviews to 
improve product design. Project review is an important component of lean design 
thinking.. Use of the process protocol in a lean construction environment would 
offer the control benefits of the BAA model but would not restrict it to a partnering 
framework agreement. The process protocol appears to be a more generic 
approach with regard to procurement route. This idea of standardising the 
approach to the design process will be explored further in the work that follows. 
This concept is intrinsic to lean thinking and from the literature there are 
suggestions that it might be feasible despite the commonly held notion that every 
construction project is unique. Undoubtedly this is true, but the question remains, 
how unique, or to rephrase, how much of construction design is generic? 
A number of views of design have been presented which have to be taken into 
account if the lean thinking approach is to be applied to construction design 
successfully. Because of the diversity of design perspectives, it is clear that design 
is highly complex and as such cannot easily be described and labelled. It can also 
be viewed at a number of different levels, from the individual designer through to 
the total process relating all design disciplines to tasks and resources. The 
application of lean thinking to construction design is likely to take place at this 
organisational or process level, however, undoubtedly it will impact the working 
methods i)f individual designers in some way, although it is unlikely to affect their 
cognitive processes. To implement the lean thinking approach the starting point of 
this research should be to identify waste in construction design and make an 
assessment of the impact that it has on projects. It is also important to gain further 
insights into the design process in construction projects to establish a clearer view 
of the mechanics of design, and how lean thinking might make it more efficient and 
efficacious. This can be achieved through a detailed mapping exercise of the 
design process. 
The next chapter outlines the research approach taken by this study. 
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CHAPTER 4 RESEARCH OUTLINE 
"It is difficult because it [the briefing process] is not more 
defined and / am sony that it is not more defined, but it 
is actually quite a loose process and we are expected to 
use our sense and judgement to get where the client 
expects us to get to. " Peter Griffiths, Stanley Bragg 
Partnership. 
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4.1 FROM THE LITERATURE SURVEY 
Design is a highly complex process which is far from being fully understood. It is a 
process of generating ideas that fulfil a set of predefined functional requirements 
through creative thought. It is perhaps least understood at this psychological level 
despite considerable research through protocol analysis. This is hardly surprising 
due to the intricate nature of the human brain and the lack of knowledge of 
cognitive processes in general. In the industrial setting, however, sociological 
issues play an important role as most commercial design is undertaken by design 
teams. Additional constraints such as time and cost also become important factors 
as the client has needs other than functional requirements (of the building). At the 
organisational (or process) level it is possible to enhance the quality and / or speed 
of design by the approach implemented. The components of the design process 
and the order and timing of these components can either facilitate or hinder the 
efficiency of product development. One such approach is lean thinking. 
The lean thinking paradigm suggests a five step change management approach 
that can make organisations lean: 
1. Understanding what the client values. 
2. Identify and remove waste within the organisation by analysing the value 
stream. 
3. Facilitate value flowthrough the organisation. 
4. Value should be pulled through the processes, initiated by the client. 
5. Continuous improvement - strive forperfection. 
Five factors have also been identified that directly relate the lean philosophy to the 
product development process: 
L Single leader responsible for the product. 
ii. Multidisciplinary teams, co-located where possible. 
iii. Clearly defined responsibilities for all team disciplines. 
iv. Standardised approach to product development. 
V. Ensure that the voice of the customer is heard throughout the product development process. 
It is elements from the change management approach and factors relating lean 
thinking to the product development process that this work seeks to apply to 
construction design. 
4.2 IDENTIFYING WASTE IN CONSTRUCTION DESIGN 
The second objective stated in section 1.4 is to assess the potential benefits of 
applying lean thinking to construction design. This was achieved, in part, through 
the literature survey which outlines some of the benefits companies have received 
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by applying the lean philosophy (see chapter 2). However, these benefits were not 
just a result of making one process lean but rather the entire organisation. Also, 
these companies tended to be in the manufacturing sector and, as such, might 
display different characteristics to construction corporations. It was necessary, 
therefore, to consider what impact lean thinking could have directly on construction 
design. It was decided that this could be achieved, in part, by considering how 
much waste existed in construction design and how much money could be saved 
by eliminating this waste. 
An initial investigation identified change orders as a type of waste in the 
construction design process. Change orders can be considered to be the 
consequences of poor or incorrect design decisions. In order to investigate the 
significance of this phenomenon, and hence gain insights into the amount of waste 
in the design process, it was decided to examine historical data from a number of 
case studies. It was anticipated that the study would provide an indication as to the 
size of the opportunity for applying lean thinking to construction design. It was not 
considered to size the entire opportunity, as change orders only constitute one 
type of waste. Rather, it was thought that the study would calculate the magnitude 
of one component of the total opportunity. From this, inferences could be made 
either to the extent of the magnitude of waste in the design process, or to the value 
of proceeding with this line of enquiry - the application of lean thinking to 
construction design. 
The use of historical data was chosen because of its availability and accessibility 
through the project's industrial partners. It was decided to use the case study 
approach as the research was essentially exploratory, with numerous data types 
for each project under investigation. Also, little was found in the literature regarding 
change orders, so there was no guidance as to which factors could be of interest. 
This investigation found that significant sums of money in construction projects are 
lost because of design mistakes, and poor, or incorrect, design decision making. 
This result was also considered to be an underestimate of the real cost to projects 
because of the limitations of the data collected and the choice of case studies 
used. As change orders are only one type of design waste, it was deemed that 
significant potential for cost savings existed through the application of lean thinking 
to construction design. It was also found that a lot of the problems in design 
related to process issues. That is, issues which can be directly influenced by the 
design team. Because of this finding, it was realised that an investigation of the 
design decision making process was required. Change orders are the 
consequences of design decisions and are therefore symptomatic, the real 
malaise exists in the design decision making process. However, two research 
options were open at this stage: (1) try to identify root causes of change orders 
and eliminate the cost to projects and (2) take the notion of change orders as a 
general 'sickness' of the design process, and then do further investigations to try to 
identify the factors which will lead to improved design control. The latter of these 
two options was chosen. 
To investigate the design decision making process in construction design an 
Electronic Data Gathering Tool (EDGT) was developed. 
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4.3 ELECTRONIC DATA GATHERING TOOL (EDGT) 
A, series of interviews with architects and findings in the literature led to the 
conclusion that the design decision making process should be mapped at the 
system / sub-system level. The literature also provided the insight that decisions at 
this level have the most impact on the cost of a product. The EDGT was designed 
on the basis of information provided in the interviews. These interviews provided 
the first insights into construction design and identified what aspects of the design 
process should be captured. The architects also provided suggestions for the 
systematisation of the EDGT, and how it should be implemented. The tool was 
systematised into Microsoft Access 97TM. The tool was not developed to capture 
information about individual designers' thought processes but, rather, to be used at 
the level of interaction between design disciplines. 
The EDGT was used on three live construction projects to capture information 
about design decision making at the system / sub-system level. 
4.4 MAPPING THE DESIGN DECISION MAKING PROCESS 
The investigation of the change order request system established that significant 
savings can be made in construction projects by improving the design process. 
Change orders, however, are only symptoms of the real problems that exist and as 
such the design decision making process needs to be investigated in some depth 
to identify the root causes of design problems. Mapping the design decision 
making process with the EDGT is a first step in trying to identify the issues 
involved in design efficiency and the application of lean thinking concepts. 
The research approach for this study was also case study based. The investigation 
into design decision making was highly exploratory trying to encompass a large 
number of factors due to the complexity and uncertainty involved in design. No 
historical data was available that would provide the depth and breadth of 
information required to give adequate insight into design decision making, hence 
the need for the EDGT. Live construction projects were used as design issues 
were still fresh in the minds of those people involved in the data collection 
exercise. Each person collecting data was intimately involved in the decision 
making process for each of their respective projects. Yin's (1984) treatise on the 
design of case study research was used to help shape the approach. From the 
data, it was possible to investigate the distribution of decision making across 
projects, identify who made each decision and which other disciplines supported 
the process, what constraints were identified and the consequential reason drivers 
used to choose between design options. It was also possible to establish the level 
of cost and programme visibility that the design team had when making each 
decision. 
Examining the case study data revealed that, in most instances, little formal design 
planning takes place. This was identified as a hindrance to making construction 
design lean. 
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The maps produced can be considered to be value generation maps, which are a 
subset of Womack and Jones' (1996) 'value streams'. From the maps, it was found 
that there are a large number of generic design decisions across construction 
projects at the system / sub-system level. As an important principle of applying 
lean thinking is to try to standardise the product development approach, the 
discovery of a large set of generic design decisions in construction design led to 
the development of a design planning tool which has been called Design Decision 
Planner (DDP). 
4.5 DESIGN DECISION PLANNER 
Design Decision Planner (DDP) is a means of planning construction design at the 
system / sub-system level on a design decision basis. It allows the design team to 
list, order and specify the timing of design decisions for the early stages of design. 
Measuring progress against planned design provides a useful metric from a project 
management perspective. The tool is described in longhand form but could easily 
be systematised to enhance its capability. At the core of the tool are the decisions 
that were identified in the value generation maps, with the associated process 
information. This assists the design team with identifying the relevant decisions 
that will have to be made for a particular project and makes design planning at this 
level of detail a realistic proposition. Other information contained in the maps can 
assist with assigning responsibility for individual design decisions to particular 
disciplines and the information sources that have to be investigated. 
4.6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
The lessons learnt from the study are drawn together with reference to the broad 
objectives of the work. Recommendations are then made for future endeavours of 
applying lean thinking to construction design. 
4.7 RECONCILING RESEARCH TO THE LEAN THINKING PARADIGM 
Figure 4.1 shows the main generic research stages, from the 'need' and 'problem 
specification' to 'recommendations' for improving construction design on the basis 
of the lean thinking paradigm. Also shown are the main research components 
(change order request analysis, etc) and Womack and Jones' (1996) five steps for 
the implementation of lean thinking. The link to lean thinking in this sense is 
somewhat tenuous as the five steps are for organisations that want to transform 
themselves in to a leaner entity. As such, the five steps constitute a change 
management model that Womack and Jones promote as the way to ensure 
successful implementation of lean thinking. From a research perspective, however, 
it is the lean principles, such as those described in section 4.1, that are of greater 
interest. Nevertheless, the stages of the research project do reflect some of those 
steps, if not quite the way intended by the Womack and Jones. 
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'Specifying value' relates to what the customer values in the product. As there was 
no specific product at the outset of this research and no client as such, the voice of 
the customer has been related to the likes of Egan and Latham who have 
identified deficiencies in the industry and have suggested ways in which 
improvements can be made. This has been identified with the research 'need'. 
One of the areas of deficiency noted is the design process. The design process 
was also identified as having significant potential to influence the outcome of the 
total delivery process and, therefore, worthy of further study from a process 
improvement perspective. Design was thus considered to be the 'specified 
problem'. 
The two main data gathering and analysis phases in this study have been related 
to 'value stream' mapping. 'Value stream' mapping is a technique that allows the 
tasks in an organisation to be visualised and then grouped on the basis of those 
which add value to the product, and those which do not. The investigation of the 
change order request system, can be thought of as the identification of a waste 
type, in construction design, and also as a means of assessing the size of the 
opportunity that exists to make construction design leaner. Thus, it is closely 
related to the 'value stream'. The second analysis, mapping the design decision 
making process, is perhaps even more closely related, as these maps can be 
thought of as the value adding part of the value stream maps and, as such, could 
be called value generation maps. 
In figure 4.1 the mapping of the design decision making process and the analysis 
of the data have been split, with the analysis part indicated as being analogous to 
'flow' in the lean thinking paradigm. This is perhaps the most tenuous aspect of the 
reconciliation between research components and the five steps to becoming lean. 
'Flow' is about the reorganisation of tasks to help value flow through the system. 
This idea was linked to the analysis as the results of the study will lead to a leaner 
approach to construction design. Another somewhat tenuous link is the concept of 
'pull' with that of the Design Decision Planner (DDP). In manufacturing the idea of 
6pull' is that upstream processes, or tasks, are not performed until down stream 
processes indicate that there is a need to do so, with the initial tug coming from 
customer orders, or forecasted demand. The DDP does not quite emulate this, 
however, it does prompt the design team to make certain design decisions within 
particular design periods. 
'Perfection' is the ongoing efforts to improve construction design and in this study 
relates to the recommendations for further work. 
Figure 4.2 provides an outline of the rest of the thesis, relating research 
components to particular chapters and the logical links between stages. 
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Figure 4.1 - Research Stages and the Lean Thinking Paradigm 
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Figure 4.2 - Research Components and Their Respective Chapters in this Thesis 
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CHAPTER 5 IDENTIFYING WASTE 
IN CONSTRUCTION 
DESIGN 
'Any time that we modify anything they [contractors] are 
going to put in a claim. Now we are seeing that the more 
sensitive things are the finishes of the building. They're 
proposing different ma , 
terials than were specified. So I 
write in the order of ten to fifteen rejections a week on 
everything that they issue. It's a war of attrition. Then I 
have to give an explanation ... justification for each rejection. It is kind of a balance between allowing them 
to get away with this sort of finish or this piece of kit, but 
there are other things that weW just not even negotiate. " 
Etienne Borgos, Sir Norman Foster and Partners 
(regarding change orders). 
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In the light of the literature survey it is clear that the design stage of a project has 
significant potential as a means of improving the efficiency of the total construction 
process. Chen & McGeorge (1993/4) use the Pareto principle to show that 
upstream decisions have more potential to influence the final outcome than 
decisions taken further downstream. Indeed, Kochan (1991) goes as far as 
suggesting that the design phase defines 70% of the manufactured product. Whilst 
the literature survey verified the possibility of improving the total construction 
process by focusing on design, it did not provide a good indication as to the 
magnitude of the opportunity. It was decided, therefore, that an exploratory 
approach should be taken initially, to attempt to quantify the efficiency of the 
design decision making process in construction. This is consistent with Li's (1998) 
observation that, as a first stage to process improvement, it is imperative that a 
detailed study of existing processes should be conducted to identify deficiencies, 
and hence areas of opportunity. 
The complex nature of the contractual chain in a construction project and the lack 
of continuity of staff (and organisation) from project to project means that it is 
difficult to find reliable, quantitative data on the factors which determine the 
consequences of design decision making. An initial study identified change orders 
as a reliable existing measure of the occurrence and cost of design changes which 
take place during the construction cycle. Change orders are often well 
documented because of the contractual implications involved. Therefore, as the 
only credible alternative identified, it was decided to process map the change order 
request system. This consisted of an historical examination of data generated by 
the system for a number of case studies. The data was provided by the industrial 
partners, together with access to key personnel involved in the projects. The 
personnel were available for consultation as to the nature of the system and the 
quality, completeness and verification of the data. The approach was to reverse- 
engineer the case histories in order to determine what actually happened to the 
design during the construction process, and some of the consequences of this. 
The use of case studies in this instance rather than a statistical sample was due to 
the fact that little work was found on change orders in the literature. This means 
that key factors contributing to the need for change orders and their impact to 
projects had not been previously identified. Hence, there is little value in guessing 
at a small number of factors / variables and investigating them with an appropriate 
statistical sample. Using the case study approach allows a larger number of issues 
to be considered, although is unlikely to provide sufficient evidence of causality 
beyond the examined data. Case studies are therefore better suited for the 
purposes of providing first insights into the effects of change orders on 
construction projects. A statistical method may provide more conclusive findings, 
however, to be utilised effectively a reasonable knowledge or familiarity of the 
factors affecting design efficiency is presumed. To guess at factors affecting 
design efficiency and the need for contract issue design changes would be a high- 
risk research strategy that would have been unlikely to prove fruitful. 
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5.2 OBJECTIVES 
This study set out to identify how design evolution, development and modification 
affect the total construction process and the delivery of a building as a product, in 
a quantitative manner. This was achieved by investigating the consequences of 
design decisions (change orders) and identifying what the implications are for the 
decision making process. Previous research established that contract issue design 
changes adversely affect construction projects. Thomas and Napolitan (1995) 
found that change orders reduced labour productivity by an average of 30%, 
although some changes could be made without loss of efficiency. Krone, (1993) 
found that the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in the US had to request 
additional information on 40 to 50% of change submissions due to inadequate 
documentation. Machowski and Dale (1995) established that there are large 
administration costs associated with engineering changes. Although this work 
provides insights into the nature of change orders, it does not adequately show 
what the cumulative effects of contract issue design changes are on a construction 
project. The construction industry itself uses the system to consider the merits of 
each proposed change on an individual basis. This limits the visibility of the design 
team to assess the overall impact that change orders are having on their project. 
The true impact is beyond the horizon. 
With these issues in mind, this study set out to identify: 
1. The cumulative effects of change orders on a construction project? 
2. Why change orders occur? 
3. Which work packages are most commonly effected and why. 
4. The implications for the design decision making process. 
5.3 CHANGE ORDERS 
There is some debate as to what constitutes a change order. The debate centres 
around the distinction between what constitutes design development and waste in 
the process. In other words, when does it start to cost the project money? The 
definition used by the author at the beginning of this section is that a change order 
is a contract issue design change. That is a design change which usually takes 
place after the tender has been awarded. The Royal Institute of British Architects 
(RIBA) (1992) Standard Form of Agreement for the Appointment of an Architect 
provides a commonly used model for structuring construction projects (see section 
3.3.1). The key question defining whether a change order constitutes design 
evolution or waste is to what extent does the tender action in stage H freeze the 
design? This issue relates to the cost certainty of the project. Any change 
hereafter is likely to have a significant impact on the cost of the project which, 
ultimately, is passed on to the client. 
The understanding of change orders in the construction is that they are a 
necessary part of the design process to accommodate design development and 
the changing needs of the client in the later stages of the total construction 
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process. Interestingly, there is not a large body of writing on the subject of change 
orders. Perhaps this is because they are seen as a means of design development 
and are therefore not worthy of further study in academia? One of the motivations 
for this investigation was that the author did not share this view. Instead, it was 
assumed that the need for a design change is evidence of an incorrect (or 
incomplete) original design decision and therefore analysis of such changes 
should provide insights into issues that relate to design efficiency and efficacy. 
This stance suggests that change orders are more akin to rework, albeit rework of 
the design process, than design development. Rework in the manufacturing sector 
is the subject of close scrutiny as there is an associated cost with waste. From a 
lean manufacturing perspective, activities which constitute waste, should be 
eliminated to maximise the potential to add value to the product (Ohno, 1978). 
Huovila, et al (1994), adds a further contribution to the debate. The authors 
suggest that a proportion of conversion activities in the design process, namely 
rework due to errors, omissions and uncertainty are also waste and should 
therefore be removed. Also, the kernel of DFM thinking is to match the article 
being produced to its delivery processes. It was hypothesised that if there are a 
large number of contract issue design changes in construction projects, this would 
be an indication that the product (buildings) are not well matched to their delivery 
processes. This sets the agenda for the need to investigate the change order 
request system to provide insights into the cumulative affects of contract issue 
design changes on construction projects. 
5.4 THE CHANGE ORDER REQUEST SYSTEM 
The Change Order Request (COR) system is a standard project management tool 
for requesting and approving contract issue design changes in a controlled 
manner. Figure 5.1 shows the normal procedure for requesting change orders. 
This particular diagram was produced from the Project Team Procedures Manual 
(Section 13): Monitoring and Issue of Works Contractor Instructions, for the 
building of the library at Cranfield University. An equivalent procedure was used in 
other projects examined so figure 5.1 can be considered generic. 
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Figure 5.1 - Project Team Procedures Manual (Section 13): Monitoring and Issuing 
of Works Contractor Instructions 
Each change order is considered on an individual basis to determine its likely 
impact on the construction project. The originator of the design change completes 
the appropriate documentation and submits it to the design team. The request is 
passed to the quantity surveyor and management contractor who comment on 
cost and programme implications respectively. On the basis of this information and 
an evaluation of the need for / potential to add value of the change, the design 
team make the decision to approve (or reject) the request and make any 
alterations to the contract issue drawings as required. The architect then issues an 
architect's instruction, the management contractor issues the corresponding site 
instruction and the work package is modified accordingly by the works contractor. 
The data recorded by the system includes a description of the requested change, 
who - the originator of the design change, when - when the change was requested, 
what - which work package(s) it affects, why - the reason why the design change 
was requested, and the consequences - the consequences in terms of cost and 
programme implications. The description of the requested change consists of a 
few lines of text often making reference to contract issue drawings or other 
documents. The originator can be any member of the extended design team and 
has the responsibility of 
' 
completing the request form. The originator identifies him / 
herself both by name and employer. When the change was requested is a date 
with a resolution of one day (in most cases). What work packages are affected by 
Issue Carrespon&g 
Sb Instruclign 
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the change are recorded both by code and description. This field can 
accommodate changes which affect a number of work packages simultaneously, 
however, in the vast majority of cases in the data examined, affected only one 
work package. The reason why a contract issue design change has been 
requested is recorded by selecting the appropriate reason category on the change 
order request form. These options are part of the change order request system 
and were defined by the management contractor. They are high-level reason 
categories and as such do not provide the specific reason why a design change 
has been requested. Nevertheless, it is informative to assess 'cause' at this level in 
the first instance. The potential consequences of the change order are assessed 
by the management contractor and quantity surveyor. These are recorded in the 
form of an amount of time (e. g. number of weeks) and sum of money in pounds 
sterling, they may also be accompanied by other relevant comments. It is 
interesting to note that in the data examined the consequences were only recorded 
in terms of cost, even though facility was provided to record programme 
implications. 
5.5 ANALYSIS OF CHANGE ORDER REQUEST DATA 
The Change Order Request project management tool in itself provides some 
insights into the effects of individual change orders, albeit limited insights, but does 
not provide visibility of the composite whole. This analysis method seeks to 
redress this deficiency. However, the study is based upon historical data and, as 
such, the analysis is subject to the limitations inherent within the data collection 
mechanism. This analysis method is not an idealised solution for the treatment of 
change order data but, given that similar data will be generated by most systems, 
it presents an opportunity to gain some insights into the total delivery process. The 
data was treated in such away as to give a view of the cumulative effects of 
change orders and thus insights into the total impact of contract issue design 
changes on construction projects. As was stated earlier, it has been suggested 
that not all contract issue design changes constitute design development, or can 
be viewed as an intrinsic component in the evolution of a design, in fact, a 
significant proportion of them can be considered to be waste/ inefficiencies within 
the design process. 
In addition to the change order data sheets, information regarding how the design 
teams had split the designs into manageable work packages was collected. The 
information included a description of each work package, the work package code, 
the cost of the work package and the dates when construction work commenced 
and ended on site. Typically construction projects are managed in terms of work 
packages, which may be aligned to specific building elements, specific contractors 
or some combination of these. Even after the award of a contract, the 
management contractor may decide to merge or segregate work packages to 
facilitate better project management. In terms of design management, the 
proportion of change orders that impinge on more than one work package can be 
taken as some measure of the success in achieving an appropriate division. Purely 
as a device to aid presentation, in all subsequent analysis the cost of any change 
order that affects more than one work package (and does not have separate data 
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for each) will be shared equally between them. Interestingly, Suh (1990) stresses 
the need to 'decouple' a design such that a particular aspect of the solution only 
caters for one functional requirement. If a change is then made to a particular 
functional requirement the change will only impinge upon one aspect of the design. 
A profile of each project was also compiled covering issues such as the type of 
project, approximate size of the building, budget, type of contract, length of project, 
level of innovation and compliance to programme. 
The data for each case study was retrieved in the form of hard copy data sheets 
which were manually entered into a spreadsheet. The data was then analysed 
using a number of graphical techniques to address the objectives of this study. 
The following stacked bar graphs, simple bar graphs and line graphs were 
produced: 
" cost vs. reason category, with the cost split proportionally by originator 
" cost vs. work package, with the cost split proportionally by originator 
" cost vs. work package, with the cost split proportionally by reason category 
" fraction of work package cost vs. work package 
" change order request count vs. work package 
" cumulative cost & cumulative count vs. fractional duration (line graph) 
The first study performed was the Cranfield University Library. For the purposes of 
making comparisons between projects, grouping and labelling data, Cranfield 
University Library was used as the archetype to which successive case studies 
were referenced. This includes assigning equivalent work packages the same 
numbers, using common reason categories, etc. 
5.6 OVERVfEW OF THE CASE HISTORIES 
For this study four case histories were initially investigated. These are the 
Cranfield University Library, Heathrow Cargo Warehouse, Marks & Spencer in 
Preston and Friar's Court Shopping Centre in Aylesbury. The case studies were 
nominated by the project's industrial partners on the basis of availability and 
accessibility of data. There is also a particular bias in the data towards projects 
that were thought to be successful projects by the stakeholders, although evidence 
for this is largely anecdotal. There are two main reasons for this bias. Firstly, the 
industrial partners are commercial organisations who are always keen to promote 
themselves. The results of research are often published in the public domain and 
so companies are careful not to compromise their professional reputations by 
providing poor examples of their work. Secondly, from a research perspective, it is 
desirable to study good projects, or what the industrial partners perceive as good 
projects, as there is little value taking lessons learnt from projects which it is known 
are far from best practice. It also provides an indication as to which end of the 
spectrum of the total set of construction projects are being investigated. In this 
particular case, as the projects are considered to be successful, there is an 
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implication that any results regarding design efficiency are likely to be an 
overestimate when compared to the average construction project. 
As stated the projects were selected on the basis of availability of data and a 
perception of success on the part of the industrial partners. No other 
characteristics or profile was specified to guide the choice of case studies. As this 
is an exploratory piece of research this was deemed an advantageous approach 
as it provides an opportunity to see whether the issues affecting design efficiency 
are generic. If a consistent project profile was investigated any findings could only 
credibly be claimed to be endemic to a project constituting the same, or similar, 
characteristics. On the issue of profiles, the traditional question when making 
comparisons is, "Are you comparing apples with apples? " However, it is not 
immediately clear how to categorise buildings. For instance, buildings can be 
grouped by function, e. g. offices, or by the type of construction, e. g. steel frame, 
glass frontage. Is a steel frame glass fronted office block more akin to a concrete 
frame masonry clad office, or a steel frame glass fronted library or retail area? 
The answer may even change depending on what stage of the total construction 
project is under consideration. However, the most important aspect of the research 
at this stage in the understanding of change orders is to keep a broad perspective 
so as not to prematurely rule out potentially important factors. 
Project Team . . 
Cranfield University Library* Heathrow Cargo 
Warehouse 
Client Cranfield University JLynton/BAA 
Architect Sir Norman Foster and Partners JGeoffrey Reid 
Management Taylor Woodrow Management 
Contractor Contraqting_ý ý. TWMC 
Quantity Davis Langdon & Everest Franklin and Andrews I 
, ýurveyqýr Structural Ove Arup & Partners WSP Consulting I 
Engineer 
, M+E Engineer 
t a P 
JR Preston 
Pr ston M k &S _IWSP 
Consulting 
Friar's Centre rojec rn Te pencer, e ar s , Aylesbury. 
Client Marks & Spencer I 
Architect IStanley Bragg 
Management Taylor Woodrow Management 
Contractor Contracting Ltd. (TWMC) 
Quantity 
Surveyor 
Structural 
_gngineer M+E Engineer 
Table 5.1 - The Professional Team for Each Case History 
The professional team for each case history can be seen in table 5.1 and the 
profiles of the case studies investigated can be found in tables 5.3 and 5.4. The 
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profiles indicate characteristics relating to the building type and construction 
planning. Appendix A also contains case study profile information relating to 
design features and the construction stage. The projects are quite diverse in 
nature: construction of a university library, a cargo warehouse building for an 
airport, a shopping centre and refurbishment of a retail unit. The projects vary in 
total costs from E2.6 - 222 million and have planned construction periods ranging 
from 6 to 28 months. The type of procurement route also differs: Cranfield 
University Library and Aylesbury Shopping Centre - Management Contract, 
Heathrow Cargo Building - JCT and Marks & Spencer Preston - Marks & Spencer 
Design and Construct - Version 1. The floor areas vary from 3 '00OM2 _ Cranfield University Library to 44,21 9M2 - Aylesbury Shopping Centre. The buildings have 
approximately the same number of storeys 3 or 4, although all have different 
heights. Aylesbury Shopping Centre is 23m high and Cranfield University Library 
11 m. The buildings have different cladding and roof types and are all considered to 
be of medium level of innovation with regard to design and assembly techniques 
used. Cranfield University Library and Marks and Spencer Preston were 
considered to be of low level of innovation with regard to materials, with Heathrow 
Cargo Warehouse and Aylesbury Shopping Centre considered to be of medium 
level of innovation. All of the buildings, with the exception of Cranfield University 
Library had difficult access to the construction site. All of the projects had delays to 
their programme although these were of varying magnitudes and due to problems 
with different work packages. The longest delay affected the Aylesbury Shopping 
Centre resulting in significant cost to the programme. Aylesbury Shopping Centre 
also had the highest number of architect's instructions issued, 877, nearly three 
times as many as the next highest. Information concerning key personnel on each 
project and the level of staff turnover is very limited. An initial investigation into the 
quality and completeness of the data available revealed a large disparity between 
the most and least complete set of records. Table 5.2 illustrates the information 
fields in which data was recorded for each of the case histories. It can be seen that 
Cranfield University Library has a full set of data, with the Heathrow Cargo 
Warehouse missing just the originator of the change orders. Preston has no time 
and originator data, and Aylesbury only recorded cost and time information. Both 
the Cranfield and Heathrow case histories have a resolution of one day whereas 
the Aylesbury data to the nearest month. On the basis of this initial study it was 
decided not to progress the Aylesbury project due to a lack of data. 
Who? 
Cranf. ield 
Yes 
Heathrow: ý 
No -Preston No 
Ay esbury, 
No 
When? Day Day No Month 
Why? Yes Yes Yes No 
Work Package Yes Yes Yes No 
Cost Yes Yes Yes Y 
Table 5.2 - The Availability of Data for Each Case History (Time is Either by Day 
or Month) 
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Building Details 
Name of Building Cranfleld University Heathrow Cargo 
Library Building 549 
rl-efmMinn rnn-tnintinn 
Buildinq Tvpe Public sector Commercial for let / lease 
Location Home Counties Heathrow Airport 
Floor Area 3000 m' Warehouses - 4400 M2 
Offices - 2100 M2 
No. of Storeys unices -4 
Type of Brick 
Construction Steel Frame V/ 
Concrete In-situ concrete sub- 
Frame structure and columns 
-Wddinq V Protiled steel 
Roof Type Steel truss Kalzip aluminum 
Distinctive 60m span trusses to 
Features warehouse. Elevated, 
transfer vehicle 
Construction Planning 
Type of Contract Management contract JCT 
Length of Phase Planned 13 months 9 months 
Construction 
Pre-eng. 6 months Steel frame components 
fabricated off-site during 
construction phase 
Time of Structural Same time as Architect 12 months after Architect 
Introduction to Engineer 
Project of Quantity Before Architect 10 months after Architect 
Disciplines Surveyor 
ME Consult. 1 month after Architect 14 months after Architect 
Others Contractor - 17 months 
after Architect 
Approx. Balance Off -site 45.7% 
of Work (By Value) On-site 54.3% 
No. of Contractors 22 (Inc. management contractor) 
No. of Work 21 
Packages 
Table 5.3 - Case Study Profiles: Cranfield University Library and 
Heathrow Cargo 
Warehouse 
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Buildng Details 
Name of Building Marks& Spencer Aylesbury Shopping 
Centre 
Project Type Refurbishment/ 
E)dension 
Building Type Retail Retail 
Location Preston - Lancashire Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire 
Floor Area 9660 - Extension 44219m2 
51 1OM2 - Ref urb. 
Height - 23m 
No. of Storeys 34 
Type of Brick 
Construction Steel Frame 
(encased in concrete) 
Concrete 
Frame 
In-situ concrete sub-structure 
and columns to Mall Level 
Cladding Brick/ stonework front V, 
Roof Type Flat asphalt on concrete Steel Suspension Structure 
Dstnctive 
Features 
Construction Planning 
Type of Contract Marks & Spencer Management Contract 
Design & Construct 
Version I 
Length of Phase Planned 27 weeks 28 months 
Construction 
Pre-eng. 11 weeks 12 months 
Time of Structural Pre-tender At f easibility stage 
Introduction to Engineer 
Project of Quantity Pre-tender At feasibility stage 
Disciplines Surveyor 
WE Consult Pre-tender At feasibility stage 
Othe rs Architect - Pre-tender Architect at f easibility stage 
Approx. Balance Off -site 30% E8,026,450 
of Work (By Value) On-site 70% E13,595,550 
No. of Contractors 39 52 
No. of Work 39 84 
Packages 
Table 5.4 - Case Study Profiles: Marks & Spencer Preston and Aylesbury 
Shopping Centre 
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5.7 CHANGE ORDER REQUEST RESULTS FOR CRANFIELD UNIVERSITY 
LIBRARY 
Cranfield University Library was built in 1992. It was designed by Sir Norman 
Foster and Partners and nominated by the company as an example of a 
successful project. This project was. also thought to be highly successful by the 
client. The project cost! E4.66 million and generated a total of 302 change orders at 
a cost of '2236,985. This gives a change order costs / project cost ratio of 5.1 %. 
Eleven of the change orders had a negative cost, representing savings to the 
project. The highest cost of an individual change order was 210,000 (Substructure 
and Concrete Frame: work package 3010) with the lowest at -224,500 (Curtain 
Walling: work package 4030), i. e. a cost saving of 224,500. The average cost of all 
change orders was 2787. Figure 5.2 shows the cost distribution of all the change 
orders for the case study. The raw data was categorised into classes with an 
interval of 2500. The first group starts at the largest cost saving, -224,500, and the 
last group ends at the most expensive change order, E10,000. The graph clearly 
shows that the most common interval for the cost of change orders was EO - E500. 
This interval is represented 147 times, nearly 50% of all change orders. The 
second most common interval is the E500 - 21000 which has a frequency of 48. 
Approximately 88% of change orders cost the project between EO - E2000. 
Figure 5.2 can be compared with figures B. 24 and B. 24b in appendix B which 
show the cost distribution of all change orders based on the raw data, i. e. without 
applying class intervals. 
Figure 5.2 - Distribution of Change Order Costs: Cost Class Intervals of E500 
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Cranfield University Library was organised into the nineteen work packages shown 
in table 5.5. Each work package has been assigned a code which will appear on 
graphs instead of a description. Also, note that work packages 4035 (Revolving 
Dooý, 4040 (Solar Louvres) and 5070 (Carpets) had no change orders raised 
against them. This means that, in the bar graphs that follow, the sequencing of the 
bars from left to right is always numeric and corresponds to reading table 5.5 from 
top to bottom with the omission of these work packages. Also indicated in table 5.5 
is the cost of each work package and the start and end dates on site. The work 
package costs come from the final cost plan and the start and end dates are from 
the final programme. 
Table 5.6 shows the number of change orders affecting each work package. It also 
shows the level of interference: when one change order affects more than one 
work package. Of the 302 change orders generated, 277 impacted just one work 
package. A further 17 affected 2 work packages (see table 5.6 for combinations), 7 
change orders affected 3 work packages and 1 change order affected 4 work 
packages. In total 25 change orders affected more than one work package which 
amounts to approximately 8% of the total number of change orders. It is also 
interesting to note that the average cost of change orders affecting more than one 
work package is El 001, where as those that affect only one is E765. 
Work Package Name W 
IPrelims, Management. Fee, 
'Staff 
P Number 
1000 
Cost 
E612,097 
Start 
19/08/912 
End 
24/09/921 
'Substructure and Concrete 
I Frame 
3010 2443,854 19/08/911 13/12/911 
'Roof Steelwork and Perimeter 1 
! Columns 
4010 2259,993 09/12/911 16/01/921 
! Roofing 4020 E206,2501 20/01/921 02/04/921 
Curtain Walling 4030 2546,5361 10/02/921 13/08/921 
Revolving Door 1 4035 E546,536 10/02/921 13/08/921 
'Solar Louvres 4040 2125,205 13/07/921 20/08/921 
Blockwork/Partitions 5010 2228,316 3/01/9211 09/07/921 
jSuspended Ceilings 5020 F-1 53,892 04/05/9211 10/07/921 
Architectural Metalwork 5050 1 E96,494 04/05/921- 20/08/921 
Furnishings Fit-out 5060 E303,780 11/05/921 27/08/921 
'Carrols and Shelving 5061 E320,169 11/05/921 27/08/921 
! Carpets 5070 270,379 13/07/921 20/08/92i 
Electrical Services 6010 F-345,833 30/03/921 13/08/921 
! IT/Communications 1 6020 El 02,183 27/04/921 20/08/921 
jAudioNideo Equipment 1 6030 E62,539T P7/04/921 20/08/92 
Nechanical Services 7010 E555,0121 09/03/921 27/08/921 
Ulfts 8010 E51,5141 30/04/921 09/07/92', 
Landscaping/Drainage_ 9010 E145,0001 13/07/921 ýý4ý/09/92ý1 
Table 5.5 - Work Package Costs and Timings for Cranfield University Library 
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No. of Work Pac 
Affected 
1 
kages Work Package Names N 
Various 
umber of Occurrences 
277 
2 30105060 1 
2 30106010 1 
2 30109010 1 
2 40204010 1 
2 40304010 3 
2 40305061 1 
2 50105060 2 
2 50206010 1 
2 50607010 1 
2 60106020 1 
F- 2 60107010 2 
2 60109010 1 
2 i 70105060 1 1i 
3 4010 4030 5010 1 
3 5060 6010 7010 4 
3 5060 7010 9010 1 
3 6010 5060 5010 1 
4 4020 8010 5020 3010 1 
Table 5.6 - Frequency of Change Orders Affecting One or More Work Package 
The reason categories available to the originator at the time of requesting a 
contract issue design change are shown in table 5.7. Other denotes the limit of the 
resolution and Empty has been included in the analysis to allow the inclusion of 
partially complete records. The reason categories are high level with only a limited 
degree of specificity. 
They do not identify the root causes of change orders but rather diagnose the 
symptoms. It should be noted that the underlying rationale behind the change 
order request system is for contractual purposes rather than as a project 
management tool for process improvement. The system exists to facilitate design 
evolution, to reflect the changing needs of the client, allow for errors in design 
information and unforeseen restrictions / conditions. The change order request 
system is a means of authorising compensation to contractors and subcontractors 
for errors in design information. This is especially apparent when information is 
omitted in the tender documents and the contractor's bid did not take into account 
the omission. Hence, the reason categories used provide insights into the 
symptoms of change orders rather than root causes. 
Figure 5.3 shows a stacked bar graph showing change order costs vs. reason 
categoty, with the cost split proportionally by originator. This graph provides 
insights into which causes of change orders are costing projects the most money 
and how this relates to the originator of the design change. 
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Label Description Explanation 
A lImprovement Resulting from Subcontractor identifies ways to 
Subcontract Design save money / time or add value to 
the product - which may cost the 
project in some way. 
B lCost Saving Measures Need to reduce costs, cheaper 
option sought. 
C lNew Information on Existing Site New information regarding site 
! Conditions found, perhaps from a survey or i 
work on site. 
D ! Employer has Changed His l Client requires a design change 
Requirements because his needs have changed. 
Reasons range from commercial 
constraints - fluctuations in market 
to change in taste. 
E IForced Upon Project from Shop Drawing co-ordination identified an 
IlDrawing Co-ordination inconsistency / infeasible solution. 
F lProgramme Advantage or Design chan e will shorten the 9 
! Assurance programme in some way or reduce 
i risk. 
G IStatutory Body Requirement Statutory body requirement 
! Came to Light since Placing of identified which impacts the design 
lTrade Contract of the product. 
H ! Public Utility Requirement Came Public utility requirement identified 
to Light since Placing of Trade which impacts the design of the 
Contract product. 
I IDesigners Omission in Tender Important information omitted from 
Documents the tender documents. 
J lCo-ordination Defects in Tender Errors in tender documents due to 
Documents poor co-ordination of information. 
K Wanagement Contractor Important information omitted by 
iOmission from Packaging management contractor when 
i creating work packages. 
DID Design Development Design development by the design 
team to improve the product in 
some way that adds value to the 
scheme. 
L Pther l When a change order does not fall 
i into one of the categori s above. 
Empty Not Recorded Put in during the analysis to I 
facilitate the processing of partially 
comDlete records. 
Table 5.7 - Reason Categories Available for Cranfield University Library Case 
Study 
This can indicate the extent to which change orders are being used to enhance the 
design through design evolution and conversely those which are due to 
inefficiencies in the design decisions making process, be they co-ordination 
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problems, due to limited knowledge of a particular domain, errors in tender 
documents or other related issues. In this instance the graph shows that the most 
important reason categories in terms of cost are E (Forced Upon Project from 
Shop Drawing Co-ordination), I (Designers Omission in Tender Documents) and L 
(Othe4. Reason categories E and I represent shortcomings in the total design 
process as the design team has a large degree of control over these issues. 
Reason category L represents the limitations of the change order request system. 
Figure 5.3 - Change Order Costs: Reason & Originator 
It is the second most important reason category in terms of cost and yet reveals no 
information about the cause of these change orders. This is significant from a 
process management perspective as nearly 21 % of the total cost of change orders 
fall into reason categories that are not represented in the system. Figure 5.3 also 
shows that 86% of the cost of change orders were originated by the architectural 
practice and project management contractor: Sir Norman Foster & Partners - 29% 
and Taylor Woodrow Management Contracting - 57%. These figures are artificially 
high as in some instances a subcontractor, for example, suggested the design 
change, however, the change order was completed / processed by either the 
architect or project manager. The cost savings achieved to the project in reason 
category A (Improvement Resulting from Subcontract Design) shows an example 
of this phenomenon. 
It was deemed that the following reason categories relate to process issues, or are 
in the direct control of the design team: E (Forced on Upon Project by Shop 
Drawing Co-ordination), I (Designers' Omission in Tender Documents), J (Co- 
ordination Defects in Tender Documents) and K (Management Contractor 
Omission from Packaging). Table 5.8 shows the total change order costs for each 
reason category and table 5.9 the percentage of change order costs related to 
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process issues. From this table it can be seen that 64.9%1 of the cost of change 
orders relate to process issues. 
Originator's Reason Category 
A 
Cost of Change 
Orders 
(ES) 
-244001 
B 76581 
c 217001 
D 44201 
DD 113501; 
E 514251j 
Empty 16101 
f 99821 
G 1950011 
H 101751 
481221 
119151 
iK1 01 
L 490371 
Prand Total 2369851 
Table 5.8 -Total Change Order Costs for Each Reason Category 
If the view is taken that the briefing process (including feasibility studies, etc) 
should sufficiently address issues of Site Conditions (C), Statutory (G) and Public 
Body (H) requirements prior to the contract award then 94.8% of the total change 
order costs relate to process issues. Other design changes can be considered to 
be design development to add value / reduce cost, to improve the programme, or 
to respond changing client's needs. That is not to say that on average 64.9% / 
94.8% of the design changes studied were not necessary in the given 
circumstances, but they were avoidable. From the data examined only 5.2%2 of 
contract issue design changes can be attributed to design development per se. 
I As it is not possible to determine if change orders assigned with Other and Empty relate 
to categories defined as process issues their totals have been deducted from the 'Grand 
Total' for the purposes of calculating the percentage cost of change orders relating to 
processissues. 
2 That is 5.2% of the net cost, i. e. the data set included change orders with negative costs 
or cost savings to the project which were attributed to reason categories associated with 
design development. For this case study, total change order cost savings / total change 
order costs = 11 %. 
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Grand Total - Other - Empty 171847 
lReasons E+I+J+K 111462 64.86% 
! Reasons E+ I +J+K+C+G+H 162837 94.76% 
Table 5.9 - Percentage of Change Order Costs Due to Process Issues 
A similar graph to figure 5.3 was produced showing change order cost vs. work 
package with the cost split proportionally by the originator (see figure 5.4). This 
provides a clear indication as to which work packages were generating the largest 
cost to the project, or where savings were made. It also shows which companies 
are originating the request for design changes on each work package. The most 
important work packages in terms of absolute costs are 7010 and 5010 
(Mechanical Services and Blockwork / Partitions) which account for 30% and 15% 
of the total cost of change orders, respectively. The large negative cost in work 
package 4030 (Curtain Walling) was mostly due to a decision not to use Okalux 
glass due to perceived technical limitations for the application, but the change 
order was assigned to category A (Improvement Resulting from Subcontract 
Design). 
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Figure 5.4 - Change Order Costs: Work Package & Originator 
The final graph concerning absolute costs, work package vs. reason categoty, is 
shown in figure 5.5. This depicts the absolute cost of change orders affecting each 
work package with the cost split proportionally by reason category. This graph 
indicates that multiple reason categories impact the majority of work packages. 
Other has the highest incidence in terms of the number of work packages it 
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affects, in total 15 of the 16 work packages are affected. Interestingly, the reason 
category with the second highest incidence is I (Designer's Omission in the Tender 
Documents). This reason category affects 12 of the work packages with 1000 
(Prelims., Management Fees, Staff Costs (TWMC)), 5061 (Carrols and Shelving), 
6030 (AudioNideo Equipment) and 8010 (Lifts) avoiding change orders. That is 12 
of the 16 work packages had omissions in the tender documents which required 
contract issue design changes to rectify. Referring back to Figure 5.3, reason 
category I was ranked third highest with a significant cost to the project, 
approximately E48,000. There is certainly a lesson here in the importance of 
creating better quality tender documents in the first instance to avoid costly 
changes later in the process. Comparing figures 5.6 and 5.7 with figures 5.3 and 
5.4 respectively indicates the cost to number ratio of change orders. For example, 
a reason category, or work package, could be affected by a large number of low 
cost change orders or by a small number of high cost change orders. 
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Figure 5.5 - Change Order Costs: Work Package & Reason 
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Taking the total cost of change orders affecting each work package and dividing by 
the work package costs (outlined in table 5.5) for a particular work packge, 
provides an alternative way of assessing the impact of change orders. Figure 5.8 
shows the fractional cost of change orders affecting each work package. It can be 
seen that the order of importance for individual work packages has changed with 
the most costly now being 5050 (Architectural Metalwork) and 5010 (Blockwork 
and Partitions). Work package 7010 (Mechanical Services) remains significant and 
9010 (Landscape / Drainage) becomes more prominent. Figure 5.8 can be 
compared with figure 5.5 to assess the differences between absolute and 
fractional costs. 
Finally, it is informative to look at when the change orders were raised. In view of 
the fact that the project schedule demands different activities at different times in 
order to facilitate the co-ordination of work, it is important to use a relative rather 
than a calendar date in this analysis. For convenience, the actual start and end 
dates defined in table 5.5 were defined as zero and one (which are represented by 
ve 
' 
rtical dotted lines on the x-axes in figure 5.9 and successive cumulative cost and 
count graphs), and the change order date normalised to this scale. That is, zero 
and one represent the start and end dates of that particular work package on site. 
This means that, although zero and one on the x-axis will represent a different 
number of days for each work package, what is of interest is the way in which the 
cost builds up over the duration of the work package rather than over time 
specifically. This allows a comparison of the cumulative effects of change orders 
Figure 5.8 - Fractional Cost of Change Orders for Each Work Package 
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for different work packages within a project and similar work packages across 
projects. 
Figures 5.9 - 5.13 contain examples of the cumulative time plots for interesting 
work packages against which one or more change orders were raised. The graphs 
are shown with a common horizontal scale to facilitate comparisons between work 
packages. In these figures, the horizontal axis, fractional duration, represents 
normalised time, whilst the vertical axis on the right hand side is the cumulative 
sum of the number of change orders raised for the specified work package. A 
vertical step will occur in the trace for cumulative count when more than one 
change order was raised on the same day. The second vertical axis, which 
appears on the left of the graph, corresponds to the cumulative cost trace, and 
shows the accompanying cost information (in absolute terms, rather than 
normalised to the work package cost). A full set of these graphs can be found in 
appendix B. 
Figure 5.9 shows the occurrence of change orders for work package 3010 
(Substructure and Concrete Frame). This work package is significant in that it had 
the second largest number of change orders raised against it and ranks as the 
fourth most expensive work package in terms of the absolute cost of change 
orders. It can be seen from the graph that contract issue design changes were 
made to the Substructure and Concrete Frame very soon after work began on site, 
and continued to be made throughout its duration. 
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Figure 5.9 - WP 3010: Substructure and Concrete Frame 
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The graph displays a linear characteristic during this period. Design changes were 
still being made to the work package after work was officially completed. In this 
particular case, approximately 20% of change orders were raised after the end 
date. 
Another interesting work package to consider is 5010 (Blockwork / Partitions) 
which is shown in figure 5.10. Blockwork / Partitions is ranked second in terms of 
absolute cost and fractional cost of change orders to the project. It has a similar 
characteristic to work package 3010 in that design changes were made throughout 
the entire duration on site, and beyond, but also has some made prior to work 
commencing on site. This is obviously a desirable characteristic as there is likely to 
be less impact on the project in terms of productivity losses, cost and general 
disruption. 
Figure 5.11 shows a graph constituting considerably different characteristics to 
figures 5.9 and 5.10. Approximately 70% of change orders affecting the Roof 
Steelwork and Perimeter Columns were raised prior to work commencing on site. 
Again, this is a desirable characteristic and is much more pronounced than in 
figure 5.10. One change was made during the period on site, and four after 
completion. This graph shows a work package with design changes taking place 
over a much larger range of normalised time. 
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Figure 5.10 - WP 5010: Blockwork / Partitions 
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Figure 5.11 - WP 4010: Roof Steelwork and Perimeter Columns 
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Figure 5.12 - WP 4030: Curtain Walling 
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Figure 5.12 shows work package 4030 (Curtain Walling). This work package is of 
interest because the cumulative cost curve does not track the cumulative count 
curve as in the previous graphs. The fourth change order affecting Curtain Walling 
provides a significant cost saving to the project which causes a large negative step 
in the cumulative cost curve, whilst the cumulative count curve has a rather linear 
form. The cumulative count curve then begins a more positive trend (costs to the 
project), although the sum of costs is much smaller than the savings. 
Work package 7010 (Mechanical Services), which had the most costly change 
order sum in absolute terms and the largest number of design changes made to it, 
is shown in figure 5.13. It clearly shows that halfway through the site activity a 
number of change orders were raised. Also, about one quarter of the change 
orders were raised either before the site work started, or after it finished. The 
change orders raised in the second half of the period on site show a linear trend. 
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Figure 5.13 - WP 7010: Mechanical Services 
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5.8 CHANGE ORDER REQUEST RESULTS FOR HEATHROW CARGO 
WAREHOUSE 
The Heathrow Cargo Warehouse was nominated by WSP Consulting Engineers 
as a case study for this investigation. The building was constructed in 1995 at a 
total cost of P-2,603,873. In total 444 change orders were raised, at a cost of 
2197,084, which gives a change order costs 1project cost ratio of 7.6%. Sixteen of 
the change orders had a negative cost, representing savings to the project, and 
two of the thirty work packages listed in table 5.10 had no change orders raised 
against them: 1000 (Preliminaries) and 10030 (Rainwater Installation). Unlike the 
Cranfield library project (and the Marks and Spencer Ltd Preston project 
considered in section 5.9), no change order raised affected multiple work 
packages. 
The highest cost of an individual change order was E8,452 (Cladding / Coverings: 
work package 4025) with the lowest at -E-10,500 (Mechanical Services: work 
package 7010-1), i. e. a cost saving of E10,500. The average cost of all change 
orders was P-444. Figure 5.14 shows the cost distribution of all the change orders 
for the case study. The raw data was categorised into classes with an interval of 
E500. 
Figure 5.14 - Distribution of Change Order Costs: Cost Class Intervals of E500 
The first group starts at the largest cost saving, -P-10,500, and the last group ends 
at the most expensive change order, P-8,452 (P-8,500). The graph clearly shows 
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that the most common interval for the cost of change orders was E-500 to EO. This 
interval is represented 239 times, nearly 54% of all change orders. This interval is 
mostly populated with change orders that did not cost the project any money in 
terms of direct cost. In total 232 of the 239 change orders in the interval have a 
direct cost to the project of EO. The second most common interval is the EO - E500 
which has a frequency of 101. Approximately 88% of change orders cost the 
project between -2500 and E1500. Figure 5.14 can be compared with figures C. 31 
and C. 31b in appendix C which show the cost distribution of all change orders 
based on the raw data, i. e. without applying class intervals. 
'Work Package 
Rreliminaries 
WP 
Number 
1000 i 
Start Date 
21/12/93 
End Date 
15/09/95 
WP 
Cost 
1200001 
Match 
Yes 
'Substructure - excav. concrete, 
brick / blockwork 
3010-1 06/02/95 19/04/95 1366251. Yes 
, Substructure - excav. concrete, I 
, 
brick/ blockwork 
3010-2 08/05/95 16/06/95 81975 1 Yes 
! Structural Steelwork 4010 27/03/95 16/06/95 15029001 Yes 
, Office Roof (Roof Screed) 4020-1 15/05/95 19/05/95 9167 Yes ! Office Roof 4020-2 1 29/05/95 06/07/95 12833 Yes 
lCurtain Walling 4030 11 _1 
5/05/95 16/06/95 73000 11 Yes 
'Brickwork / Blockwork & Plaster I 5010 24/04/95 07/07/95 1113100 1 Yes 
lCeiling Finishes j 5020 03/07/95 28/07/95 47900 1 Yes I IFitting, Furnishings 5060 07/08/95 15/09/95 21600 Yes 
'Buildin 
.q 
Services: Electrical 6010-1 1 08/05/95 21/07/95 26300 Yes 
iLighting 6010-2 1 14/08/95 25/08/95 75200 Yes 
113 ilding Services: Mechanical 7010-1 08/05/95 1 30/06/95 1832731 Yes 
! Building Services: Mechanical 7010-2 14/08/95 1 01/09/95 68727 Yes 
Lifts 8010 i 19/06/95 8/95 44000 Yes 
Xxternal Works 9010 1 04/09/95 1 15/09/95 92600 Yes 
lCladding / Coverings 4.025 24/04/95 1 16/06/95 1 3500001 No 
'Doors & Ironmongery 4035-1 22/05/95 26/05/95 17000 IL No 
Metal Doors / Hatches - Sundry 
Metalworks 
i 4035-2 I 
05/06/95 23/06/95 . 1249001 . - No 
'Balustrading 4035-3 i 20/03/95 31/03/95 20600 No 
Windows & Louvres 4040-1 17/04/95 12-/05/95 116000 No 
ISolar Screens 4040-2 05/06/95 23/06/95 38000 No 
'Entrance Flooring & Flooring 
Finishes 
5070 1 28/08/95 08/09/95 30700 No 
Ote Works 9020 1 30/01/95 17/02/95 1250001 No 
IStaircases & Balustrades _ 10010-1 1 15/05/95 02/06/95 28320 No 
IStaircases & Balustrades 10010-21 26/06/95 07/07/95 18880 No 
IFloors - Precast Concrete 1 0020-1 1 10/04/95 03/05/95 78900 No 
'Raised Floors 110020-21 17/07/95 04/08/95 42900 No 
IRainwater Installation 10030 24/04/95 12/05/95 3200 No 
jTenant Fit-out 10040 06/02/95 1 15/09/95 273 No 
Table 5.10 - Work Package Costs and Timings for Heathrow Cargo Warehouse 
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The Heathrow Cargo Warehouse project was organised into the work packages 
shown in table 5.10, which lists work package name and numbers, cost, and actual 
start and end dates on site. Where possible, the labelling of the work packages 
has been changed to facilitate comparison with the Cranfield Library project. The 
final column in the table indicates whether or not there was a work package in the 
Cranfield Library project that was comparable in the scope of its work. In addition, 
in the Heathrow Cargo Warehouse project the same work package was 
sometimes scheduled for more than one time period so that, in order to give a fair 
reflection of the change order timings, such work packages have been subdivided 
to reflect the programme of work. This gives rise to, for example, the work 
packages 6010-1 and 6010-2, both of which are comparable in scope to Cranfield 
work package 6010, but which were not a continuous on-site activity in the 
Heathrow programme. 
The reason categories available to the originator are the same as those in table 
5.7 for the Cranfield University Library, but with the addition of V representing 
changes required by the tenant for fit-out (Tenant Fit-out). Figure 5.15 shows the 
total change order costs that were raised against each of the reason categories 
specified by the originator. The three most costly reason categories are L (Other), I 
(Designers Omission in Tender Documents) and D (Employer has Changed His 
Requirements). In the Heathrow Cargo Warehouse project 33% of the cost of 
changes orders were associated with reasons not represented in the change order 
system. This is important from a process management perspective as a third of the 
change order costs are not represented in the system. This compares With 21% 
from the Cranfield University Library case study. 
Figure 5.15 - Change Order Costs Associated With Each Reason Category 
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Table 5.11 indicates the change order costs associated with each reason 
category. Section 5.7 defines the following reasons as relating to process issues, 
or issues which are in the control of the design team: E (Forced on Upon Project 
by'Shop Drawing Co-ordination), I (Designers' Omission in Tender Documents), J 
(Co-ordination Defects in Tender Documents) and K (Management Contractor 
Omission from Packaging). From table 5.12 it can be seen that 53%3 of change 
order costs for the Heathrow Cargo Warehouse were because of process issues. If 
the view is taken that the briefing process (including feasibility studies, etc) should 
sufficiently address issues of Site Conditions (C), Statutoly (G) and Public Body 
(H) requirements prior to the contract award then 66% of the cost of change orders 
can be attributed to process issues. 
Originator's Reason Category 
A 
Cost of Change 
Orders 
(ES) 
8200 
B 5719 
c 17070 
D 24630 
E 11246 
F 100 
31821 
19911 
K 6915 
L 65578 
m 5893 
Grand Total 197084 
Table 5.11 -Total Change Order Costs for Each Reason Category 
! Grand Total - Other 1 1315061 
Aeasons E+l +J+K 1 698941 53.15% 
lReasons E+I+J+K+C+G+H1 869641 66.13% 
Table 5.12 -Total Change Order Costs Due to Process Issues 
The absolute costs of change orders raised against each work package, with the 
costs split proportionally by reason category, is shown in figures 5.15a and 5.15b. 
The graphs show that the three most costly work packages in terms of the 
absolute cost of change orders attributed to them are 9010 (External Works), 4025 
3 As it is not possible to determine if change orders assigned with Other relate to categories 
defined as process issues its total has been deducted from the 'Grand Total' for the 
purposes of calculating the percentage cost of change orders relating to process issues. 
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(Cladding / Coverings) and 7010-2 (Building Services - Mechanical). These 
represent 18%, 17% and 11 % of the total change order costs, respectively. Six of 
the 30 work packages had no change order costs with a further two work 
packages having insignificant sums raised against them (cost saving of 230 and 
cost of 2100). It can be seen that multiple reason categories affect most of the 
work packages. The reason categories affecting the most work packages are L 
(Other), K (Management Contractor Omission) and I (Designer's Omission in 
Tender Documents), which affect 20,19 and 15 work packages respectively. 
Referring to figures 5.15a and 5.15b it can be seen that Designer's Omissions in 
Tender Documents had a significant cost to the project, in a similar fashion to the 
Cranfield University Library. This again highlights the issue of the quality of 
tendering documents and brings into question the efficacy of the process which 
generates them. 
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Figure 5.15a - Change Order Costs: Work Package & Reason (WP 10010-1 - WP 
4035-2) 
An alternative perspective on the importance of work packages in terms of change 
order costs is provided by figures 5.16a and 5.16b. These show the fractional cost 
of change orders for each work package. The fractional cost is the total cost of 
change orders raised against a particular work package divided by the cost of the 
work package (see table 5.10). The most significant work packages are 5060 
(Fittings and Furnishings), 9010 (External Works) and 7010-2 (Building Services - 
Mechanical). Figures 5.16a and 5.16b can be compared with figures 5.15a and 
5.15b. It can be seen that work package 4025 (Claddings / Coverings) is not 
significant at all in fractional terms comparatively speaking, however, both work 
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packages 7010-2 and 9010 are significant in both absolute and fractional cost 
terms. Work Dackaae 5060 ranks third in absolute terms but first in frartional rosts- 
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Figure 5.16a - Fractional Cost of Change Orders for Each Work Package (WP 
10010-1 - WP 4035-2) 
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Figure 5.16b - Fractional Cost of Change Orders for Each Work Package (WP 
4035-3 - WP 9020) 
Comparing figures 5.17a and 5.17b with figures 5.15a and 5.15b provides insights 
into whether a large number of low cost or a small number of high cost change 
orders were raised against a particular work package. For example, work package 
4025 has a relatively low number of expensive change orders affecting it. A similar 
comparison can be made between figure 5.15 and figure C. 8 in appendix C for the 
reason categories. 
Appendix C contains the cumulative time plot for each work package against which 
four or more change orders were raised, with the graphs constructed as explained 
in section 5.7. Note that most graphs are shown with the normalised time axis 
running from -3.5 to +3.5 but four of the graphs (figure C. 15 - WP 4035ý1' Doors 
and Ironmongery, figure C. 17 - WIP 4035-3 Balustrading, figure C. 26 - WP 9010 External Works and figure C. 27 - WP 9020 Site Works) are shown with a 
normalised time axis extending from -18 to +18 in order to accommodate the 
change orders that were raised against these work packages. 
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Figure 5.17a - Number of Change Orders Affecting Each Work Package (WP 
10010-1 - WP 4035-2) 
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Figures 5.18 and 5.19 show work packages 3010-1 (Substructure) and 7010-2 
(Building Services - Mechanical) which can be compared with figures 5.9 and 5.13 
from Cranfield University Library case study. The change orders raised against 
work package 3010-1 begin just before the half way point of the on site activity. 
The cumulative incidence of change orders is quite linear, with the last change 
order being raised at a fractional duration of 1.76. The cumulative cost curve 
shows that three design changes led to cost savings, however, a change at 
fractional duration 1.5 cost the project E7775. Compared with the equivalent work 
package in the Cranfield case study, a higher proportion of changes were made 
after the on site activity should have ended, however, the costs to the Cranfield 
project were significantly higher (approximately 2.5 - with the number of change 
orders approximately 1.5 times higher). 
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Figure 5.18 - WP 3010-1: Substructure 
The most significant differences between figures 5.13 and 5.19 are the sums of 
money involved and the distribution of costs. The Heathrow Cargo Warehouse 
initiated changes on this work package far earlier than in the Cranfield case study. 
Only 12% of the change orders took place after work had commenced on site. The 
cumulative count and cumulative cost curves for work package 5060 (Fittings and 
Furnishings) are shown infigure 5.20. Work package 5060 had the third highest 
number of change orders raised against it, was the most costly in terms of 
fractional costs and ranked fourth for absolute cost of change orders. The 
cumulative count and cumulative cost curves are similar to work package 7010-2. 
Change orders were raised very early, starting at a fractional duration of -3.7, with 
85% of the design alterations taking place prior to work commencing on site. 
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Figure 5.19 - WP 7010-2: Building Services - Mechanical 
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Figure 5.20 - WP 5060 Fittings and Furnishings 
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5.9 CHANGE ORDER REQUEST RESULTS FOR MARKS & SPENCER 
PRESTON 
The Marks & Spencer Preston project was nominated by Taylor Woodrow 
Management Contracting as a case study for this investigation. The building was 
constructed at a cost of E5,700,732. In total 48 change orders were raised, at a 
cost of E323,496, which gives a change order costs / project cost ratio of 5.7%. 
None of the change orders raised had a negative cost, or cost saving to the 
project. Table 5.13 shows the level of interference between work packages. Only 
11 change orders affected a single work package which means 75% involved 
multiple work packages. Where multiple work packages were involved the costs 
have been recorded for individual work packages, such that, in the analysis, these 
can be treated as individual change orders. For analysis purposes, this means that 
99 change orders have been raised, the frequencies of which are shown in figure 
5.21. 
No. of Work Pac 
Affected 
1 
kages Work Package Names N 
Various 
umber of Occurrences 
2 10008520 
2 OH+P 2120 1 
2 OH+P 6260 
-6 2 OH+P 6510 1 
2 OH+P 6760 6 
2 OH+P 7410 1 
2 OH+P 8410 3 
2 OH+P 8520 5 
3 6260 6280 6760 1 
3 OH+P 5330 6760 1 
3 i OH+P 5830 6780 1 
3 OH+P 6760 8410 2 
3 OH+P 6760 8520 2 
3 OH+P 6760 8910 1 
3 OH+P 6780 8530 1 
3 OH+P 8410 8520 1 
4 OH+P 1210 3210 6760 
4 OH+P 2120 6280 8410 
4 OH+P 6760 7410 8410 
Table 5.13 - Frequency of Change Orders Affecting More than One Change Order 
The highest cost of an individual change order was E29,647 (Asbestos Removal: 
work package 4025) with the lowest at EO (Overhead and Profit: work package 
OH+P). The average cost of all change orders was E6,740. Figure 5.21 shows the 
cost distribution of all the change orders for the case study. The raw data was 
categorised into classes with an interval of E500. The graph clearly shows that the 
most common interval for the cost 
' 
of change orders was EO to E500. This interval 
is represented 46 times, just over: 46% of all change orders. The second most 
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common interval is the E-1,500 - E2000 which has a frequency of 7. Approximately 
68% of change orders cost the project between EO and P-2000. Figure 5.21 can be 
compared with figures D. 6 and D. 6b in appendix D which show the cost 
distribution of all change orders based on the raw data, i. e. without applying class 
intervals. 
Figure 5.21 - Distribution of Change Order Costs: Cost Class Intervals of E500 
Table 5.14 shows the work packages and their costs for the Marks & Spencer 
Preston project. It is notable for this case history that no time data was recorded 
(see table 5.4) therefore it is not possible to produce cumulative count and 
cumulative cost curves against a normalised time axis. It is for this reason that 
table 5.14 does not show the start and end dates for each work package. 
However, the table does show which of the Preston work packages have 
corresponding work packages in the Cranfield case study. 
Figure 5.22 is the cost breakdown of change orders by reason category. The 
reason categories assigned were the same as those used in the case of the 
Cranfield library project (see table 5.7). Only categories C (New Information on 
Existing Site Conditions), D (Employer has changed his requirements), H (Public 
Utility Requirement Came to Light) and I (Designer's Omission in Tender 
Documents) were used, with D being most costly by far. The client changing his 
needs can be indicative of changed business circumstances, a lack of experience 
in refurbishment projects, a poor understanding of the total construction process or 
the social / political situation within the client organisation. It could also indicate 
deficiencies within the briefing process that need to be addressed. With the data 
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recorded it is not possible to distinguish which is the prominent cause of change 
orders with this reason category. 
iri r, 
Number 
OH+P 
ifilIft r-achdge 
I'Overhead and Profit 
iotai Losi ;, 
E64,9241ý 
ranTieicýýýý 
WP 1 WP2_ 
1510 Architect's Fees I E393,6621 
F 1000 _jITWMC Staff Costs P-188,7011 1000 1180 ! Securi! y 1 E60,9801 
1210 Preliminary work El 16,46811 
3210 ! Concrete Foundation Piles El 9,6361 3010 
2120 Asbestos Removal 
" 
E94,18Y-, 
5330 I'Cladding E75,0001 4030 4020 1 
5830 I'Mirror Film F-4,00011 
6260 I'Sales floor E561,0071 5060 
6280 ! Ceilings 1 E285,9941 5010 1 5020 
F 65-10 IOff ice Eguipment P-39,7851 5060 1 
1 6760 I'General builder's work 2820,0001 LI 
1 6780 IShopfitting (internal 
'cladcling) 
El 50,0001: 
7410 Flooring 2215,847111 
8410 I, Mechanical and Electrical 1 21,641,2981 7010 6 
8520 Refrigeration P-625,7161 
8530 Wire sprinklers 1 P-1 27,6681 1 
8680 ILess able lift El 3,7721 
8910 Lifts C202,0911 
Table 5.14 -Work Package Costs for Marks & Spencer Preston 
Tables 5.15 and 5.16 show the total change order costs for each reason category 
and the corresponding percentage of the costs which can be considered to be 
caused because of process issues. The percentage of costs related to process 
issues is much smaller than in the Cranfield and Heathrow projects. 
Figure 5.23 shows the cost breakdown of change orders by work package with the 
cost split proportionally by reason category. Work package 8520 (Refrigeration) 
was the most costly work package in terms of absolute cost, with 6760 (General 
Builders Work) and 6260 (Sales Floor) second and third respectively. Normalising 
the change order costs with respect to the work package cost gives figure 5.24. 
Comparing figures 5.23 and 5.24 shows that work package 8520 is now far less 
important with a fractional cost of approximately 0.1 (now ranked as fifth), whereas 
work package 3210 (Concrete Foundation Piles) moves from a ranking of eighth in 
figure 5.23 to first in figure 5.24, with a fractional cost of over 0.5. Work package 
3210 was affected by a single change order that was assigned to reason category 
C ('New Information On Existing Site Conditions'). This is shown in figure 5.25 
which indicates the number of change orders raised against each work package. It 
also shows that a large number of low costing change orders were raised against 
work package OH+P (when compared with figure 5.23). 
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Figure 5.22 - Change Order Costs Associated With Each Reason Category 
Originator's Reason Category Cost of Change 
Orders (Es) 
c 888651 
D 2309281 
H 24031 
13001 
'Grand Total 323496 
Table 5.16 - Percentage of Change Order Costs Due to Process Issues 
Table 5.15 - Total Change Order Costs for Each Reason Category 
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Figure 5.23 - Change Order Costs: Work Package & Reason 
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Figure 5.24 - Fractional Cost of Change Orders for Each Work Package 
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Figure 5.25 - Number of Change Orders Affecting Each Work Package 
5.10 DISCUSION 
In-this discussion, the case histories are referred to as 'Cranfield', 'Heathrow' and 
'Preston' for brevity. 
The issue raised in section 5.3 was, how does the design management activity 
control design evolution? The RIBA model mandates that the design not be 
changed beyond the generation of production information and prior to the 
commencement of construction itself. However, the very existence of a 'change 
order request' process is tacit recognition of the need for changes of some kind, 
and the focus of process mapping was to understand why such changes occur and 
What the opportunity cost is of removing the need for some, or all, of these 
changes. More specifically, the study set out to identify: 
1. The cumulative effects of change orders on a construction project? 
2. Why change orders occur? 
3. Which work packages are most commonly effected and why. 
4. The implications for the design decision making process. 
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5.10.1 Change Order Costs to Project 
It was found that change orders cost the case studies between 5.1% and 7.6% of 
the total project cost (see table 5.16). These figures amount to significant sums in 
each instance, E197,084 to P-323,496. This confirms what was anecdotally known 
within the industry, that the efficiency of the total construction process can be 
significantly improved. The change order request system captures symptoms of 
sickness within the total process. in gauging the significance of this result, it is 
important to recognise that all the case histories selected or volunteered for this 
study were considered by their participants to be successful projects that were well 
managed, so these figures are certainly underestimates of the real costs incurred 
post contract award for a typical construction project. Furthermore, the exclusive 
use of cost as a measure of the consequence to the project must also 
underestimate the real benefit of avoiding some or all of these changes. Although 
there was a facility within the system to document the impact the change might 
have on the programme, this was never recorded. Also, it is known from the 
literature (Thomas and Napolitan, 1995) that change orders adversely affect 
productivity. Taking all these issues into account, it seems reasonable to assume 
that the real cost to the case histories was in fact higher than the figures outlined in 
table 5.16. However, the amount of additional cost is incalculable given the 
present data and change order request system. The impact on a typical project is 
likely to be higher again. 
Table 5.16 - Change Order Costs as a Percentage of the Total Project Cost 
5.10.2 Why Change Orders Occur: Process Inefficiencies 
An important characteristic of the change order data is the reason category 
assigned by the originator to each request. As the originator records a category 
rather than a specific reason the true cause of the change cannot be gleaned from 
the information, however, it provides a first insight into the type of issues that 
necessitated the design alteration. Table 5.17 shows the most important reason 
categories for each case history in terms of cost to the project. It should be noted 
that in both the Cranfield and Heathrow case studies, L (Other) featured as the 
most prominent reason category, however, it has been excluded from table 5.17 
as it is uninformative in terms of causality. It is informative, however, with regard to 
the effectiveness of the change order request system as it demonstrates the 
limitation of the reason category range. 'Othee features as the most prominent 
reason category in two out of the three case studies, therefore, it is reasonable to 
suggest that other reason categories should be included. 
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Although there is some variation in the selection and order of the reason 
categories for each of the case studies, it is significant that there is any 
commonality at all. Two case histories have I (Designer's Omission in Tender 
Documents), D (Employer Changed His Requirements) and C (New information on 
Existing Site Conditions) in their top three most costly reason categories. It is also 
interesting to note the importance of reason categories that relate to tender 
documents. If tender documents were correct first time, the Cranfield project could 
have avoided changes totalling 260,037, or 25% of the total cost of change orders. 
The figures for Heathrow are similar: E51,732, or 26% of the total cost of change 
orders. This identifies a particular area of weakness in the total construction 
process which needs to be addressed. In the Preston case study the most costly 
reason category by far, approximately 71% of the cost, was due to the Employer 
Changing His Requirements. In fact, this feature was recognised in discussions 
that took place between Taylor Woodrow Management Contracting and Marks & 
Spencer Ltd. following the conclusion of the project, and has already led to 
changes in the way joint projects are managed. 
Cranfield Heathrow Cargo Preston Marks & 
University Warehouse Spencer 
Library 
is Most E D 
costly Forced Upon Project Designers Omission Employer Changed 
Reason by Shop Floor in Tender Documents His Requirements 
Category 
2no Most D C 
Costly Designer's Omission Employer Changed New Information on 
Reason in Tender Documents His Requirements Existing Site 
Category Conditions 
3"r Most I C J I Unimportant 
Costly I New Information on Co-ordination Defects Reason i Existing Site in Tender Documents 
Category Conditions 
Percentage of 94.8% 66.1% 28.6% 
Change Reason Categories: Reason Categories: Reason Categories: 
Order Costs E+I+J+K+C+G E+I+J+K+C+G E+I+J+K+C+G 
Dueto +H +H +H 
Process 
Issues 
Table 5.17 - Most Costly Reason Categories and the Percentage of Change Order 
Costs Due to Process Issues for Each Case Study 
In each of the case studies the percentage of change orders that have reason 
categories relating to process issues was calculated, and can be seen in table 
5.17. These figures complement the understanding of the nature of change orders 
outlined in section 5.3. The data showed for successful, well managed projects, 
carried out by industry leaders, an average of 40% (with a high of 65%) of the 
costs generated by change orders and 34% (with a high of 52 %) of the number of 
change orders were for the following reasons: Forced on Upon Project by Shop 
Drawing Co-ordination, Designers' Omission in Tender Documents, Co-ordination 
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Defects in Tender Documents, Management Contractor Omission from Packaging, 
Other and Empty. The remaining categories that the originator of a change order 
could select from are: Improvement by Subcontract Design, Cost Saving 
Measures, New Information on Existing Site Conditions, Employer has Changed 
His Requirements, Programme Advantage or Assurance, Statutory Body 
Requirement Came to Light Since Placing the Trade Contract, Public Utility 
Requirement Came to Light Since Placing the Trade Contract. If the view is taken 
that the briefing process (including feasibility studies, etc) should sufficiently 
address issues of Site Conditions and Statutory and Public Body requirements 
prior to the contract award then an average of 63% (with a high of 95%) of the cost 
of change orders, and an average of 47% (with a high of 63%) of the number of 
change orders analysed could have been avoided. Other design changes can be 
considered to be design development to add value / reduce cost, to improve the 
programme, or to respond to changing client's needs. From the data examined an 
average of only 37% of contract issue design changes can be attributed to design 
development per se. That is not to say that on average 63% of the cost of design 
changes studied were not necessary in the given circumstances, but they were 
avoidable. In the worst case only 5% of change order CoStS4 could be attributed 
specifically to design development (Cranfield case study). It is this 63% of change 
order costs that can be directly addressed by improving those activities which the 
design team has control over. Which leads to the question, What was deficient 
about the design decision making process that necessitated a change orderT 
Although engineering changes are the direct equivalent of change orders, both can 
be thought of as analogous to rework in the production stage as both represent 
waste in the design process. Rework in the production stage is not just attributable 
to manufacturing issues but, from a process management perspective, represents 
waste / imperfections in the total delivery process. Rework is a term usually 
associated with the production process as this is often where the imperfections in 
the total process are realised. In some cases rework maybe attributed to a specific 
manufacturing problem such as an inappropriate tool, but in others it is merely 
symptomatic of the fact that the product has been designed in such away that it is 
not well matched to its delivery processes or there is a failing in the way design 
information is transmitted and / or used to produce the article. This includes all 
activities from concept design through to manufacturing the product. Change 
orders are the rework of the construction design process and, similarly to 
manufacturing, are largely encountered / realised in the building phase. Mohamed 
and Tucker (1996) posit rework as an issue mainly associated with client 
dissatisfaction at the end of a process and cite variations and errors to be the main 
two causes of rework. They go further by stating that variations are caused by the 
inadequate capturing and meeting clients' requirements whilst errors occur 
because of improper application of quality measures. It is often posited that 
change orders do not constitute waste but are rather a natural part of design 
evolution which serve to improve the building by either adding value / cutting costs, 
responding to changing client's needs or to make improvements to the 
4 That is 5% of the net cost, i. e. the data set included change orders with negative costs or cost 
savings to the project which were attributed to reason categories associated with design 
development. For this case study, total change order cost savings/total change order costs - 11 % 
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programme. This is certainly true for a proportion of the change orders 
investigated, however, it should now be recognised that this view is only a part of 
the story. The reasons why change orders occur needs to be investigated more 
thoroughly. Change orders are symptomatic of inadequacies in the upstream 
processes and improvement of these processes offers a significant opportunity for 
improving the overall performance of the construction industry. 
5.10.3 The Work Package Dimension 
There were two perspectives of the importance of work packages and the 
incidence of change orders: cost of change orders as a fraction of the work 
package cost and the absolute cost of change orders affecting a particular work 
package. Table 5.18 shows the four most important work packages for each case 
study in terms of fractional cost. There is little commonality between the projects. 
Landscape / Drainage and Mechanical Services appear in both the Cranfield and 
Heathrow top four, although in different positions. Preston does not share a single 
work package with either of the other case studies. 
Cranfield 
University 
Heathrow Cargo 
Warehouse 
Preston Marký & 
Spencer 
13, Most 
Library 
Architectural External Works Concrete 
Costly Metalwork (Landscape/ Foundation Piles 
Work Drainage) 
Packaqý 
_ 2na Most Blockwork Building Services: Asbestos Removal 
Costly Partitions Mechanical (2) 
Work 
Package 
3ra Most Mechanical Office Roof (2) Office Equipment 
Costly Services 
Work 
Package 
4n Most Landscape/ Doors and Overhead and 
costly Drainage Ironmongery Prof it 
Work 
Package 
Table 5.18 - The Most Costly Work Packages in Terms of Fractional Cost for Each 
Work Package 
The situation is somewhat different when the absolute cost of change orders are 
affecting a specific work package are considered (see table 5.19). Mechanical and 
Electrical Services are especially prominent, appearing in each project's top four 
most important work packages with Fittings / Furnishings equal third place for 
Heathrow and Preston. This should be a cause for concern for project teams, 
services engineers in particular. The differences are likely to be due to a 
combination of factors. Firstly, there is the issue of separating tasks into work 
packages and the criteria used to achieve an appropriate arrangement for each 
project. This can lead to change orders arising because of interface issues where 
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different contractors install adjacent / interacting work packages. Also, work 
packages in the analysis which are described as equivalent will have some 
variation at the task level which could cause some change orders relating to the 
same task to be attributed to different work packages. It is also possible that each 
project will have a unique change order characteristic, i. e. there will be variation in 
the results. However, as the research methodology is centred on case studies to 
gain a broad insight into the issues affecting change orders rather than a statistical 
sample, it is not really possible to make the generalisations that are desirable. 
Table 5.19 - The Most Costly Work Packages in Terms of Absolute Costs of 
Change Orders Affecting Each Work Package 
5.10.4 Cumulative Count and Cumulative Cost of Change Orders 
The cumulative count and cumulative cost graphs for each work package offer a 
novel way of assessing the cumulative affects of change orders on a project. The 
system currently used in industry considers each change order on an individual 
basis which does not provide the visibility required to manage cost build up 
effectively. It provides no insight into problem work packages as the request 
documentation is often filed and forgotten. These graphs display the cumulative 
affects of change orders raised against a particular work package and facilitates 
the ability to compare dissimilar work packages within a project and similar work 
packages across projects. Although comparisons were made with the information 
available, no general principles could be identified because of the limited number 
of data sets. Again, this is a limitation encountered through the use of case studies 
rather than a statistical sample. In these case studies it was found that a significant 
number of the work packages had changes made to them before, during and after 
on site activity. It is desirable that any changes made are implemented prior to 
work commencing on site as they tend to cause less disruption. Indeed, the earlier 
a change is made, the better. 
If a large amount of data were available it is considered likely that generalisations 
would be identified. For instance, individual work packages may have a 
characteristic curve which may be due to the nature of the work package, such as 
complexity or the strategy adopted by the design team. Such knowledge could be 
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used to improve the total product delivery capability and foster a culture of process 
improvement within the construction sector. If systematised, this method could be 
used as a real time project management tool. The information recorded could flag 
up problem work packages to the design team allowing them to implement 
remedial action to limit the number and cost of design changes. However, the 
greatest benefit to the industry will be to use change order data to help reduce the 
number of errors occurring in the up stream processes by producing a large 
number of data sets in a form which can easily be analysed. 
5.10.5 Other Issues 
An incidental but important finding of the work is that the data examined was kept 
in a relatively inaccessible form which made analysis difficult. In each of the case 
studies the data was recorded in a paper based system. However, since that time 
some of the partners have adopted electronic systems which make data 
processing easier. Another issue of concern was the quality and completeness of 
the records. The case studies involved organisations that can be considered to be 
of good reputation within the industry and were thought of by these companies to 
be well managed projects. However, the completeness of the records was quite 
poor. As a result of this, only three out of the four case studies offered could be 
processed. It was also of concern that nothing was really done with the data. The 
system does offer some degree of controlling contract issue design changes by 
virtue of having a procedure for requesting and approving modifications, but it 
would seem that the lack of analysis of the available data is indicative of a lack of 
process improvement culture in the industry. This leads to the rationale behind the 
system. The procedure, as acknowledged, is in place to control contract issue 
changes but it is with a view to managing the cost from a contractual perspective. 
In other words, because a particular modification has been made for a particular 
reason, there needs to be some control mechanism for reimbursing the contractor 
or subcontractor. This is a perfectly legitimate system which facilitates additional 
monetary transactions from the client to appropriate party, but it reinforces the 
view that few, if any, systems are in place to gather data with the specific intention 
of monitoring the health of the product or processes by which it is delivered. To 
this end, the change order request system could be modified to allow it to continue 
to control the change process as it currently does, but to collect data with a view to 
identifying more accurately the root causes of change. This data could be 
gathered, analysed and acted upon. This could be achieved by implementing a 
two stage system. The first stage would be similar to the existing system, with an 
increased number of, and more appropriate, reason categories. Greater emphasis 
could also be placed on indirect costs such as the impact to the programme. The 
second stage could be used to identify the root cause of the change order, 
recording the key factors involved in the initial design decision. Analysis of this 
data could be a means of improving upstream processes. 
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The main finding of this investigation is that change orders cost between 5.1 % and 
7.6% of the total project cost for the well managed and successful projects studied. 
These figures are likely to be an underestimate for typical projects by virtue of the 
case histories alleged success. Also, the figures are based purely on direct costs 
to the project and take no account of the impact on productivity, disruption to the 
programme, etc. Nevertheless, they represent significant sums of money which the 
design team should be concerned about. 
A means of showing the cumulative affects of change orders on a construction 
project has been demonstrated. The technique considers the incidence of change 
orders and cost build up on a work package basis over a normalised time axis. 
This approach facilitates comparisons of dissimilar work packages within a project 
and similar work packages across projects. However, it was not possible to make 
generalisations from the available data. A significantly larger data set would be 
required to identify trends on a work package basis. A larger data set could be 
more easily obtained if data were recorded electronically and all sections of 
information completed. Showing the change order costs as a fraction of the work 
package costs also provides an insight into the total cost of change orders raised 
against a particular work package. 
Change orders occur for numerous reasons. Frequently cited reason categories 
include: Designer's Omission in Tender Documents, Co-ordination defects in 
Tender Documents, Forced Upon Project From Shop Drawing Co-ordination, 
Employer Has Changed His Requirements and New Information On Existing Site 
Conditions. The system in place does not record the specific cause of a change 
order but rather a broad reason category which provides a reasonable insight into 
the nature of the cause. In particular, this case study sought to separate the 
reason categories into two classifications: process issues and non-process issues. 
That is, issues which the design team have a large degree of control over (or 
potential control) through their work practice and project strategy, and those issues 
which the design team has little or no control over. It was found that an average of 
63% (with a high of 95%) of the cost of change orders related to process issues, 
on the basis of the projects studied. This suggests that the majority of change 
orders actually constitute waste in the pre-site activities, i. e. the total design 
process. This supports the concept that change orders are the rework of 
construction design. Due to the limitations of the change order request data, 
further study of the activities which make up the total design process is necessary 
to identify the root causes of change orders and, hence, inefficiency in the system. 
It was also found that a significant number of change orders (and change order 
costs) were attributed to deficiencies within the tender documents. More time and 
energy spent on producing accurate tender documents prior to the contract award 
could save significant sums of money. 
There was little commonality shown in the importance of similar work packages, in 
terms of cost of change orders, across the projects. However, Building Services: 
Electrical and Mechanical was identified as a problem work package in all three 
case studies. 
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It was found that the change order request process itself was aimed primarily at 
handling the contractual implications of late design changes rather than 
implemented as a process improvement tool. It was also found that the reason 
categories used are too limited. In both the Cranfield and Heathrow case studies 
the reason category Other was the most commonly cited indicating that some 
other reason categories should be included, although it is not possible to say what 
they should be. The reason categories themselves are also subject to the 
objectivity of the system, i. e. they reflect the contractual issues that might arise. 
During projects the data was only considered on an individual basis with no 
analysis performed. This confirms that the system is not used for process 
improvement purposes. It is a conclusion of this study that the change order 
request system could be modified to incorporate a process improvement 
philosophy, whilst still containing sufficient elements of the system to control the 
modification of the contract issue design. A new system could place greater 
emphasis on issues other than direct cost when calculating the impact that a 
contract issue design change will have on the project. 
The most significant finding of this research, is that change orders are 
symptomatic of problems occurring within the design process. The data studied 
does not indicate what the problems are but rather points an 'accusatory finger' 
towards the early decision making process. The study has identified where the 
problem lies and provided some idea of the potential saving to be made. However, 
to realise these savings an investigation into the design decision making process 
is required. This reminds us of the question that was raised in the discussion in 
section 5.10.3 which asked, 'what was deficient about the design decision making 
process that necessitated a change orderT It is proposed, therefore, that the next 
stage of the research should focus on the decision making process to identify the 
key issues involved. The research should have the aim of identifying how the 
design process can be made more efficient and efficacious. 
5.12 SUMMARY 
This chapter has detailed the analysis of the consequences of poor design 
decision making. The investigation was an exploratory study into the affects of 
contract issue design changes on construction projects. Data was used from a 
number of case histories to identify the key issues involved. Graphical techniques 
used include bar graphs showing: 
cost vs. reason categoiy, with the cost split proportionally by originator 
cost vs. work package, with the cost split proportionally by originator 
cost vs. work package, with the cost split proportionally by reason category 
fraction of work package cost vs. work package 
change order request count vs. work package 
and a series of line graphs showing: 
n cumulative cost& cumulative count vs. fractional duration (line graph) 
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The findings of the study have led the author to conclude that the need for a 
significant proportion of change orders is due to issues in the control of the design 
team in the early design stages. Therefore, it has been proposed that further 
investigations into the design decision making process should be conducted with a 
view to establishing a means of improving the efficiency and efficacy of decision 
making, through better control of the process. 
The development of an Electronic Data Gathering Tool (EDGT) to map design 
decision making is detailed in chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 6 ELECTRONIC DATA 
GATHERING TOOL 
'With all due respect and patience to structural 
engineering elitists, computer scientists, management 
gurus, clients of structural engineering services, and 
computer oriented politicians who are fascinated and 
infatuated by the so called electronic information 
revolution as a panacea of structural engineering 
information processing, this is pure faityland 
gobbledegook! ... Quality structural engineering can 
only be performed by knowledgeable, intelligent, 
innovative and creative structural engineers . with 
extensive practical design experience, rather than by 
computer technicians pressing keyboard and mouse 
buttons while viewing computer boob tubes! " Professor 
Leroy Z Emkin, Georgia Institute of Technology 
(Misuse of Computers by Structural Engineers: A 
Clear and Present Danger) 
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6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The analysis of the change order request data revealed that a large percentage of 
the cost of change orders were due to inefficiencies/ deficiencies within the design 
decision making process (see chapter 5). It was found that the cost of change 
orders was between 5.1% and 7.6% of the total project cost, although these 
figures are likely to be an under estimate of the real cost to projects as direct cost 
to the project is a limited measure of consequence. That is, there is an opportunity 
to save between 5.1% and 7.6% of the total project cost by alleviating the need for 
contract issue design changes. In case studies analysed, it was shown that 63% of 
the cost of change orders related to process issues, or issues that the design team 
have a large degree of control or influence over. Although reason categories were 
assigned to each of the change orders the resolution of the categories lacked the 
specificity to identify the root causes of the need for design changes. Whilst the 
categorisation is reasonably adequate from a project management perspective it is 
of only limited use from a process improvement standpoint. Therefore, to gain the 
desired insights into the design process, and to improve efficiency, a detailed 
investigation of the design decision making was necessary. 
At this stage two options are open: 
1. Try to identify root causes of change orders by interviewing design teams and 
working out ways to eliminate change orders, thus saving 5- 8% of the total 
project cost. 
2. Take the notion of change orders as a general malaise of the design process 
and then do further investigation to try to improve control of the design process 
and, hence, make savings. 
It was ddcided to select option two, primarily because it was considered to present 
a bigger opportunity to gain insights into construction design, and thus make 
recommendations for improvement. It is also accepted in the literature that the 
ability to influence cost in a design project diminishes with time (for example Chen 
& McGeorge, 1993/4, Yamigawa, 1994). Other, more practical, considerations also 
came into play, such as the design teams from each case study considered in 
chapter 5 have long since dispersed, and the individuals concerned are unlikely to 
remember the issues involved with particular change orders in sufficient detail to 
provide the desired insights. It would therefore be necessary to collect new data 
sets of change orders and carry out a similar analysis to that previously performed 
but also try to identify the route causes of specific change orders by interviewing 
design team members as design changes arise. From a research management 
perspective, it was deemed undesirable to repeat the previous study, and it was 
thought that a larger process mapping exercise may provide far reaching 
implications for construction design. Also, previous work by Austin et al (1996) has 
focused on optimisation of design tasks / design task planning at the detailed 
design level. There appeared to a gap in the knowledge of understanding how 
design decision making works at the system / sub-system level. 
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Having established that it is desirable to process map the construction design 
decision making process, three key questions arise: 
1. What aspects of the design decision making process should be mapped? 
2. What level of detail should be investigated? 
3. How is data to be gathered and analysed? 
To try to address these issues a preliminary investigation was conducted into the 
design process by interviewing a number of architects from industrial partner 
companies. 
6.2 INITIAL INVESTIGATION 
At this stage of the research the broad subject matter for further investigation had 
been identified, namely the design decision making process. However, it was not 
clear in the first instance which was the best way to approach the task. Detailed 
studies of design have been made using protocol analysis (Chan, 1990; Baya & 
Leifer, 1994 & Lloyd and Scott, 1994). However, this mainly deals with the 
psychological perspective of design, i. e. relating to individual designers. Given the 
author's understanding of lean thinking, protocol analysis was deemed unsuitable. 
An approach that considered design interaction at the organisational level was 
likely to be more appropriate. 
6.2.1 Objective of the Interviews 
The objective of the interviews was to identify the issues that would be likely to 
provide insights into how to improve the efficiency and control of the design 
decision. making process in construction projects and, hence, make construction 
design lean. 
6.2.2 Interview Format 
Ten architects from the Stanley Bragg Partnership and Sir Norman Foster and 
Partners were interviewed. The interviewees were largely senior architects with the 
five from the Stanley Bragg Partnership also being company directors. The 
interviews lasted approximately 75 minutes. Each architect was asked the same 
questions with the exception of questions 1b, 8 and 9. Question lb was only 
addressed to architects at Stanley Bragg Partnership and questions 8 and 9 only 
to architects from Sir Norman Foster and Partners. The Stanley Bragg Partnership 
interviews were conducted first and it was deemed appropriate to modify the list of 
questions on the basis of that experience, i. e. question 1b was removed and 8 and 
9 added. 
The following is a list of the questions asked: 
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1. What affects the development of a concept design the most, the individual 
architect who has been assigned 1he task of producing the concept or the 
framework in which he / she works? 
1b. Can you give me a brief outline of the design process as you see it from the 
inception of the project until the construction phase takes place? [Stanley 
Bragg only] 
Can you explain the briefing process? 
3. What information is gathered to support the brief and assess its feasibility? 
4. Do you define important parameters / factors which need to be considered in 
design solutions? 
5. Having now developed a comprehensive understanding of the brief (and 
, 
hence the client's needs) and some of the important constraints involved, how 
do you go about translating that into a concept design? 
6. How do you work in the concept stage? 
7. Do you consider such factors as cost implications, assembly and construction 
techniques in the conceptual design stage? 
8. Is it typical to follow the RIBA guidelines for every project? [Foster and 
Partners only] 
9. What problems typically occur on site that are directly related to design? 
[Foster and Partners only] 
The interviews were recorded, with the five most informative (3 Stanley Bragg and 
2 Sir Norman Foster and Partners) transcribed and analysed. The key themes 
contained within the responses for each question have been presented in the form 
of fishbone diagrams in appendix E. The interviews were unrestrained with regard 
to the responses that were permitted. 
The questions are very broad and touch upon briefing and design, and their 
interrelation with buildability. The line of questioning with regard to design is 
focused upon concept design phase as, according to McGeorge & Palmer (1997), 
there is more scope for affecting design in the earlier stages of the process, and it 
was assumed that systems level decisions are largely addressed in the concept 
stage. Buildability is of interest as, although the need for change orders has its 
origins within the design decision making process, it is often realised in the 
production stage. 
6.2.3 Issues Arising From Interviews 
The interviews provided first insights into the characteristics of the construction 
design process. There was a very broad range of answers given to the questions 
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which was both anticipated and welcome. The architects used numerous 
examples of their work as a basis for their responses. It was found that they 
discussed the same issues in some cases but not in others. Sometimes they 
contradicted each other directly other times suggesting that different factors were 
of greater or lesser importance. The design process that they described varied 
considerably and lacked a prescriptive format or approach. Indeed, the way in 
which architects work in the concept design stage was said to be both project and 
client specific (see appendix E page 13). The idea of a controlled process 
appeared to be highly unpopular with some of the architects who spoke of the 
fuzziness and mysteiy of design. With regard to formal methods used, one 
architect highlighted that the RIBA stages are only an approximation to the real 
process. The stages are intended to bring order to the complexities found in 
construction projects and indicate to clients what type of activities the architect 
should be performing at a given point in time. It also facilitates a means of paying 
the architects for their professional services. Therefore, the stages do not really 
control the design process as some product development processes in 
manufacturing do, or the process protocol developed by Salford University 
(Kagioglou et al, 1998), but provides a means of conceptual representation. This is 
an interesting point as management structures were cited as being influential in 
the development of concept designs (see appendix E page 7). A key finding is 
indicated in the responses to question 7. It was revealed that there is a generic 
content to most buildings and that it is rare for a building to be completely new 
(see appendix E page 14). The question arises to what extent is there a generic 
content between buildings and, therefore, the design decision making process 
which produces them? Also, is it possible to identify this generic content and use 
this knowledge to help provide a greater degree of control to the design decision 
making process? 
The interviewees also indicated that a number of options are considered during the 
decision making process and that multiple drivers or reasons form the basis on 
which selections are made, although it was not clear to what extent designers are 
consciously aware of them. It is also apparent that the designers have to take into 
account design considerations, or constraints, when choosing between design 
options. Some of these constraints are outlined in the brief, some imposed by the 
planning authority and others emerge as the project proceeds. It was found that a 
number of people are regularly involved in construction design and that the 
interaction of these people is an important factor for the development of concept 
designs. Projects often have a design team comprising an architect, structural 
engineer, services engineer and quantity surveyor. A number of specialist 
consultants will also contribute to the decision making process at various stages, 
as will suppliers. Although these key roles will usually be employed within a project 
the contractual allegiances may differ depending upon the client's preferred 
procurement route. The level of input from any of these individuals varies on a 
project basis, as does the timing of their appointment. 
A mixture of hand sketches and Computer Aided Design (CAD) are used 
frequently within the concept design stage, with greater emphasis placed on CAD 
as the design is firmed up. The interviewees did not reveal how much IT is used in 
the design process nor the activities that IT facilitates. A significant amount of 
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information is also gathered or referred to when generating the brief and making 
decisions. Problems can occur when information is missing or incorrect. It was 
indicated that IT plays a significant role in some instances but not in others. It was 
not clear what these instances were. The briefing process is an important aspect 
of construction design as the designer elicits knowledge from the client regarding 
the buildings functional requirements. Equally as important to technical issues are 
the commercial ramifications of the project in terms of the client's desired return on 
investment and the level of acceptable risk. The designer also attempts to 
understand the aspirations of the client that are non-technical, such as political, 
social and personal desires, and also identify priorities. This prioritisation is usually 
implicit to the process rather than employing formal methods such as Quality 
Function Deployment (QFD) (see section 2.5.3.1). The design process is then an 
attempt to synthesis all the factors that are revealed through briefing into a 
balanced product. 
6.2.4 Conclusions 
A key issue identified from the interviews was, to what extent is there a common 
design decision making process across projects? It was stated that 'it is rare for a 
building to be completely new' and that there is 'a generic content to most 
buildings'. The author has taken the view that if there is a generic content to most 
buildings in the physical sense then it is likely that there is a generic content to the 
design process that produced them. Therefore, any attempt to process map the 
design decision making process in construction should try to assess the amount of 
generic decision making across projects. This has a direct link to the lean thinking 
approach. In section 2.2.4 of the literature survey, the concept of 'standardised 
work' is introduced to the product development process. Identifying a generic 
content to the design decision making process in construction projects could lead 
to a more standardised design method. 
An advantage of mapping the design decision process is that it goes some way to 
mapping the value stream (see section 2.2.2.2) - another requirement of lean thinking. This is usually achieved by mapping in the task domain all the tasks 
which are required to develop the product. The tasks are then divided into three 
groups: those which add value directly, those which do not add value but are 
unavoidable, and those which do not add value and are avoidable. The mapping of 
the design decision making process is not strictly speaking the value stream as it 
operates in the level of abstraction of 'decisions made' rather than 'tasks 
performed'. As, by definition, the decision making process is that of value 
generation, mapping the decision making process will only deal with activities 
which directly add value to the product. Nevertheless, this is a valuable exercise 
as it precisely identifies a particular group of value adding activities, namely 
system and sub-system level design decisions. 
Other issues identified through the interviews, which could be incorporated into the 
process map, include: 
The use of tools to support the decision making process 
The information sources consulted 
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a The influence of different players within the design team 
The design 'issues', or constraints, impinging upon a decision 
The number of options considered and the reason drivers used to choose 
between them 
Briefing was also identified as a crucial factor in the total construction proceSS5. 
6.3 OBJECTIVES 
In the light of the findings from the interviews, and influence of the literature 
survey, the following objectives were decided upon for the development of a data 
gathering tool: 
1. To develop a too[ that can gather data for mapping the design decision making 
process in construction projects. From the data gathered, it should be possible 
to identify if there is a generic content in the design decision making process at 
the system level. 
2. The tool should map value generation from a design decision perspective. 
3. The tool should record the options considered and the reasons why particular 
options were selected / rejected. 
4. The tool should record three areas of support/ influence: 
People involved in decision making 
IT used to support the process 
Information sources consulted 
5. In its implementation: 
" The tool should be flexible so that it can be used on live projects or 
retrospectively 
" User friendly and easy to understand 
" Not take too long to use 
From problems encountered with data processing when investigating the change 
order request system, it was decided that an electronic data gathering tool could 
avoid some of the difficulties that arose. This was the author's recommendation 
5 The tool was originally designed to capture information about the briefing process, on the 
basis of identifying functional requirements and design parameters (Suh, 1990) as well as 
design decisions. However, due to limited time and resources within the research project it 
was not possible to explore both briefing and design decision making. It was intended that 
links be made between the two. With this constraint imposed upon the research it was 
deemed that the most important priority was to map the design decision making process. 
Therefore, the development of the briefing template in the EDGT will not be included in this 
thesis. 
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based on previous experience. However, the final decision rested with the 
potential users of the system. 
6.4 TOOL DESIGN 
Based on the findings from the interviews and using some terminology from Suh 
(1990), a template was constructed and shown to the project's industrial partners. 
The partners were invited to comment on the design of the template and their 
suggestions incorporated. This process had a number of iterations. The partners 
also commented on format, systematisation and implementation of the data 
gathering tool through a questionnaire. 
6.4.1 Theory 
The decision making template captures the decisions which are made to realise 
the client's requirements, as indicated by the briefing process, and information 
pertaining to the activities and reasoning involved in the decision making process. 
An issue of considerable importance regarding the value of this work is the type of 
design decisions which are recorded. The key factors in resolving this matter are 
the ability to add maximum value and effect the greatest cost reduction. It is on this 
basis that it was decided that the decisions which should be recorded should be 
those pertaining to the selection of systems for building attributes for each concept 
design. 
I Product I 
I Concept AI 
Building Attributes 
Attfibute OpUons 
Alternative Arrangements 
for Building Attribute 
I Scheme 11 I Scheme 21 
Concept BII Concept CII Concept D 
Aftribute'X' Enveiope 
Page 126 
Final Design 
Scheme Designs 
Concept Designs 
Foundations 
I Wood I 
Arrangement 1 11 Arrangement 2 11 Arrangement 3 
Figure 6.1 - Design decisions to be recorded by the data-gathering tool 
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Figure 6.1 shows the level of decisions of interest. Every building can be 
considered to consist of high level building attributes such as structure, 
foundations and external skin. Some of the attributes are generic to most, if not all, 
buildings whilst others will be project specific, depending upon the level of 
innovation of the design. When designing a particular concept a number of options 
are considered for any given attribute. The example in the diagram is structure 
with the options considered - concrete frame, steel frame and wooden frame. Also 
for each of those options, variations on a theme maybe considered - steel frame 
arrangement 1, steel frame arrangement 2 ... steel frame arrangement X6 . The decisions of interest are those which choose between arrangements for a given 
option, and decisions which select options for a given attribute pertaining to a 
particular concept. This is for every attribute identified for every concept design 
produced. Also of interest are the decisions made to choose between concept 
designs to develop to scheme designs, and decisions made to choose between 
schemes leading to a final product. Therefore, for the purposes of this thesis, any 
future reference to the term 'design decision(s)' will be taken to mean design 
decisions at the system and sub-system level. 
6.4.2 Information Fields 
Each template records a single decision, the reasons for making it at a particular 
point in time and the issues which constrain the decision making process. Of 
particular interest are the options that are considered and the reasons why the 
particular options were thought to be suitable alternatives. The template captures 
which of the options was selected as the most appropriate solution, the reasoning 
behind the choice and, hence, the reasons for rejecting the alternatives. The 
template also records whether the decision has superseded / refined a previous 
decision. Information regarding the date the decision was made, the RIBA Stage at 
the time the decision was made and the identification of the person inputting the 
information is recorded. Process details are also captured: who made the decision, 
who else was involved, the level of agreement (imposed by the decision maker or 
consensus), type of meeting where decision was made and support in terms of IT 
and information sources. Table 6.1 shows all the information fields used together 
with an explanation of the data to be collected. 
Date the decision This is the earliest date that a particular decision can be 
was made considered to have been taken. In other words, when there is 
no further debate or searching for alternative options relating 
to the decision made. 
Information tvj)e: date 
6 Depending upon how options / arrangements are considered, the two lowest tiers in 
Figure 6.1 could be combined (conceptually). For example, steel frame arrangement 1, 
steel frame arrangement 2, concrete frame 1, concrete frame arrangement 2, etc, could be 
considered as option 1, option 2, option 3, option 4, etc. 
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1 RIBA Stage The RIBA stage that the project was in when the decision was 1, 
made, is recorded. 
1 Information type: text 
Decision made A brief description of the decision which has been made is 
recorded in the form of a few words or phrases. 
Information type: text 
Which decision has As part of the administrative aspects of recording data each 
been refined / decision is allocated a decision number. If a particular decision 
superseded (if any) is a refinement or entirely supersedes a previous decision the 
number of the previous decision is recorded. This facilitates 
design iteration. 
1 Information type: number 
Suff icient The person who completes the template is challenged to 
information consider whether in his / her opinion there was sufficient 
available to make an information available to make an informed decision. This is a I informed decision i highly subjective information field that is aimed at identifying 1 any decisions made in a particular project where the design 
team had to make an educated guess or take a risk to move 
the project along. 
Information type: yes / no 
In practice this has limited use especially when the decision 
was made by somebody other than the person completing the 
template. 
Why was the A notes section to provide some background information as to 
I decision made I why the decision was made at a particular point in time. In this 
I section any issues arising which don't fit into any of the other 
information fields are recorded in the form of a number of 
phrases. 
Information type: text 
Constraints These are the design issues which put boundaries on the 
impinging the design space. This includes technical issues, site constraints, 
design decision client preferences, stipulations from the planning authority, 
-other stakeholder views, building regulations, statutory 
authorities. Not only do constraints put boundaries on the 
design space but the unique mix of constraints with varying 
degrees of influence tend to drive the designer towards a 
particular solution. 
Information type: text 
Options considered I A brief description of all the options considered for a particular 
decision are recorded. 
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Information type: text 
Reasonsfor For each option recorded above, reasons are cited for having 
considering options considered it a suitable option in the first instance. So, out of 
all the possible solutions, or system choices, why was the 
'options subset' considered worthy of further study. 
Information type: text 
Option selected The option that was selected from the options considered is 
recorded. Each option has an option number, the number 
pertaining to the option selected is noted. 
Information type: number 
Reasons for Given that a particular option has been chosen from the set of 
selecting option options considered, this information field records the reasons 
why a particular option was selected over the other options. 
Information type: text 
Reasons for Given that one option was selected from a set of options, the 
rejecting other reasons why each of the remaining options were rejected is 
options also recorded. 
Information type: text 
Cost visibility (Es) I This information field records whether the designer had 
visibility of the cost implications when making a particular 
decision. 
Information type: pounds sterling 
The intended figure was the difference between choosing one 
option over the other options but in practice figures from the 
cost plan were included where available. This means that most 
costing was retrospective and sometimes was a composite 
figure which included other aspects of the building than being 
recorded in a particular decision. 
Basis of cost Given that the designer says that he / she had visibility of the 
visibility cost implications, this information field records the basis on 
which that figure was arrived at, e. g. quantity surveyor 
calculation, designees calculation, guess, etc. 
Information type: text 
Programme visibility This information field records whether the designer had 
(Wks) visibility of the programme implications when making a 
particular decision. 
Information type: number of weeks 
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The intended figure was the difference between choosing one 
option over the other options but in practice a figure was rarely 
given, although a few notes were provided on occasions 
relating to programme issues in the 'Other knock on effects 
information field'. 
Basis of programme Given that the designer says that he / she had visibility of the 
visibility programme implications, this information field records the 
basis on which that figure was arrived at, e. g. planner's 
calculation, designees calculation, guess, etc. 
Information type: text 
Other knock on Any other knock on eff ects of making the decision are 
effects recorded. 
Information type: text 
Sometimes notes referring to the programme and cost were 
recorded here. 
PROCESS FACTORS 
Who made the The person who actually made the final decision is recorded 
decision here. 
Information type: text 
This can be quite difficult to identify at times. There was a 
tendency to want to cite the client as ultimately the client has 
to agree to any decision made by signing the design off, but 
this does not mean that the client has made the decision but 
1 rather that the client agrees that it is acceptable. 
Who else was This identifies the other people who made a contribution to the 
involved in the design decision making process. 
decision making 
process Information type: text (yes / no) 
This is in terms of people suggesting options or commenting in 
some way as to the suitability or effectiveness of options 
suggested by other people. People are characterised by their 
role such as quantity surveyor, structural engineer, client, 
architect, planning supervisor, etc. In the interests of speed, 
when systematised a list of roles was provided with tick boxes 
next to each role. The list of roles was compiled through a 
series of informal interviews with the industrial partners. 
Type of meeting This is the type of meeting where the decision was made. 
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Information: number 
In practice a number of different types of meetings may have 
contributed to the decision making process but nevertheless 
an indication as to where each decision is finally made will 
give a first insight into the process of design decision making 
in construction projects. In practice the person completing the 
template could choose from a list of meeting types with the 
associated meeting type number being recorded. The list of 
meetings was compiled through a series of informal interviews 
with the industrial partners. 
Level of agreement A subjective measure to gauge whether the decision was 
imposed by the decision maker or whether it was generally 
agreed that the option selected was the correct decision made. 
Information type: number 
Based on a scale of 1-5. 
11- represents 
that the option selected was imposed by 
the decision maker. 
5- represents that all concerned were in agreement that 
the option selected was best suited for the decision 
being made. 
This is subjective as it is one persons opinion of the feelings of 
the rest of the design team. Again, it can only provide a first 
indication as to the nature of decision making and any analysis 
of these figures should be treated with some caution. 
Sources Records the types of information sources consulted to support 
information used in the decision making process. 
the decision making 
process Information type: text (yes / no) 
In practice the person completing the template could choose 
from a list. An issue arose here with the level of detail to be 
included in the study, for example, if building regulations were 
consulted, is it sufficient to record 'building regulations'or 
should the particular aspect of the regulations used be 
recorded? It was decided that given the level of detail of the 
rest of this study that it would be sufficient to identifyjust 
'building regulations'in the first instance. There was also a 
resource implication - it would take a great deal more effort to 
identify specific standards for each decision. The list of 
information sources was compiled through a series of informal 
interviews with the industrial partners. 
IT used to support Records the types of information technology used to support 
the decision making the decision making process. 
process 
Information type: text (yes / no) 
In practice the person completing the template could choose 
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from a list The list of information technology types was 
I compiled through a series of informal interviews with the 
industrial partners. Although the types of information 
technology used to support the decision making process are 
recorded, it in no way indicates how the tools were used. This 
means that it is not possible to assess how effectively tools 
were used but, rather, that they were employed in some 
1 capacity. This is in keeping with the level of detail of the rest of 1 
the study. 
ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES 
Project code Project code referring to the case study - as supplied by 
partner companies. Helps identify project during data analysis 
phase. 
Information type: text 
Project title Project title referring to the case study - as supplied by partner 
companies. Helps identify project during data analysis phase. 
Information type: text 
Date template Date that a template recording a single decision was 
completed completed. 
Information type: date 
Decision number A number that uniquely identifies each decision recorded in 
the database. Helps with analysis. 
Information type: number 
Who completed the 1 The person completing the template -for identification 
1 template purposes. 
Information type: text 
Discipline The discipline of the person completing the template. 
Information type: text 
Company The company of the person completing the template. 
Information type: text 
Table 6.1 - Information fields used in the data gathering tool with explanations 
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6.4.3 Systematisation 
To try to avoid previous difficulties at the analysis stage with the paper based 
change order data, it was deemed beneficial to systernatise the tool into a software 
product. During the interviews with those likely to use the tool, the idea found a 
mixed reception with five architects in favour of a paper based approach and five 
in favour of a computer based tool (see appendix E page 17). Interestingly, this 
was a cultural split between the two architectural practices. The other important 
factor established through the discussions was the desire for the tool to take up 
the minimum amount of time and cause little disruption to normal working 
practices. 
The decision making template was systematised using Microsoft Access 97TM. The 
template consists of a number of forms with information fields which the user will 
input data. Where appropriate the tool has made use of check boxes and drop 
down lists to speed up data entry. The tool works on the basis that there will be 
one database per project. The program was selected because of its fitness for 
purpose and because of the partners' accessibility to the software. 
A concern with this type of methodology is finding people who are able to find time 
to record data on a regular basis during a project to reap the medium to long-term 
benefits of research. The data gathering tool in its present configuration has gone 
someway to alleviate this problem by incorporating features which are useful to the 
practitioner in real time project management. For instance, the tool offers 
traceability of the decision making process and the reporting mechanism in 
Microsoft Access 97Tm allows the user to produce relevant reports from the data 
which is being collected. The tool provides a method of tracking information 
transactions made between the usercompany and all other parties involved in the 
construction project. A report of outstanding information can be viewed to indicate 
which pieces of information need to be given further attention in terms of 'sending 
out', or have 'not yet been received'. This can be used to direct the user to 
information issues which require attention. Incorporated into the information 
transaction records are questions which will provide insights into the data sharing 
process. For each transaction the user is asked to specify how the information was 
requested, the medium in which the information was requested, and the medium in 
which the information was actually supplied. All of these functions were included to 
make the tool useful to the user and to encourage data collection. Another driver 
for companies to record information about the decision making process is to 
enable traceability for contractual reasons. The construction industry has a 
reputation for its adversarial nature (Rooke & Seymour, 1995) and companies 
want to protect themselves by keeping accurate information about the evolution of 
a building and events transpiring within a construction project. 
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6.5 USING THE ELECTRONIC DATA GATHERING TOOL 
6.5.1 Implementation / Anticipated Use 
The tool was used on three live construction projects (the details of which can be 
found in chapter 7) to capture information. about the design decision making 
process. The design process is highly complex and requires the fusion of 
individuals' creativity through a number of interactions and exchanges and, as 
such, any prescriptive model has its limitations. However, these models are still 
useful to provide some insight into the mechanics of the process, not least of 
which is the RIBA model (1992), which provides a contractual view of the design 
process by splitting it into a number of design stages as follows: A-B - Inception / 
Feasibility, C- Outline Proposals, D- Scheme Design, E- Detail Design, F-G - 
Production Information and Bills of Quantities. The tool will be primarily used to 
record information from stage B through to stage E as indicated by this model. 
Although this is largely dependent upon when system level decisions are made 
and it is only in retrospect that it will be possible to say which stages were actually 
investigated. The data was recorded by partner companies 
_ 
which allows 
comparisons to be made vertically along the design process and horizontally at 
specific stages. 
A user guide was produced that explained the functionality of the tool, details of 
how it was to be used and provided explanations for each of the terms. It was 
anticipated that the tool would be used throughout the design process as decisions 
were being made, although this was to be limited by the availability of projects and 
the degree of progress already made when the data gathering tool was introduced. 
The user, having identified that a system level decision had been made, would 
enter the data into the tool, completing all relevant. information fields. For those 
decisions which had been made prior to the introduction of the tool a certain 
amount of retrospective data collection would be required. Each month the 
database was to be checked by the author to assess the quality of information 
being recorded. Visits would then be made on a bimonthly basis to talk through 
any issues that had arisen and to collect additional information to build a fuller 
picture of each of the case studies. 
6.5.2 'Actuai'Data Collection 
Implementation of the tool proved to be more problematic than originally 
envisaged. The people. recording the data, two architects and a planning 
supervisor, struggled to grasp what sort of information was needed for the 
research. This could be for a number of reasons. Firstly, the way the concepts 
were communicated. The author went through a learning curve which is likely to 
mean that his initial attempts at expressing the research objectives, terminology 
and methods were less effective in the early stages of data gathering. Secondly, 
the research method required the users of the tool to think in a particular way, 
which they were not used to. The author therefore underestimated the amount of 
time and effort required to attune the users to the research approach. Another 
problem was discipline. An issue of concern highlighted in section 6.4.3 was that 
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the tool should be easy to use and take up as little time as possible. The tool failed 
to meet this objective as it takes approximately 20 minutes to complete one 
template. This was both a strength and a weakness. The design of the tool meant 
that it was possible to collect a considerable amount of detailed information about 
design decision making, although this was at the expense of the amount of time 
required to record the data. This factor, coupled with the issue of the users not 
being sure about what to document, led to a very slow start to the data gathering 
process. However, the situation was resolved by the author's offer to be present 
with the users on biweekly basis throughout the duration of the data collection 
period. 
To facilitate the investigation a list building attributes was produced. This list is by 
no means exhaustive but was used to stimulate the user to identify the design 
decisions which had been made. The list is based on the physiology of buildings 
and has the assumption that if there are common characteristics to buildings then 
there is likely to be a common decision making process. The list used is as follows: 
" Frame 0 Fire Protection/Escape 
" Substructure a Ventilation 
" Roof Steelwork and Perimeter Columns E Security 
" Roofing a Servicing (Vehicles) 
" Curtain Walling M Mechanical Services 
" Doors N Lifts 
" Floors 0 Landscaping/Drainage 
" Parking a Demolition 
" Plant 0 Lighting 
" Blockwork / Partitions N Windows 
" External Skin 0 IT/Communications 
" Architectural Metalwork a Sound Control 
" Foot Print a Thermal Comfort 
" Electrical Services 
6.5.3 Data Gathering Tool Limitations 
One of the limitations of the data gathering tool is that the data recorded only 
encapsulates one person's perspective of the process. Due to the amount of 
resource required to collect the data it was not possible to have multiple 
perspectives for each of the case studies. However, in a number of situations the 
users of the data gathering tool contacted other design team members and 
consulted project documents (drawings, minutes of meetings, etc. ) to ensure the 
accuracy of the data being recorded. There was also a requirement that the 
person who was recording the data should have been actively involved in / close to 
the decision making process so that they would be aware of the issues involved in 
selecting a particular option, for example. 
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Another issue that arises is, to what extent does the tool represent the 
rationalisation of the designer / design team at the time the decision was made or 
the post rationalisation of the user when recording the decision for research 
purposes? By post rational the author means those arguments supporting the 
decision which are formulated after the decision was made. Post rationalising a 
decision may make it seem to have a more scientific basis than was really the 
case to reassure project stakeholders, or researchers. This issue is most likely to 
affect the information fields related to reasoning: reasons why options were 
considered and reasons for selecting / rejecting options. Design is not purely 
rational and the construction design process is impacted by issues other than 
technical, such as social and political expediency. It is the opinion of the author 
that, although this is likely to impact the study, it will not be a critical issue. This is 
because the tool is gathering information about decision making at the level of the 
'interacting team. A designer will often be asked to justify a decision or design 
recommendation by the client or another design team member. It is likely that such 
discussions are a mixture of the original rationalisation / analytical process of 
design, and a certain amount of post rationalisation when considering how to 
present the decision in the best light. Therefore, the post rationalisation 
phenomenon is present throughout the design process, and it is the author's 
opinion, that this is more likely to have an impact than additional thoughts at the 
data collection stage. 
One of the limitations of the data gathering tool is that it does not address 
interdependencies between decisions. It was not intended that this tool should 
address interdependencies as well as all the other issues that are being 
investigated. This is an area for further work. Indeed, this has been considered in 
detail by Austin et al (1998). 
The design of the data gathering tool was such that the users found it difficult to 
use alone. The complexity was not so much in the systematisation of the tool but 
rather in the adjustment that had to be made in the way that the users think and 
their understanding of what was required from the terminology used. Another 
important factor was the discipline that was needed to complete the template on a 
regular basis. Without sufficient encouragement, immediate work needs supersede 
the research agenda. 
6.5.4 Improving the Electronic Data Gathering Tool 
In hindsight, an additional feature to the data gathering tool could have been to ask 
the users to provide some indication as to the level of impact that a particular 
constraint had on the decision making process, e. g. (very important, important, 
medium, low impact, very low impact). This could also be applied to the different 
reasons that were recorded as to why a particular option was selected or rejected. 
In most cases several constraints and reasons were identified as impacting the 
decision making process, it is not always clear, however, which of these were the 
most important. 
If the tool was to be used on a large number of projects for the purposes of 
producing a statistical sample, it would be necessary to radically reduce the 
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number of information fields and simplify the tool. This would constitute a new 
research approach and would require considerable amount of thought to 
reconfigure the tool. The findings of this study may indicate issues which would be 
worthy of statistical study. 
6.6 DISCUSSION 
A data gathering too] was designed and systernatised in Microsoft Access 97TM to 
map the design decision making process in construction projects. The tool was 
used on three live construction projects albeit with some degree of retrospective 
data collection. 
The tool has been highly successful in terms of the amount and quality of data 
captured. The tool's main strength is that it records a significant amount of 
information pertaining to each individual system level decision. The data can be 
split into three broad areas: decision factors, process factors and administrative 
issues. The decision factors are those which relate directly to the decision such as 
specifying the decision, constraints, options and reasons for selecting 1 rejecting 
options. Process factors are those which relate to how the decision was made: 
who made the decision, who else was involved, what IT tools and information 
sources were used to help support the decision making process. Administrative 
issues are to do with identification of data to help at the analysis stage. The 
systernatisation of the tool meant that the data was in the correct form to be 
analysed, although some manual data manipulation was required when matching 
decisions. These components of the data gathering tool template fulfil a number of 
the objectives identified in section 6.3. 
The data collected facilitates the comparison of construction projects and allows a 
generic i§et of decisions to be identified. These decisions can be compared on the 
basis of time to see whether they were made in the same or similar order, and 
made at about the same time during the design period. However, there was the 
problem of how to identify equivalent decisions across projects. The issue is 
rooted in semantics. Each decision recorded was in the form of a few phrases or 
sentences to try to describe accurately what had been determined. The individual 
written style of the users often made identifying equivalent decisions a difficult 
process. The problem was eventually overcome by getting the users of the data 
gathering tool to match the decisions that they had recorded to the decisions 
recorded in the other case studies. A second issue that arose was the affects of 
semantics on the hierarchical nature of the decision making process. In some 
instances one decision in a particular project related to several decisions in 
another project. This becomes problematic at the analysis stage when comparing 
decision data. (Further discussion of this issue can be found in section 7.5.1). 
The use of the EDGT on three live construction projects is presented in chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 7 MAPPING THE 
DESIGN DECISION 
MAKING PROCESS 
"it [designing buildings] is very difficult to codify and to 
write down exactly what the factors are. It is a bit more 
vague and woolly and more of a synthesis than that. 
You really get all these points of view and all the 
technical requirements plus a bit of your own 
experience, you pinch a few ideas from somewhere 
else, and you chuck them all into a big pot and you stir it 
around and you warm it for three minutes. "Tim Quick, 
Sir Norman Foster and Partners. 
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7.1 INTRODUCTION 
The Electronic Data Gathering Tool (EDGT), as described in chapter 6, was used 
on three live construction projects to gather data about the design decision making 
process at the system / sub-system level. The projects investigated were 
nominated by Stanley Bragg Partnership (SBP] and Taylor Woodrow Management 
Contracting [TWMC]. 
The three projects are: 
1. Retail units - Chelmsford [SBP]. 
2. International departures lounge extension - Gatwick Airport [TWIVIC]. 
3. Supermarket - Bourne [SBP]. 
The case studies were selected mainly on the timing of, and accessibility to, 
current projects being undertaken by the industrial partners. The intended use of 
the EDGT was to install the software in the partner organisations and have data 
recorded by somebody involved in the design decision making process as the 
decisions were being made. This meant that the projects would have to be in the 
very earliest stages of development or, ideally, begin after the software had been 
installed. An additional constraint was that the time available for collecting data 
was approximately eight months and therefore all of the system / sub-system level 
design should be complete within that time frame. In reality, because of the 
discipline required to collect data, the tool was actually used more retrospectively 
than currently, albeit within the context of on going projects. This meant that the 
design period could be longer than eight months as long as data collection was 
possible within this duration. 
7.2 OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of mapping the design decision making process are as follows: 
1. Identifying potential for standardising work - based on the generic content of 
the design decision process. 
2. Map value generation from a design decision perspective. 
3. Develop insights into: 
" The role of each discipline 
" Cost / programme visibility of designers 
" Constraints and reason drivers 
" Information sources used 
" Information technology used 
The first two objectives relate directly to the implementation of lean thinking (see 
section 6.2.4). The list of decisions for each case study can be thought of as 
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representing a subset of the 'value stream' maps (see section 2.2.2.2). That is, the 
subset which directly adds value to the product. The design decision is the means 
of 'value generation' of the product development process and therefore the list of 
design decisions, and associated information, can be thought of as 'value 
generation maps'. It is important to distinguish between the actual decision and the 
means by which that decision is made. The aim of the decision making process is 
to make the best, most informed design decision within a given set of constraints. 
The process itself is made up of a number of tasks which seek to identify and test 
those constraints. For any particular decision this process can be performed in a 
number of ways, some being more wasteful than others. If value stream maps 
were to be produced they would identify each of the tasks performed and then 
categorise them into either: 
1. Tasks which unambiguously add direct value to the product. 
2. Tasks which add no value to the product but are unavoidable with current 
technological limitations of the production processes / technologies. 
3. Tasks which add no value to the product and are immediately avoidable. 
The value generation maps represent the value adding activities and therefore 
'leanest' approach to design. This does not, however, indicate what process route 
should be taken to minimise waste when making a particular decision. It could be 
possible to produce value stream maps for each particular decision with the 
decision being considered as the 'product'. This would help optimise the design 
process by removing any unnecessary tasks. However, for the purposes of this 
study, only the system / sub-system value generation maps will be produced. The 
decisions that have to be made are based on the building attributes required and 
should therefore encapsulate the client's requirements. 
The third objective is to gain insights into various aspects of the design decision 
making process which may lead to suggestions as to how the design process can 
be made more efficient and, hence, 'leaner'. 
7.3 CASE STUDY DESCRIPTIONS 
For the purposes of brevity each of the case studies will be referred to by the place 
where they are located. 
7.3.1 Chelmsford 
The Chelmsford High Street case study is a development of two 'multiple high 
street units' in Chelmsford town centre. The project came about in an informal 
manner. The architect was contacted by the developer and asked to make some 
suggestions for commercial development of the site in Chelmsford. This 
constituted the initial project brief, thus providing the designers with a significant 
degree of freedom. The task was fulfilled by producing a number of sketch plans 
showing alternative arrangements of retail units on site. This service was 
performed by the architect in good faith, such that, having put time and energy into 
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the project, when the contract was placed they were chosen as the architectural 
practice to 'complete' the scheme's design. The developer is remote from the 
design team, having plan sketches sent to him for evaluation. One particular 
arrangement was considered suitable by the developer who then organised 
funding for the scheme. The inception of the project was in- November 1996 and 
the budget was later fixed at P-1.475 million for 300OM2 of new build retail space: 2 
buildings each of two storeys, of approximately equal size. This budget only 
includes the shell and core of the new build, additional money will be spent by 
tenants on fitout. 
The scheme was procured in a traditional manner, however, the developer 
decided to compress design time to try to begin construction as early as possible. 
This led to a considerable overlapping of the different design stages as defined by 
RIBA (1992). Another issue that affected the development of the scheme was that 
tenants were only found late on in the process. This meant that a lot of the tenants' 
needs were assumed on the basis of professional experience and market 
knowledge. It also meant that the scheme had to go to planning for a second time 
to accommodate changes that one of the tenants required. The project team can 
be seen in table 7.1. 
Chelmsfor 
Discipline 
. Architect I 
d Design Team 
Company 
Stanley Bragg Partnership Limited 
Architect (A) (Senior) I Stanley Bragg Partnership Limited 
Architect (B) (Technician) I Stanley Bragg Partnership Limited 
Client (Developer) I Shearer Property Group 
Client (Developer - B) I Shearer Property Group 
Contractor Mutton Construction 
Funders I Morgan Grenfell Asset Management Ltd 
Letting Agents j Awbery Lapsa 
Local Authority - Planning Officer I Chelmsford Borough Council 
Local Authority - Case Officer I Chelmsford Borough Council 
Party Wall Surveyor I Keith Douglas Partnership 
Planning Supervisor Rowney Sharman 
Project Manager Rowney Sharman 
Quantity Surveyor I Murdoch Green 
Structural Engineer I Harris & Sutherland 
Table 7.1 - Design Team (Chelmsford) 
The site had a number of constraints. Firstly, the High Street shop frontage was a 
grade 11 listed building which had to be retained. This meant that the project would 
consist of some 'new build' and refurbishing work (the budget also includes the 
refurbishment of the listed building). From the beginning there was contact with the 
planning authority, especially with regard to the listed building. The site was of 
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keen interest to the planning authority because of the historical importance of the 
existing buildings and the central location of the site. Running through the site was 
a public right of way, which had potential planning implications if diverted or 
removed. Another issue related to the adjacent property owners. It was hoped that 
the adjacent properties could be incorporated into the scheme, however, the 
owners decided not to partake in the development, there by, delineating the site 
boundary. 
A detailed survey of the site found that some areas were contaminated because of 
former activities, and that the water table was very high. 
7.3.2 Gatwick 
The Gatwick project is an extension to the International Departures Lounge (IDL) 
at the South Terminal, Gatwick Airport. The project was commissioned by the 
British Airports Authority (BAA) as a means of coping with the increase in 
passenger numbers expected in the next few years. The inception date of the 
project is not known as the decision to build was part of the internal decision 
making process of the client body. The need for the scheme comes out of the BAA 
master plan which forecasts future needs at the airport based on recent trends. 
However, the feasibility study for the scheme started in February 1998. The budget 
for the project is P-16.5 million - reduced from E20 million with cost saving 
measures. Interestingly, this project is also an Egan demonstration project, i. e. a 
project that is striving to apply some of the principles outlined in the Construction 
Task Force's paper, Rethinking Construction (1998). 
The project comprises a mixture of retail and airport operational areas. There is a 
desire to maximise the amount of retail space available to maximise revenues 
whilst not compromising operational functions. In addition to the finished product, 
the construction phase of the project must aim to minimise the effect on current 
operations, taking in to account Health & Safety and security issues. 
Table 7.2 shows the design team for the Gatwick project. BAA is unusual in that it 
operates a partnering framework agreement. The framework covers most of the 
major design disciplines such as architects, services engineers, structural 
engineers, project managers, contractors and some sub-contractors. This means 
those companies who are involved in the project are available to provide input to 
the design process from the outset. It also means that suppliers for materials 
should also be selected from within the framework whenever possible. Another 
peculiarity to this project is that it operates under the BAA design stages rather 
than the RIBA stages (see section 3.2). The BAA process is far more proactive in 
its approach to controlling the design process which means that the design team 
have to follow the stages more prescriptivelY7. The design team was only 
contracted to do design work up until the end of 'co-ordinated design' - BAA 
I At one stage of the project the design team challenged the BAA process as it would have 
held up the design process if adhered to rigidly. Permission was given by the client body to 
proceed with the desired schedule. 
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process stage D, framework suppliers were contracted to provide all the 
production drawings. 
Gatwic 
Discipline 
Architect 
k Design Team 
Company 
IGeoffery Reid Associates 
jArchitect I Fitch 
IClient jBAA 
lClient - Project Board (BAA) IGatwick Airport 
iConstruction Manager ITaylor Woodrow Construction 
Framework Contractor lRowen Structures Limited 
Framework Contractor iVan Dam UK Limited 
Framework Contractor 10'Rouke 
Framework Contractor ICrown House Engineering 
_ IPlanning Manager 
I 
Taylor Woodrow Management 7 IContractillg_ 
ipervisor 1WS Atkins 
IlProject Manager (BAA) JBAA 
Project Manager - Rout Contractor ITCL 
! Cost Stylist (QS) EC Harris 
lRetail Design Consultant Fitch 
ervice Engineer IWSP 
IStructural Engineer I jHJT iI 
Table 7.2 - Design Team (Gatwick) 
7.3.3 Bourne 
The Bourne project is a 2356m2 (25,000ft) country town supermarket scheme. 
The developer initiated the project in March 1996 by requesting the architect 
produce a design for a supermarket which would fit onto the Bourne site, that 
could achieve outline planning, and then be offered to prospective customers. The 
developer had a specific client in mind and, hence, the supermarket was designed 
to a particular specification. This specification was written into a legally binding 
contract. The site was not bought by the 'target' client but rather by JS Sainsbury. 
JS Sainsbury's standard store configuration is somewhat different to the scheme 
that they had bought into and, therefore substantial design changes had to be 
made. This meant that the project consisted of two distinct design phases. The first 
was on behalf of the developer to produce a design that could be marketed 
effectively and the second was on behalf of JS Sainsbury, the ultimate client. 
When JS Sainsbury bought the scheme they hired a contractor under a design and 
build contract to procure the building. The contractor novated the architect to 
complete the design of the supermarket. Table 7.3 shows the project design team. 
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The core design team had worked together on a very similar project prior to the 
Bourne scheme, under similar contractual conditions. Hence, the design adopted 
for. the site was very similar to the previous project. Indeed, the plan of the first 
building was taken and positioned onto the Bourne site, with some adjustment to 
account for site constraints. Also, JS Sainsbury had decided that the design of this 
particular scheme was to become its standard 'country town store' configuration. 
This meant that all the design information produced was recorded by JS Sainsbury 
and stored in a database for future use. Unlike the Chelmsford project, the design 
of the supermarket is heavily constrained by the client through the use of client 
organisation design guides. 
Bour 
Discipline 
jAcoustic Engineer 
- - 
ne Design Team 
Company 
ILee Cunningham Partnership 
rA rch itect IStanley Bragg Partnership 
jArchitect (Fit Out) ! Hadfield Cawkwell Davidson 
! Civil Engineer White Young Green 
IClient IJ Sainsbury 
lClient's Agent (QS) IHenry Riley & Son 
lContractor (Project Manager) IRG Carter 
lContractor's QS JBDB 
IDeveloper Parter Commercial 
I Developers Agent (QS) iDickson Powell 
11-lighways Engineer IFlynn and Rothwell 
Legal Advisor IMcGuinness Finch 
Party Wall Surveyor JGL Hearn 
Planning Adviser to Sainsbury ITown Planning Consultants 
Planning Officer ! South Kesteven District Councif----', 
! Public Relations for Client IGreylink 
lRefrigeration joaksmere 
IServices Engineer ! Roberts & Partners 
ISteel Sub Contractor ITSI 
i Structural Engineer i White Young Green 
Table 7.3 - Design Team (Bourne) 
During the project there were two significant periods, approximately 6 months long, 
when no design work was undertaken. The first was from October 1997 until 
March 1998. This was because the client's internal decision making body had 
issues to reconcile before continuing with the project. The second delay ran from 
May 1998 until October 1998 and was caused by the design and construction of a 
building for the original owner of the site. Part of the Bourne scheme required the 
relocation of the original site owner. Because of the delays, the rest of the 
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programme was considered to be tight. The budget for the project was 21.5 million 
for the shell and highways. The client's fitout budget was R1.2 million. 
7.3.4 Comparison 
A comparison of the case studies has been made. The following characteristics 
have been contrasted: 
" Client experience 
" Design management contract 
" Design stages 
" When each discipline joined the design team 
" Comparison of building attributes, including construction contracts 
" Design features of each building 
Chelmsford Gatwick Bourne 
-Client Experience High High High 
Level Of Client High High High 
Sophistication 
Client Procured Yes Yes Yes 
This Type Of 
Building Before? 
Details Multiple, 7 One finished five Multiple 
ongoing, 10s years ago. a 
previously similar buFlding at 
North Terminal 
Repeat Client? Yes Yes Yes 
How Many Projects 2 1 Os within last ten Multiple till 
Done With Them years feasibility, not 
Before? many completed 
buildings 
What Design RIBA - slight BAA Framework Flat fee for 
Management variation Agreement feasibility studies 
Contract Was - developer to 
Used? sell site 
Budget E1.475 million - Originally E20 E-1.5 million - 
Shell and Core million, with cost Shell and Core 
saving measures: E1.1 9 million - 
El 6.5 million Fitout 
Site Pre-Selected? Yes Yes Yes 
Table 7.4 - Client Assessment for the Case Studies Used in Design Decision 
Process Maps 
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Table 7.4 shows the data collectors' opinions of the experience of the clients in 
each of the projects. All of the clients were considered to be very experienced in 
the procurement of buildings, even in the specific type of building that was the 
subject of each project. Not only were they considered to be experienced 
professionals, but they were also considered to be highly competent people who 
had dealt with the designers on previous occasions. The design management 
contract for each of the projects were somewhat different, Chelmsford -a slight 
variation on the RIBA contract, Gatwick - part of the BAA framework agreement 
and Bourne a flat fee for feasibility work. For both Chelmsford and Bourne a 
considerable amount of design work is conducted without a formal design contract 
on the understanding that, if the projects are to proceed, they will be contracted as 
the designer for the scheme. In all cases the site was pre-selected. 
Table 7.5 shows the start and end dates of each of the design stages. It also 
shows the date when the construction contract was placed and the dates when 
schemes achieved planning. Interestingly, the RIBA stages as used for the 
Chelmsford and Bourne project seemed to have little or no impact on the way in 
which the design work was conducted. The designers' only had a vague 
awareness of what constituted each design stage. The RIBA approach did, 
however, offer a means of defining project milestones. The dates in table 7.5 also 
show that there was considerable overlapping of some the stages for both 
projects. This is because there was a tight schedule in each case. For both of 
these projects the RIBA stages do not represent controlled stages which are to be 
adhered to before moving to the next stage, but are merely a means of assessing 
what sorts of activities should be done within a particular time period. For the 
Gatwick project the BAA stages had a much more significant controlling effect. 
With particular requirements having to be fulfilled before moving onto the next 
stage. 
The inception of the Gatwick project was largely incorporated into the internal 
decision making process of the client body. The need for the project came about 
through forecasting future needs at the airport in the BAA master plan. The design 
team was employed from feasibility onwards to meet the predicted requirements. 
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Chelmsford Gatwick Bourne 
Date of 23/11/96 Start-of Feasibility 1/3/96 
inception 12/2/98 
Date of 15/3/99 D2 Day (Equivalent) 5/11/98 
placing the 25/11/98 
contract 
Stage A-13 1 23/11/96 -15/9/97 11 Inception is an 1/3/96 - 6/10/97 
internal client 
process 
(Feasibility) 12/2/98 
-5/5/98 
Stage C 5/7/97 - 5/2/98 5/5/98 - 26/8/98 4/9/96 - 6/10/97 
End User 
*4/3/98 - 4/5/98 
Stage D 5/7/97 - 5/2/98 26/8/98- 3/5/97 - 6/10/97 
D, Day 16/9/98 End User 
D2 Day - 25/11/98 **30/10/98 
23/12/98 
5/11/97 - 5/2/98 2/9/98 - 4/12/98 
Stage F 5/11/97 - 23/4/98 2/9/98 - On going 
Stage G 5/5/98 - On going 2/9/98 - On going 
i Outline 6/10/9 
Planning 
Detailed i 23/11/97 July/ August 1999 
Planning 
Planning 30/10/98 
for 
Reserved Also resubmissions 
Matters for minor changes 
to scheme 
Table 7.5 - Design Stage Dates for the Case Studies Used in Design Decision 
Process Maps 
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Table 7.6 shows when each member of the Chelmsford project joined the design 
team. It clearly shows that the majority of the early design work was carried out by 
the architect in conjunction with the client's supporting advisors. The other 
principle designer, the structural engineer, was not appointed until approximately 
one third of the way through the design process. Interestingly, a services engineer 
was not required on this project. This is because the services aspect of the 
building was considered to be sufficiently simple as to be carried out by the project 
team in the absence of a qualified services engineer. 
Discipline Joined P roject Team 
Date Normalised 
Time 
Client 23/11/96 0 
Architect 23/11/96 0 
I Structural Engineer 
1 15/9/97 0.334-0- 
ý9 ý6 
Legal Advisor 23/11/96 _ 0 
Project Manager 15/9/97 0.33 
Quantity Surveyor 23/11/96 0 
Client's Agent 23/11/96 0 
Table 7.6 - When Design Team Members Joined the Project (Chelmsford) 
The project team for Gatwick was appointed under the BAA framework agreement 
(partnership arrangement) at the beginning of feasibility. This means that all 
disciplines were available to make contributions to the design process from the 
very earliest stages. 
Table 7.7 shows when each discipline joined the design team for the Bourne 
project. The project essentially comprised of two design processes, or design 
phases, the first for the developer and the second for the end user. The delay 
between inception and the appointment of the disciplines in the first design stage 
represents the period of the developer's internal decision making process. 
Similarly to the Chelmsford project, the majority of design in the early stages of the 
first phase was conducted by the architect. The second phase began with the sale 
of the site to the end user, JS Sainsbury. JS Sainsbury employed a contractor 
under a design and build contract, who in turn employed the other design 
specialists. This took place at about 60% of the total design process (both 
phases). Only the refrigeration consultant was appointed to the team at a later 
date to assist with fitout items. 
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First Design Stage - Developers Design 
Client (Developer) 1/9/96 0.148637 
Architect (SB) 1/9/96 0.148637 
Highways Engineer 1/9/96 0.148637 
Legal Advisor 1/9/96 0.148637 
Planning Consultant 1/9/96 0.148637 
Quantity Surveyor (Developer) 1/9/96 0.148637 
Site Finder (Developer) 1/9/96 0.148637 
Acoustic Consultant 1/11/96 0.198183 
Second Design Phase - End Users Deýqigp 
i I Date i I Normalised mi 
Time 
End User (Client - Sainsbury) 1/3/98 0.59455 
Architect (Shell - SB) 1/3/98 0.594 
Structural Engineer 1/3/98 0.59455 
M&E Services 1/3/98 0.59455 
Fitout Architect 1/3/98 0.59455 
Refrigeration 3/10/98 0.769612 
Contractor 1/3/98 0.59455 
Quantity Surveyor (Sainsbury) 1/3/98 0.59455 
Quantity Surveyor (Developer) 1/3/98 0.59455 
Table 7.7 - When Design Team Members Joined the Project (Bourne) 
Table 7.8 shows a comparison of the building attributes for each project. All three 
projects have a new build component. Chelmsford has two, two storey, 'multiple 
retail units' with a total floor area of 300OM2 . Gatwick has a similar sized facility 
although it is an extension to an existing building and the floor area is spread over 
five storeys. Bourne is a single storey construction of 2,356M2 . Chelmsford also has some refurbishment work within a grade 11 listed building. All three buildings 
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Building Details 
Name of 15 - 18 High Street South Terminal IDL Exeter Street Bourne 
Building Chelmsford Gatwick 
Project Type Refurbishment Extension of existing Construction 
Construction facility 
Building Type Retail Retail/ope rational areas Supermarket 
(sifting, transfers) 
Location Chelmsford, Essex Gatwick Airport Bourne, Lincol 
Floor Area 3000 M2 3066M2 2356M2 
Height 12m 20m 7.5m 
No. of Storeys 2 5 1 
Type of Brick Yes Ves 
Construction Steel Frame Yes Yes Yes 
Concrete Concrete around some 
Frame of steel frame 
Cladding Yes - steel panel with 
glass 
RoofType Slate Aluminium sheet roof Profile steel 
Distinctive Retained Listed Main entrance 
Features Building Range 
Construction Planning 
Type of JCT 80 Measured with BAA specific based on Design and Build 
Contract Quantities New Engineering 
Contract - multi 
contractor version (with 
suppliers) 
Length of Planned 9 months 22 months 6 months 
Phase Construction 
Pre-eng. Steel frame Pre-formed service Steel frame (arrives on 
components fabricated modules - piping, duct site as a kit ready for 
off site during contract work, cables construction) 
Windows - units made 
up railing features for 
boundary wall, all the 
soffits, eaves, and 
faciaes for roof 
prefabricated, painted 
off site 
No. of 1 main contractor, 4 1 main contractor, 20 
Contractors subcontractors subcontractors 
No. of Work 5 17 
Packages 
Table 7.8 - Building Details and Construction Planning Outline for the Case 
Studies Used in Design Decision Process Maps 
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are used for different functions, although there is a common retail theme. 
Chelmsford has two high street retail units, Gatwick an extension to of the IDL 
comprising retail areas, public spaces and operational facilities, and Bourne is a 
supermarket store. The production phase of each project was contracted in a 
different manner: Chelmsford - JCT 80 with measured quantities, Gatwick - BAA framework agreement, based on New Engineering Contract and Bourne - Design & Build. Each building has a steel frame and. two of the buildings use brick as the 
external skin, with Gatwick using a cladding system. The planned construction 
durations range from 6 to 22 months. 
Desian Features 
Name of 
Building 
15 - 18 High Street South Terminal IDL Exeter Street Bourne 
Level of Design Medium Medium Medium 
Innovation Materials Low High Medium 
Assembly Low High Medium 
High - people on board, 
contributions to design, 
programme and cost 
implications, process 
mapping - selections 
made on basis of cost 
and programme after 
function 
Level of High 80 % Medium - 60% Architect 
Output from General Arrangements, 
CAD to Main production drawings, 
Contractor site layout and 
elevations, done on 
CAD 
Majority of design 
details are hand drawn 
Table 7.9 - Design Features for the Case Studies Used in Design Decision 
Process Maps 
Table 7.9 shows how the projects compare in terms of design innovation. 
Chelmsford and Bourne are considered in the medium and medium - low brackets in terms of design, materials and assembly. Gatwick is considered as being high in 
terms of materials and assembly because of the early inclusion of manufacturing 
knowledge from suppliers. 
7.4 DESIGN PLANNING 
One of the biggest problems of construction design is the lack of design planning 
(Coles, 1990). In his study Coles states there is a certain amount of disbelief 
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amongst designers that effective design planning is possible. This still appears to 
be the situation nearly a decade later as, for two of the three case studies, design 
planning is little more than a Gantt chart outlining the timing of each of the main 
activities for each of the design stages. The Gatwick case study was unusual in 
that a considerable amount of effort had been put into planning the design 
process. A process map of each design stage was produced outlining the major 
tasks that had to be completed. The map was split into sections relating to different 
building / project characteristics, such as mechanical design, escape strategy, 
foundations, frame, surveys and management controls - 33 in all for stage C BAA design process. Within each of these sections there were multiple tasks, each 
demonstrating interdependencies. Interdependencies also linked tasks in different 
sections, i. e. task groupings did not necessarily reflect tasks which could be done 
in parallel and in isolation from each other. 
Another concept which was introduced in this approach was the idea of design 
'fixities'. Once a decision had been made about a particular system / design 
option, this was 'fixed' and all design tasks that are dependent upon this decision 
can move forward with confidence that the input information will not change. After 
a fixity had been established, 'fixity sheets' outlining the decision taken were 
released to each of the design team members as a means of communicating the 
decision to the team. This idea of freezing the design in itself is not an entirely new 
concept. What appears to be novel, however, is the idea of formally freezing 
different aspects of the design early on in the process to help progress other 
design tasks. The construction design process can be considered as being 
analogous to 'crystal lisation'. This approach of design fixity is a controlled, and 
perhaps an accelerated, crystallisation process. The Gatwick case study also had 
a stated policy of using standardised components and design rationalisation 
wherever possible. The other projects had no equivalent approach. Interestingly, 
Baldwin et al (1999) also use this term with regard to the use of Design Structure 
Matrix (DSM), to focus the deign manager's attention where 'fixity' is needed to 
avoid design changes and abortive work. 
7.5 DATA PROCESSING 
Data was collected in the form of tables for each case study. The main table for 
each project consisted of 132 information fields and from 83 - 98 records, 1 for 
each system / sub-system level decision recorded. Table 7.10 shows the 
disciplines that were involved in the data collection process. Each of the people 
collecting data were involved in, or close to, the design decision making process. 
Table 7.10 - Disciplines' of the Data Collectors 
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7.5.1 Matching Data 
One of the most important data processing issues for this study was identifying 
which of the design decisions were 'equivalent' across case studies. Some were 
quite easy to establish, for example, the choice of material for the frame. Others 
were far more difficult, however, because of semantics. Each of the data collectors 
had their own style for phrasing the decisions that had been made. This meant that 
there was not necessarily an obvious correlation between two equivalent 
decisions. Semantics also led to a hierarchical problem being introduced. That is, 
one decision in one case study was equivalent to two or more decisions in another 
case study. 
For the purposes of establishing equivalence between design decisions across 
case studies, each of the data collectors was asked to match his decisions to the 
decisions made in the other case studies. This worked surprisingly well as all data 
collectors reinforced each other's decision matching, with only a few 
discrepancies. Having overcome the problem of matching decisions, the second 
issue'of design hierarchy had still to be addressed. The hierarchical nature of the 
decisions was only a problem with respect to processing the data. The three sets 
of data were matched as three pairs: Chelmsford - Gatwick, Chelmsford - Bourne 
and Gatwick - Bourne. Where, for example, one Chelmsford decision was 
equivalent to three Gatwick decisions, two additional, identical, records were 
created for the Chelmsford case study, with each of the three Gatwick decisions 
being matched to one of them. 
Data was transferred from MS Access 97TM to MS Excel 97TM for the purposes of 
data processing. The following is a list of the types of graphs that were produced 
for each case study: 
" Matched design decisions against normalised time 
" Cumulative count of design decisions made against normalised time 
" Distribution of design decisions (groups of 0.1 normalised time) 
" Distribution of design decisions (groups of 0.05 normalised time) 
" Who Made the design decisions 
Percentage of design decisions in which the design team members played an 
active role 
" Percentage of design decisions particular constraint categories as impinging 
upon the design process 
" Percentage of design decisions using particular reason categories to choose 
between options 
" Designer's cost visibility 
" The types of meetings where design decisions were made 
" Percentage of design decisions using particular information source types 
" Percentage of design decisions using particular information technology types 
" Percentage of design decisions occurring in each RIBA stage 
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The following is a list of the types of tables produced from the data for each case 
study: 
List of system / sub-system level design decisions in order of decision 
occurrence 
List of system / sub-system level design decisions in order of decision maker 
(defining decision maker roles) 
List of system / sub-system level design decisions that the various disciplines 
were involved in making (defining decision assistance roles -a table for each discipline) 
List of system / sub-system level design decisions with corresponding 
constraint and reasons for selection categories 
Information needs 
A comprehensive set of graphs and tables can be found in appendices G, H and 1. 
7.5.2 Decisions Superseded 
In both the Chelmsford and the Gatwick case studies some decisions were 
superseded by later decisions. This is indicative of design iteration. The tool did' 
not seek to investigate this phenomenon in detail, however, therefore a number of 
iterations may have occurred before some of the decisions were finalised. It is this 
finalised decision in most instances which the EIDGT captures, which means that 
most iterations were not recorded. Any decisions which have been superseded in 
the tables that follow, and the tables in appendices G-1, are highlighted in bold 
text. 
7.5.3 The Design Period 
For the purposes of producing normalised time graphs the 'design period' had to 
be defined. A suggestion was made by one of the industrial partners that the 
design period should run from inception to the date that the contract is placed. 
Because of the different contractual arrangements for each project, BAA 
framework, design and build and a more traditional procurement route, this led to 
distortions in the data. Therefore the author has defined the design period as 0- 
representing the 'inception of the project' and 1- representing the 'date that the 
last system / sub-system level design decision was made'. The only exception is 
for Gatwick. Because work was performed on the Gatwick project as part of the 
internal decision making process of the client body, the design period for this case 
study is defined as 0- representing the start of 'feasibility' and 1- representing the 
'date that the last system / sub-system level design decision was made'. 
7.6 VALUE GENERATION: DECISION COMMONALITY AND CHRONOLOGY 
Matching equivalent decisions between projects allowed an assessment to be 
made of the amount of commonality that exists in the design decision making 
process in construction projects. The generic content between each pair of case 
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studies was found to be between 73% - 80%, at the system / sub-system level. 
This is an important finding as it contradicts the commonly held assumption of the 
uniqueness of each construction project. This statement is not without 
qualification, however, as the detail of each project is specific to each design, but 
the importance of the finding resides in the knowledge that whatever project is to 
be undertaken 73% - 80% of the types of decisions that have to be made are the 
same. This means that planning design in greater detail is achievable and likely to 
lead to a more regular approach to design. 
Figure 7.1 shows the cumulative count of system / sub-system level design 
decisions made for each of the three projects. Each graph shows only the 
incidence of when a decision was made and makes no attempt to reconcile what 
decisions were made. The graph shows a remarkably similar trend between the 
three projects. The shapes of the graphs demonstrate the characteristic 'S' curve. 
All three case studies had very slow starts, with less than 5% of the design 
decisions made by 20% of the total- design period. Between the curves there are 
quite larger tolerances, for instance at approximately 50% of the design period the 
Chelmsford project has made approximately 40% of the design decisions whereas 
the Bourne project has made approximately 60% of the design decisions. 
Interestingly there are a number of crossing points which illustrate that a particular 
project does not always 'lead the way. 
cumulative Count V/. 
Cumulative Count of Decisions Made Against Normalised Time 
of Decisions Made) 1-4-Gatwick * Chelmsford --*-Bourne 
-0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 
Normalised Time (0-1 Represents Design Period) 
Figure 7.1 - Cumulative Count of Decisions Made Against Normalised Time (all 
three case studies) 
Figures 7.2 - 7.4 show the distributions of when decisions were made against 
normalised time (groups of 0.1 normalised time). These graphs can be compared 
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with figure 7.1 to illustrate more fully the incidence of design decision making. 
Figure 7.4 shows that Bourne is different from the other two case studies. This is 
largely due to the fact that two design phases took place in the Bourne project: the 
developer's design and the end user's design. There were also two periods of 
approximately six months were little work was done on the design of the 
supermarket. The first related to issues which had to be reconciled within the end 
user organisation and the other delay was caused by the design and construction 
of a building for the original owner of the site. The original owner of the site was to 
be relocated within the terms of the sale. The Chelmsford and Gatwick projects 
display similar characteristics. Very few decisions made in the first 20% of the 
design period and rising to a peak at approximately 50% of the design period, 
where nearly 60% of the decisions have been made. Interestingly, both peaks tie 
in with an end of stage: RIBA - C, D, E for Chelmsford and BAA - stage C for Gatwick. Following each peak is a tail off of the number of decisions made. The 
Gatwick graph falls sharply by the 60% point of the design period and Chelmsford 
somewhat more gradually until the 80% point of the design period. Further insights 
into this phenomenon can be gained by considering figure G. 3 in appendix G and 
figure H. 3 in appendix H. These graphs show the distribution of decisions made 
against normalised time, with groupings of 0.05 normalised time. In figure G. 3 it 
can be seen that the system / sub-system design effort remains relatively constant 
until the 75% point of the design period. By this time approximately 85% of the 
design decisions have been made. There is an interesting spike of activity at the 
85% point of the design period. Figure H. 3 shows that, although the design effort 
tailed off dramatically in the Gatwick project, it remains relatively consistent, albeit 
at a lower level of activity. 
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Distribution of Design Decisions 
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Figure 7.2 - Distribution of Design Decisions (Groups of 0.1 Normalised Time) - Chelmsford 
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Percentage of 
Decisions Made 
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Figure 7.3 - Distribution of Design Decisions (Groups of 0.1 Normalised Time) - 
Gatwick 
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Figure 7.4 - Distribution of Design Decisions (Groups of 0.1 Normalised Time) - 
Bourne 
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Although figures 7.2 - 7.4 only reflect one level of design decisions, namely 
system / sub-system, they have implications for the level of resource required over 
time. However, the graphs do not reflect efforts required for briefing in the early 
stages, nor the efforts for detailing in the later stages. This could be the subject of 
further study and combined with the current data. 
Figures 7.5 - 7.7 show matched decisions between each pair of case studies 
plotted along a normalised time axis. Figure 7.5 shows the Gatwick and 
Chelmsford case studies. The decision codes are made up of two numbers, 86-50, 
for example. This represents Gatwick decision number 86 and its equivalent 
number 50 for Chelmsford. The numbers are not the order in which decisions were 
made but rather the database number that was assigned to each decision for data 
processing purposes. Where a code has two numbers two dots will be plotted, one 
for each case study. The dots indicate the time when that particular decision was 
taken within the scope of each project. Where a code includes aV this means that 
there was no equivalent decision for the particular case study. Consequently, only 
one dot will be plotted. The ordering of the case studies, and therefore code parts, 
is indicated on each figure. For a list of decisions made in each case study refer to 
appendices G, H and 1. Table one in each appendix provides a list of decisions 
listed in the order in which they were made. For a list of decisions ordered by 
database number, view the table showing a 'List of System / Sub-System Level 
Design Decisions with Corresponding 'Constraint' and 'Reasons For Selection' 
Categories Cited'-tables G. 16, H. 14 and 1.19. 
Normalised time is plotted along the y-axis. Where error bars are included they 
define a tolerance of ± 0.05 normalised time. 
For each of the graphs the data was 'sorted' by the date that the decision was 
made in ascending order, first for one case study and then the second. This 
means that for one of the data sets (indicated on each graph) the plot forms a 
curve that seeks to follow a substantially diagonal path, from bottom left to top 
right. The other data set appears to be randomised about it. This means that the 
decisions taken in each project were made in different orders, and given that a 
large percentage of the dots lie outside the error bars, also at different points in 
time. So, although there is a large degree of commonality across projects, the 
timing and ordering of decisions is seen to be variable. 
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7.7 DEFINING THE DISCIPLINES 
The data collected from the case studies also provides insights into the role of 
each discipline throughout the decision making process. Figures 7.8 - 7.10 show 
the percentage of the system / sub-system level design decisions made by each 
discipline. These figures can be read in conjunction with tables GA, H. 3 and 1.4 in 
appendices G, H and 1. The tables show the actual decisions which were made by 
each of the disciplines. 
A decision was defined as being made'by a particular person when they had the 
final say for a particular course of action. This was very rarely performed in 
complete isolation from other design team members. Often discussions with other 
disciplines would take place over a period of days, weeks or even months before a 
decision was finally made. Figures 7.11 - 7.13 show the percentage of design decisions in which the design team members played an active role, but did not 
necessarily make the final decision. This provides an indication as to how each 
discipline actively supported the entire design decision making process. These 
figures can be read in conjunction with tables G. 5 - G. 15, HA - H. 13 and 1.5 - 1.18 in appendices G, H and 1. These tables show the decisions that each discipline 
played an active part in making, but were not necessarily made by that person. 
Structural Engineer Who Made the 
Senior Architect 13% Design Decisions 
3% (Chelmsford) 
Contractor 
1% 
Architectural 
Technician Architect 
2% 53% 
Client 
1 
Representative 2 
13% 
Client 
Representative 1 
15% 
Figure 7.8 - Who Made the Design Decisions (Chelmsford) 
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Figure 7.9 -Who Made the Design Decisions (Gatwick) 
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Figure 7.10 - Who Made the Design Decisions (Bourne) 
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Design Team Percentage of Design Decisions in Which the Design Team Members 
Played an Active Role (Chelmsford) 
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Figure 7.11 - Percentage of Design Decisions in Which the Design Team 
Members Played an Active Role (Chelmsford) 
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Figure 7.12 - Percentage of Design Decisions in Which the Design Team 
Members Played an Active Role (Gatwick) 
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Figure 7.13 - Percentage of Design Decisions in Which the Design Team 
Members Played an Active Role (Bourne) 
In the Chelmsford case study (figure 7.8) the architect makes 53% of the system / 
sub-system level design decisions and the client body 28%. This means that more 
than 80% of the design was decided upon by two disciplines. For Gatwick the 
situation is quite different (figure 7.9). Decision making is much more evenly 
spread throughout the project team. The client body made 33% of the decisions 
through three different representations (client's representative, project board and 
client's project manager). The total architectural input was 23% through two 
architectural practices with the services engineer and structural engineer making 
21 % and 8% of the design decisions, respectively. Interestingly, although suppliers 
are available for consultation and do indeed contribute at this decision level, the 
actual number of decisions that they made is a small fraction of the total number - 3%. In the Bourne case study there is a large degree of dependency upon the 
architectural discipline with a total of 38% of the design decisions made between 
two architectural practices (figure 7.10). Both of the engineering disciplines make 
12% of the decisions with the developer and end user client making 13% and 16% 
respectively. The contractor also makes a number of decisions in the Bourne case 
study, as the design and build procurement route was taken. Interestingly, in all 
three case studies the quantity surveyor makes few or no system / sub-system 
level design decisions. Viewing figures 7.11 - 7.13, it can be seen that the quantity 
surveyor is actively involved in a significant proportion of the decisions made, but 
does not actually take responsibility for making the decisions. The same graphs 
show that the architect is the most active discipline at this level of design. It can 
also be seen that the members of the Gatwick team are more actively involved in a 
larger number of design decisions, on average, than the Chelmsford and Bourne 
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teams. This may be due to the BAA framework agreement indicating from an early 
design stage who is to be involved in the project and the client's desire to improve 
the construction design process to effect greater value for money, and fulfil the 
Egan targets. Also, in all three projects the clients collaborate closely with the 
design team. This is likely to be due to the clients' level of sophistication and 
experience (see table 7.4). 
All of the decisions which are made by each discipline are likely to be heavily 
influenced by the contractual arrangements for each project as the contract 
defines the disciplines' responsibilities. 
7.8 WITHIN THE LIMITS: CONSTRAINTS & SELECTING DESIGN OPTIONS 
One of the most crucial aspects to successful design is the identification and 
exploration of constraints. Constraints are essentially design boundaries that the 
designer has to work within. Constraints can be physical such as the tensile 
strength of a material or softer issues such as a desired look or quality. Often in 
the construction environment the client is a source of a number of constraints such 
as budget, programme and functional requirements. If a solution is generated that 
falls outside these boundaries then it should be rejected, else suffer the 
consequences. In some instances the consequences may be fairly minor, in others 
it might cost the project considerable sums of money or even termination of the 
project, with litigation to follow. 
For each of the decisions recorded on each live project a number of design 
constraints were also documented. These constraints were arranged into 
categories which can be seen in table 7.11. Figures 7.14 - 7.16 show the 
percentage of design decisions that particular constraint categories are cited as 
impinging upon the design process, for each case study. With regard to the data 
processing, if more than one constraint of the same type was documented for a 
particular decision, 'physical constraint' for example, it was only entered once for 
the purposes of generating figures 7.14 - 7.16 as they show the percentage of decisions that had at least one constraint of each category, or 'type' of constraint. 
This is also true of tables G. 16, H. 14 and 1.19 in appendices G, H and I which 
show each design decision and the constraint categories cited. 
Table 7.12 shows the five most common constraint categories documented for 
each design decision. There is a large degree of commonality between the 
projects with D- 'physical constraints', F- 'interfacing issues' and L- 'building 
regulations / planning authority influence / standards' appearing in the top five for 
each case study. Also included in the top five for both Chelmsford and Bourne is K 
- 'functional issues /fitness for purpose'. Constraint category I- 'economic issues' 
is represented in both Chelmsford and Gatwick with M- 'client requirements / 
preferences and B- 'end user requirements / preferences' being important for 
Gatwick and Bourne, respectively. In the Bourne case study constraint category C 
- 'design guides' is the sixth most common. This is because the end user, JS 
Sainsbury, relies heavily on 'in house' design guides when procuring new 
buildings. Unsurprisingly, the most common constraints relate to physical and 
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functional issues, economic and client / end user preferences. What is surprising is 
that constraint category 0 -time issues', i. e. programme, is not prominent in any 
of the three projects, yet all three projects were considered to be on a tight time 
schedule. This suggests that, although there is a pressure to perform work quickly 
and meet pressing deadlines, it is not clear to designers how this impacts 
individual design decisions. Another constraint which was seldom cited is V- 
'quality'. This could be because quality is a somewhat nebulous characteristic 
which is poorly defined and therefore not well understood, or that clients are more 
interested in time / cost issues than quality. From a cynical perspective the latter 
argument might hold for buildings procured by developers but is less likely to be 
true of projects with owner-occupiers. 
Constraint 
Code 
A 
Category Description 
Flexibility 
B End user requirements / preferences 
C Design guides 
D Physical constraints 
E Eff iciency / Optimisation 
IF Interfacing issues 
G Least disruption on organisation's operations 
H Buildability 
I i Economic issues 
i Strategic approach to design 
K Functional issues / Fitness for purpose 
L 1 Buil Jing regulations / Planning authority influence Standards 
m Client's requirements /-preferences 
N Health & Safety 
0 Time issues 
P Maintenance 
a 1 Aesthetic 
R - I Archaeological 
S I External stakeholders 
T Contractual / Legal 
U Market issues 
v T-Q-uality 
x Access (other than Maintenance) & People Material 
Information flows 
Y Lacking information 
z Security issues 
Table 7.11 - Constraint Category Codes and Descriptions 
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Chelmsford Gatwick Bourne 
Five Most Important 
Constraint Categories D, F, L, K, I F, D, 1, M, L D, B, K, F, L 
Cited 
Table 7.12 - Five Most Common Constraint Categories Cited for each Case Study 
Percentage of Percentage of Design Decisions Citing Particular Constraint Categories As 
Decisions Impinging Upon The Design Process (Chelmsford) 
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Figure 7.14 - Percentage of Design Decisions Particular Constraint Categories are 
Cited as Impinging Upon the Design Process (Chelmsford) 
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Percentage of Percentage of Design Decisions Citing Particular Constraint Categories As 
Decisions Impinging Upon The Design Process (Gatwick) 
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Figure 7.15 - Percentage of Design Decisions Particular Constraint Categories are 
Cited as Impinging Upon the Design Process (Gatwick) 
Percentage of Percentage of Design Decisions Citing Particular Constraint Categories As 
Decisions Impinging Upon The Design Process (Bourne) 
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Figure 7.16 - Percentage of Design Decisions Particular Constraint Categories are 
Cited as Impinging Upon the Design Process (Bourne) 
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Having established the boundaries for design and having generated a number of 
viable options, the designer then has to make a decision as to which option is the 
best within the identified constraints. When each design decision was recorded the 
reasons why a particular option was selected, and the others rejected, were also 
documented. In a similar fashion to the design constraints, these reasons were 
categorised. Table 7.13 shows the reason category codes and their descriptions. 
Figures 7.17 - 7.19 show the percentage of design decisions using particular 
reason categories to choose between options for each of the three case studies. 
These can be read in conjunction with tables G. 16, H. 14 and 1.19 in appendices G, 
H and 1. which show each design decision and the reason categories cited. 
Reasonfor 
Selecting Option 
Code 
A 
Category Description 
Most obvious choice 
B Experience / Professional 
C I De i si n uides 
D Designing to account for worst case scenario 
EI Only feasible option 
F Interfacing issues 
G Least disruption : )n or anisation's operations 
H Buildability 
I Economic issues 
i Utilise standard components / approaches 
K Functional issues / Fitness for purpose 
L Buildin regulations / Plannin authority influence Standards 
m Client's requirements preferences 
N Health & Safety 
01 Time issues 
maintenance 
a Aesthetic driver 
R Archaeological issues 
S External stakeholders 
T Market issues 
U Flexibility 
V Security 
w Legal / Contractual 
Table 7.13 - Reason for Selecting Design Options Category Codes and 
Descriptions 
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Table 7.14 shows the five most common reason categories for choosing between 
options for each case study. All three case studies include reason categories F- 
'interfacing issues', I- 'economic issues' and K- 'functional issues / fitness for 
purpose'. Chelmsford and Gatwick have H -'buildability' and Gatwick and Bourne 
have M -'client's requirements / preferences'. Chelmsford and Bourne also have L 
- 'building regulations / planning authority influence / standards' and J- 'utilise 
standard components / approaches', respectively. 
Five Most Important 
Reason Categories K, F, 1, L, H 1, K, F, H, M K, M, 1, J, F 
Cited 
Table 7.14 - Five Most Common Reason Categories for Choosing Between 
Options Cited for each Case Study 
Percentage of Percentage of Design Decisions Using Particular Reason Categories to 
Design Decisions Choose Between Options (Chelmsford) 
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Figure 7.17 - Percentage of Design Decisions Using Particular Reason Categories 
to Choose Between Options (Chelmsford) 
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Figure 7.18 - Percentage of Design Decisions Using Particular Reason Categories 
to Choose Between Options (Gatwick) 
Percentage of Percentage of Design Decisions Using Particular Reason Categories to 
Design Decisions Choose Between Options (Bourne) 
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Figure 7.19 - Percentage of Design Decisions Using Particular Reason Categories 
to Choose Between Options (Bourne) 
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Table 7.14 shows a high degree of commonality across the three case studies. 
Again, unsurprisingly, issues of function, interfacing and economics are the 
primary reason drivers when choosing between options. It is interesting to see 
'buildability' and 'standard components / approaches' being of significant 
importance to designers, although it was not entirely clear from the study what 
efforts had been made to establish which was the most easy to build of the 
options. As no tools or techniques were specified by the data collectors it seems 
fair to assume that, in most cases, it was based on the pool of knowledge and 
experience within the design team and external consultants used. The fact that 
'building regulations / planning authority influence / standards' was a primary 
reason driver suggests that designers are quite tightly constrained by external 
bodies. There is of course justification for external bodies to represent indirect 
stakeholder interests, the degree to which their influence should stretch is of 
course debatable. However, given its high ranking in the constraint categories, it 
might have been expected to have a higher impact on all three case studies in 
terms of reason drivers. Another interesting feature is that reason driver J- 'utilise 
standard components / approaches' was important to the Bourne project. Perhaps 
more interesting is that it was not important to Gatwick even though there was an 
explicit design policy of making use of standard components and approaches. 
7.9 COST & PROGRAMME VISIBILITY 
As part of the investigation of the design decision making process, this study 
attempts to establish both the cost and programme visibility that the designers had 
when making the decision. That is, what awareness and understanding did the 
design team have of the impact that their choice would have on both economic 
and time factors when making system / sub-system level design decisions. The 
data collected was in the form of numbers -a sum of money (Es Sterling) and 
number of weeks, for cost and programme respectively. These numbers were 
accompanied by footnotes providing additional insights, where appropriate. 
Figures 7.20 - 7.22 show the cost visibility that each design team had over 
normalised time. The 'ideal' cost visibility is simply the cumulative count of design 
decisions for each project (shown as a percentage of the total number of decisions 
for that project), hence, the different 'ideal' shapes for each case study. This 
means that if the design team had cost visibility for every system / sub-system 
level design decision that was made, it would be identical in shape to the 
cumulative count curve for that particular project, the 'ideal'. When data was 
provided about cost visibility in the form of an amount of money and / or a footnote 
the incidence was noted and a cumulative count curve produced. This curve is the 
extent of the cost visibility of the design team for each project. This curve can then 
be compared to the 'ideal' curve to gain insights into the extent of the 'actual' cost 
visibility. 
These graphs are at the same time very revealing, but also a little misleading. This 
is because the cost visibility data provided was quite poor and often inconsistent. 
The author allowed the designers some latitude as comments such as, "The cost 
data is available but I don't have access to it" [at the time of collecting data] were 
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taken as incidences of cost visibility. In most incidences the amounts of money 
that were recorded came from cost plans that were either early assessments made 
before the decision was taken or later cost plans that were refined on the basis of 
having made the decision. In other words, for most of the numbers provided, at the 
time of making the decision, the designer did not have an understanding as to how 
that decision would impact the project financially. The quantity surveyor costs the 
decision after it was made and therefore acts as a cost controller rather than an 
active member of the design process. Because of the way the data has been 
interpreted, this means that the 'actual' cost visibility curves show an enhanced 
cost visibility. Therefore, any of the curves presented should be read with due 
caution. It is the author's option that figures 7.20 - 7.22 only reveal the lack of sreal' cost visibility during the system / sub-system level design decision making 
process. 
Cumulative Count Designer's Cost Visability 
(% of Decisions (Chelmsford) 
Made) 
--*-Chelmsford --*-Ideal for Chelmsford 
100--- 
80 
--60 ------ 
40 ----- -- 
20-j- 
-0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 
Normalised Time (0-1 Represents the Design Period) 
Figure 7.20 - Designer's Cost Visibility (Chelmsford) 
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Figure 7.21 - Designer's Cost Visibility (Gatwick) 
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Figure 7.22 - Designer's Cost Visibility (Bourne) 
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In the case of programme visibility for system / sub-system level design decisions 
the information was so scarce that no graphs were produced. This means that the 
programme visibility is lower than the cost visibility. This is again very surprising 
given that these projects were time critical. There may be a programme 
component in the design team discussions when considering the suitability of 
particular options, such as, 'this system takes X weeks to install', or 'this system 
can be installed before that system because of this factor', however, visibility may 
be lower as in the majority of decisions this was not a crucial reason driver (see 
figures 7.17 - 7.19). Cost and time appear to be more fundamental issues to 
design teams than say quality, for instance, yet given their importance there does 
not appear to be rigorous assessing of design options against each other on either 
basis. 
7.10 WHERE DECISIONS WERE MADE 
As well as defining the role of each discipline further insights can be gained into 
the level of interaction between design team members by considering where 
design decisions were made. Figures 7.23 - 7.25 show the types of meetings 
where system / sub-system design decisions were made. The key issue here is to 
assess the percentage of decisions that were made in isolation from the rest of the 
design team by a particular discipline. This includes meeting types 'working alone', 
'informal conversation in the office' [with colleagues], 'in house meeting' [formal 
meeting in a specific company] and'client instruction'. 
Type of Meetings 
Other Dedicated Briefin 
Where Design 
Working Alone 2% Meeting 
9 Decisions Were Made 
23% 22% 
(Chelmsford) 
I 
Informal 
Conversation in 
the Off ice 
3% 
Formal Design 
-Tearn Meeting 
21% 
Telephone 
In-house Meeting Conversation 
(company specific) 26% 
3% 
Figure 7.23 - The Types of Meetings Where Design Decisions Were Made 
(Chelmsford) 
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Working Alone Empty 
2% F 3% 
Informal Design 
Team Meeting 
17% 
In-house Meeting 
(company specific) - 
7% 
Formal Design 
Team Meeting 
43% 
Type of Meetings 
Where Design 
Decisions Were Made 
(Gatwick) 
Dedicated Briefing 
Meeting 
28% 
Figure 7.24 - The Types of Meetings Where Design Decisions Were Made 
(Gatwick) 
Client Instruction Other Dedicated Briefing 
1% 1% Meeting 
11% 
Working Alone 
47% 
Informal 
Conversation in 
the Off ice 
1% 
Type of Meetings 
Where Design 
Decisions Were Made 
(Bourne) 
Fromal Design 
Team Meeting 
25% 
Informal Design 
Team Meeting 
70/. 
Telephone 
Conversation 
7% 
Figure 7.25 - The Types of Meetings Where Design Decisions Were Made 
(Bourne) 
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The other meeting types necessitate interdisciplinary interaction: 'dedicated 
briefing meeting', 'formal design team meeting', 'informal design team meeting' 
and 'telephone conversations'. Table 7.15 shows the ratio of the percentage of 
design decisions that were made in meetings attended by a single discipline and 
those which were multidiscipline (the categories 'other' and 'empty' have been 
omitted). 
The figures show that the Gatwick project has a significantly higher proportion of 
decisions made at multidisciplinary meetings than the other case studies. In fact, 
its peculiar characteristic is that so few decisions are taken by individuals 'working 
alone', where as for Chelmsford it was 23% and for Bourne 47%. This again could 
be accounted for by the unusual contracting arrangements imposed by BAA. It is 
interesting to note, however, that the Gatwick team is not entirely co-located, 
although there is a project office which houses a number of disciplines. The 
Gatwick project also makes a significant use of formal meetings. An interesting 
characteristic of the Chelmsford project is the number of design decisions that 
were made as a result of telephone conversations. 
7.11 INFORMATION NEEDS/ SOURCES 
To support the design decision making process designers make use of a variety of 
information sources. Figures 7.26 - 7.28 show the percentage of design decisions 
using particular information source types. By far the most commonly used 
information type in all three case studies is drawings, drawings produced within the 
scope of the project or pre-existing drawings. Table 7.16 shows the three most 
common information source types for each project. 
Information Source Drawings 
Type Surveys 
Trade Literature 
Drawings 
Trade Literature 
Design Guides 
Drawings 
Design Guides 
Trade Literature 
Table 7.16 - Most Common Types of Information Source Used to Support the 
Design Decision Making Process in each Case Study 
Table 7.15 - Percentage of Design Decisions Made in Meetings Attended by 
Single Disciplines / Multidisciplines 
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Information Percentage of Design Decisions Using 
Source Type Information Source Types (Chelmsford) 
Architects Job Book 3 
Planning Policy Guidance 
Design Guides 
Specify Surveys Used 
Surveys 
Consultants Discipines 
Consultants =3 
Value Engineering Exercise Reports 
Value Management Exercise Reports 
Risk Assesments 
DravAngs 
Trade Literature 
Building Regulations 
Non-Statutory Authorities 
Statutory Authorities 
Legal Documents 
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Percentage of Decisions 
Figure 7.26 - Percentage of Design Decisions Using Particular Information Source 
Types (Chelmsford) 
Information Percentage of Design Decisions Using 
Source Type Information Source Types (Gatwick) 
Architects Job Book 
Planning Policy Guidance 
Design Guides ------777771 
Specify Surveys Used 
Surveys 
consultants Disciplines 
consultants 
Value Engineering Exercise Reports 3 
Value Management Exercise Reports 
Risk Assesments 
Drawings 
------ 
Trade Literature 
Building Regulations 
Non-Statutory Authorities 
Statutory Authorities 
Legal Documents 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Percentage of Decisions 
Figure 7.27 - Percentage of Design Decisions Using Particular Information Source 
Types (Gatwick) 
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Information 
Source Type 
Architects Job Book 
Planning Policy Guidance 
Design Guides 
Surveys 
Consultants 
Value Engineering Exercise Reports 
Value Management Exercise Reports 
Risk Assesments 
DravAngs 
Trade Literature 
Building Regulations 
Non-Statutory Authorities 
Statutory Authorities 
Legal Documents 
Percentage of Design Decisions Using 
Information Source Types (Bourne) 
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Percentage of Decisions 
Figure 7.28 - Percentage of Design Decisions Using Particular Information Source 
Types (Bourne) 
There is a remarkable similarity between all three projects, especially with regard 
to the use of drawings and trade literature. Design guides also feature as important 
information sources and in the case of Chelmsford so do surveys, planning policy 
guidance and building regulations. When considering the frequency of use of 
different information sources to support the decision making process, Bourne 
shows a higher degree of usage than the other projects. 
7.12 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT 
Similarly, figures 7.29 - 7.31 show the percentage of design decisions using 
information technology types to support the decision making process. Table 7.17 
shows the four most common types of information technology used to support the 
design decision making process in each case study. 
Information 
Technology Type 
CAD 
Word Processor 
Telephone 
Fax 
Telephone 
CAD 
Fax 
Word Processor 
Telephone 
CAD 
Fax 
Word Processor 
Table 7.17 - Most Common Types of Information Technology Used to Support the 
Design Decision Making Process in each Case Study 
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Unsurprisingly, perhaps, all three case studies use the telephone, CAD, fax 
machine and word processor as the main forms of IT / communication 
technologies when making system / sub-system design decisions. However, the 
percentage of design decisions that were stated as having used them varies quite 
considerably. Taking CAD for example: Chelmsford - 76%, Gatwick - 37% and 
Bourne - 96%. This variation also holds for the other IT types. Figures 7.29 - 7.31 
also show that e-mail is still seldom used as a regular means of communication to 
actively support design. Another interesting feature is the lack of computerised 
analysis work performed and also the lack of favour of three-dimensional 
technologies. 
. Information 
Percentage of Design Decisions 
Technology Type 
Using Information Technology Types (Chelmsford) 
other :3 
AnaWs Package 
Planning 
30 Mstialisation 3 
30, Modeling 3 
CAD 
Internet 
Spreadsheet 
Word Processor 
Presentation Software 
E-mil 
Video Conferencing 
Fax 
Telephone F--- 
0 10 20 30 40 so 60 70 80 90 100 
Percentage of Decisions 
Figure 7.29 - Percentage of Design Decisions Using Particular Information 
Technology Types (Chelmsford) 
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Technology 
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Figure 7.30 - Percentage of Design Decisions Using Particular Information 
Technology Types (Gatwick) 
Information Percentage of Design Decisions 
Technology Type Using Information Technology Types (Bourne) 
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Figure 7.31 - Percentage of Design Decisions Using Particular Information 
Technology Types (Bourne) 
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7.13 THE ROLE OF THE DESIGN MODEL 
The three case studies operated under different design management contractual 
arrangements: Chelmsford - slight variation on RIBA, Gatwick - BAA framework 
agreement and Bourne - flat fee for design feasibility (other design work carried 
out under design and build contract). Section 3.3 provides an explanation of the 
BAA and RIBA models. What is perhaps the most important aspect of each model 
is how it controls the design process. The BAA model controls the process by 
requiring an entire design stage to be complete before progressing on to the next. 
This has to be signed off by the client which releases money for the following 
design phase. To this end, the requirements of each design stage are very well 
defined. The RIBA model does not actually attempt to control the process in such 
a rigorous manner but rather indicates the type of activities that the client can 
expect from the designer at a particular point in time. It is a means of assessing 
when design bills should be paid and as such conceptually sits on top of an 
otherwise seamless process. 
iB Percentage of Design 
1% Decisions Occurring In 
8% C Each RIBA Stage 
. 
6% (Chelmsford) 
D 
--8% G 
15% 
E 
20% 
F 
36% 
Figure 7.32 - Percentage of Design Decisions Occurring in Each RIBA Stage 
(Chelmsford) 
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Figure 7.33 - Percentage of Design Decisions Occurring in Each BAA Stage 
(Gatwick) 
K Percentage of Design 
8%--\\ Decisions Occurring In 
A Each RIBA Stage 
16% (Bourne) 
B 
10% 
C 
10% 
53% 1% 
G PF- E 
1% 
Figure 7.34 - Percentage of Design Decisions Occurring in Each RIBA Stage 
(Bourne) 
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Figures 7.32 - 7.34 show the percentage of design decisions occurring in each 
BAA / RIBA stage. There is considerable variation between the three projects 
which in part could be due to the different forms of contract under which the design 
work was commissioned. Another issue for Chelmsford and Bourne was that a 
number of design stages were overlapped because of the severity of the 
programme. This means that, when collecting data, rather than decisions falling 
into a particular design stage by virtue of the date that the decision was made, the 
data collector also had to consider the 'type' of decision that was being made and 
what stage it 'should' relate to. As there was no overlapping of design stages in the 
Gatwick project this issue did not arise. Indeed, it was the opinion of the author 
that the system / sub-system level design decisions would have been largely made 
as depicted by the Gatwick graph. Rather surprisingly both the Chelmsford and the 
Bourne projects suggest that a lot of the design decisions are made in RIBA 
stages E, F and G. To some extent this is because the BAA stages and RIBA 
stages are not directly equivalent (see section 3.3). Also, in the case of Bourne, 
there were two design phases which may have effected the way in which the 
decisions were categorised. 
7.14 DISCUSSION 
The application of the Electronic Data Gathering Tool (EDGT) to the three live 
construction projects was undertaken to map the design decision making process 
at the system / sub-system level. 
The objectives of the study were to: 
1. Identify the potential for standardising work - based on the generic content of 
the design decision process. 
2. Map value generation from a design decision perspective. 
3. Develop insights into: 
The role of each discipline 
Cost / programme visibility of designers 
" Constraints and reason drivers 
" Information sources used 
" Information technology used 
The objectives were selected on the basis of trying to elucidate some of the issues 
involved with application of lean thinking to construction design. 
7.14.1 Design and the Design Process 
Design can be considered to be a mixture of value generation - design decisions 
and design process - the tasks performed to identify and test constraints, devise 
options and ultimately provide sufficient information to the designer to make an 
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informed decision. It might be argued that the creation of design options is in itself 
value generation, however, from the product's perspective only those options that 
are selected to fulfil a particular functional requirement actually add value. All 
rejected options, although an integral part of the decision making process, add no 
value to the product if they are not included. They may be considered to add value 
indirectly in that they served the purpose of helping the designer select another 
option by testing design constraints, however, this is an incidental factor as a 
designer could have arrived at the same decision without needing to create and 
reject a particular design option. 
The value stream, according to Womack and Jones (1996), is all the activities 
tasks required to bring a particular product through the three critical management 
tasks: problem -solving, information management and physical transformation. 
Mapping the stream means identifying all of those tasks both inside the 
organisation and beyond in the supply chain. Having mapped the tasks they are 
then split into three categories: 
1. Tasks which unambiguously add direct value to the product. 
2. Tasks which add no value to the product but are unavoidable with current 
technological limitations of the production processes / technologies. 
3. Tasks which add no value to the product and are immediately avoidable. 
Recording the design decision making process is in fact a subset of mapping the 
value stream. Design decisions directly add value to the product and therefore can 
be considered to generate value. These are necessary and, of themselves, do not 
constitute waste in the design process. However, it is important to distinguish 
between the decision being made and the way in which a particular decision is 
arrived at, as the latter maybe performed in a wasteful manner. The value stream 
maps are useful for their ability to identify and remove waste in the process at the 
task level, however, the value generation maps represent the leanest form of 
design, as design decisions are by definition the part of the design process that 
adds direct value to the product. The maps do not define the steps necessary to 
make those decisions, however, as many routes may be taken to make design 
decisions with varying degrees of efficiency. 
7.14.2 Generic Design: Standardising The Design Approach 
A key issue identified in the literature survey to applying lean thinking to the new 
product development process, which is analogous to construction design, is the 
idea of following a standardised procedure. The author therefore hypothesised that 
the kernel to the successful application of a standardised approach to design lies 
in the generic content between design projects. The usual statement from 
construction professionals is that 'every project is novel' which of itself suggests 
that it would be impossible to devise a standardised methodology. Indeed, design 
professionals are so entrenched in the belief of the uniqueness of each project that 
there is an air of disbelief that effective design planning is possible (Coles, 1990). 
In his desire to see improvements in the construction design process, Sir Michael 
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Latham (1994) advocated the use of design checklists. This is a form of 
standardisation which he envisaged would unambiguously define responsibilities 
for each of the design disciplines. The advantage of checklists is that they also 
provide a form of retrospective monitoring, with the "Have we done... " type 
enquires. Latham (1994) stated that a 'checklist of the design process was 
required', which suggests that the checklist would operate at the task level, 
defining what each discipline was required to. produce / co-ordinate. It would seem 
in practice that his idea was never realised as none of the projects studied used 
this approach. It was also evident that in two out of the three projects little formal 
design planning was undertaken. Both Chelmsford and Bourne only produced 
Gantt charts to indicate the approximate timing of each design stage and the main 
activities proposed. The Gatwick project, however, had a far more rigorous 
approach which involved process mapping each design phase, identifying to a 
detailed level the tasks involved and the interdependencies that exist between 
them. This was accompanied by the idea of design 'fixities' which act to freeze 
parts of the design after particular design decisions have been made. This means 
that the input information into successive tasks will not change and therefore the 
designer can work more confidently. The Gatwick project also had an explicit 
design philosophy to make use of standardised components and approaches 
wherever possible. Interestingly, this was not reflected in the reason drivers that 
were used to choose between options at the system / sub-system level (see 
figures 7.17 - 7.19). It may have been argued that this philosophy would be more 
apparent at the detailed level, except that the Bourne project, under a design and 
build contract, had standardised components and approaches ranked as the fourth 
most common reason driver for selecting particular design options. 
To establish the generic content at the system / sub-system level design decisions 
were recorded in the three case studies and matched to each other. It was found 
that between 73% - 80% of the types of decisions that are made in construction 
projects are generic. These decisions were found to be made in different orders 
and at different times during the design process (see figures 7.5 - 7.7). This 
suggests that although there is a large generic component of design decisions, 
there is also a large degree of variability in how and when these decisions are 
made. This alludes to the possibility of establishing an approach to planning and 
monitoring construction design which ensures that designers consider all the 
decisions which have to be made, the timing and ordering of the decisions, whilst 
not prescribing a rigid route that does not allow for those aspects of the project 
which are indeed unique. This approach could incorporate Latham's (1994) idea of 
clearly defined design responsibilities by assigning each decision to be made to a 
particular discipline. In its simplest form this would be a list of decisions to be 
made, the timing of the decision (and hence the order) and name of the person 
responsible for making the decision. This could be developed further by adding in 
the tasks which are needed to be performed to make that decision, the information 
to be gathered and the tools which should, or could, be used to support the 
decision making process. All these components could be based on the value 
generation maps produced in this study. The decisions which have been found to 
be generic would provide a starting point, with project specific decisions identified 
by the design team. At the same time the design team would have to work out the 
timing, order and responsibility for each decision based on a mixture of experience 
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and tools - Design Structure Matrix (DSM) for example. Monitoring progress 
against planned activity would provide a process performance metric which could 
be. used as a basis for discussion for project managers. A long-term consequence 
of using a tool developed on this basis is that individual designers may elect to 
follow the same decision pattern regularly to help them control the process better. 
This would leave more time and energy to concentrate on the truly creative 
aspects of construction design, as the approach to design, not design itself, would 
become routine. This is one way in which a standardised approach to construction 
design could be achieved without inhibiting architectural freedom. This would lead 
to a better controlled design process, not 'controlled design. 
Further mapping of the tasks involved for each decision could be employed to 
establish the value stream. This would help identify waste in the design decision 
making process and could lead to a more efficient configuration and organisation 
of design tasks. Due consideration to Ballard & Koskela's (1998) view of design as 
conversion, flow and value may be appropriate for this task. 
7.14.3 Design Team Interaction 
An important factor in the implementation of lean thinking to the product 
development process, and concurrent engineering, is the use of co-located 
multidisciplinary teams (Womack and Jones, 1996) - see sections 2.2.4 and 2.31. 
The teams described often include product designers, production engineers, 
purchasing staff, tool designers and marketing personnel. Whilst the higher volume 
manufacturing companies may have different needs to construction project teams, 
however, there is a noticeable lack of construction input in the early design stages 
of all three projects. This is a very important aspect of the lean thinking paradigm. 
The Gatwick project seems to be closest to the lean thinking 'ideal' with the BAA 
framework agreement making a number of disciplines available for consultation. 
However, the set up falls short of a co-located team and it can be seen from figure 
7.9 that the product designers make nearly all the system / sub-system level 
decisions. On this basis, Chelmsford fairs worse than Gatwick but Bourne, under 
the design and build contract, has slightly more production input at this level. None 
of the teams were co-located, although the Gatwick project did have a project 
office housing some of the disciplines. However, the biggest deficiency with 
respect to the lean thinking 'ideal' is the lack of consistent production input 
throughout the early design phase. In the Chelmsford project more than 80% of 
the design decisions were made by just two disciplines: architect and client. 
Considering figures 7.11 - 7.13 it can be seen that the Gatwick approach did 
inspire more collaborative design with each of the main disciplines getting involved 
in higher percentage of the design decisions, with the exception of the architect. It 
would seem that the type of contractual conditions may have an impact on the way 
in which the design team interacts. It most certainly has an effect on the timing of 
appointments which can mean the absence of specialist knowledge at crucial early 
design stages. Interestingly, in all three projects, the client representatives played 
a significant role in the decision making process. This is likely to be due to the 
clients' levels of experience and sophistication. Another interesting discovery from 
the data is that the quantity surveyor makes few or no design decisions at the 
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system / sub-system level. The role of the quantity surveyor will be discussed 
further in section 7.14.5. 
7.14.4 Constraints and Reason Drivers 
To be able to improve construction design an understanding of the reason drivers 
that designers are using to choose between options is absolutely necessary. 
These reason drivers must also be viewed within the context of design boundaries, 
or constraints, within which designers are operating. What was most interesting 
from this study was the amount of commonality shown between the projects. 
Given that the projects are very different in terms of building location, usage, client 
body, procurement route, etc, yet three of the top five constraint types feature in 
each case study: D 'physical constraints', F- 'interfacing issues' and L- 
'building regulations planning authority influence / standards'. Two further 
constraint types feature in the top five of two pairs of case studies: K-' functional 
issues / fitness for purpose' and I- 'economic issues', with M- 'client 
requirements / preferences' and B- 'end user requirements / preferences being 
important for two individual case studies. 
With regard to the reason driver categories, or types, there is a very similar 
situation to the constraints. All three case studies include reason categories F- 
'interfacing issues', I- 'economic issues' and K- 'functional issues / fitness for 
purpose'. Chelmsford and Gatwick have H -'buildability' and Gatwick and Bourne 
have M -Vient's requirements/ preferences'. Chelmsford and Bourne also have L 
- 'building regulations / planning authority influence / standards' and J- 'utilise 
standard components / approaches', respectively. 
Simple inspection of the constraint categories and reason drivers suggests that 
they are well matched, however, noticeable omissions from important categories 
include both quality and time issues. This is very interesting especially as all three 
projects were considered to be on a tight schedule yet this was not reflected in the 
decision making process in the constraints or reason drivers. This may mean that 
designers do not fully understand the relationship of decision making with the 
impact on programme. This was found to be the case in section 7.9 and is 
discussed further in section 7.14.5. There is obviously an awareness within the 
design team of the importance of pressing deadlines, however, the problem seems 
to be that there is an inability to translate how selecting particular design options 
can ease or intensify time pressures. This may account for why The Agile 
Construction Initiative (1998) found that three quarters of projects will experience 
delayed completion. Quality is an important issue that will effect client satisfaction 
yet it rarely featured as an explicit constraint and never as an explicit reason 
driver. This could be that quality issues are deemed to be more important at the 
detailed level - 'the devil is in the detail'. If this is so, it appears to be a grave, 
oversight on the part of the design teams. It maybe that quality was more of an 
implicit characteristic that, because of its somewhat nebulous nature, was not 
discussed explicitly, or explicitly within the term 'quality'. It could also be reflective 
that of time, cost and quality, cost is by far the most important issue. 
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A further insight gained relates to the importance of buildability. Although specified 
as an important reason driver when comparing between options, there does not 
appear to be a means of assessing and comparing the buildability of options, save 
the experience and knowledge of the design team and external consultants. What 
is also important from a lean perspective is that reason drivers also include 
'process issues'. That is, designers should choose between options not solely on a 
functional basis but include issues such as 'use of standard components / 
approaches' and 'speed of construction'. From a client's point of view, the 'fitness 
for purpose' issues are an absolute necessity to meet the functional requirements. 
From the designers' perspectives, process issues are crucial for their 
competitiveness and the long-term survival of organisations. Also, the more 
'buildable' the option the less waste there is likely to be in the total construction 
process. This helps to make the product delivery process leaner. 
7.14.5 Cost& Programme Visibility 
Figures 7,20 - 7.22 are an attempt to show the cost visibility that the designer had 
at the time of making design decisions. That is was the designer able to quantify 
the impact that the decision would have on the project in terms of cost when 
choosing between different design options. If the designer was able to assess the 
cost impact for every decision then the 'actual' curve for each case study would be 
the same as the 'ideal' curve. The ideal curve is simply the cumulative count of 
decisions made expressed as a percentage of the total number of decisions. 
Because of the quality of the data recorded the 'actual' curves represent an 
enhanced cost visibility. The 'real' cost visibility is somewhat less than the graphs 
show. This is largely due to the fact that the data supplied often came from cost 
plans produced by the quantity surveyor. These cost plans were either early 
estimates prior to a particular decision being made or refined cost plans, refined on 
the basis of having made the particular decision. This means that the quantity 
surveyoris acting in a cost controlling capacity and is not fully integrated into the 
design decision making process. This knowledge presents a real opportunity to 
redefine the quantity surveyor's. role from cost controller to one of assessing value 
or value for money of each design option considered. One of the issues that will 
arise from this suggestion is who will employ this 'value for money assessor' as the 
role of cost control will still be desired by construction clients. Therefore, it might 
require design companies to have this role in house or for this role to be 
contracted as a new discipline within the design team. There is some support for 
this position within the literature as Atkin (1998) suggests that the role of the 
quantity surveyor is not well integrated into the design process, and Johnson 
(1992) that most existing cost evaluation paradigms focus on assessing costs after 
design decisions are made. Exploration of values and preferences should be the 
major focus of economic analysis. The Tavistock Institute interim evaluation report, 
'Building Down Barriers' (1999) states that there is a need to be able to make rapid 
generation of reliable costings for design options in early design stages. This could 
be facilitated by tools which may have to be developed and / or a redefining of the 
quantity surveyor's role. 
From the data gathered it was even more apparent that the programme visibility of 
designers is lower than the cost visibility. This is shown to be the case in the data 
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directly relating to programme visibility and also in constraints and reason drivers 
(see section 7.14.4). To expand upon the need to be able to rapidly generate 
reliable costings of design options, there also needs to be a means of comparing 
options on a time basis. This could include lead times for availability of materials 
and assembly time. These issues are also very closely related to the idea of 
buildability. Indeed, a future research project could be to devise an integrated 
system which allows the designer to simultaneously compare options on the basis 
of cost, construction time and buildability. 
In lean design environments project teams are told to aim for a target cost which is 
determined by estimating a market price (what the. market will bear) and subtract 
an acceptable margin. The team then designs the product such that the cost will 
not exceed the target cost minus the margin. This pricing strategy is obviously 
suited to highly competitive consumer markets. In construction projects budgets 
are initially based upon a price per square foot from experience of previous 
buildings of a similar type, off ice blocks for example. The price is then firmed up as 
design progresses and the client's exact requirements are established. This 
approach does not really consider what the market will bear but rather looks 
retrospectively at what it did bear. The domestic industry should exercise due care 
that the more demanding client's do not begin to look towards international players 
to increase competitiveness in the market. 
7.14.6 Design Support 
For the purposes of this study design support refers to the information sources and 
IT that were used to support the design decision making process. 
By far the most used information source type to support the design decision 
making process was drawings. Trade literature, surveys and design guides were 
also seen to be significant. Value engineering reports were also used in both 
Gatwick and Bourne, with Bourne using them in nearly 20% of the decisions made. 
Value engineering is a proven technique used to identify alternative approaches 
for satisfying the requirements of a project whilst lowering cost and ensuring 
technical competence in performance (Acharya et al, 1995). Using the approach is 
likely to bring an equivalent or better product for a lower cost, however, it does not 
necessarily make the design process more lean, but should certainly be 
considered as a tool to be used in a lean design environment. 
The most common IT and communication technology types that were used to 
support the decision making process are the telephone, CAD, fax and word 
processor. The word processor and fax have a link in that a number of faxes were 
sent directly from computers with the text generated in a word processor package. 
CAD is used to generate a high percentage of drawings (see table 7.9) and given 
that drawings are most often used to support the decision making process and the 
means by which engineering data are conveyed, it is unsurprising that this 
technology was commonly used to support the process. What is surprising is that 
e-mail was not used more often to communicate between parties and the lack of 
use of three dimensional technologies. In none of the decisions was the internet 
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used to support the decision making process. This suggests that either the internet 
has net yet matured into a useful tool for design purposes or that the perception of 
its usefulness is very low. 
7.14.7 SWOT Analysis: Research Approach 
One of the novel features of this research was the approach taken to investigate 
the design decision making process at the system / sub-system level. For this 
purpose the Electronic Data Gathering Tool (EDGT) was developed and used on 
three live construction projects. As a means of establishing the credibility of the 
results and the usefulness of the approach a SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, 
Opportunities and Threats) was performed (see figure 7.35). 
A particular strength of the approach was access to objective data for three 
disparate case studies from two of the industrial partner companies. The case 
studies were all live projects which means that the issues recorded were still 
current for the design teams. This was facilitated by regular contact with an 
individual intimately involved with the decision making process for each project. 
This contact and the design of the EDGT provided insights into a number of areas 
of the design decision making process including the decisions made, timing of 
decisions, options considered, constraints, design support - information sources 
and IT. The information was recorded over a number of months which allowed a 
significant amount of data to be compiled. The data was also stored electronically 
in a form that eased the data processing stage of the study. The research has led 
to sufficient insights into the design decision making process so that it has been 
possible to make suggestions as to how to make steps towards lean design. 
These include better design planning, improving cost and programme visibility 
when choosing between design options which in part could be achieved by 
redefining the role of the quantity surveyor from cost controller to value for money 
assessor. 
A weakness of the study was that it was only possible to investigate three case 
studies because of the resources required to gather the data. This means that it is 
difficult to make generalisations about the findings. Case studies were used rather 
than a statistical sample as the key factors relating to design decision making in 
construction design projects had not been previously identified. Hence, there was 
little value in guessing at a small number of factors / variables and investigating 
them with an appropriate statistical sample, when using the case study approach 
allows a larger number of issues to be considered, although is unlikely to provide 
sufficient evidence of causality beyond the examined data. Case studies are 
therefore better suited for the purposes of providing first insights into the decision 
making process. When matching equivalent decisions across case studies there 
was a problem of semantics which had to be overcome. This was achieved by 
getting the data collectors to match their decisions to each other's case study. 
Another potential problem, although one that was never realised, was that data 
collection would have been severely hampered if the data collector had became 
unavailable for some reason, as there was a learning curve for those involved in 
the research. 
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Strengths 
" Depth of study 
" Breadth of study 
" Access to objective data 
" Diversity of case studies 
Data captured electronically 
Provides insights into application 
of lean thinking to design 
Availability of researcher during 
data collection phase 
Weaknesses 
Limited number of case studies 
Difficult to make generalisations 
Amount of effort required to 
collect data 
Difficulty in matching equivalent 
decisions 
Opportunities 
- Make recommendations for steps 
towards 'lean design' 
Change role of Quantity Surveyor 
from cost controller to value assessor 
Highlight generic design content 
Improve design planning on a design 
decision basis (or value generation 
basis) 
Threats 
" Data collection not completed 
in time 
" Unavailability of project data 
collector 
" Unavailability of suitable projects 
Figure 7.35 - SWOT Analysis on Research Approach 
7.15 CONCLUSIONS 
A study into the design decision making process at the system and sub-system 
level was conducted. The Electronic Data Gathering Tool (EDGT) was used on 
three live construction projects to gather data for the investigation. The projects 
were nominated by the industrial partners Stanley Bragg Partnership and Taylor 
Woodrow Management Contracting. 
The main findings of the investigation are as follows: 
1. There is 73 - 80% design decision commonality across projects at the system / 
sub-system level. These decisions were made in different orders and at 
different times during the design process. This means that the timing and 
ordering of decisions is variable. This knowledge can be used to produce a 
design planning method that will move the design process to a more 
standardised approach, that is, a more standardised process, not standardised 
design. Having planned design, measuring progress against intention produces 
a useful metric (see chapter 8). 
2. There is limited cost and programme visibility when choosing between design 
options when making a particular design decision. That is, the designer is not 
able to assess the cost and programme impact of selecting one option over 
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another. This inhibits the ability of the designer to make an informed decision - this needs to be addressed. 
3. Related to finding number two is the role of the quantity surveyor within the 
project. The current role is one of cost control rather than active participation 
within design process. Cost visibility maybe improved simply by changing the 
quantity surveyor's role to one of establishing the cost implications of each 
option considered. The role should not be one of trying to minimise cost 
necessarily, but rather establishing which option offers the client the best value 
for money. 
4. There is limited buildability visibility when choosing between design options. 
Designer's do not have rigorous methods to establish the ease with which a 
particular option maybe erected. 
5. When choosing between options it is more common for designers to use 
reason drivers which relate to selection on the basis of functional issues. Whilst 
this is absolutely necessary for the successful design of the building, it is also 
important for designers to consider options on the basis of process reason 
drivers. That is, reason drivers such as buildability and their effect on time 
issues (programme). 
6. According to Womack and Jone's (1996) suggestions for lean design (see 
section 2.2.4), design teams should be multidisciplinary and co-located where 
possible. The design teams in this study fell short of both these precepts, 
however, the Gatwick project came closest to achieving it. The BAA framework 
agreement meant that all of the disciplines were available for consultation from 
start of feasibility. Although, it must be stressed that simply putting people 
together, or making them available, does not in itself make a more integrated 
process. The way in which people interact must be revised to accommodate 
the early appointment of all the disciplines, production being a prime example. 
Effective design planning with responsibility allocation can help here. 
7. Value engineering could be a useful tool in a lean design environment. Value 
engineering is used as a means of reducing cost without compromising the 
functionality of the product. 
8. It was found that the most commonly used IT and communication technologies 
being used to support the design decision making process at the system / sub- 
system level are the telephone, fax, CAD and word processor. Further 
consideration should be given to the benefits of three dimensional technologies 
and document management systems and how they can be integrated into the 
design process. It is fundamentally important that the process proceeds the 
technology. A thorough understanding of what the process is trying to achieve 
is crucial to selecting appropriate technology to support and / or facilitate the 
process. 
9. The study demonstrated a useful way of mapping the design decision making 
process with the EDGT. These maps can be considered to be value generation 
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maps as design decisions are the way in which value is added to the product. 
Value generation maps are a subset of Womack and Jone's (1996) value 
stream maps. Value generation maps represent the leanest form of design. 
Design can be considered to be a mixture of value generation - design decisions and design process - the tasks performed to identify and test 
constraints, devise options and ultimately provide sufficient information to the 
designer to make an informed decision. Value stream mapping is required to 
identify waste in the design process. It is important to recognise that there is a 
difference between the decisions that are made and the tasks which form the 
decision making process. 
The three objectives of this investigation were adequately satisfied. Having 
identified the potential to make steps towards a standardised approach to the 
design process, chapter 8 of this thesis will deal with the development of a design 
decision planning tool based on the findings of this study. 
7.16 SUMMARY 
This chapter dealt with the mapping of the design decision making process of 
three live construction projects with an Electronic Data Gathering Tool (EDGT). A 
number of graphs were produced showing: 
Matched design decisions against normalised time 
Cumulative count of design decisions made against normalised time 
Distribution of design decisions (groups of 0.1 normalised time) 
Distribution of design decisions (groups of 0.05 normalised time) 
Who Made the design decisions 
Percentage of design decisions in which the design team members played an 
active role 
" Percentage of design decisions particular constraint categories as impinging 
upon the design process 
" Percentage of design decisions using particular reason categories to choose 
between options 
" Designer's cost visibility 
" The types of meetings where design decisions were made 
" Percentage of design decisions using particular information source types 
" Percentage of design decisions using particular information technology types 
" Percentage of design decisions occurring in each RIBA stage 
A number of tables were produced showing: 
List of system / sub-system level design decisions in order of decision 
occurrence 
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List of system / sub-system level design decisions in order of decision maker 
(defining decision maker roles) 
List of system / sub-system level design decisions that the various disciplines 
were involved in making (defining decision assistance roles -a table for each 
discipline) 
List of system / sub-system level design decisions with corresponding 
constraint and reasons for selection categories 
x Information needs 
It was found that 73 - 80% of system / sub-system level design decisions are 
generic in construction projects. These decisions can be made in different orders 
and at different times during the design process. This information has led to the 
development of a design planning tool which will help improve control of the design 
process,, leading towards a more standardised approach to the design process. 
The development of a design planning tool called Design Decision Planner (DDP) 
is documented in chapter 8. 
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CHAPTER 8 TOWARDS LEAN 
DESIGN: DESIGN 
DECISION PLANNER 
(DDP) 
'The spirit of a building is in its plan. " Liam Boyd, 
Director of Stanley Bragg Partnership. 
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8.1 INTRODUCTION 
Mapping the design decision making process at the system / sub-system level led 
to a number of interesting findings. Perhaps the most significant from a lean 
design perspective is that 73 - 80% of the types of design decisions are generic at 
the system / sub-system level. These decisions can be made in different orders 
and at different times during the design process which indicates a considerable 
degree of flexibility. This knowledge can be used to produce a more detailed 
design planning method that will move the design process towards a more 
standardised approach. Having planned design, measuring progress against 
intended design produces a useful metric. 
8.2 OBJECTIVES 
The objectives then are to: 
1. To create a design decision planning tool that will help to standardise the 
approach to design and improve control of the design process. 
2. The tool should address the order and timing of system / sub-system level 
design decisions. 
3. The tool should address the issue of design responsibility. 
8.3 THEORETICAL BASIS 
Figure 8.1 shows the cumulative count of decisions made against normalised time 
for all three case studies investigated in chapter 7. This shows the incidence of 
system / sub-system design decisions but not what those decisions are. Figures 
7.5 - 7.7 attempt to reconcile the actual decisions by matching decisions across 
pairs of case studies and then plotting them on a normalised time basis. Referring 
back to figure 8.1, a question can be asked, 'what percentage of the design 
decisions were completed halfway through the design periodT. Reading vertically 
upwards from the x-axis to the Bourne curve, say, it can be seen that 
approximately 60% of the decisions had been made. At 20% of the design period, 
7% of decisions, and at 80% design period approximately 92% of design decisions 
had been made. Taking this real data, the 'target' curve and the 'lower boundary' 
curve in figure 8.2 were generated. The target curve shows the percentage of the 
design decisions that the design team should aim to make by a particular point in 
the design process. The lower boundary indicates the level that the design team 
should not fall below for a particular point in time. These curves can be used as a 
means of planning how many of the design decisions should be made during any 
given period of time. Figure 8.3 shows the distribution of the design decisions to be 
made against normalised time. This provides an indication of the design effort 
required over time. 
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Cumulative Count (% 
Cumulative Count of Decisions Made Against Normalised Time 
of Decisions Made) F*--GatMck * Chelmsford w Bourne 
100 -...... ....... ........................ .... . ............ 
---60 
-0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 
Normalised Time (0-1 Represents Design Period) 
Figure 8.2 - Cumulative Count of Design Decisions to be Made Against 
Normalised Time 
Figure 8.1 - Cumulative Count of Decisions Made Against Normalised Time (all 
three case studies) 
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Percentage of Distribution of Design Decisions To Be Made 
Decisions 
-*-Lower Boundary --o-Target 
-1 
20- ----- - 
15- 
10- 
5 
0 
0' 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
Normalised Time 
Figure 8.3 - Distribution of Design Decisions to be Made Against Normalised Time 
Normalised Time 
Period 
0.1 
The cumulative 'target' 
percentage of design decision 
to be completed 
5 [51 
The cumulative 'lower boundary' 
s percentage of design decisions 
to be completed 
2 [21 
0.2 10 [51 4 [21 
0.3 20 [10] 7 [3] 
0.4 40 [201 20 [131 
0.5 60 [201 41 [211 
0.6 80 [201 63 [221 
0.7 90 [101 79 [16] 
0.8 95 [51 90 [ill 
0.9 98131 95 5] 
1.0 1qqj? j- 1 100 [5] 
Table 8.1 - Cumulative 'Target' and 'Lower Boundary' Percentages of Design 
Decisions to be Completed Over Normalised Time 
Table 8.1 shows the cumulative 'target' and 'lower boundary' percentages of 
design decisions to be completed over normalised time, with the percentage of 
design decisions to be made in each time period in square brackets. The values 
are taken from figures 8.2 and 8.3. 
To make use of the curves produced in figure 8.2 the design team needs to 
identify all the system / sub-system level decisions which need to be made for the 
project. This can be achieved with a mixture of the design team's experience and 
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the lists of decisions accumulated in the value generation maps (see chapter 7). It 
is the value generation maps which makes design planning at this level of detail a 
realistic proposition for a professional design team, as the effort required to do this 
for each project would most likely be deemed unacceptable without them. The list 
of design decisions for each case study can be found in appendices G, H and 1. 
The design team can select from the lists those decisions which are pertinent to 
the project, omit those which are not, and produce a new list of any decisions 
specific to the project. One further piece of information is required before planning 
can begin and that is the client's desired completion date. 
8.4 DESIGN DECISION PLANNER (DDP) METHODOLOGY 
The following are the steps necessary for planning design decisions: 
1. Identify the list of system / sub-system level design decisions that have to be 
made for the project. The design planners can use the lists of decisions in 
appendices G, H and I as a basis for this task. Other project specific design 
decisions should also be included. 
2. The design period should then be calculated. The dates will be specified on the 
basis of the client's desired programme. Working backwards from the 
anticipated project completion date an estimation can be made of when the 
design period will start and end. The start of the design period is defined as the 
inception of the project, and the end the of the design period is the anticipated 
date that the contract is to be placed. To calculate normalised time, the 
inception is taken as zero and the end of the design period as 1. A fraction or 
decimal between 0 and 1 represents every other date in between. 
3. Order the list of decisions in the manner that is best suited for the particular 
project. This can be done on experiential basis or using more formal methods 
such as Design Structure Matrix (DSM) (see section 2.5.3.3). Whichever 
method is used careful attention should be given to the interdependencies 
between decisions. It should also be remembered that the design team will use 
this plan to order their work over the design period. This could help value to 
'flow' through the process. 
4. Having ordered the decisions, reference should be made to table 8.1 (or figure 
8.2) 'target' curve, to see how many design decisions should be completed by 
a particular point in time - Count the number of decisions in the list and then 
work out 5%, 10%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 95% and 98%, of that number. 
These percentages represent the cumulative amount of the design decisions 
which need to be completed by the 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 
80% and 90% stage of the design period, respectively. The order of the 
decisions will determine which normalised time period a particular decision will 
fall into. 
5. Each decision should be assigned a 'to be made by date'. This can be done 
coarsely in that every decision that falls into a 10% normalised time period has 
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to be completed by the end of that period, or in a more refined fashion by 
giving each decision an individual date within a particular 10% time period. 
6. The responsibility for each design decision should be allocated to a particular 
discipline. This should help reduce any ambiguity about who is responsible for 
a particular issue. 
Each 10% normalised time period should be clearly marked to make the table 
easy to read. 
8. Continuous monitoring of progress against planned design should be carried 
out. If progress does not match planned design, efforts should be made to 
identify the reasons why. This can then be fed back to the design team / lead 
consultant who can then make the appropriate corrective action. It also 
provides an opportunity for the design team to learn from their mistakes to 
improve performance. 
9. A review of the entire planning process versus the way the design team 
performed should be assessed to find ways of improving design planning and 
design performance. 
Associated with each design decision in the case studies in chapter 6 was 
information identifying, not only the person who made the decision, but also the 
other people who were consulted or made a significant contribution to the decision 
making process. On the basis of this information, checklists could be drawn up for 
each decision of the people who the decision makers have to consult before 
making the final decision. This could also form the basis for an approval system, in 
that the lead consultant will not accept that a particular decision has been made 
until all the appropriate people have made their inputs. This list would also include 
specialist consultants and could lead to consideration about which decisions will 
be particularly sensitive to the local planning authority. This would take a step 
closer to Latham's (1994) desire for design checklists. Similar lists could be drawn 
up for information sources to be consulted and IT tools to be used. 
This approach to planning and controlling the design process has been called 
Design Decision Planner (DDP). 
7. Produce a table of design decisions which is then given to each design team 
member. The table should have the following headings: 
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8.5 WORKED EXAMPLE 
The first step to planning at the design decision level is to identify the system / 
sub-system levels to that need to be made. For the purposes of this example, data 
recorded for the Bourne case study in chapter 7 will be used. The list of decisions 
is taken from table 1.1 in appendix 1. Decisions are normally identified using 
existing lists of decisions such as those in appendices G, H and 1, and also by 
design team experience. The next step is to calculate how many of the design 
decisions have to be made in each 10% of normalised time period. To do this 
count the number of decisions that have to be made, 83 in this example, and refer 
to table 8.1 (or figure 8.2) to establish the distribution of when those decisions 
need to be made over time. Table 8.2 shows the cumulative number of decisions 
that need to be completed over time for this example. The numbers in the square 
brackets represent the number of decisions which have to be made in each 
normalised time period. The design period should then be calculated by working 
backwards from the client's desired completion date. In this example a design 
period of 360 days is assumed starting on the 15t January 1999 (inception) and 
endin .g 27h December 1999 (date of placing contract). This means that one day 
represents 1/360 of normalised time (- 0.0027777). Table 8.3 shows the 
normalised time periods and their equivalent calendar dates. 
Normalised Tim 
Period 
0.1 
e The cumulative 'targe 
percentage of design deci 
to be completed 
5 [51 
t' The cumulative 
sions of design de 
comp 
4 
'target' number 
cisions to be 
leted 
[41 
0.2 
0.3 
10 [5] 
20(101 
8 
17 
[4] 
[9] 
0.4 40 [201 33 [ 161 
0.5 60 [201 50 [ 171 
0.6 80 [201 66 [ 161 
0.7 90 [10] 75 -- [91 
0.8 95 [51 79 [4 
0.9 98 F3j 81 (2) 
1.0 100(21 83 [2) 
Table 8.2 - Worked Example: The Number of Decisions That Need To Be 
Completed Over Time 
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Table 8.3 - Normalised Time Periods and Their Equivalent Calendar Dates 
The design decisions then have to be ordered in the manner that best suits the 
particular project. For this example the order in which the decisions were made in 
the Bourne project has been retained. This can be done by hand, based on the 
experience of the design team, or by using more formal methods such as DSM 
(see section 2.5.3.3). The decisions then need to be broken down into normalised 
design periods based on the figures calculated in table 8.2. This provides an 
appropriate distribution of design decision making over time. Individual decisions 
can then be assigned dates for when they have to be completed within the 
boundaries of a particular design period (see table 8.4). For the purposes of this 
example each decision was uniformly spread throughout the design period. For 
example, a 10% design period represents 36 days. Taking 0-0.1 normalised 
time, 4 decisions have to be made which means that the first will be made 9 days 
after inception, the second 18 days after inception, the third 27 days, and so on. 
This assumes an equal amount of design effort is required for each of the 
decisions. Experienced designers should be able to modify the dates to account 
for the variation in design effort required. 
The responsibility for each decision should then be assigned to particular 
disciplines. The disciplines shown in table 8.4 are the people who actually made 
the decisions in the Bourne case study. It is important that all disciplines are made 
aware of the design plan and agree the assigned responsibilities. Progress should 
be monitored against planned design, with any deviation from the plan being 
highlighted and discussed. Any modifications to the plan should be distributed to 
the rest of the design team. 
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Decisio 
Numbe 
I 
n Bourne Design Decision Made 
r 
Extent of demolition on site - buildings at ground level 
Decision 
Maker 
Architect 
Normalised 
Time 
Period 
0.1 
Completion 
Date 
(Normalised) 
0.025 1 
Completion 
Date 
(Calendar) 
10-Jan-99: 
2 Extent of the ground level demolition IDeveloper 0.1 0.05 19-Jan-991 
3 Have two access points (1 service road entrance/exit, and I Highways 
1 customer car parking entrancelexit) 
! Engineer 
0.1 0.0751 28-Jan-99: 
4 Structural bay / grid dimensions Architect 0.1 0.11 06-Feb-99'! 
5 Footprint of initial building design i Architect i 0.2 0.125! 15-Feb-99'i 
6 Selection of the frame system / material Architect 0.2 0.151 24-Feb-99! 
7 ! Customer & staff car parking surface material selection IDeveloper 1 0.2 0.1751 05-Mar-99' 
8 Landscaping approach (decision for 30k budget) Architect 0.2 0.2! 14-Mar-99' 
9 Selection of lift system for loading bay IDeveloper 0.3 0.211111111 18-Mar-99,, 
10 Selection of the roof system I material Developer 0.3 0.222222222 22-Mar-99', 
II Selection of internal skin material Developer .3 0.233333333 
26-Mar-99I 
12 Arrangement of the roof structure IDeveloper 0.3 0.244444444 30i-Mar-991 
13 Selection of the roof structure type Developer 0.3 0.255555556 03-Apr-99 
14 Arrangement of the roof system/ profile !. Developer 0.3 0.266666667 07-Apr-991 
15 Selection of external skin system / material IDeveloper 0.3 0.277777778 11 -Apr-991 
16 ! Type of fire compartmentation to be used (partition wall - 113eveloper 
between sales and domestic) I II 
0.3 0.288888889 1 5-Apr-99' 1 
17 1 Type of internal partition wall used (to define areas of 
space for different uses) 
I Developer 
Ii 
- 0.3 0.3 
I 
19-Apr-99 
18 ! Surface finish of service yard 
ýStructural 
iEngineer 
0.4 0.30625' 21-Apr-99" 
19 Position of service bays Client - 
Sainsbury 
OA 0.31251 23-Apr-99' 
20 Specifying the amount of glazing required lArchitect 0.4 0.318751 25-Apr-99i 
21 CCTV (inte mally only) ic I lient - 
ry i Sainsbu 
0.4 0.325 
i 
i 28-Apr-99' i 
22 Telecommunications specification (telephones, computer Client- 
lines, Granada satellite system) Sainsbury 
0.4 0.33125! 30-Apr-99'! 
23 Customer & staff car parking location Architect 0.4 0.3375! 02-May-99 
24 ! Selection of substructure system / material Structural 
Engineer 
0.4 0.34375 04-May-99 
25 1 Selection of the floor system / configuration IStructural 
jEngineer 
0.4 0.351 07-May-99! 
26 Selection floor finish (concrete floor finish - not final finish) Contractor 0.4 0.356251 09-May-99' 
27 Configuration I Layout of the structure ! Architect I 
0.4 0.3625 iII -May-99' iI 
28 Positioning the service meter cupboard IServices 
Engineer 
0.4 0.36875,13-May-99 
29 Extent of the below ground level demolition iStructura, I Engineer 
0.4 0.375 1 16-May-99 i 
30 Decision to have an acoustic screen around exposed 
plant 
lArchitect 
i 
0.4 0.38125' 18-May. 99, I 
31 Location of plant room I Client - 
ry jSainsbu 
OA 0.3875! 20-May-99 i 
32 Configuration of ventilation system Services I 
Engineer 
OA 0.39375 22-May-99 Ii 
33 Location of the substation IServices 
Engineer 
0.4 0.4 25-May-99i 
34 IType of ventilation system selected ! Senýices 
I Engineer 
0.5 0.405882353 I 1 27-May-991 I 
1 35 lRendered panel in external skin lArchitect 0.5 0.411764706 1 29-May-99 i 
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36 IThe organisaton of internal space Client - i 
Sainsbury 
0.5 0.417647059 31-May-99, 
37 Decision to have open /closed plant Client - 
iSainsbury 
0.5 0.423529412 02-Jun-99ý 
38 Location of service yard iClient- i Sainsbury 
- 
0.5 0.429411765 04-Jun-991 
i 
39 Location of the lift system FC lient - 
Sainsbury 
0.5 0.4352941 i8 06-Jun-991 
ype of fire compartmentation to be used (partition wall - Rout between rates and domestic) ! Architect 
0.5 0.441176471 08, Jun-99', 
41 Decided to include a pedestrian walkway canopy Architect 0.5 0.447058824 10-Jun-99" 
42 Selection of the root system Jr material for the plant room ! Contractor 0.5 0.452941176 13-Jun-99 
43 Arrangement of external skin - depth of wall (size of 
cavity) 
! Architect 
I 
0.5 0.4588M529 15, Jun-99 
44 Selection of Insulation type Architect 0.5 0.464705882 17, Jun-99, 
45 Gas capacity Services jEngineer 0.5 0.470588235 19-juW--991 
46 Routing of water supply (decided to route with other -- 
services) 
IServices 
jEngineer 
0.5 0.476470588 21-Jun-951i 
47 lWatercapacity Services 
jEngineer 
0.5 0-482352941 23-Jun-991 
48 'Routing of gas supply (decided to route with other 
services) 
i Services 
Engineer 
1 294 25-Jun-99'ý 
49 ! Selection of insulation material for the roof lContractor 0.5 0.494117647 27-Jun-991 
50 1 To allow for duct runs, refrigeration pipes and power 
supply to checkout within the arrangement of the Isubstructure 
Client - 
ry 
! 
Sainsbu 
i 
0.5 30-Jun-99i 
51 1 Dimension between extemal skin and gddiine ! Contractor 0.6 0.506251 02-Jul-99i 
52 Specification of the building footprint / configuration Architect 0.6 0.51251 04-Jul-991 
53 Final footprint for building design Client i 
Sainsbury 
0.6 0.518751 I 06-Jul-991 i 
54 Paving material selection ! Architect 0.6 0.5251 09-jul-991 
55 Selection of car parking fighting system I Architect 1 0.6 1 0.531251 11-jul-991 
56 External signage configuration 'Client -1 ISainsbury 
I 
0.53751 13-Jul-991 
57 i'Extemal skin - architectural features lArchitect 0.6 0.54375:, 15-Jul-99i 
58 'Selection of material for external skin jArchitect 1 0.6 0.551 18, jul-992 
59 jTo include wind catchers in the roof system 
i 
Client - iSainsbury 0.6 0.55625' 20-Jul-99' 
60 Specification of internal doors i Fitou 
Architect 
0.6 0.56251 22-Jul-99 
61 Selection of the final floor finish Rout jArchitect 0.6 0.568751 I 24-Jul-991 i 
62 Cut and fill exercise required to level off the site (store 
level on site) 
Contractor II 0.6 0.5751 
I 
27-Jul-991 I 
63 Bracing to steel frame (amount and arrangement) I Structural 
jEngineer 
0.6 0.581251 294ul-991 
64 Escape routes defined Ttout 
lArchitect 
0.6 0.5875 31-Jul-99 
65 Fire protection for structural steel lFitout 
! Architect 
0.6 0.593751 02-Aug-99! 
66 Fire compartmentation Fitout 
Architect 
0.6 0.61 05-Aug-99 
67 Routing of electrical services Services 
Engineer 
0.7 0.611111111 09-Aug-991 
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68 Specification of public access doors 
. 
Rout 
Architect 
0.7 0.622222 222 ' 13-Aug-99 
69 Routing of soiled water drain (roof and landscape water 
run off) 
Structural 
Engineer 
0.7 0.633333333 0.63333 333 
[ E 
3 17-Aug-99 
70 Capacity of soiled water drain (roof and la ndscape water 
run off 
IStructural 
jEngineer 
0.7 0 . 64444 4444 
- 21-Aug-99 
71. Capacity of foul water drain Structural 
Engineer 
0.7 0.655555556 25-Aug-99: 
72 Routing of foul water drain Structural 
Eng ineer 
0.7 0.666666667 29-Aug-99 
73 Selection of roof drainage system l ntr ctor Cont 
.. 
0.7 0.677M778 7 02-Sep-991 
.1 74 The decision to include recycling facilities on the service 
road - Le. toservice yard 
Client - 
Sainsbury 
0.7 . 688888889 06-Sep-991; 
75 Decision to incorporate a gas permeable membrane into I 
the substructure 
Structural 
Engineer 
0.7 0.7 10-Sep-99i 
76 
- 
Car park drainage system l 
- 
Architect 0.8 0.7251 19-S ep-99 i 
7 7 FpFe cification of means of escape doors l Architect 1 0.8 0.751 28-Sep-991 
78 Specif cation of service doors j Architect 1 0.8 1 0.7751 07-Oct-99i 
79 Selection of store perimeter lighting FS-ervices 
Engineer 
0.8 0.8! 16-Oct-99! 
80 Selection of the type of windows / glazing I Architect 0.9 0.651 V, 1-NUV-%$d i 
81 Specification of service yard gate j Architect 1 0.9 1 0.91 21-Nov-99' 
82 Enclosure type for substation ! Architect 1 0.951 09-Dec-99! 
83 Capacity of the substation I Developers 
a 
1 11 -27-Dec-991 I 
Table 8.4 - Worked Example: List of System / Sub-System Level Design 
Decisions by Split into Appropriate Normalised Time Periods 
8.6 IMPLEMENTATION 
The implementation of Design Decision Planner (DDP) will largely be dependent 
upon how a particular project has been initiated. In an ideal world all design 
specialists would be known at the start of the project and, even if not actively 
involved in the design, would be available for consultation. In this situation the 
design team should gather together and discuss the planning of the design 
process in a dedicated meeting. The team should discuss the best order for the 
decisions to be made in, identify any project specific decisions and assign 
appropriate responsibilities to those most competent to deal with them. Discussion 
could also include refining the 'dates that decisions have to be made by'. However, 
in most situations the whole design team is unlikely to be known from the outset. 
At inception, perhaps only the client and architect will be involved, as in the cases 
of Chelmsford and Bourne. In this situation the tool should be used to cover just 
those aspects of design (particular decisions) that the client wishes the designer to 
consider, with all responsibility assigned to the single discipline. The tool should be 
used again to refine the original plan as other disciplines come on board and / or 
the scope of the project changes. 
The tool is most likely to be used by the lead consultant on a project. It should be 
the responsibility of a single individual whether the lead consultant or somebody 
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nominated by the lead consultant. For the purposes of this thesis this person will 
be known as the 'design planner'. It is vital that the design planner makes sure that 
everybody is aware of the decisions that have been assigned to each discipline 
and that they are happy with the timing of those decisions. Every discipline should 
be given a copy of the plan to work from. Any modifications to the plan should be 
made through the design planner who can then issue an updated version, 
ensuring that everybody concerned is made aware of the changes that have been 
made. It may be that a graphical version of the tool can be developed to aid in the 
visualisation of design planning. Alternatively, the tool could be translated into a 
Gantt chart with the decision milestones clearly visible. Design progress should be 
assessed at each design team meeting. Any deviation from the plan should be 
reported and the reasons why divulged to the team. This allows the design team to 
take corrective action on issues arising. It also allows the design planner to make 
any modifications required to the design plan. 
8.7 SYSTEMATISATION 
DDP could be systematised into a computer programme. This ultimately must be 
the aim of the design planning approach to assist both design control and planning 
transparency. Through system atisation, a read only version of the plan could be 
located on a project website / network that every design team member could gain 
access to. Systematisation could also help with the idea of an approvals system 
which requires confirmation of inputs from various disciplines for each decision. 
Not only could check lists of people be included but also of particular pieces of 
information that have to be found or tools that have to be used. Associated with 
each of these pieces of information there could be a number of hyperlinks that 
direct designers to online resources such as the appropriate design standards, 
building regulations, etc. As a decision is finalised there could be a simple 
calculation performed that automatically charts the progress of the design team. 
The tool could also be used to flag up decisions which have not been made yet but 
are approaching the 'to be completed by dates'. A different indicator could be used 
for those decisions which have not been made and have exceeded their 'to be 
completed by dates'. Both of these indicators should stimulate the design team to 
deal with those particular design decisions. With an appropriate Graphical User 
Interface (GUI) a systematised version of DIDP could provide a more user friendly 
approach to design planning and aid in the visualisation of the plan. 
Systernatisation would also help facilitate modifications to the plan and reusability 
for the next project. A number of lists of decisions could be stored which could be 
used as templates for certain types of project. The design team / planner would 
then only have to consider how each project deviated from the appropriate 
template because of its unique characteristics. If there was sufficient divergence 
from all available templates, that project could serve as a template for future 
projects. 
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8.8 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A tool has been presented which aids design planning at the system / sub-system 
level for construction projects. Its feasibility lies in the finding that there are over 
73% generic design decisions between construction projects. This undermines the 
commonly held view that each construction project is unique. It is of course unique 
at the detailed level, however, it is the types of decisions that have to be made that 
are common across projects. The tool will be easy to use until there is a paradigm 
shift in the way buildings are produced. A paradigm shift would require an analysis 
to identify the new set of decisions that are common to construction projects or, 
indeed, to see if there is still a generic set of decisions. The tool could still be used 
without a generic set of decisions, it just means that more effort would be required 
by the design team at the beginning of each project, which might be deemed 
unacceptable. The tool is presented in longhand form. It is envisaged that for 
practical purposes it will be systematised into software to expand its potential and 
to facilitate some of the ideas expressed in section 8.7. Making use of design 
decision templates, whether in longhand or systematised forrri, could help to 
standardise the approach to construction design. This does not mean to 
standardise design itself, that is the creative aspects of design, but rather the way 
in which design is perceived at the project team, or organisation level. This is an 
important step in creating a lean design environment. Measuring progress against 
planned design will help to create a stronger culture of project review which is 
another important component of lean product development (Heilman, 1999). 
The development of DDP should help dispel the belief amongst designers that 
Coles (1990) found that design planning is not possible. 
The significance of the findings of the entire research project in relation to the 
objectives of the study are presented in chapter 9. 
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'There is no point in asking people to tender who are 
consistently uncompetitive. People who are coming fifth 
and sixth on our list evety time would not be asked 
again as they are taking up space from somebody who 
couldbe competitive. " Sean Horkan, BAA Lynton p1c. 
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A study has been conducted into the application of lean thinking to construction 
design. The investigation consisted of researching work previously conducted in 
the. field by other researchers to identify the state of the art. The change order 
request system was examined to gain first insights into waste in construction 
design and to gauge the size of the opportunity for the application of lean thinking. 
An Electronic Data Gathering Too] (EDGT) was then developed to allow further 
exploration of the design decision making process in construction at the system / 
sub-system level. The EDGT was used on three live construction projects to 
record data about design decision making. From this data a design planning tool, 
Design Decision Planner (DDP), was created to help improve control of the design 
process and lead to a more standardised approach, together with other 
recommendations to make construction design lean. 
The success of this study should be considered with due reference to the 
objectives of the work. The objectives stated at the beginning of this thesis are as 
follows: ' 
1. Apply lean thinking principles to construction design. 
2. Assess the potential benefits of lean construction design. 
3. Make recommendations on becoming 'lean' (for construction design). 
9.1.1 The Application of Lean Thinking Principles to Construction Design 
The general themes of the work are outlined in the first objective. To ensure that 
this aim was fulfilled a comprehensive literature survey was conducted into both 
lean thinking and design to establish the current understanding of both themes 
(see chapters 2 and 3). 
9.1.2 Potential Benefits of Lean Construction Design 
The second objective was met in two ways. Firstly, the literature survey identified 
the types of benefits that the application of lean thinking has led to in 
manufacturing, and to some extent, construction. From the examples cited, lean 
thinking reputedly leads to big increases in sales per employee, reduces lead 
times - both product development and the production of individual articles, 
reduction in inventories - both in-process and finished goods, less space required 
and a simplified supply chain. This is through the application of lean thinking 
throughout the organisation, however, not just one process such as design. The 
literature is useful in that it is indicative of the types of improvements that can be 
expected and, indeed, suggestive of the routes that can be taken to achieve some 
of the benefits of lean thinking. However, further steps were necessary to quantify 
the potential savings that could be made through the application of lean thinking to 
construction design specifically. The second approach taken was to identify a 
waste stream in the design process, calculate the impact that it has on 
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construction projects, and deduce the magnitude of the opportunity to make cost 
savings by making construction design lean. 
The type of waste identified was change orders. It was found that change orders 
cost between 5.1% and 7.6% of the total project cost for the well managed and 
successful projects studied. These figures are likely to be an underestimate for 
typical projects by virtue of the case histories alleged success. Also, the figures 
are based solely on direct costs to the project and take no account of the impact 
on productivity, disruption and the programme. It is also important to note that 
change orders only constitute one type of waste in construction design and that 
the addition of other waste components will add to the level of inefficiency. It may 
be, however, that other types of waste do not impact projects in the same order of 
magnitude. Nevertheless, change orders represent significant sums of money 
which should be of great concern to construction companies and clients. It was 
also found that an average of 63%, with a high of 95%, of the cost of change 
orders were due to process issues, that is, reasons that were in the control of the 
design team, or that the design team could impact. This suggests that better 
control of the design process could lead to significant savings and smoother 
running of the entire construction project. 
9.1.3 Recommendations for Construction Design to Become Lean 
The following recommendations to make construction design lean, are made on 
the basis of the findings from the literature survey (chapters 2 and 3), the change 
order request analysis (chapter 5), mapping the design decision making process at 
the system / sub-system level (chapter 7) and the development of a design 
planning tool (chapter 8). 
1 It has been observed that there is a deficiency in design planning in 
construction projects. This observation is corroborated in the literature. This 
can lead to insufficient information being available to complete design tasks 
and inconsistencies with construction documents (Formoso et al, 1998). 
Indeed, the design process needs to be better controlled to reduce the effects 
of complexity and uncertainty. A method called Design Decision Planner (DDP) 
has been developed which should lead to increased control of the design 
process. Design planning is centred on decisions that have to be made to add 
value to the product. The tool was developed on the basis of the finding that 
between 73 - 80% of design decisions made at the system / sub-system level 
are generic across construction projects. The tool uses lists of decisions which 
were recorded during the data gathering exercise as a starting point to identify 
the list of decisions that is peculiar to the project under consideration. The 
entire design team should be involved in design planning with the ultimate 
responsibility assigned to one individual - the 'design planner'. The order and 
timing of decisions is specified and the responsibility for individual decisions 
assigned to appropriate design disciplines. This leads to a more clearly defined 
and transparent process. It is also envisaged that this will lead to a more 
standardised approach to construction design. 
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2. Additional value stream mapping may be appropriate to assess the tasks that 
need to be performed for each design decision. It may help to identify the 
information needs of each discipline for any particular decision. It could also 
help value 'flow'through the design process. 
3. When choosing between design options, designers need to concentrate more 
on process issues such as the difference in lead times, cost of each option and 
ease of buildability. Most options were found to be selected on the basis of 
functional criteria. Whilst functional issues are imperative, any design options 
which meet the technical specification should then be considered largely on the 
basis of process criteria rather than superior function. 
4. Another deficiency observed in construction design was the lack of cost and 
programme visibility when choosing between options at the time of making the 
decisions. This needs to be addressed. One way of tackling the issue could be 
to redefine the role of the quantity surveyor from cost controller to a more 
integrated role of 'value for money assessor'. The assessor would work more 
closely with the designers, costing each of the design options considered and 
try to match this with what the client values. 
5. The early appointment of the various design professionals would mean that 
there is a larger pool of expertise to draw upon from the outset of the project. 
Co-locating the team would also lead to greater synergy between disciplines 
and reduce the problems associated with information transactions. Co-location 
of teams for construction projects may not always be possible especially when 
designers are working on other projects. In this situation the use of appropriate 
IT may help ease the problem. A caveat to this issue is that the 'design 
process', or the interaction between designers, must be the primary issue 
when selecting / devising IT tools to support design activity. 
6. It was also apparent that there is a lack of formal methods for rigorously 
assessing the buildability of design options. This suggests that buildability is 
also a blind spot for designers. This should be the subject of further research, 
however, in the short-term, the early appointment, or designation, of 
construction professionals may help ease this issue. 
7. The change order request system could be redesigned with process 
improvement in mind. Any system employed should seek to establish the root 
causes of change orders as well as offering traceability for contract issue 
design changes. The data produced by the system should be analysed 
regularly to flag up problem work packages during a project, and process 
deficiencies in a post project review. 
9.2 RESEARCH ACHIEVEMENTS I MAIN FINDINGS 
The following is a brief summary of the main findings from chapters 5,6,7 and 8 of 
this thesis. 
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9.2.1 From the Change Order Request Analysis (Chapter 5) 
1. Change orders constitute waste in construction design and are symptomatic of 
problems occurring within the design process. The data studied does not 
specifically identify what the problems are but rather points an 'accusatory 
finger'towards process issues in the early decision making process. 
2. Change orders cost between 5.1% and 7.6% of the total project cost for the 
well managed and successful projects studied. These figures are likely to be 
an underestimate for typical projects by virtue of the case histories alleged 
success. 
3. It was found that an average of 63% (with a high of 95%) of the cost of change 
orders related to process issues, on the basis of the projects studied. 
4. A means of showing the cumulative affects of change orders on a construction 
project has been demonstrated. The technique considers the incidence of 
change orders and cost build up on a work package basis over a normalised 
time axis. This approach facilitates comparisons of dissimilar work packages 
within a project, and similar work packages across projects. 
5. It was found that the change order request process was aimed primarily at 
handling the contractual implications of late design changes rather than a 
process improvement tool. 
6. The change order request system could be modified to incorporate a process 
improvement philosophy, whilst containing sufficient elements of the existing 
system to control the modification of contract issue design changes. 
9.2.2 Developing the Electronic Data Gathering ToW (EDGT) (Chapter 6) 
1. A data gathering tool was designed and systematised in Microsoft Access 97TM 
to map the design decision making process in construction projects. 
2. The data recorded can be split into three broad areas: decision factors, 
process factors and administrative issues. The decision factors are those 
which relate directly to the decision, such as specifying decision, constraints, 
options and reasons for selecting / rejecting options. Process factors are those 
which relate to how the decision was made: who made the decision, who else 
was involved, what IT tools and information sources were used to help support 
the decision making process. Administrative issues are to do with identification 
of data to help at the analysis stage. 
3. The data collected facilitates the comparison of construction projects and 
allows a generic set of decisions to be identified. These decisions can be 
compared on the basis of time to see whether they were made in the same or 
similar order, and made at about the same time during the design period. 
4. The EDGT could be adapted and used as a QA tool. 
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9.2.3 From the Mapping of the Design Decision Making Process (Chapter 7) 
1. There is 73 - 80% design decision commonality across projects at the system / 
sub-system level. These decisions were made in different orders and at 
different times during the design process. This means that the timing and 
ordering of decisions is variable. 
2. There is limited cost and programme visibility when choosing between design 
options when making a particular design decision. That is the designer is not 
able to assess the cost and programme impact of selecting one option over 
another. 
3. Related to finding number two is the role of the quantity surveyor within the 
project. The current role is one of cost control rather than active participation 
within design process. Cost visibility maybe improved simply by changing the 
quantity surveyor's role to one of establishing the cost implications of each 
option considered. 
4. There is limited buildability visibility when choosing between design options. 
5. When choosing between options it is more common for designers to use 
reason drivers which relate to selection on the basis of functional issues rather 
than process issues. 
6. It was found that the most commonly used IT and communication technologies 
being used to support the design decision making process at the system / sub- 
system level are the telephone, fax, CAD and word processor. 
7. The study demonstrated a useful way of mapping the design decision making 
process with the EDGT. These maps can be considered to be value generation 
maps as design decisions are the way in which value is added to the product. 
Value generation maps are a subset of Womack and Jone's (1996) value 
stream maps. 
9.2.4 Developing Design Decision Planner (DDP) (Chapter 8) 
1. A design planning tool has been developed for system / sub-system level 
design decisions. This tool has been called Design Decision Planner (DDP). 
2. Its usefulness lies in the finding that 73 - 80% of the types of design decisions 
at this level are generic across construction projects. 
3. The incidence of design decision making follows a standard 'S' curve when 
plotted against a normalised time axis regardless of the composition of the 
design team or contractual arrangement. 
4. The distribution of the timing of decisions has been identified. DDP indicates 
the number of decisions that should be made within each 10% normalised time 
period. 
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5. The timing of individual decisions within 10% normalised time periods can be 
specified. 
6. 'The ordering of design decisions is variable and can be tailored to each 
project. This can be achieved through design team experience and / or formal 
methods such as Design Structure Matrix (DSM). 
7. The responsibility for particular decisions is assigned to specific design team 
members. 
8. IDIDP can be systernatised to increase its functionality and accessibility. It could 
also be used to incorporate an approvals system. 
9. IDIDP can be used to improve control and visibility of the design decision 
making process. 
10. IDIDP could lead to a more standardised approach to construction design which 
is an important component of lean product development. 
11. Measuring progress against planned design is a useful process metric. 
9.3 THE VALUE OF THIS WORK 
The value of this work can be split into two categories: the immediate benefits to 
the construction industry and the contribution to the deposit of knowledge which, in 
the long-term, may help to shape future research. The immediate benefits to the 
industry lie in the adoption of some or all of the recommendations for making 
construction design lean. In particular, making use of DDP to plan and control the 
design process. The tool will help to define design responsibilities, the timing and 
ordering of decisions and also to make the process more transparent. DIDP will 
also help to make the approach to construction design more standardised. 
Ultimately, the real value of IDIDP will be defined by how useful the tool is to the 
construction industry, and how widely it is adopted. The problem here often lies 
with the willingness of designers to try a new approach rather than 'do things the 
way they have always been done. As the tool has only recently been created it 
has not yet been tried on any construction projects and, as such, the usefulness 
can only be measured against people's initial impression: 
"The concept of such a guide is most welcome and should be a useful tool for the 
industry. " Deborah Lazarus, Associate Director, Ove Arup & Partners Research & 
Development. 
"It is a good idea and will get better the more it is used and as data bases [of 
design decisions and related data] improve. " Huw Thomas, Sir Norman Foster & 
Partners. 
"Very novel approach to design management and must be worth publishing in a 
journal. " Stuart Alexander, WSP Consulting Engineers. 
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'The guide could be useful if used on day one of the design process ... Th e 
effectiveness of the guide, together with its usefulness, will only become apparent 
in practice if a change in the culture of the design process is made to accept such 
a guide. " Peter Mullen, Taylor Woodrow Construction, Engineering Division. 
The construction industry could also respond to the recommendation that more 
emphasis be placed upon process issues when making choices between design 
options. That is, how the design decision will impact other down stream processes. 
It might also be possible, in the short-term, to address the issue of making 
construction expertise available in the early design stages. A key issue for the 
industry in responding to this, and similar work, is for them to change their view of 
design from a process of conversion to one where waste does exist. Huovila et als' 
(1994) view of design as conversion, flow and value generation could help in this 
issue. It is, however, crucially important to realise the significance of design and its 
effect on other phases of the construction project. 
With regard to the deposit of knowledge, a summary of the findings of this work 
has been outlined in this chapter. Recommendations for further work have been 
made on the basis of these findings, and are detailed in chapter 10. 
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CHAPTER 10RECOMMEDATIONS 
FOR FURTHER 
WORK 
'WeW have to wear different shoes, I'm sure. Plenty of 
people are trying to put networks into carpets to make 
buildings more productive and better used. " Huw 
Thomas, Sir Norman Foster and Partners (on the 
future of buildings). 
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10.1 FURTHER STEPS ON THE ROAD TO LEAN DESIGN 
The voice of the customer is a crucial aspect of lean product development. It was 
anticipated when developing the EDGT that it would be possible to investigate the 
voice of the customer (client's needs) by studying the incidence of the identification 
of functional requirements by designers, but due to limitations of resources, it was 
only possible to focus on design decision making. It was hoped that it would be 
possible to make links between the designer's ability to identify functional 
requirements and the subsequent decision making process which takes place. To 
some extent this has already been investigated through research related to QFD 
(see section 2.5.3.1). However, according to Huovila et al (1995(l)), the tool can 
be quite difficult and laborious to use. Further research could be conducted into 
this area looking at the links between identifying functional requirements and 
design decision making, with the intention of developing more intuitive methods to 
encapsulate the voice of the client that would be better suited to construction 
designers. 
An interesting discovery from mapping the design decision making process was 
that construction designers are still largely dependent upon fax, CAD, telephones 
and word processors to support decision making. It would seem that there is only a 
partial adoption of three dimensional technologies and use of e-mail and the 
internet. Further study into the IT and communication technological needs of 
designers should be conducted. The work should perhaps centre on the designer's 
needs rather than cutting edge computer technology. That is, it is crucial to 
understand the process of design to be able to facilitate it effectively. Another 
issue arising from the process maps is the cost and programme visibility of 
designers when choosing between design options. It would seem from the study 
that designers have a very limited ability to assess how each option will impact the 
project in terms of cost and time. This should certainly be the subject of further 
study. Related to this is how the quantity surveyor is integrated into the design 
process. Currently, the role appears to be that of cost controller which does not 
seem to be the full potential of the position. Research could be undertaken with a 
view to redefining the role to one of assessing the value for money of each design 
option produced. This would require the quantity surveyor to work more closely 
with each design discipline. Another issue related to cost and time visibility is that 
of buildability. It would also seem that designers have limited means of assessing 
the buildability of design options. The development of rigorous means of 
comparing the buildability of options would help support the decision making 
process. The problem could be eased by considering how construction 
professionals can be integrated into the early design phases and how the cost 
contractual issues can be overcome. 
One issue that this work did not address was the interdependencies between 
design decisions and the corresponding information needs of each design 
discipline. This is being addressed to some extent, however, by Austin et al 
(1999). This is a very important issue to ensure the smooth running of design 
projects. The absence of correct information often leads to design delays. Design 
delays are a type of waste in the product development process. This study 
identified change orders as a significant source of waste in construction design, 
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further work should be instigated to establish other types of waste in the design 
process. The view of design as conversion, flow and value generation (Huovila et 
al, 1994) may help in this respect. The need for change orders in construction is a 
significant type of waste because of the consequences that can occur in the 
production phase. One interesting finding from chapter 5, is that the system used 
to facilitate late design changes does not collect data with the intention of 
improving the design decision making process. Research into a new change order 
request system could be conducted which facilitates contract issue design 
changes but also seeks out root causes of change orders, with a view to improving 
design efficiency. A systematised version could be used as a real time project 
management tool. 
Another interesting avenue of research would be to holistically apply the five stage 
change management approach to construction companies, as advocated by 
Womack and Jones. It would be interesting to see if the same results that were 
gained in the manufacturing sector can be achieved by their construction 
counterparts. It would also be interesting to see what impact this would have on 
organisation at the project level. Whilst this is of interest from an academic 
perspective, it would of course be a cause of concern for company directors. 
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hftp: //Www. bath. ac. uk/Depadments/ManaqemenYresearch/agile/home. htm (June 1999) 
Salford University - Department of Surveying 
hftp: //www. salford. ac. uk/surve (June 1999) 
Reading University - Construction Management and Engineering 
http: //www. construct. rdq. ac. uk/ (June 1999) 
South Bank University - Construction Management Research Group 
hftp: //www. pse. sbu. ac. uk/cmra JDefault. htm (June 1999) 
Loughborough University - Department of Civil and Building Engineering 
hftp: //Www. lut. ac. uk/departments/Cv/ (June 1999) 
Finland 
Technical Research Centre in Finland (VTT) 
hftp: //www. vtt. fVcic/projects/star/star. htmi (June 1999) 
Australia 
Newcastle University 
Gold Coast University 
Griffith University 
Australia's Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation 
(CS1110) Building, Construction & Engineering 
hHp: //www. dbce. csiro. au/ (June 1999) 
Construction Industry Institute (CII) 
hftp: //www. unisa. edu. au/construction/ (June 1999) 
Lean Construction 
International Group for Lean Construction 
hftp: //www. vtt. fVrte4ean/ (June 1999) 
Based in Finland 
Lean Construction Institute 
hftp: //www. leanconstruction. or (June 1999) 
USA Branch of above (same people) 
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Lean Enterprise Research Centre (Cardiff University) 
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Construction Industry Research and Information Association (CIRIA) 
hftp: //www. ciria. orq. ukrindex. htm (June 1999) 
European Construction Institute 
hftp: /finfo. lut. ac. uk/depadments/cv/ecirindex. htmi? 39,2 (June 1999) 
Building Research Establishment UK 
hftp: //www. bre. co. uk/ (June 1999) 
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Building Details 
Name of Building Cranfield University Heathrow Cargo 
Library Building 649 
Project Type Construction Construction 
Building Type Public sector Commercial for let / lease 
Location Home Counties Heathrow Airport 
Floor Area 3000 M, Warehouses - 4400 M2 
Offices - 2100 0 
m 
Offices -4 
Type of Brick 
Construction Steel Frame 
Concrete In-situ concrete sub- 
Frame structure and columns 
Prolded steel 
Roof Type Steel truss Kalzip aluminum 
Distinctive 60m span trusses to 
Features warehouse. Elevated 
transfer vehicle 
Construction Planning 
Type of Contract Management contract JCT 
Length of Phase Planned 13 months 9 months 
Construction 
Pre-eng. 6 months Steel frame components 
fabricated off-site during 
con truction phase 
Time of Structural Same time as Architect 12 months after Architect 
Introduction to Engineer 
Project of Quantity Before Architect 10 months after Architect 
Disciplines Surveyor 
WE Consult. 1 month after Architect 14 months after Architect 
Others Contractor - 17 months 
after Architect 
Approx. Balance Off -site 45.7% 
of Work (By Value) On-site 54.3% 
No. of Contractors 22 (Inc. management contractor) 
No. of Work 21 
Packages 
Table A. 1 - Cranfield and Heathrow Building Details and Construction Planning 
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Design Features 
Level of Design Medium Medium*** 
Innovation Materials Low Medium- 
ýZsembly Medium Medium 
Level of Architect None None 
Output from CAD 
to Main 
Contractor 
Construction Stage 
Site Access Easy Difficult 
Building Access Easy Easy 
(For Fit-out Phase) 
Compliance to Work Curtain Block' Fit-** Mechanical Steel Cladding Fit- Mechanical 
Programme Package Walling Work out Services Frame out Services 
fime over 4 4 36 (delay) 1100 
(wks) 
Programme 2Y2 3 3 --- 
Length (mths) 
Cost 
Labour Turnover Not known Not known 
No. of Al's Cost 
Issued 295 174 Al's issued E6,782 
45 Struct. RFI's E3,036 
31 Mech. RFI's E3,200 
17 Elect. RA's E1,300 
13 Public Health 
RFI's E2,350 
Key Personnel Notknown All new personnel 
Who Worked on this project 
Togetheron 
Previous Projects 
Delay caused by delay in curtain walling 
Part of delay caused by delay in curtain walling 
Building has a high energy efficiency 
Table A. 2 - Cranfield and Heathrow Design Features and Construction Stage 
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Building Details 
Name of Building Marks & Spencer Aylesbury Shopping 
Centre 
Project Type Refurbishment/ 
Extension 
Buildinq Type Retail Retail 
Location Preston - Lancashire Aylesburv, Buc; (inqhamshire 
FloorArea 966mz - Extension 44219m2 
511 Om2 - Refu rb. 
Height - 23m 
No. of Storeys 34 
Type of Brick 
Construction Steel Frame 
(encased in concrete) 
Concrete In-situ concrete sub-structure 
Frame and columns to Mall Level 
Claddinq Brick / stonework front v 
RoofTvDe Flat asDhalt on concrete Steel Susi)ension Structure 
Distinctive 
Features 
Construction Planning 
Type of Contract Marks & Spencer Management Contract 
Design & Construct 
-Version I 
Length of Phase Planned 27 weeks 28 months 
Construction 
Pre-eng. II weeks 12 months 
Time of Structural Pre-tender At feasibility stage 
Introducton to Engineer 
Project of duantity Pre-tender At feasibility stage 
Disciplines Surveyor 
WE Consult. Pre-tender At feasibility stage 
Others Architect - Pre-tender Architect at feasibility stage 
Approx. Balance Off-site 30% E8,026,450 
of Work (By Value) On-site 70% E13,595.550 
No. of Contractors 39 52 
No. of Work 39 84 
Packages 
Table A. 3 - Preston and Aylesbury Building Details and Construction Planning 
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Design Features 
Level of 
Innovation 
Level of Architect All drawings by None 
Output from CAD CAD - detailed 
to Main sketches produced 
Contractors on-site by hand 
Construction Stage 
Site Access Difficult Difficult 
Building Access Difficult Easy 
(For Fit-out Phase) 
Compliance to Work Generally satisfactory Brickwork Roof External Mechanical 
Programme Package Cladding Services 
Time Over 2- delay to contract 4wk 8wk 12wk 
(wks) 
Programme 
P. CAT, . -ýAf -- -4- -4- -- 
Labour Turnover N/A Not known 
No. of Al's 
Issued 41 VORFs issued 877 Al's Including 607 site directions 
Key Personnel TW Commercial Mang. Architect & 
Who Worked & TW Project Mang. Quantity Surveyor 
Together on 
Previous Projects M&S Project Mang. 
& TW Project Mang. 
TW Commercial Mang. 
& Assist. Quantity 
Surveyor 
Table A. 4 - Preston and Aylesbury Design Features and Construction Stage 
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Figure B. 1 - Change Order Costs: Work Package & Originator 
Figure B. 2 - Change Order Costs: Reason & Originator 
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Figure B. 3 - Change Order Costs: Work Package & Reason 
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Figure B. 4 - Fractional Cost of Change Orders for Each Work Package 
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Figure B. 5 - Number of Change Orders Affecting Each Work Package 
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Cumulative Cost Cumulative Cost Cumulative 
(ES) Cumulative Count Count 
3500- 12 
3000- 10 
2500- 
8 
2000- 
6 
1500- 
1000- 
4 
500 -2 
01 i0 
Iq Cý Uý C! Uý C! Uý Cý Uý Cý Uý q Lq Cý U? 
C? C? clý Cý 9 C: ) C) CO CO 
Fractional Duration 
Figure B. 7 - WP 1000: Preliminaries, Management Fees, etc 
Cumulative Cost Cumulative Cost Cumulative 
(ES) Cumulative Count Count 
30000- 60 
25000- -50 
-40 20000- AA 
15000- -30 
10000- 20 
5000- 10 
00 
Lq q Ui C! Uý Cý Uý Cý Iq Cý Ui Ci Uý C! 
C? C? Cý Cý 9 CD C) C\J CM Cr. ) C6 
Fractional Duration 
Figure B. 8 - WP 3010: Substructure and Concrete Frame 
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Cumulative Cost Cumulative Cost Cumulative 
(ES) Cumulative Count Count 
20000- 18 
18000 - 16 
16000- 14 
14000- 
12 
12000 -A -------- 
-10 10000- 
8000 -8 
F6 6000- 
4000- A' -4 
2000 - -2 
00 
Lq Cý Ir? Cý Uý Cý Uý CR Lq Uý CR Lq C? C? Cý Cýj (? C, C: ) CO CO 
Fractional Duration 
Figure B. 9 - WP 4010: Roof Steelwork and Perimeter Columns 
Cumulative Cost Cumulative Cost Cumulative 
(ES) Cumulative Count Count 
5000- 9 
4500- 
-8 
4000- 
A -7 3500- 
A6 
3000- 
5 
-A' 
2500 - 
-4 2000 
1500- 3 
1000- 2 
r 
500- 1 
0 --- T--T- 0 
Uý q Lq Cý LQ Uý Cý LQ 
C? C? Cý 9 CO CO 
Fractional Duration 
Figure B. 1 0- WP 4020: Roofing 
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Cumulative Cost Cumulative Cost Cumulative 
(ES) Cumulative Count Count 
5000- 20 
A 
18 0- 
C=) Lf) (=O LO C) LO cp Lq C) U-) L 16 ci C6 C-ý C\i -: -: -6 c6 w- c\j cý cri ci 
-5000- 14 
-10000- 
12 
10 
-15000- A- 8 
-20000- 6 
4 
-25000- 
-30000 -J 
10 
Fractional Duration 
Figure B. 1 1- WP 4030: Curtain Walling 
Cumulative Cost Cumulative Cost Cumulative 
(ES) Cumulative Count Count 
40000 - 35 
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-30 
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20 
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A, - 
-15 15000- 
-10 10000- 
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00 
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Figure B. 1 2- WP 5010: Blockwork/Partitions 
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1400- 
1200- 
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Figure B. 13 - WP 5020: Suspended Ceilings 
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Cumulative 
Count 
7 
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-3 
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q Lq 
CID CrD 
CD 
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18000- 9 
16000- -8 
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8000- -4 
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0- 111&IIIIi0 Uý q LO Cý 
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Figure B. 1 4- WP 5050: Architectural Metalwork 
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Cumulative Cost Cumulative Cost Cumulative 
(ES) Cumulative Count Count 
30000- 45 
25000- -40 
35 
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30 
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15 
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Figure B. 1 5- WP 5060: Furnishings Fit-out 
Cumulative Cost Cumulative Cost Cumulative 
(ES) Cumulative Count Count 
3500- 3.5 
3000- -3 
2500- - 2.5 
2000- 2 
1500- 1.5 
-A 1000- 
500- -0.5 
0-1 111111iII110 
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Figure B. 1 6- WP 5061: Carols and Shelving 
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Cumulative Cost -k -- Cumulative Cost Cumulative 
(ES) 4 Cumulative Count Count 
35000 - 40 
30000- -35 
25000 - -30 
-25 20000- 
20 
15000- 
- 15 
10000- 
- 10 
5000 -A... A, -5 
0iIIIII-0 
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Figure B. 17 - WP 6010: Electrical Services 
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-1 5 . 
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Figure B. 18 - WP 6020: IT/Communications 
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Cumulative Cost Cumulative Cost Cumulative 
(ES) Cumulative Count Count 
80000- 80 
70000- -70 
60000- - 60 
50000- 50 
40000- 40 
30000- 30 
20000- -20 
10000- 
A..: - 10 
0i0 
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Figure B. 19 -WP 7010: Mechanical Services 
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Figure C. 18 - WP 4040-1: Windows and Louvres 
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Figure C. 24 - WP 7010-1: Building Services - Mechanical 
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Figure C. 25 - WP 7010-2: Building Services - Mechanical 
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Figure C. 26 - WP 9010: External Works 
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Figure C. 27 - WP 9020: Site Works 
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Figure C. 28 - WP 10040: Tenant Fit-out 
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Figure D. 6 - Change Order Cost Distribution: Raw Data 
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Building Details 
Name of 15 - 18 High Street South Terminal IDL Exeter Street Bourne 
Building Chelmsford Gatwick 
Project Type Refurbishment Extension of existing Construction 
Construction facility 
Building Type Retail Retail/operational areas Supermarket 
(sifting, transfers) 
Location 
Floor Area 3000 M2 3066M2 
Height 12m 20m 7.5m 
No. of Storeys 2 5 1 
Type of Brick Yes Yes 
Construction Steel Frame Yes Yes Yes 
Concrete Concrete around some 
Frame of steel frame 
Cladding Yes - steel panel with 
glass 
FloofType Slate Aluminium sheet roof Profile steel 
Distinctive Retained Listed Main entrance 
Features Building Range 
Construction Planning 
Type of JCT 80 Measured with BAA specific based on Design and Build 
Contract Quantities New Engineering 
Contract - multi 
contractor version (with 
suppliers) 
Length of Planned 9 months 22 months 6 months 
Phase Construction 
Pre-eng. Steel frame Pre-formed service Steel frame (arrives on 
components fabricated modules - piping, duct site as a kit ready for 
off site during contract work, cables construction) 
Windows - units made 
up railing features for 
boundary wall, all the 
soffits, eaves, and 
faciaes for roof 
prefabricated, painted 
off site 
No. of 1 main contractor, 4 1 main contractor, 20 
Contractors subcontractors subcontractors 
No. of Work 5 17 
Packages 
Table F. 1 - Building Details and Construction Planning Outline for the Case 
Studies Used in Design Decision Process Maps 
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Design Features 
Level of Design 
Innovation Materials 
Assembly 
Medium 
Low 
Low 
Medium 
High 
High 
Medium 
Medium 
Medium 
High - people on board, 
contributions to design, 
programme and cost 
implications, process 
mapping - selections 
made on basis of cost 
and programme after 
function 
Level of High 80 % Medium - 60% 
Architect 
Output from General Arrangements, 
CAD to Main production drawings, 
Contractor site layout and 
elevations, done on 
CAD 
Majority of design 
details are hand drawn 
Table F. 2 - Design Features for the Case Studies Used in Design Decision 
Process Maps 
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Chelmsford Gatwick Bourne 
F- I -- I Client Experience High High High 
Level Of Client High High High 
Sophistication 
Client Procured Yes Yes Yes 
This Type Of 
Building Before? 
I 
Details Multiple, 7 One finished Multiple 
ongoing, 10s five years ago, 
previously a similar 
building is being 
constructed a 
the North 
Terminal 
Client A Repeat Yes Yes Yes 
Client? 
How Many Projects 2 1 Os within last Multiple till 
Done With Them ten years feasibility, not 
Before? many 
completed 
buildings 
What Design RIBA - slight BAA Not sure whether Management variation Framework have a contract at the moment not Contract Was Agreement 
sure whether it Used? would be RIBA 
either. Flat fee for 
feasibility studies 
until the developer 
sells site to the end 
user. 
Budget E1.475 million - Originally 220 F-1.5 million - Shell and Core million, with Shell and Core 
cost saving E-1.19 million - measures: Fitout 
- 
El 6.5 million 
Site Pre-Selectea5 7 Yes Yes Yes 
Table F. 3 - Client Assessment for the Case Studies Used in Design Decision 
Process Maps 
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Chelmsford Gatwick Bourne 
Date of 23/11/96 Start of Feasibility 1/3/96 
inception 12/2/98 
Date of 15/3/99 D2 Day (Equivalent) 5/11/98 
placing the 25/11/98 
contract 
Stage A-B 23/11/96- Inception is an 1/3/96 - 6/10/97 
15/9/97 internal client 
process 
(Feasibility) 12/2/98 
-5/5/98 
Stage C 5/7/97 - 5/2/98 5/5/98 - 26/8/98 4/9/96 - 6/10/97 
End User 
*4/3/98 - 4/5/98 
Stage D 5/7/97 - 5/2/98 26/8/98- 3/5/97 - 6/10/97 
D, Day 16/9/98 End User 
D2 Day - 25/11/98 **30/10/98 - 
23/12/98 
Stage E 5/11/97 - 5/2/98 2/9/98 - 4/12/98 
Stage F 5/11/97 - 23/4/98 2/9/98 - On going 
Stage G 5/5/98 - On 1 2/9/98 - On going 
going 
Outline i 6/10/97 
Planning i 
Detailed 23/11/97 July/ August 1999 
Planning 
Planning 30/10/98 
for Also 
Reserved 
Matters resubmissions 
for 
minor changes to 
scheme 
Table FA - Design Stage Dates for the Case Studies Used in Design Decision 
Process Maps 
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Decision Maker Decision Decision Chelmsford Design Decision Made Normalised 
Number Order Time 
lArchitect -C 79 1I To incorporate a lift shaft into the scheme -0-00800921 
' Architect -C 93 2 Extent of demolition on site 0.083524031: 
, Client 18 3 Footprint/form of scheme 0.20823799' (Developer) -B 
lClient 35 4 Number of units and their size for the phase 1 development 0.21395881 
I (Developer) -B (high street) 
1 
Client 54 5 Selection of system for external skin of new build 0.23684211 
(Developer) -B 
IC[ient 31 6 Choice of roofing material 0.242562931 
, (Developer) 
I I 
Pient 34 7 To phase the development of the Chelmsford site (the site 0.3226544611 
, (Developer) -B comprised the high street and riverside developments) 
iStructural 22 8 Configuration / Layout of the structure 0.34553776! ' 
Engineer 
Client 36 9 Size and shape of unit 1 0.35469108 
J(Developer) 
I 1 
lClient 37 10 Size and shape of unit 2 0.35469108 
1 (Developer) 
I 
]Client 39 11 Cirganisational layout of unit 11 0.35583524 
i (Developer) 1 
lClient 40 12 Organisational layout of unit 2 0.35583 
j(Developer) 
l 1 
lClient 81 A 13 Position of the lift shafts 0.36613272 
I (Developer) 
'Architect 32 14 Decide how to interface the new build roof with the existing 0.36842105 
listed building 
jArchitect 29 15 l Configuration of roof (roof form) 1 0.376430211 
! Architect 23 1 16 I Structural bay dimensions 0.394439361 
jArchitect 27 1 17 I Selection of roof structure material 0.414187641 
lArchitect 49 1 18 1 Finish for ground and first level floors 0.414187641 
! Structural 19 19 Decide whether'Ground Beams'are a requirement and if so 0.41418764 
Engineer 
Itype 
(substructure) 
'Structural 1 20 20 Selection of structural frame for new build 0.41418764 
Engineer 
IStructural 47 21 Selecting overall floor slab configuration 0.41418 
1 Engineer 
IStructural 48 22 Floor slab configuration at ground level 0.41418764 
Engineer 
1 
Structural 51 23 Defined the flat roof structure configuration (units 1 and 2) - new 0.41418764 i Engineer build 
1 
jArchitect 95 24 Specification of floor levels 0.41647597 
Structural 26 25 To Retain the existing foundations for the listed building 0.43707094 
Engineer 
jArchitect 28 26 Selection of roof structure material 0.438211 
iArchitect 
i 
30 27 Configuration of roof (roof form) 0.4382151 
I Client 61 28 Decision as to the scope of service provision by the land lord 0.46109841 
J(Developer) 
I I 
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Client 
(Developer) 
I 76 29 Position of the access point for service vehicles 0.4691075511 
jArchitect 77 30 Position of service bays 0.46910755.1 
Architect 78 1 31 ITraffic routes within the site 0.46910755' 
Client 
(Developer) -B 
24 32 Create a clear area beneath the listed building 0.472540051 
! Architect -C 57 33 jArticulate the new build elevations with rendered panels inset 
within brickwork skin 
0.472540051 
Architect 97 34 Dimension between external skin (vertical cladding) and gridline 0.4748283g', i 
Client 
(Developer) 
85 35 Parking position / layout 0.4771167i i 
i 
lArchitect 1 90 36 Windows configuration 0.479405031: 
jArchitect 91 37 1 Amount of glazing used in the scheme 0.479405031 
lArchitect 88 38 IRoof drainage system 0.501144161 
Architect 33 39 The roofing material for the flat roof areas 0.5057208Z i 
IStructural 
I Engineer 
17 i 40 Selection of substructure -type of foundation I 0.50572082i 
iStructural 
1 Engineer 
80 41 The construction type for the lift shaft 0.516018311 
Architect 64 42 Decision to route all the services together 1 0.51945081 
! Architect -B1 67 43 I The selection of the insulating material for the external skin 1 i- 0.527459951 4 ! Architect -Bi 68 44 I The selection of the insulating material for the roof 1 
- 0.527459951 
lArchitect 1 50 45 Finish for second level floor 0.540045771 
Architect 52 46 I Type of partition for dividing wall between unit 1 and unit 2 in 
the existing building 
0.549199081 
! Architect 53 47 Type of partition for means of escape areas for units 1 and 2 0.549199081 
lClient 
(Developer) -B 
59 48 I The material selection for the external skin 0.55377574'1 
iArchitect 
ii 55 - 
49 I The material selection for the external skin i 0.553775741 
! Structural i 
i Engineer 
58 50 Selection of the material for the internal masonry leaf of 
external skin (i. e. The internal skin) 
0.553775741 
, Architect i 
96 51 I Connection between vertical cladding (external skin) and floor 
slab 
I 0.585812361 
i 
jArchitect 1 75 52 Decision to have smoke vents in the escape cores 1 0.586956521 
rClient 1 
(Developer) 
84 53 Materials selection for the parking area 0.586956521 
jArchitect 74 54 Type of fire protection for the steel frame 0.588100691 
1 Architect 82 1 55 I The construction type of the stairs 0.589244851 
Architect 56 56 Selection of material for f eature masonry on external skin i 0.5915331WI 
Architect 63 57 Route of services (source, route and to - Internal within 
building) 
0.59153318' I 
! Client 
(Developer) -B 
42 58 Public access doors to ginnel 0.606407321 
lArchitect 41 59 Specification of fire escape doors to the ginnel walk way 0.606407321 
lArchitect 44 1 60 I Specification of listed building internal doors 0.606407321 
jArchitect 
I 
45 61 I 
I 
Specification of access door to listed building from flat roofs of 
each unit 
I 0.606407321 
I 
jArchitect 46 62 Specification of internal means of escape doors (general) 0.6064073ý 
Architect 94 63 Floor I inish for the listed building areas 0.613272311 
Client 
(Developer) -B 
43 64 Public access doors to ginnell (change from aluminiurn in tender 
document to timber) 
0.630434781 
Architect Paving layout and materials to the ginnel 0.631578951 
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Architect 1 61 66 I Paving layout and materials to the ginnel (two more 
options) 
0.631578951 
jArchitect 67 1 Paving layout and materials to the ginnel 0.631578T5i 
jClient 
1 (Developer) 
89 68 Windows materials / system type 0.652173911 
jArchitect 21 69 Bracing to steel frame 0.675057211 
lClient 
J(Developer) 
8 70 Selection of external light fittings to the ginnel 0.68764302! 
lArchitect 3 71 Selection of external lighting fitting 0.68764302'! 
Architect i 
I 
9 72 Specification of external lighting to covered front area of ginnel - i 
beneath alley way 1. 
0.68764302' i 
1 
lClient 1 
! (Developer) -B 
62 1 73 Route of services (source, route and to - internal within building)j 0.691075511 
Pient 
(Developer) -B 
7 74 Amendment of ginnel paving materials 0.69221968i 
jArchitect 16 75 Determine best position for statutory services meter cupboard 0.695652171 
lClient 
(Developer) - BI 
60 76 Design of external signage 0.701373', 
Architect 65 Redesigned the provision of electrical services 0.736842Llj 
'Client 
(Developer) 
25 78 Remove excess structure at the interface of new and retained 
buildings (note that the two are to be kept separate) 
0.763157891 
! Architect 66 79 Size and capacity of each service 0.792906181 
iStructural 
'Engineer 
86 1 80 To combine / separate foul and surface water drainage 0.810068651 
, Structural Engineer 
87 81 Routes for foul and surface water drainage 0.813501141 
jArchitect 69 82 I The fire escape strategy for the 3rd floor of the listed building 0.814645311 
, Architect 70 83 Fire escape strategy for the second floors (new build and listed) 1 0.81464531 
! Architect 71 84 IFire escape strategy for the first floor (new build and listed) 17- 
18 High Street 
0.814645n 
jArchitect 72 85 Fire escape strategy for the ground floor (new build and listed) 1 0.814645311 
jArchitect 
1 
73 86 Fire escape strategy for the first floor (new build and listed) 15- 
16 High Street 
I 0.814645311 
I 
Architect 92 87 Location of internal and external plant areas _A 0.81578Q, 71, 
! Client 
loper) -B (Deve 
38 88 Re-design of the footprint of unit 2 0.8260869611 
lContractor 98 89 Method of installing piles (design rationalisation) I 
Table G. 1 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions for the 
Chelmsford Case Study by Order of Decision Occurrence 
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Cumulative Count Cumulative Count of Design Decisions Made Against 
(% of Decisions Normallsed Time (Chelmsford) 
Made) 
-0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 
Normallsed Time (0-1 Represents the Design Period) 
Figure G. 1 - Cumulative Count of Design Decisions Made Against Normalised 
Time (Chelmsford) 
Percentage of 
Decisions Made 
25 
A-B 
Distribution of Design Decisions 
(Groups of 0.1 Normalised Time) - Chelmsford 
G RIBA Stages 
C81 
20- E 
F 
15 - 
S 
10- 
39 IL I 
5- 
0 11 1 : 11 1 
0 1.1 t 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 
Normalised Time (0-1 Represents the Design Period) 
Figure G. 2 - Distribution of Design Decisions (Groups of 0.1 Normalised Time) - 
Chelmsford 
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Percentage of Distribution of Design Decisions 
Decisions Made (Groups of 0.05 Normalised Time) - Chelmsford 
14- 
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411 -4 -- 
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8- 
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00 
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4- 
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tý ý 
0 -4- 44 
0 
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Normalised Time (0-1 Represent the Design Period) 
Figure G. 3 - Distribution of Design Decisions (Groups of 0.05 Normalised Time) - Chelmsford 
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Ch 
Discipline 
jArchitect 
elmsford Design Team 
Company 
IStanley Bragg Partnership Limited 
jArchitect (A) IStanley Bragg Partnership Limited 
jArchitect (B) IStanley Bragg Partnership Limited 
! 'Client (Developer) IShearer Property Group 
lClient (Developer - B) jShearer Property Group 
lContractor Hutton Construction 
IFunders jMorgan Grenfell Asset Management Ltd 
ILetting Agents Awbery Lapsa 
local Authority - Planning Officer lChelmsford Borough Council 
Local Authority - Case Officer I , Chelmsford Borough Council ! Party Wall Surveyor IKeith Douglas Partnership 
IPlanning Supervisor 'iRowney Sharman 
Jýroject Manager ! Rowney Sharman 
1guantity Surveyor IMurdoch Green 
Iptructur I Engineer 
i 
11-larris & Sutherlannd I 
Table G. 2 - Design Team (Chelmsford) 
Discipline Joined P 
Date 
roject Team 
Normalised 
Time 
Client 23/11/96 0 
Architect 23/11/96 0 
Structural Engineer 15/9/97 0.334096 
Legal Advisor 23/11/96 0 
Project Manager 15/9/97 0.334096 
Quantity Surveyor 23/11/96 0 
Client's Agent 23/11/96 0 
Table G. 3 - When Each Design Team Member Joined the Project (Chelmsford) 
IV 
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Decision 
Architect 
maker Decisio 
Numbe 
32 
n Decisio 
r Order 
14 
n [Chelmsford Design Decision Made Normalised 
II Time 
Decide how to interface the new build roof with the existing listed 10.368421 
building 
Architect 29 15 [Configuration of roof (roof form) 10.37643021 1 
jArchitect 23 16 Structural bay dimensions 'i 0.38443936 i 
jArchitect 27 17 Selection of roof structure material 10.41418764 1 
iArchitect 49 18 Finish for ground and first level floors 10.41418764 
lArchitect 1 95 24 Specification of floor levels 10.41647597 1 
lArchitect 28 26 Selection of roof structure material 10.43821 il 
Architect 30 27 Configuration of roof (roof form) 10.4382151 [Architect 77 29 ! Position of service bays 10.46910755 
jArchitect 78 1 30 ITraffic routes within the site i 10.46910755 1 
! Architect 97 34 Dimension between external skin (vertical cladding) and gridline ! 10.47482838 jArchitect 1 90 1 36 lWindows configuration 10.47940503 1 
jArchitect 91 37 jAmount of glazing used in the scheme '0.47940503 
jArchitect 88 1 38 1 Roof drainage system 10.50114416 
! Architect 1 33 1 39 ! The roofing material for the flat roof areas ii . 0.50572082 'Architect 64 1 42 1 Decision to route all the services together '0.5194508 
50 45 Finish for second level floor 10.54004577 
1 Architect 52 46 IType of partition for dividing wail between unit 1 and unit 2 in the 10.54919908 lexisting building 
i 
jArchitect 1 53 47 jType of partition for means of escape areas for units 1 and 2 10.54919908 
lArchitect 55 48 IThe material selection for the external skin 10.55377574 
lArchitect 96 51 1 Connection between vertical cladding (external skin) and floor 
Islab 
10.58581236 
I 
'Architect 1 75 52 Mecision to have smoke vents in the escape cores 10,58695652 
jArchitect 1 74 54 IType of fire protection for the steel frame 10.58810069 
jArchitect 82 55 IThe construction type of the stairs 10.58924485 
lArchitect 56 56 1 Selection of material for feature masonry on external skin 10.59153318 
jArchitect 63 57 Route of services (source, route and to - Internal within 
ibuilding) 
10.5915331 81 
1 Architect 1 41 58 Specification of fire escape doors to the ginnel walk way 10-60640732--l 2 
! Architect 1 44 59 Specification of listed building internal doors 10.60640732 1 
Architect i 45 i 60 i Specification of access door to listed building from flat roofs of ! each unit . 
10.60640732 II 
jArchitect 1 46 61 iSpecification of internal means of escape doors (general 0732 
Architect 94 i 63 1 Floor finish for the listed building areas 10.6130-231 1 
! Architect i2 i 65 ! Paving layout and materials to the ginnel 10.63157895 
! Architect 6 66 Paving layout and materials to the ginnel (two more options) iO. 63157895 
Architect 83 67 j Paving layout and materials to the ginnel 10.6315789ý5 
Architect 21 69 Bracing to Steel Frame 10.67505721 
, 
Architect 3 70 Selection of external lighting fitting 10.68764302 
jArchitect 
1 
9 71 ISpecification of external lighting to covered front area of ginnel - 
1 beneath alleyway 
0.68764 I 
! Architect 16 1 75 1 Determine best position for statutory services meter cupboard 10.69565 
Architect J, 65 1 77 1 Redesigned the provision of electrical services 10.736842-TI 211 , lArchitect 1 66 79 Size and capacity of each service 10.79290618 1 
lArchitect 1 69 1 82 IThe fire escape strategy for the 3rd floor of the listed building 10.81464531 
Architect 70 83 Fire escape strategy for the second I loors (new build and listed) 10.81464531 1 
'Architect 1 71 84 Fire escape strategy for the first floor (new build and listed) 17-18 10.81464531 
High Street 
jArchitect 72 85 Fire escape strategy for the ground floor (new build and listed) 10.81464531 
Architect 1 73 86 Fire escape strategy for the first floor (new build and listed) 15- 
16 High Street 
0.81464531 I 
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Architect 92 87 Location of internal and external plant areas i 10.81578947 
Architect -B1 67 43 IThe selection of the insulating material for the external skin 10.52745995 1 
jArchitect -B 68 44 IThe selection of the insulating material for the roof 10.52745995 1 
jArchitect -C 79 1 iTo incorporate a lift shaft into the scheme 1-0-0080092 1 
Architect -C 93 2 ! Extent of demolition on site 110.0835240T. 
I Architect -C 57 32 jArticulate the new build elevations with rendered panels inset 0.47254005 
1within brickwork skin 
Client 31 Choice of roofing material 6 0.24256293 
(Developer) 
I 
Client 36 Size and shape of unit 1 9 0.35469108 
(Developer) 
1 
- - Client 37 SIze and shape of unit 2 10 10.354691 08 11 
(Developer) 
I 
iI 
Client 39 1 11 jOrganisational layout of unit 1 10.35583524 
(Developer) i I iI 
Client 1 40 12 lOrganisational layout of unit 2 0.35583524 
(Developer) 
lClient 1 81 13 ! Position of the lift shafts 0.36613272 I 
(Developer) I 
Client 61 28 Decision as to the scope of service provision by the land lord 0.4610984 i 
(Developer) 
i i 
lClient 76 31 Position of the access point for service vehicles 10.46910755 
(Developer) 
1 Client 85 35 1 Parking position / layout jO. 4771167 
(Developer) 
IClient 84 53 Materials selection for the parking area 10.58695652 
J(Developer) 
lClient 89 68 Mindows materials / system type 0.65217391 
j(Developer) I 
i 
Client 81 72 i Selection of External Light Fittings to the ginnel 10.68764302 
(Developer) 
'Client 25 78 1 Remove excess structure at the interface of new and retained 10.76315789 
(Developer) I buildings (note that the two are to be kept separate) 
lClient 18 i 3 ! 'Footprint/forrn of scheme 10.20823799 
(Developer) -B 
I 
! Client 36 1 41 Number of units and their size for the phase 1 development (high 10.21395881 
(Developer) -B street) 
IClient 54 1 5 ! Selection of system for external skin of new build 0.23684211 
1 (Developer) -B 
I I 
i 
IClient 34 7 ITo phase the development of the Chelmsford site (the site 10-32265446 
1 (Developer) -B comprised the high street and riverside developments) 
Pient 24 33 Create a clear area beneath the listed building 10.47254005 
(Developer) -B I 
Client 59 49 The material selection for the external skin iO. 553T7574 
(Developer) -B 
I 
IClient 42 62 Public access doors to ginnel 10.60640732 
I (Developer) -B 
lClient 43 1 64 Public access doors to ginnel (change from aluminiurn in tender 
(Developer) -B document to timber) 
62 73 Route of services (source, route and to - internal within building) 10.69107551 
(Developer) -B 
Client 7 74 jAmendment of ginnel paving materials 0.69221968 
(Developer) -B I 
I 
Client 60 76 Design of external signage 0.701373 
(Developer) -B 
I 
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lClient 
(Developer) -B 
38 88 1 Re-design of the footprint of unit 2 10.82608696 1 
lContractor 98 89 FMethod of installing piles (design rationalisation) 
Structural 
En ineer 
22 8 Configuration / Layout of the structure ! 0.34553j; Y6-1 
g 
Structural 19 19 Decide whether'Ground Beams'are a requirement and if so type 10.41418764 
Engineer (substructure) 
IStructural 20 20 Selection of structural frame for new build I 10.41418764 
Engineer i 
Structural 
En ineer 
47 I 21 1 Selecting overall floor slab configuration 0.41418764 I 
g 
- FS tructural 48 22 Floor slab configuration at ground level 0.41418764 
Engineer 
! Structural 51 23 Defined the flat roof structure configuration (units 1 and 2) - new 10.41418764 1 Engineer build I 
iStructural 1 
I Engineer I 
26 25 ITo retain the e)dsting foundations for the listed building 0.43707094 i 
IStructural 
En i 
17 40 ISelection of substructure - type of foundation 0.50572082 j g neer i 
! Structural 11 Engineer 
80 41 IThe construction type for the lift shaft 10.51601831 
IStructural 
En ineer 
58 50 ! Selection of the material for the internal masonry leaf of external 
ki i h i 
0.55377574 
g s n( . e. t nternal skin) e 
'Structural 86 80 I'To combine / separate foul and surface water drainage 10.81006865d 
! Engineer 
! Structural 
Engineer 
87 81 Routes for foul and surface water drainage 0.81350114 
Table GA - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions for the 
Chelmsford Case Study by Order of Decision Maker 
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Decisio 
Numbe 
5 
n Chelmsford Decisions That The Architect Was Involved In Making 
r 
Decide whether to move forward on 15 000sq It footprint (45 000 sq. It total) scheme 
8 Selection of external light fittings to the ginnel 
17 ! Selection of substructure -type of foundation 
18 1footprint/form of scheme 
19 Decide whether'Ground Beams'are a rEquirement and if so type (substructure) 
20 Selection of structural frame for new build 
21 Bracing to steel Frame 
22 Configuration/ Layout of the structure 
24 Create a clear area beneath the listed building 
25 Remove excess structure at the interface of new and retained buildings (note that the two are to be kept 
separate) 
26 To retain the existing foundations for the listed building 
27 iseiection of roof structure material 
1 28 Iselection of roof structure material 
30 lConfiguration of roof (roof form) 
31 Choice of roofing material 
34 Q phase the development of the Chelmsford site (the site comprised the high street and riverside 
developments) 
35 ! Number of units and their size for the phase I development (high street) 
36 Size and shape of unit 1 
37 Size and shape of unit 2 
38 
- 
Re-design of the footprint of unit 2 
3 9 Organisational layout of unit 1 
40 lorganisational layout of unit 2 
42 1 Public access doors to ginnel 
43 Public access doors to ginnel (change from aluminium in tender document to timber) 
47 Selecting overall floor slab configuration 
48 Floor slab conf ig uration at ground level 
51 Defined the flat roof structure configuration (units I and 2) - new build 
54 Selection of system for external skin of new build 
58 Selection of the material for the internal masonry leaf of external skin (i. e. the internal skin) 
59 IThe material selection for the external skin 
60 ! Design of external signage 
61 Decision as to the scope of service provision by the land lord 
62 Route of services (source, route and to - internal within building) 
63 Route of services (source, route and to - Internal within building) 
76 Position of the access point for service vehicles 
80 The construction type for the lift shaft 
81 Position of the lift shafts 
84 Materials selection for the parking area 
85 Parking position / layout 
86 To combine/ separate foul and surface water drainage 
87 Routes for foul and surface water drainage 
89 Windows materials / system type 
98 Method of installing piles (design rationalisation) 
Table G. 5 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that the Architect 
was Involved in Making (Chelmsford) 
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Decisio 
Numbe 
7 
n Chelmsford Decisions That The Client Was Involved In Making 
r 
jAmendment of ginnel paving materials 
18 1 Footpdnt/form of scheme 
--22- -Tconfiguration / Layout of the structure 
23 Structural bay dimensions 
30 lConfiguration of roof (roof form) 
32 1 Decide how to interface the new build roof with the eAsting listed building 
55 IThe material selection for the external skin 
56 Selection of material for feature masonry on external skin 
57 Articulate the new build elevations with rendered panels inset within brickwork skin 
59 The material selection for the external skin 
73 Fire escape strategy for the first floor (new build and listed) 15-16 High Street 
74 jType of fire protection for the steel frame 
77 Position of service bays 
78 Traffic routes within the site 
82 IThe construction type of the stairs 
83 ! Paving layout and materials to the ginnel 
90 ! Windows configuration 
91 Amount of glazing used in the scheme 
92 Location of internal and external plant areas 
93 Extent of demolition on site 
94 Floor finish for the listed building areas 
95 Specification of floor levels 
Table G. 6 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that the Client 
was Involved in Making (Chelmsford) 
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Table G. 9 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that the Legal 
Consultant was Involved in Making (Chelmsford) 
Table G. 7 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that the Client's 
Agent was Involved in Making (Chelmsford) 
Table G. 8 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that the End User 
was Involved in Making (Chelmsford) 
IV 
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Decisio 
Numbe 
19 
n Chelmsford Decisions That The Project Manager Was Involved In Making 
r 
Decide whether'Ground Beams'are a requirement andifso type (substructure) 
20 Selection of structural frame for new build 
Z 1 21 ! Bracing to steel frame 
i 22 Configuration/ Layout of the structure 
23 ! Structural bay dimensions 
24 Create a clear ar eneath the listed building 
30 1 Configuration of roof (roof form) 
34 ITo phase the development of the Chelmsford site (the site comprised the high street and riverside 
idevelopments) -I 
35 Number of units and their size for the phase I development (high street) 
38 Re-design of the footprint of unit 2 
39 Organisational layout of unit 1 
40 1 Organisational layout of unit 2 
47 Selecting overall floor slab configuration 
48 Floor slab configuration at ground level 
49 Finish for ground and first level floors 
55 The material selection for the external skin 
56 Selection of material for feature masonry on external skin 
57 ! Articulate the new build elevations with rendered panels inset within brickwork skin 
58 Selection of the material for the internal masonry leaf of external skin (i. e. the internal skin) 
Table G. 10 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that the 
Planning Authority was Involved in Making (Chelmsford) 
Table G. 1 1- List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that the 
Planning Supervisor was Involved in Making (Chelmsford) 
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60 Design of external signage 
61 Decision as to the scope of service provision by the land ford 
62 Route of services (source, route and to - internal within building) 
76 Position of the access point for service vehicles 
80 The construction type for the lift shaft 
- - F 81 Posifioý of the lift shafts 
F 82 The construction type of the stairs 
93 Paving layout and materials to the ginnel 
84 Materials selection for the parking area 
85 Parking position / layout 
88 Roof drainage system 
89 Windows materials / system type 
91 jAmount of glazing used in the scheme 
94 Floor finish for the listed building areas 
F 95 ISpecification of floor levels I 
98 1 Method of installing piles (design rationalisation) 
Table G. 
, 
12 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that the Project 
Manager was Involved in Making (Chelmsford) 
Decision 
Number 
17 
Chelmsford Decisions That The Quantity Surveyor Was Involved In Making 
Selection of substructure - type of foundation 
19 Decide whether'Ground Beams'are a requirement And if so type (substructure) 
E 20 Selection of structural frame for new build 21 Bracing to steel frame 
22 Configuration / Layout of the structure 
23 Structural bay dimensions 
24 ! Create a clear area beneath the listed building 
25 Remove excess structure at the interface of new and retained buildings (note that the two are to be kept 
separate) 
26 To retain the existing foundations for the listed building 
28 ! Selection of roof structure material 
30 
- 
Configuration of roof (roof form) 
F 32 Decide how to interface the new build roof with the existing listed building 
34 
I 
jTo, phase the development of the Chelmsford site (the site comprised the high street and riverside 
developments) 
35 Number of units and their size for the phase 1 development (high street) 
36 Size and shape of unit 1 
37 Size and shape of unit 2 
41 Specification of fire escape doors to the ginnell walk way 
42 public access doors to ginnel 
43 public access doors to ginnel (change from aluminium in tender document to timber) 
F 47 Selecting overall floor slab configuration 
48 Floor slab configuration at ground level 
49 Finish for ground and first level floors 
1 50 j Finish for second level floor 
51 Defined the flat roof structure configuration (units 1 and 2) - new build 
55 The material selection for the external skin 
56 Selection of material for feature masonry on external skin 
58 Selection of the material for the internal masonry leaf of external skin (i. e. the internal skin) 
74 Type of fire protection for the steel frame 
76 Position of the access point for service vehicles 
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i 77 1 Position of service bays 
1 78 Fraffic routes within the site 
80 The construction type for the lift shaft 
F7ýýýsition of the lift shafts 
82 IThe construction type of the stairs 
83 Paving layout and materials to the ginnel 
84 Materials selection for the parking area 
86 ! To combine I separate foul and surface water drainage 
87 Routes for foul and surface water drainage 
88 Roof drainage system 
89 Windows materials / system type 
91 Amount of glazing used in the scheme 
93 1 Extent of demolition on site 
94 1. Floor finish for the listed building areas 
95 1 Specification of floor levels 
96 1 Connection between vertical cladding (external skin) and floor slab 
97 Dimension between external skin (vertical cladding) and gridline 
98 Method of installing piles (design rationalisation) 
Table G. 13 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that the 
Quantity Surveyor was Involved in Making (Chelmsford) 
Decisio 
Numbe 
66 
n Chelmsford Decisions That The Specialist Consultants Was Involved In Maki 
r 
Chelmsford size and capacity of each service 
ng Specify Specialist 
Consultant 
Statutory authorities 
69 ! The fire escape strategy for the 3rd floor of the listed building Building control officer 
statutory authorities 
70 Fire escape strategy for the second floors (new build and listed) Building control officer 
I- statutory authorities 
71 jFire escape strategy for the first floor (new build and listed) 17-18 High Street Building control officer 
statutory authorities 
72 Fire escape strategy for the ground floor (new build and listed) Building control officer 1 1- 
statutory authorities 
73 Fire escape strategy for the first floor (new build and listed) 15-16 High Street Building control officer 
statutory authorities, 
86 ! To combine/ separate foul and surface water drainage 1 
I Statutory authority 
1 (Anglian water) 
87 Routes for foul and surface water drainage Drainage company: ! 
Anglian Water 
98 Method of installing piles (design rationalisation) I Piling subcontractor 
Table G. 14 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that Specialist 
Consultants were Involved in Making (Chelmsford) 
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Decisio 
Numbe 
17 
n Decisions That The Structural Engineer Was Involved In Making 
r 
Selection of substructure - type of foundation 
19 Decide whether'Ground Beams'are a requirement and if so type (substructure) 
E 20 ! Selection of structural frame for new build 21 Bracing to steel frame 
23 Structural bay dimensions 
24 Create a clear area beneath the listed building 
25 Remove excess structure at the interface of new and retained buildings (note that the two are to be kept 
separate) 
28 ISelection of roof structure material 
30 1 Configuration of roof (roof I orm) 
36 i Size and shape of unit I 
37 Size and shape of unit 2 
39 Organisational layout of unit 1 
40 Organisational layout of unit 2 
49 Finish for ground and first level floors 
50 Finish for second level floor 
74 1IType, of fire protection for the steel frame 
76 Position of the access point for service vehicles 
77 Position of service bays 
78 Traffic routes within the site 
81 Position of the lift shafts 
82 The construction type of the stairs 
84 Materials selection for the parking area 
88 Roof drainage system 
91 Amount of glazing used in the scheme 
92 Location of internal and external plant areas 
94 Floor finish for the listed building areas 
95 Specification of floor levels 
96 Connection between vertical cladding (external skin) and floor slab 
97 Ornension between external skin (vertical cladding) and gridline 
98 Method of installing piles (design rationalisation) 
Table G. 15 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that the 
Structural Engineer was Involved in Making (Chelmsford) 
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Structural Engineer Who Made the 
Senior Architect 13% Design Decisions 
3% (Chelmsford) 
Contractor 
1% 
Architectural 
Technician Architect 
2% 53% 
Client 
1 
Representative 2 
13% 
Client 
Representative 1- 
15% 
Figure GA -Who Made the Design Decisions (Chelmsford) 
Design Team Percentage of Design Decisions in Which the Design Team Members 
Played an Active Role (Chelmsford) 
Contractor 3 
Specialist Consultant 
Development Consultant 
Acoustic Consultant 
Landscape Architect 
Planning Consultant 
Legal Consultant = 3 
Highways Consultant 
Planning Authority 
Services Engineer 
Structural Engineer 
Planning Supervisor 
Quantity Surveyor 
Clients Agent 
Project Manager 
End User 
Architect 
Client 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Percentage of Decisions 
Figure G. 5 - Percentage of Design Decisions in Which the Design Team Members 
Played an Active Role (Chelmsford) 
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40 
35 
30 
25 
20 
15 
10 
5 
0 
Percentage of Percentage of Design Decisions Citing Particular Constraint Categories As 
Decisions Impinging Upon The Design Process (Chelmsford) 
90- 
82 81 
80 -- 71 72 
70 - -- ---------------- -- ---- --- -- --- -- - ------------------------- -------------------------- ------------ . ........... ........... 
60 - --55-- - ------- 
50 - -----44 
40 ----34- - 33 30 
30-- ---. 
27- 
-- 
29 
- -8-. . -- -26-- - --- 
9 
4----25 21 
20- -- ---- -- --------- ----- -- ... ... 11 
10- 3 4- 4 
11nIInH 0- ABCDEFGHIJKLMN0PQRSTUVWXYZ 
Constraint Categories 
Figure G. 6 - Percentage of Design Decisions Particular Constraint Categories are 
Cited as Impinging Upon the Design Process (Chelmsford) 
Percentage of Percentage of Design Decisions Using Particular Reason Categories to 
Design Decisions Choose Between Options (Chelmsford) 
........... 
24 
. ... ... ....... ...... . ..... ..... 
- 21 
19 - 
17 
15 - 
........... -12 
10 - 9 8 7 
4 
2 2 
. .. n . . n . .. . . . . ABCDEFGHIJKLMN0P0RS 
Reason Categories for Selecting Options 
Figure G. 7 - Percentage of Design Decisions Using Particular Reason Categories 
to Choose Between Options (Chelmsford) 
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Decisio 
Numbe 
n Chelmsford Decision Made 
r 
Constraints Reason For 
Impinging 
Design - 
Categories 
Selecting 
Options - 
Categories 
2 Paving layout and materials to the ginnel 
Cited 
1, LM 
Cited 
-FIQ 
3 ISelection of external lighting fitting 1, L, M FtM 
6 1 Paving layout and materials to the ginnel (two more options) 1, L, U F, Q 
7 ! Amendment of ginnel paving materials 1, L 1 L, M 
8 Selection of external light fittings to the ginnel i ! D, F, H, I, K, L, 
I U, Z 
F 
9 1 Specification of external lighting to covered front area of ginnel - beneath alley ID, F, H, I, K, L, F 
way M, Q, U, Z 
16 j Determine best position for statutory services meter cupboard I B, L F 
17 Selection of substructure - type of foundation I D, F, I, N, X 1 F, G, H, R, S 
18 Footprint1form of scheme F, G, S 
19 'Decide whether 'ground beams' area requirement and if so type (substructure) ! B, DFLMQ 
20 ! Selection of structural frame for new build D, E, F, H, I, K, B, I, K, O 
L, O, N 
21 Bracing to steel frame F, I, K, L, M F, K, 
22 Configuration / layout of the structure 1B, D, E, F, H, I, 1, J, K, M 1 
J, K, Q 
23 Structural bay dimensions ! B, D, E, F, 1,0, 1, K 
U 
24 Create a clear area beneath the listed building ID, E, F, H, I, L, K. 0 
N 
25 Remove excess structure at the interface of new and retained buildings (note i. B, D, F, I, K, M, 
Rhat the two are to be kept separate) i Q 
26 To retain the existing foundations for the listed building I D, F, H, l K, O, A, 1,0 
X 
27 ISelection of roof structure material 1AD, F, H, I, J, H, I 
K, L 
28 I'Selection of roof structure material IA, D, F, H, I, J, F, H, K 
K, L 
29 A ! Configuration of roof (roof form) 1AD, F, H, I, J, L, Q 
i L, U 
30 Configuration of roof (roof form) IA, D, F, H, I, J, L K l 
M, U 
31 Choice of roofing material D F, H, I, J, K, L L, M, Q : M, P, Ow 
32 Decide how to interface the new build roof with the existing listed building B, D. F H I. J FHIL. Q 
33 ! The roofing material for the flat roof areas D, F, H, I, J, K, H, I, N, P I 
N, 
34 ! To phase the development of the Chelmsford site (the site comprised the high ID, I, J, L. 0, S, E, F, S 
street and riverside developments) U. X 
35 Number of units and their size for the phase 1 development (high street) B, C, D, E, I, L, F, K, S 
T, U, X 
36 Size and shape of unit 1 B, D, E, F, I, K, HJTý 
L, T, U, W 
37 ! Size and shape of unit 2 ! B, D, E, F, I, K, H, I, K 
I I L, T, U, W 
38 Re-design of the footprint of unit 2 I IB, D, E, F1, K , F, S 
I 
I L, T, U: W 
39 Organisational layout of unit I i A, B, D F, K, L, E IU 
40 1 Organisational layout of unit 2 IA, B, D, F, K, Ll -M 
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I IU1 
41 Specification of fire escape doors to the ginnel walk way I IF, I, J, L, PW, i 
IZ1 
B, E 1 
42 Public access doors to ginnel i 1F, J, K, L, P, O 
i V'W'Z 
I'M'P 
43 Public access doors to ginnel (change I rom aluminium in tender document to 
Umber) 
FAK, L PQ LPQ 
44 Specification of listed building internal doors F, L, N, TN I a 
45 Specification of access door to listed building from flat roofs of each unit IF, J, K, N, P. 
1 W'Z 
F 
46 Specification of internal means of escape doors (general) K, N A, J, L 
47 Selecting overall floor slab configuration B, D, F, H, I, K, 
N. 0, U, X 
BKM 
F- 48 Floor slab configuration at ground level 1 A, D, F, H, I, K, I 
N, O, X I 
B, F, H, K, N, O 
I 
49 Finish for ground and first level floors A, D, F, H, I, J, 
K. O. P, V 
A, J 
so Finish for second level floor A, D, F, H, I, J, 
K, O, PV 
K 
51 Defined the flat roof structure configuration (units I and 2) - new build D, F, K, N, P E, F, H 
52 jType of partition for dividing wall between unit 1 and unit 2 in the existing 
1building 
B, D, F, K. L, N, I 
Q, W 
H, I, N 
53 ! Type of partition for means of escape areas for units 1 and 2 1 D, F, K, L, N, Q, 
W 
F, I, K, N 
54 ! Selection of system for external skin of new build 1 D, F, L, M, N, P, 
0, T, W 
E, L, M 
55 1 The material selection for the external skin ! D, F, I, K, L, Q, 
W 
F, Q 
56 Selection of material for feature masonry on external skin I 1 D, F, I, K, L, M, 
I Q'W 
F, O 
57 1 Articulate the new build elevations with rendered panels inset within brickwork D, F, L, P, Q, Z 
! skin 
1, L, O 
58 Selection of the material for the internal masonry leaf of external skin (i. e. the 
internal skin) 
1A, D, F, K, L, N, 1 
IW 
A, F, H, J, K 
59 IThe material selection for the external skin D, F, I, K, L, Q, 
W 
M 
60 Design of external signage A, D, F, I, J, L, 
M'P'Q'W 
I 
61 Decision as to the scope of service provision by the land lord IA, B, D IKL 
M 
IKP 
62 Route of services (source, route and to - internal within building) 1A, B, D, G, M, P 
I, T, U, X, Y 
B, H, M. P 
63 Route of services (source, route and to - Internal within building) AB, D, G, M, T I 
'X'Y 
H, K, P 
64 Decision to route all the services together B, D, G, I, J, K, I 
M'P 
A, K 
65 1 Redesigned the provision of electrical services 
I 
A, B, D, F, I, M, IT E, F, S 
- F 66 Size and capacity of each service I IA, B, F, K, L, U, T IY B, C, L 
67 The selection of the insulating material for the external skin i A, B, D, F, K, L, i 
M, U, W, Y 
B, K 
68 The selection of the insulating material for the roof i IA, B, D, F, K, L, 
I M, U, W, Y 
B, K 
69 The fire escape strategy or the 3rd floor of the listed building I D, F, K, L, N, S, I 
T. W 
L 
70 Fire escape strategy for the second floors (new build and listed) I D, F, K, L, N, S, I 
T. W 
1, K 
71 1 Fire escape strategy for the first floor (new build and listed) 17-18 high street ID, F, K, L, N, S, L 
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T, W 
72 Fire escape strategy for the ground floor (new build and listed) 1 D, F, K, L, N, S, 
T, W 1 
F, I, L, N 
73 Fire escape strategy for the first floor (new build and listed) 15-16 high street 1D, F, K. L, N, S, i 
1 T, W 
F, I, K, L 
74 Type of fire protection for the steel frame ID, F, H, K, L, N, ' 
O, P, Q, U 
H, K, OP i 
75 Decision to have smoke vents in the escape cores LAS 1 C, L, N 76 Position of the access point for service vehicles D, F, J, K, L, T, I 
XI 
F, K, S 
77 Position of service bays IA, D, E, FJ, T, 
X 
F, K, S 
78 Traffic routes within the site A, C, D, E, F, J, 
T, X I 
F, K, S 
79 ITO incorporate a lift shaft into the scheme I D, E, I, K, L K 
so The construction type for the lift shaft IA, B, D, F, H, J, 1 
1 K, N, Q, Y 
F, H 
81 Position of the lift shafts 1A, B, D, E, F, I, 
K, M, Q, U, X 
I 
82 iThe construction type of the stairs ! IA, B, D, F, H, K. 1 
1L, M, N, O, Q, Yl 
B, F, K, H, O 
83 1 Paving layout and materials to the ginnel 
I 
D, F, l KLM1 i 
P, 6, ýWx, I 
1LM, Q ,, 
84 1 Materials selection for the parking area ! B, D, F, I, J, K, L 
M, W, X, Y 
K, M, N 
85 Parking position / layout C, D, F, L, T, X F, K, S 
86 To combine / separate foul and surface water drainage 'B, D, F, K, L, M L 
87 Routes for foul and surface water drainage 1 D, E, F. G, J, K, 
LIPIX 
E 
88 ! Roof drainage system 1 D, E, F, I, P, T, W 
A, E 
89 lWindows materials / system type 1, J, K, L, M, N, 
P, W, Z 
K, L 
90 1 Windows configuration 
1 
1D, F, I, K, Q, W, 
iZ 
F, H, K, N, Q 
91 ! Amount of glazing used in the scheme D, F, I, K, N, Q, 
W, Z 
92 'Location of internal and external plant areas A, B, D, E, F, I, 1 
KLM, N, P, Q 
W, Y 
E 
93 1 Extent of demolition on site i ID, E, F, H, J, K, I L, R, TW 
F, L, Q, S 
94 1 Floor finish for the listed building areas A, B, D, F, H, I, 
J, K, L, P, Q 
W, Y 
F. 1, L 
95 Specification of floor levels B, D, F, H, I, K 
L, N, Q, X 
F, K, M 
96 Connection between vertical cladding (external skin) and floor slab D, F, K, L, N, W K 
97 Dimension between external skin (vertical cladding) and gridline D, E, F, K, L, N, 
W 
HK 
98 ! Method of installing piles (design rationalisation) i D, F, K, L, O, U, 
W 
1,0 
Table G. 16 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions with 
Corresponding 'Constraint' and 'Reasons For Selection' Categories Cited 
(Chelmsford) 
I 
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Cumulative Count Designer's Cost Visability 
(% of Decisions (Chelmsford) 
Made) I At Chelmsford -*-ideal for Chelmsford 
-0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 
Normalised Time (0-1 Represents the Design Period) 
Figure G. 8 - Designer's Cost Visibility (Chelmsford) 
Type of Meetings 
Other Dedicated Briefing 
Where Design 
Working Alone 2% Meeting 
Decisions Were Made 
23% 22% 
(Chelmsford) 
Informal 
Conversation in 
the Office 
3% 
L 
Formal Design 
Team Meeting 
21% 
Telephone In-house Meeting 
Conversation (company specific) 26% 3% 
Figure G. 9 - The Types of Meetings Where Design Decisions Were Made 
(Chelmsford) 
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Information Percentage of Design Decisions Using 
Source Type Information Source Types (Chelmsford) 
Architects Job Book 3 
Planning Policy Guidance . ...... I 
Design Guides ____j 
Specify Surveys Used 
Surveys 
Consultants Disciplines 
consultants =3 
Value Engineering Exercise Reports 
Value Management Exercise Reports 
Risk Assesments 
Dravvings 
Trade Literature 
Building Regulations 
Non-Statutory Authorities 
Statutory Authorities 
Legal Documents 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Percentage of Decisions 
Figure G. 10 - Percentage of Design Decisions Using Particular Information 
Source Types (Chelmsford) 
Information 
Percentage of Design Decisions 
Technology Type 
Using Information Technology Types (Chelmsford) 
Other :3 
Analysis Package 
Planning 
30 Visualisation 3 
30 Modeling 3 
CAD 
Internet 
Spreadsheet 
Word Processor 
Presentation Software 
E-rnail 
Video Conferencing 
Fax I 
Te4ephone t 
--I, 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 so 90 100 
Percentage of Decisions 
Figure G. 1 I- Percentage of Design Decisions Using Particular Information 
Technology Types (Chelmsford) 
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HiB 
Percentage of Design 
1% 6% Decisions Occurring In 
C Each RIBA Stage 
6% (Chelmsford) 
D 
G 
8% 
15% 
E 
20% 
F 
36% 
Figure G. 12 - Percentage of Design Decisions Occurring in Each RIBA Stage 
(Chelmsford) 
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Decision Decisio n Decision Gatwick Design Decision Made Normalised 
Maker Numbe r Order Time 
Client - BAA 87 1 To demolish/remove existing passenger ramp and bridge -0.0177665! 
structures connecting south terminal to pier 2 
! Services 77 2 Scope of service provision for retail catering units 0.0050761421: 
Engineer 
IStructural 69 3 Type of material for frame 0.0837563451 
Engineer 
ICIS 1 53 4 Basic floor plate and space usage 1 0.1725888321 
jArchitect - 1 5 Floor finish zone - none structural element 0.230964467' 1GRAs 
1BAA Project 4 i6 Building structure 0.230964467! Wanager I 
BAA Project 3 17 Building height 0.2309644671 
Board 
r§tn cturall 2 18 Floor finish materials 0.230964467 i 
1 Engineer i 
I 1 
Structural 5 19 Floor slab thickness set at 150mm 1 0.2664974621 
Engineer 
lServices i 54 1 10 Type of material for the external face of the cladding for the 0.312182741 
Engineer entire extension 
1 
Architect - Fitch 1 82 III To use mechanically assisted ventilation and cooling 0.31472081211 
BAA Project 6 12 Plant loca ons 0.3172588831 
Manager 
lBAA Project 1 7 i 13 Main extension roof profile 0.317258883! 
Manager 
IServices 50 14 Selecting the grid dimensions 0.31725888311 
Engineer 
lArchitect - 10 15 Pier 2/3 access ramp & transfers configuration 0.3527918781 
iGRAs 
[Architect - Fitch 1 9 i 16 Location of Commercially Important Persons (CI P) location 0.3527918781 
iServices 8 17 Service riser location 0.3527918781 
Engineer 
I 
jBAA Project 12 18 Location of new WC facilities 0.370558376! 
Manager i 
1-sin ctural 11 19 Cladding module size 0.3705583761 
Engineer 
Client - BAA 15 20 Escape routes 0.38832487-ý11 
BAA Project 14 1 21 SW comer building perimeter - Build in existing space 0.38832487311 
manager 
Architect - Fitch 16 22 Floor Levels for level 3& level 4 0.3883248731 
Services 1 51 23 To have a 24m span over the air side road - the road goes 0.393401015 
Engineer underneath the extension on the South West corner 
1 
Services 1 52 24 Locations of the structural columns with respect to the existing 0.3934010151 
Engineer passenger link bridges taking departing and arriving passengers I 
from the pier to the terminal 
! Architect -I is 25 Wing Tip Clearances to the end of building - is SW comer too 1 0.406091371 1i GRAs close to wing tip of aircraft 
Architect - Fitch 1, 39 26 Decided general location of sub station (not specific place) just 0.406091371 I 
- 
I 
the level 
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Architect - Fitch 1 1 40 27 Decided that the mechanical primary plant should be open (to i 0.4060913711 I i elements Le. not enclosed) 
Services 17 28 Service riser location (See number 8 same details) 0.406091371 
Engineer 
IServices 19 29 Level 5 WC location (See no. 12) 1 0.4 06 09 M7 -1,11 
Engineer 
- ervices 1 rS 23 30 Fix specialist systems strategy Including fire alarms, CCTV, 1 0.406091371 
Engineer door access, FIS public address 
IServices i 38 31 How to supply the electrical power supply of the building 0.406091371 
Engineer (2.4MVA) - covers all uses within the extension 
1 
Architect - 20 32 Location of SW comer riser - moved to a new position so that 0.4340101521 GRAs the access to level five CIP can be located within the area of the 
I new construction 
I BAA Project 1 21 33 Level 5 finish floor level 0.434010152' 
IManager 
lArchitect 
- Fitch. 78 34 Incoming service provision (routing oo electricity, water, 0.439086294: 1 
- 
drainage 
Ps T 24 1 35 Power strategy (me2) LV distribution 0.44416243 
ýVrvices 22 36 Mechanical Strategy (ME1 on Project Process) 0.444162437 
1 Engineer 
! Architect - 35 37 Fire compartmentabon for whole of project fixity SC4 0.469543147 
IGRAs 
-- 
1 
I BAA Project 
IManager 
25 ý78 re Strategy (ME3) for levels 3 and 4/5 0.469.543147' 
I BAA Project 1 34 39 Roof level 0.4695431471 
Manager 
Services 
Engineer 
26 J 40 WC & Public Health Strategy (ME4) Mech. venfilation to toilet 
areas 
0.4695431471 
IServices 27 41 Public Health primary services routes 0.469543147 
Engineer 
Client - BAA 28 42 Retail space layout 0.472081218 
Client - BAA 31 43 Number and location of Seating Areas 0.472081218 
1 BAA Project 29 44 Retail storage area locations and access 0.472081218 
IManager 
I BAA Project i 30 1 45 Location of CIP Lounges and associated access routes 0.4720812181 
1 Manager I I I 
1 BAA Project 1 
Board 
33 1 46 Main airside road realignment 0.477157361 
Structural 32 47 Type of roof liner & support 0.47715736 
Engineer 
Architect - Fitch 85 48 Decision to have a goods lift located adjacent to the west stair 1 0.489847716 
IServices 
Engineer 
70 I 49 The type of foundation to be used for the extension 0.51 
Client - BAA 62 1 50 Passenger segregation within the area affected by departures 0.510152284 
lounge project 
1 
IQS 61 51 Concept stage wayfinding system 0.510152284 
Structural 36 52 Were is the front edge of the building 0.543147208 
Engineer 
- 
I 
ý5ient 
- BAA 73 53 l Whether to screed (floor finish issue) tenanted areas or not 0.560913706 
I BAA Project 1 42 54 Allow the BAA project process to be changed to allow works to 0.560913706 
[ýoarcl commence before the required level of cost certainty achieved. 
1 
Framework 1 41 55 Dimension between gridline and cladding. 0.598984772 
Contractor I 
1 
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Architect - Fitch 86 56 Routes for foul and surface water drainage 0.609137056, 
Architect - Fitch 65 57 To use an alternative supplier for the bonded store 
hoist (lift for 0.626903553ii 
bonded store - store for duty free area) 
1 BAA Project 1 48 58 This is the detail of the connection between vertical cladding and 0.6294416241 
Board the floor slab at columns - interface issue between two packages! 
using different contractors - see fixity no. 37 for general 
statement - - - Client - BAA 1 i 83 59 
Specific requirements for CCTV 
F 0.6ý 9 7461 ýýj 
nt - BAA 84 60 Specific requirements for swipe card entry points 
0.6497461931 
JArchitect - Fitch 79 61 Internal routing of services 
0.6497461951i 
Architect - 56 62 The colour of the vertical cladding panels 
i 0.667512691, 
GRAs 
Services 71 63 The number of different sized pads to be used for the 0.66751269i 
Engineer 
I 
foundations 
lCladding 37 1 64 Connection between vertical cladding & floor slab 0.6852791881 
ISupplier 
I BAA Project 43 65 Agree lift strategy including number and type of CIP lifts 0.715736041 
Board 
J 
Architect - 63 66 Finalisafion of the seating areas locafions and the seating 
0.718274112 
GRAs arrangements (the number of seats required in public areas) 
Client - BAA 57 1 67 The positionlalignment of the airside road along/undemeath the 
0.718274112 
building - fine tuning of road curvature and moving some 
columns to accommodate bigger tolerances for drivers 
Retail Design 74 68 Floor finish type for the public area: CIP Corridors 0.71827411Z 
lConsultant 
1 Retail Design 75 1 69 Floor finish type for the public area: Passenger Link bridges 0.718274112' 
! consultant 
Retail Design 1 76 1 70 Floor finish type for the public area: Circulation / seating areas 0.71827411211 
lConsultant 
Architect -i 80 i 71 Scope of lighting to ramps connecting the lounge to node 
2 0.728426396 
iGRAs 
! Architect - 81 i 72 Scope of lighting to public areas within lounge extension 
0.729426396 
IGR 
Cls 55 73 Make provision at level 5 for a WC facility (but not fit out) - for 0.7ýý578681 
i future use 
! Client - SAA 44 74 Sub station relocation 
0.7563451781 
! Services 1 45 75 Cold water storage i 0.7563451781 
I Engineer 
iServices 46 76 Number of secondary circuits for chilled water and heating 1 0.7563451781 
Engineer 
I 
circuits 
1 
Client - BAA i 47 77 Roof material to be used for entire project - considering ti f f 
0.776649 
I 
on con igura variations of standing seam roo 
IQS 1 94 78 Amount of glazing required 0.822335025 
'Architect -1 49 1 79 Cladding to be used for the electrical substation 
0.827411168 
1GRAs 
i I 
BAA Project 59 80 The strategy in case of fire within in the building 0.8401015231 
Manager 
I 
Construction 64 81 Type and scope of fire protection to structural steel work 0.8401015'23! 
Manager 
I 
Architect - Fitch 60 82 The smoke strategy decided upon 
1 0.8401015231 
Pient - BAA 68 83 Choice of rainwater drainage system from roof gutter 
0.857868021 
--4 
Client - BAA 72 84 Type of glazing units to be used in external cladding 
(type of I 0.860406091 I 1 I 
glass and size) 
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IServices 90 85 13racing for e)dsting steel frame 0.91162436551 
Engineer 
I 1 1 i 
i 
Retail Design 88 1 86 Specification of fire escape doors 1 
Consultant 
Retail Design 89 87 Specification of internal doors 1 
Consultant 
I I 
Retail Design 92 88 I Specification of internal partitions (dMding walls between retail 1 , Consultant I units etc) 
Retail Design 93 89 1 Specification of internal partitions (dividing walls for escape 
Consultant j units) 
Table H. 1 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions for the Gatwick 
Case Study by Order of Decision Occurrence 
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Cumuluative Cumulative Count of Design Decisions Made Against 
Count (% of Normallsed Time (Gatwick) 
Decisions Made) 
........ ..... -. 100 -4e ------------ ---- ------ --- - ------ ........ . ----------- 
-0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 
Normalised Time (0-1 Represents Design Period) 
Figure H. 1 - Cumulative Count of Design Decisions Made Against Normalised 
Time (Gatwick) 
Percentage of Distribution of Design Decisions Made 
Decisions Made (Groups of 0.1 Normalised Time) - Gatwick 
A-B C Dl D D2 BAA Stages 
30- 
25- 
20- 
15- 
10- 11 1 
5- 
0 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 
Normalised Time (0-1 Represents the Design Period) 
Figure H. 2 - Distribution of Design Decisions (Groups of 0.1 Normalised Time) 
Gatwick 
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Percentage of Distribution of Design Decisions Made 
Decisions Made (Groups of 0.05 Normalised Time) - Gatwick 
A-B C DI D D2 BAA Stages 16. 
14- 
12- 
10- 
A ' 
8- 
6- 
4- 
2- 
0 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
Normallsed Time (0-1 Represents the Design Period) 
Figure H. 3 - Distribution of Design Decisions (Groups of 0.05 Normalised Time) - Gatwick 
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Gatwi 
Discipline 
jArchitect 
ck Design Team 
Company 
I Geoff ery Reid Associates 
Architect Fitch 
lClient 1BAA 
jClient - Project Board (BAA) ! Gatwick Airport 
lConstruction Manager ! Taylor Woodrow Construction 
Framework Contractor IRowen Structures Limited 
Wrarnework Contractor Van Dam UK Limited 
, Framework Contractor 10'Rouke 
, Framework Contractor 'ICrown House Engineering 
IPlanning Manager ITaylor Woodrow 
jPlanning Supervisor IWS Atkins 
Project Manager (BAA) 1BAA 
Project Manager - Fitout Contractor 1TCL 
! Cost Stylist (QS) 
- 
iI , EC Harris 
tail Design Consultant fffe 1 Fitch 
IService Engineer 11WSP 
iStructural Engineer IHJT 
iII 
Table H. 2 - Design Team (Gatwick) 
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'Decision Decision Decision Gatwick Design Decision Made Normalised 
Maker Number Order Time 
Architect - Fitch I 82 I 11 ITo use mechanically assisted ventilation and cooling 0.314720811 
Architect - Fitch 
1 9 i 15 1 Location of Commercially Important Persons (CIP) location 0.352791881 ii 
Architect - Fitch 16 20 F1 r levels for level 3& level 410.3883248711 
Architect - Fitch 39 25 Decided general location of sub station (not specific place) just the 0.4D6091371 
level 
Fitch 40 I 26 Decided that the mechanical primary plant should be open (to 0. --- 
137' 
elements i. e. not enclosed) 
II 
'Architect - Fitch 78 34 Incoming service provision (routing of) electricity, water, drainage 0.43908629' 
[Architect 
- Fitch 85 48 Decision to have a goods lift located adjacent to the west stair 0.4898477ý11 
lArchitect - Fitch 86 56 Routes for foul and surface water drainage 0.609137061 
Architect - Fitch i 65 57 ITo se an alternative supplier for the bonded store hoist (lift for 0.626903551 
lbonded store - store for duty free area) 
! Architect - Fitch 79 59 Internal routing of services 0.649746191 
lArchitect - Fitch ' 60 i 80 The smoke strategy decided upon 0.840101521 
lArchitect - IGRAs 
i1i 
II 5 I Floor finish zone - none structural element 0.23096447ý iI 
I Architect -i 10 16 Pier 2/3 access ramp & transfers configuration 0.35279188 1GRAs 
'Architect -1 18 27 Wing Tip Clearances to the end of building - is SW comer too 0.40609137- 1 iGRAs 
1 
close to wing tip of aircraft 
II 
! Architect - 20 32 Location of SW comer riser - moved to a new position so that the 1 0.4340101511 IGRAs access to level five CIP can be located within the area of the new 
construction 
1GRAs 
35 37 
I 
Fire compartmentation for whole of project fixity SC4 
! Architect - 56 62 The colour of the vertical cladding panels 0.66751269; 
, 
GRAs i 
lArchitect -1 
GRA 
63 66 Finalisation of the seating areas locations and the seating 0.718274111 
1 s arrangements (the number of seats required in public areas) 
I Architect - 80 71 Scope of lighting to ramps connecting the lounge to node 2 0.7284264 
JGRAs 
I 
Architect - 81 72 Scope of lighting to public areas within lounge extension 0.7284264 
GRAs 
1 
Ir hitect - 49 79 Cladding to be used for the electrical substation 0.82741117 
GRAs 
1 
BAA Project 3 6 Building height 0.23096447 
Board 
BAA Project 33 46 Main airside road realignment 0.47715736; 
1 Board 
BAA Project 42 53 Allow the BAA project process to be changed to allow works to 0.56091371 
Board commence before the required level of cost certainty achieved. 
BAA Project 48 58 This is the detail of the connection between verfical cladding and . 62944162 Board the floor slab at columns - interface issue between two packages 
using different contractors - see fixity no. 37 for general statement 
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BAA Project 43 65 Agree lift strategy including number and type of CIP lifts 0.715736041 
Board 
J 
FAA Project .4 7 Building structure 0.2309 Manager 
I 
BAA Project 12 Plant locations 0.31725888ý 
Manager 
BAA Project 7 13 Main extension roof profile 0.317258381i 
Manager i 
BAA Project 12 18 Location of new WC facilities 1 0.370558381 
M 
BAA Project 14 21 SW comer building perimeter - build in existing space 0.38832487i Manager 
. .......... ... BAA Project 21 33 Level 5 finish floor level 0.434010151 
Manager 
......... .... . 1 BAA Project 1 25 38 Smoke Strategy (ME3) for levels 3 and 4/5 0.469543151 
L 
Manager I I 
BAA Project 1 34 39 Roof level 0.46954315 
Manager 
1 BAA Project 29 42 Retail Storage Area Locations and Access 0 . 472081221 iManager 
1BAA Project 1 
! manager i 
30 43 Location of CIP Lounges and associated access routes 0.472081221' 
' 
i 
1BAA Project 1 59 1 81 The strategy in case of fire within in the building 0,84010152" Wanager I 
iCladding 37 64 Connection between vertical cladding & floor slab 0.685279191 
1Supplier 
Client - SAA 87 1 1 To demolish/remove existing passenger ramp and bridge -0.0177665i i structures connecting south terminal to pier 2 i i 
I 'Client - BAA 15 22 Escape routes ......... .. 0.38832487' 
I Client - BAA 28 44 Retail space layout 0.4720812211 
! Client - BAA 31 1 45 Number and location of seating areas 1 0.47208122! 
Client - BAA 62 50 Passenger segregation within the area affected by departures 0.510152281 
lounge project 
! Client - BAA 73 54 Whether to screed (floor finish issue) tenanted areas or not 0.560913711 
[Client 
- BAA 1 83 60 Specific requirements for CCTV 0.649746191 
Client - BAA 84 61 Specific requirements for swipe card entry points 0.64974619' 
! Client - BAA 1 57 67 The position/alignment of the airside road along/undemeath the 0.718274111 
building - fine tuning of road curvature and moving some columns 
to accommodate bigger tolerances for drivers 
Client - BAA 1; 44 74 Sub station relocation 0.756345181 
Pient - BAA 1 47 Roof material to be used for entire project - considering variations 1 0.776649751 l 
of standing seam roof configuration 
Client - BAA 1 68 1 83 Choice of rainwater drainage system from roof gutter 1-0.857868021 
Client - BAA 72 1 84 I Type of glazing units to be used in external cladding (type of glass 
and size) 
0,860406091 I 
lConstruction 64 82 Type and scope of fire protection to structural steel work 0.84010152ý 
1 Manag 
I I i 
! Framework 
! contractor 
41 55 1 Dimension between gridline and cladding. 0.5989B4771 7i 
IQS 53 1 41 Basic floor plate and space usage 0.172588831 
IQS 24 35 1 Power strategy (me2) LV distribution 
Jos 
- 
61 51 I Concept stage wayfinding system 0.510152281 
10 S 55 73 I Make provision at level 5 for a WC facility (but not fit out) - for 0.7M578681 I 1 future use I 
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ps 94 78 JAmount of glazing required 0.822335F3.. 4 
Retail Design 74 68 Floor finish type for the public area: CIP Corridors 0.718274111, 
Consultant 
Retail Design 75 69 Floor finish type for the public area: Passenger Link bridges i 0.718274111 
Consultant 
FRetail Design 1 76 70 Floor finish type for the public area: Circulation seating areas 1 0.718274111 
C Consultant 
Retail Design 88 86 Specification of fire escape doors 
lConsultant 
l Retail Design 87 Specification of internal doors 
Consultant 
I Retail Design 92 88 Specification of internal partitions (dividing walls between retail 1 lConsultant 
I 
units etc) 
I 
Retail Design i 93 89 Specification of internal partitions (dividing walls for escape units) I 
Consultant 
IServices 77 2 Scope of service provision for retail / catering units 1 0.00507614' 
Engineer II 
Services 54 10 Type of material for the external face of the cladding for the entire 0.3112182741 
Engineer extension 
Services 50 14 Selecting the grid dimensions 0.317258882f 
Engineer 
I 
IServices a 17 Service riser location 0.352791881 
1 Engineer I 
lServices 51 23 To have a 24m span over the air side road - the road goes 0.393401021 
Engineer 
I 
underneath the extension on the South West comer 
IServices 52 1 24 Locations of the structural columns with respect to the existing 0.39340102 
Engineer passenger link bridges taking departing and arriving passengers 
1 
from the pier to the terminal 
IServices 1 17 28 Service riser location (See number 8 same details) 1 0.406091371 
Engineer 
iServices 19 29 Level 5 WC location (See no. 12) 0.40609137 
Engineer 
iServices 23 30 I Fix Specialist systems strategy Including fire alarms, CCTV, 0.406091371 lEngineer door access, FIS public address I 
Services 38 31 How to supply the electdcal power supply of the building (2.4MVA) 0.40609137 
Engineer covers all uses within the extension 
1 
[§ervices 22 36 Mechanical Strategy (ME1 on Project Process) 0.44416244 
1 Engineer 
1 
Services 26 40 WC & Public Health Strategy (ME4) Mech. ventilation to toilet 0.469543151 
Engineer 
J 
areas I 
IServices 27 1 41 Public Health primary services routes 0.46954315 
1 Engineer I 
I 
[Services 70 49 The type of foundation to be used for the extension 0.5 
Engineer 
1 
. 
Ser%nces 71 63 The number of different sized pads to be used for the foundations 0.667512691 
Engineer 
Services 45 75 Cold water storage 0.75634511-11 
Engineer , 
Services 46 76 Number of secondary circuits for chilled water and heating circuits 0.75634518 JEngineer 
- 
1 I 
[S ervices 90 85 Bracing for existing steel frame 0.91624365 
Engineer 
i 
Structural 69 3 Type of material for frame 0.08375635 
Engineer I 
I 1 
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Structural 2 8 Floor finish materials 0.2309 
Engineer 
Structural 5 9 Floor slab thickness set at 150mrn 0.266497461 
Engineer 1 
Structural 11 19 Cladding module size i 0.370558381i 
Engin 
Structural 1 32 47 Type of roof liner & support 0.47715736: 
Engineer 
Structural i 36 52 Were is the front edge of the building 0-64314721, 
Engineer 
Table H. 3 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions for the Gatwick 
Case Study by Order of Decision Maker 
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Decision 
Number 
2 
Gatwick Decisions That The Architect Was Involved In Making 
Floor finish materials 
F3 t-- Building height I 4 Building structure 
5 Floor slab thickness set at 150mm 
6 Plant locations 
7 Main extension roof profile 
8 Service riser location 
11 Cladding module size 
12 Location of new WC facilities 
14 SW comer building perimeter - build in existing space 
is Escape routes 
1 19 11-evel 5 WC location (See no. 12) 
20 Location of SW comer riser - moved to a new position so that the access to level I ive Cl P can be located 
within the area of the new construction 
21 Level 5 finish floor level 
24 Power strategy (me2) LV distribution 
25 ! Smoke Strategy (ME3) for levels 3 and 4/5 
26 WC & Public Health Strategy (ME4) Mech. ventilation to toilet areas 
27 Public Health primary services routes 
28 Retail space layout 
29 Retail storage Area Locations and Access 
30 Location of CIP Lounges and associated access routes 
31 Number and location of seating areas 
32 Type of roof liner & support 
33 ! Main airside road realignment 
34 Roof level 
36 lWere is the front edge of the building 
1 37 ! Connection between vertical cladding & floor slab 
40 Decided that the mechanical primary plant should be open (to elements i. e. not enclosed) 
41 Dimension between gridline and cladding. 
43 ! Agree lift strategy including number and type of CIP lifts 
44 Sub station relocation 
47 Roof material to be used for entire project - considering variations of standing seam roof configuration 
50 
- 
Selecting the grid dimensions 
F 51 ITo have a 24m span over the air side road - the road goes underneath the extension on the South West 
, comer 52 Locations of the structural columns with respect to the existing passenger link bridges taking departing and 
arriving passengers from the pier to the terminal 
53 Basic floor plate and space usage 
54 If Fpe of material for the external face of the cladding for the entire extension 
55 Make provision at level 5 for a WC facility (but not fit out) - for future use 
60 
- 
The smoke strategy decided upon 
F 61 Concept stage wayfinding system 
63 Finalisation of the seating areas locations and the seating arrangements (the number of seats required in 
public areas) 
1 64 IType and scope of fire protection to structural steel work 
68 Choice of rainwater drainage system from roof gutter 
74 Floor finish type for the public area: CIP Corridors 
75 Floor finish type for the public area: Passenger Link bridges 
76 Floor finish type for the public area: Circulation / seating areas 
79 Internal routing of services 
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1 Floor finish zone - none structural element 
2 Floor finish materials 
3 ! Building height 
4 'Building structure 
F- 8 service riser location 
9 Location of Commercially Important Persons (Cl P) location 
10 Pier 2/3 access ramp & transfers configuration 
12 Location of new WC facilities 
15 Escape routes 
16 Floor Levels for level 3& level 4 
18 Wing Tip Clearances to the end of building - is SW comer too close to wing tip of aircraft 
19 Level 5 WC location (See no. 12) 
20 Location of SW comer riser - moved to a new position so that the access to level five Cl P can be located 
within the area of the new construction 
28 1 Retail space layout 
29 Retail storage area locations and access 
30 ! Location of Cl P Lounges and associated access routes 
31 Number and location of seating areas 
33 Main airside road realignment 
34 ! Roof level 
36 1 Were is the front edge of the building 
43 Agree lift strategy including number and type of CIP lifts 
44 Sub station relocation 
45 Cold water storage 
47 Roof material to be used for entire project - considering variations of standing seam roof configuration 
73 Whether to screed (floor finish issue) tenanted areas or not 
74 Floor finish type for the public area: CIP Corridors 
75 Floor finish type for the public area: Passenger Link bridges 
76 Floor finish type for the public area: Circulation / seating areas 
Table H. 5 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that the Client's 
Agent was Involved in Making (Gatwick) 
Table H. 4 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that the Architect 
was Involved in Making (Gatwick) 
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Table H. 8 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that the Planning 
Supervisor was Involved in Making (Gatwick) 
Decisio 
Numbe 
1 
- 
n Gatwick Decisions That The Project Manager Was Involved In Making 
r 
1 Floor finish zone - none structural element 
F 2 Floor finish materials 
13 
- 
Building height 
F s 1 Floor slab thickness set at 150mm II 8 Service riser location 
9 Location of Commercially Important Persons (CI P) location 
10 Pie 2/3 access ramp & transfers configuration 
11 Cladding module size 
14 SW comer building perimeter - build in existing space 
16 Floor Levels for level 3& level 4 
20 Location of SW comer riser - moved to a new position so that the access to level five Cl P can be located 
within the area of the new construction 
26 WC & Public Health Strategy (ME4) Mech. ventilation to toilet areas 
33 Main airside road realignment 
34 Roof level 
1 36 JWere is the front edge of the building 
37 Connection between vertical cladding & floor slab 
38 How to supply the electrical power supply of the building (2.4MVA) - covers all uses within the extension 
39 Decided general location of sub station (not specific place) just the level 
40 Decided that the mechanical primary plant should be open (to elements i. e. not enclosed) 
Table H. 6 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that the End User 
was Involved in Making (Gatwick) 
Table H. 7 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that the 
Highways Engineer was Involved in Making (Gatwick) 
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42 Allow the BAA project process to be changed to allow works to commence before the required level of cost 
certainty achieved. 
43 Agree lift strategy including number and type of CIP lifts 
45 Cold water storage 
46 Number of secondary circuits for chilled water and heating circuits 
49 Cladding to be used for the electrical substation 
50 Selecting the grid dimensions 
i 51 To have a 24m span over the air side road - the road goes underneath the extension on the South West i ii 
i ! comer 
L 52 ! Locations of the structural columns with respect to the existing passenger link bridges taking departing and 
I arriving passengers from the pier to the terminal 
53 1 Basic floor plate and space usage 
54 Type of material for the external face of the cladding for the entire extension 
56 Make provision at level 5 for a WC facility (but not fit out) - for future use 
56 The colour of the vertical cladding panels 
60 1 The smoke strategy decided upon 
61 1 Concept stage wayfinding system 
62 ! Passenger segregation within the area affected by departures lounge project 
64 1 Type and scope of fire protection to structural steel work 
65 ITo use an alternative supplier for the bonded store hoist (lift for bonded store store for duty free area) 
E 66 1Type of roof to be used and the detail 
L- 1 70 1 The type of foundation to be used for the extension 
1 74 1 Floor finish type for the public area: CIP Corridors 
75 Floor finish type for the public area: Passenger Link bridges 
76 Floor finish type for the public area: Circulation / seating areas 
78 Incoming service provision (routing of)l electricity, water, drainage 
79 Internal routing of services 
80 Scope of lighting to ramps connecting the lounge to node 2 
81 Scope of lighting to public areas within lounge extension 
1 85 Decision to have a goods lift located adjacent to the west stair 
Table H. 9 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that the Project 
Manager was Involved in Making (Gatwick) 
Decisio 
Numbe 
1 
n Gatwick Decisions That The Quantity Surveyor Was Involved In Making 
r 
Floor finish zone - none structural element 
F-2 Floor finish materials 
3 Building height 
4 Buildiýg structure 
L5 Floor slab thickness set at 150mm 
6 Plant locations 
11 Cladding module size 
12 Location of new WC facilities 
14 SW comer building perimeter - build in existing space 
16 Escape routes 
16 Floor Levels for level 3& level 4 
17 Service Riser Location (See number 8 same details) 
18 Wing tip clearances to the end of building - is SW comer too close to wing tip of aircraft 
19 Level 5 WC location (See no. 12) 
20 Location of SW comer riser - moved to a new position so that the access to level five CIP can be located 
within the area of the new construction 
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21 Level 5 finish floor level 
22 Mechanical Strategy (ME1 on Project Process) 
23 
- 
Fix Specialist systems strategy Including Fire Alarms CCTV Door Access FIS Public Address 
F 24 Power strategy (me2) LV distribution 
25 1 Smoke Strategy (ME3) for levels 3 and 4/5 
26 1WC & Public Health Strategy (ME4) Mech. ventilation to toilet areas 
27 1 Public Health primary services routes 
28 1 Retail space layout 
29 Retail storage area locations and access 
30 Location of Cl P Lounges and associated access routes 
r 31 Number and location of seating areas 
F 32 IType of roof liner & support 
1 33 iMain airside road realignment 
34 Roof level 
40 1 Decided that the mechanical primary plant should be open (to elements i. e. not enclosed) 
42 Allow the BAA project process to be changed to allow works to commence before the required level of cost 
certainty achieved. 
44 ! Sub station relocation 
45 Cold water storage 
46 Number of secondary circuits for chilled water and heating circuits 
47 Roof material to be used for entire project - considering variations of standing seam roof configuration 
49 Cladding to be used for the electrical substation 
50 Selecting the grid dimensions 
51 ITo have a 24m span over the air side road - the road goes underneath the extension on the South West 
1 comer 
53 Basic floor plate and space usage 
54 1 Type of material for the external face of the cladding for the entire extension 
55 1 Make provision at level 5 for a WC facility (but not f it out) - for f uture use 
57 iThe positiontalignment of the airside road along/undemeath the building - fine tuning of road curvature and 
moving some columns to accommodate bigger tolerances for drivers 
1 61 
I 
! Concept stage wayfinding system i 
62 i Passenger segregation within the area affected by departures lounge project 
64 IType and scope of fire protection to structural steel work 
65 1 To use an alternative supplier for the bonded store hoist (lift for bonded store store for duty free area) 
66 IType of roof to be used and the detail 
70 ]The type of foundation to be used for the extension 
1 72 1Type of glazing units to be used in external cladding (type of glass and size) 
73 1 Whether to screed (floor finish issue) tenanted areas or not 
- 74 1 Floor finish type for Fe public area: Cl P Corridors 
75 1 Floor finish type for the public area: Passenger Link bridges 
76 1 Floor finish type for the public area: Circulation / seating areas 
79 Internal routing of services 
so Scope of lighting to ramps connecting the lounge to node 2 
F 81 Scope of lighting to public areas within lounge extension 
L 85 Decision to have a goods lift located adjacent to the west stair 
86 Routes for foul and surface water drainage 
87 To demolish/remove existing passenger ramp and bridge structures connecting south terminal to pier 2 
1 94 JAmount of glazing required 
Table H. 10 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that the Quantity 
Surveyor was Involved in Making (Gatwick) 
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Decisio 
Numbe 
2 
n Gatwick Decisions That The Services Engineer Was Involved In Making 
r 
Floor finish materials 
3 Building height 
4 
-- 
Building structure 
6 t Plant locations 
9 Location of Commercially Important Persons (Cl P) location 
10 1 Pier 2/3 access ramp & transfers configuration 
II ! Cladding module size 
12 Location of new WC facilities 
r is Escape routes 
16 Floor Levels for level 3& level 4 
19 ! Level 5 WC location (See no. 12) 
1 20 ! Location of SW comer riser - moved to a new position so that the access to level five Cl P can be located 
i within the area of the new construction 
II 
21 Level 5 finish floor level 
22 Mechanical Strategy (ME1 on Project Process) 
23 Fix Specialist systems strategy Including Fire Alarms CCTV Door Access FIS Public Address 
24 Power strategy (me2) LV distribution 
1 25 ! Smoke Strategy (ME3) for levels 3 and 4/5 
L 26 1WC & Public Health Strategy (ME4) Mech. ventilation to toilet areas 
27 Public Health Primary services routes 
28 Retail space layout 
30 Location of Cl P Lounges and associated access routes 
31 Number and location of seating areas 
35 Fire compartmentation for whole of project fixity SG4 
38 How to supply the electrical power supply of the building (2.4MVA) - covers all uses within the extension 
40 Decided that the mechanical primary plant should be open (to elements i. e. not enclosed) 
43 
- 
lAgree lift strategy including number and type of CIP lifts 
[ 44 ISub station relocation 
45 1 Cold water storage 
46 Number of secondary circuits for chilled water and heating circuits 
49 ! Cladding to be used for the electrical substation 
1 50 Selecting the grid dimensions 
52 11-ocations of the structural columns with respect to the existing passenger link bridges taking departing and 1 arriving passengers I rorn the pier to the terminal 
53 Basic floor plate and space usage 
55 Make provision at level 5 for a WC facility (but not I it out) - for I uture use 
59 IThe strategy in case of fire within in the building 
61 lConcept stage wayfinding system 
66 Type of roof to be used and the detail 
68 
- 
1 Choice of rainwater drainage system from roof gutter 
f 70 The type of foundation to be used for the extension 
80 Scope of lighting to ramps connecting the lounge to node 2 
81 Scope of lighting to public areas within lounge extension 
1 83 Specif ic requirements for CCTV 
84 1 Specific requirements for swipe card entry points 
87 To demolish/remove existing passenger ramp and bridge structures connecting south terminal to pier 2 
90 Bracing for existing steel frame 
94 Amount of glazing required 
Table H. 1 1- List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that the 
Services Engineer was Involved in Making (Gatwick) 
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I Decisio 
Numbe 
n Gatwick Decisions That The Specialist Consultants Was Involved In 
r Making 
Specify Specialist 
Consultant 
25 Smoke Strategy (ME3) for levels 3 and 4/5 ! Jeremy Gardne specialist Fire I 
jEng., Fire officer 
38 How to supply the electrical power supply of the building (2.4MVA) - covers ILES 
all uses within the extension 
48 This is the detail of the connection between vertical cladding and the floor Cladding and concrete and I 
slab at columns - interface issue between two packages using different steel work suppliers 
II 
contractors - see fixity no. 37 for general statement 
50 Selecting the grid dimensions ISteelwork supplier 
51 To have a 24m span over the air side road - the road goes underneath the Steelwork supplier 
extension on the South West comer 
1 59 
i 
IThe strategy in case of fire within in the building lFire consultant 
I- 
1 
72 jType of glazing units to be used in external cladding (type of glass and size) - lCladding contractor 
78 Incoming service provision (routing of) electricity, water, drainage jAirport Engineers 
I(maintenance) 
80 Scope of lighting to ramps connecting the lounge to node 2 Lighting (WSP) 
81 Scope of lighting to public areas within lounge extension Lighting (WSP) 
86 Routes for foul and surface water drainage jAirport engineers F i maintenance department 
Table 
, 
H. 12 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that Specialist 
Consultants were Involved in Making (Gatwick) 
Decisio 
Numbe 
I 
n Gatwick Decisions That The Structural Engineer Was Involved In Making 
r 
Floor finish zone - none structural element 
3 Building height 
4 Building structure 
6 Plant locations 
i7 
I 
IMain extension roof profile II 
8 Service riser location 
9 Location of Commercially Important Persons (CIP) location 
F 10 Pier 2/3 access ramp & transfers configuration 
F- 12 Location of new WC facilities 
14 1SW comer building perimeter - build in existing space 
16 j Floor Levels for level 3& level 4 
18 lWing Tip Clearances to the end of building - is SW comer too close to wing tip of aircraft 
20 ! Location of SW comer riser - moved to a new position so that the access to level five Cl P can be located 
within the area of the new construction 
21 Level 5 finish floor level 
24 Power strategy (me2) LV distribution 
1 26 JWC & Public Health Strategy (ME4) Mech. ventilation to toilet areas 
27 Public Health primary services routes 
28 Retail space layout 
29 Retail storage area locations and access 
30 Location of Cl P Lounges and associated access routes 
31 Number and location of seating areas 
F-32 IType of roof liner & support 
33 Main airside road realignment 
34 Roof level 
36 Were is the front edge of the building 
37 connection between vertical cladding & floor slab 
40 Decided that the mechanical primary plant should be open (to elements i. e. not enclosed) 
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41 Dimension between gridline and cladding. 
43 jAgree lift strategy including number and type of CIP lifts 
44 Sub station relocation 
45 Cold water storage 
48 This is the detail of the connection between vertical cladding and the floor slab at columns - interface issue 
between two packages using different contractors - see fi)dty no. 37 for general statement 
53 Basic floor plate and space usage 
57 The positiontalignment of the airside road along/undemeath the building - fine tuning of road curvature and 
moving some columns to accommodate bigger tolerances for drivers 
j 61 Concept stage wayfinding system 
62 Passenger segregation within the area affected by departures lounge project 
64 Type and scope of fire protection to structural steel work 
86 Routes for foul and surface water drainage 
87 To demolish/remove e)dstng passenger ramp and bridge structures connecting south terminal to pier 2 
Table H. 13 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that the 
Structural Engineer was involved in Making (Gatwick) 
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Framework Who Made the 
Structural Engineer Contractor (Van Design Decisions 
8% Dam UK) (Gatwick) 
1% Architect (GRA) 
Services Engineer 11% 
21% 
Client 
14% 
Client's Own 
Project Manager 
13% 
Architect (Fitch) 
12% Quantity Surveyor 
4% 
Retail Design Client (Project 
Consultant Board) 
8% , Construction 
6% 
Cladding Supplier-,, -" -----Manager (TW) 
1% 1% 
Figure HA - Who Made the Design Decisions (Gatwick) 
Design Team 
Specialist Consultant 
Development Consultant 
Acoustic Consultant 
Landscape Architect 
Planning Consultant 
Legal Consultant 
Highways Consultant 
Planning Authority 
Services Engineer 
Structural Engineer 
Planning Supervisor 
Ouantity Surveyor 
Clients Agent 
Project Manager 
End User 
Architect 
Client 
Percentage of the Design Decisions In Which the Design Team Members 
Played an Active Role (Gatwick) 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 1 
Percentage of Decisions 
Figure H. 5 - Percentage of Design Decisions in Which the Design Team Members 
Played an Active Role (Gatwick) 
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Percentage of Percentage of Design Decisions Citing Particular Constraint Categories As 
Decisions Impinging Upon The Design Process (Gatwick) 
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Constraint Categories 
Figure H. 6 - Percentage of Design Decisions Particular Constraint Categories are 
Cited as Impinging Upon the Design Process (Gatwick) 
Percentage of Percentage of Design Decisions Using Particular Reason Categories to 
Design Decisions Choose Between Options (Gatwick) 
40- 
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26 
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Figure H. 7 - Percentage of Design Decisions Using Particular Reason Categories 
to Choose Between Options (Gatwick) 
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Decisio 
Number 
1 
n Gatwick Decision Made 
loor finish zone - none structural element 
Constraints 
Impinging 
Design - 
Categories 
Cited 
A, B, C, L 
Reason For 
Selecting 
Options - 
Categories 
Cited 
I A, B, c 
2 Floor finish materials B, C, D, F, H, M 1D 
3 Building height D, F, I, M, O E, F 
4 Building structure E, F, G, Q F, G, H 
5 Floor slab thickness set at 150mm D A 
6 Plant locations D, E, F F, I 
7 Main extension roof profile D, F, M, Q, T F, H-, J---ii 
a Service riser location D, F, H, J FJ 
9 Location of commercially important persons (Cl P) location 1 D, K, M, Q H 
10 Pier 2/3 access ramp & transfers configuration B, D F, G, H, J. 
K: M, Q, S 
EG 
11 JC[adding module size D, E, F, H, l F, H 
12 1 Location of new WC facilities A, B, F, K, M K 
14 1 SW comer building perimeter - build in existing space D, F I, K 
15 !! Escape routes D, F, L, M, N A 
16 Floor levels for level 3& level 4 F A, I, K 
17 Service riser location (see number 8 same details) 
is Wing tip clearances to the end of building - is SW comer too close to wing tip of 
laircraft 
F A, L 
19 Level 5 WC location (see no. 121 F IF 
20 1 Location of SW comer riser - moved to a new position so that the access to level D, F, P 
five CIP can be located within the area of the new construction 
K 
21 Level 5 finish floor level F, I, V I, R 
22 Mechanical strategy (mel on project process) 
23 Fix specialist systems strategy Including fire alarms CCTV door access FIS 
public address 
F 
24 Power strategy (me2) LV distribution A, F M 
25 Smoke strategy (me3) for levels 3 and 4/5 F, K, L I, K 
26 1 WC & public health strategy (me4) mech. ventilation to toilet areas K, M, N M, N 
27 Public health primary services routes F F J 
28 ! Retail space layout IB, F, I, K, L, M, _ F, K 
29 Retail storage area locabons and access F, I, X 1ý= 
30 Location of CIP lounges and associated access routes I, X K 
1 31 lNumber and location of seating areas C, D, F, M, U E 
32 Type of roof liner & support D, F, N H, K 
1 33 IMain airside road realignment DF, G, X E 
34 Roof level D, F, I I 
35 Fire compartmentation for whole of project fixity sc4 
- 
F, L 
36 Were is the front ý dge of the building D, F E 
37 Connection between vertical cladding & floor slab D, F, H K, O 
38 1 How to supply the electrical power supply of the building (2.4mva) - covers all I uses within the extension 
F, T, M 1 A 
39 Decided general location of sub station (not specific place) just the level A, D, F, G A 
40 Decided that the mechanical primary plant should be open (to elements i. e. not 
enclosed) 
A, D, H, I, P H 
41 Dimension between gridline and cladding. D F, H 
42 Allow the BAA project process to be changed to allow works to commence 
before the required level of cost certainty achieved. 
1.0 
43 lAgree fift strategy including number and type of CIP lifts D, F, M, X K 
_J 
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F-AA 
i ISO station relocation I A, D, G 1 I, K 1 
45 Cold water storage D, F, L, M, Q M 
46 Number of secondary circuits for chilled water and heating circuits A, D, E, F, L, M B ý-47 
Roof material to be used for entire project - considering variations of standing 
seam roof configuration 
D, G, I, K, N, Q K 
48 
- 
This is the detail of the connection between vertical cladding and the floor slab at D, F, H, O, T Icolumns 
- interface issue between two packages using different contractors - see 
fixity no. 37 for general statement 
B, H, O 
l` 49 Cladding to be used for the electrical substation B, F, Q A 
50 ! Selecting the grid dimensions 
1 
IA, B, D, F, G, I, 
1 J'X 
I 
51 To have a 24m span over the air side road - the road goes underneath the 
extension on the south west comer 
D, F, J, Q F, K, N 
i 52 ! Locations of the structural columns with respect to the existing passenger link 
lbridges taking departing and arriving passengers from the pier to the terminal 
D, F, G, H, K, N 
'X 
G, H, l 
1 53 
1 
Basic floor plate and space usage D, F, G, I, J, L, 1 
M'X 
G, 1,0 
54 IType of material for the external face of the cladding for the entire extension D, F, H, I, J, Q 1 
55 1 Make provision at level 5 for a WC facility (but not fit out) - for future use F, M, N, V, X F, I 
56 The colour of the vertical cladding panels F, I, J, L, M. 0 B, K 
57 ! The position/alignment of the airside road along/undemeath the building - fine 
ituning of road curvature and moving some columns to accommodate bigger 
tolerances for drivers 
D, F, G, I, J B, K, N 
59 ! The strategy in case of fire within in the building D, F, L, N K, L, N 
60 Me smoke strategy decided upon D, F, K, L, N, X H, I, K 
61 Concept stage wayfinding system D, FA M, V, X GJ 
62 Wassenger segregation within the area affected by departures lounge project G, N, V, X 
63 Finalisation of the seating areas locations and the seating arrangements (the 
number of seats required in public areas) 
C, D, F, J, M, T 
64 Type and scope of fire protection to structural steel work F, H, I, N, O F, H, l 
65 iTo use an alternative supplier for the bonded store hoist (lift for bonded store 
istore for duty free area) 
1, J, L, N, P I 
68 Choice of rainwater drainage system from roof gutter I D, F, I, P, Q K 
69 1Type of material for frame F, 1,0 1 
70 IThe type of foundation to be used for the extension D, F, 1,0 FJ, K 
71 The number of different sized pads to be used for the foundations D, F, H, I, J 
72 
- 
IType of glazing units to be used in external cladding (type of glass and size) 
I 
D, F, I, J, L, M, 
N 
H, M 
ý 
73 lWhether to screed (floor finish issue) tenanted areas or not A, B, I, M, P, Y 1, L 
74 Floor finish type for the public area: CIP corridors 1, J, K, L, P, V J 
75 Floor finish type for the public area: passenger link bridges D, F, J, K, L, P. IVIX 
J 
I 
76 Floor finish type for the public area: circulation / seating areas 
- 
IF, G, H, J, K, L, 
P'Q'V 
77 1ý cope of service provision for retail / catering units D, F 
78 Incoming service provision (routing of) electricity, water, drainage 
- 
D, F, I, L, P I 
79 Internal routing of services D, F, H, I, L, P F, G, P 
80 1 Scope of lighting to ramps connecting the lounge to node 2 C'J'M'P 
81 IScope of lighting to public areas within lounge extension C'J'M'P 
82 1 To use mechanically assisted ventilation and cooling D, K, N M 
83 Specific requirements for CCTV D, F, L, X L 
84 Specific requirements for swipe card entry points D, F, L, N, X, Z L 
85 Decision to have a goods lift located adjacent to the west stair D, F, P I 
_86 
Routes for foul and surface water drainage D, F, K H, I 
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Table H. 1 4- List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions with 
Corresponding 'Constraint' and 'Reasons For Selection' Categories Cited 
(Gatwick) 
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Cumulative Count Designer's Cost Visability 
(% of Decisions (Gatwick) 
Made) 1-4-Gatwick A Ideal for Gatwick', 
Normallsed Time (0-1 Represents the Design Period) 
Figure H. 8 - Designer's Cost Visibility (Gatwick) 
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Information 
Source Type 
Architects Job Book 
Planning Policy Guidance 
Design Guides 
Specify Surveys Used 
Surveys 
Consultants Disciplines 
consultants 
Value Engineering Exercise Reports 
Value Management Exercise Reports 
Risk Assesments 
Drawings 
Trade Literature 
Building Regulations 
Non-Statutory Authorities 
Statutory Authorities 
Legal Documents 
Percentage of Design Decisions Using 
Information Source Types (Gatwick) 
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Figure H. 10 - Percentage of Design Decisions Using Particular Information Source 
Types (Gatwick) 
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Figure H. 1 1- Percentage of Design Decisions Using Particular Information 
Technoýlogy Types (Gatwick) 
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Figure H. 12 - Percentage of Design Decisions Occurring in Each BAA Stage 
(Gatwick) 
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'Decision 
Maker 
I 
jArchitect 
Decisio 
Number 
9 
n Decision 
Order 
11 
Bourne Design Decision Made 
Extent of demolition on site - buildings at ground level 
Normalised 
Time 
0! 
iDeveloper 10 2 lExtent of the ground level demolition 01; 
! Highways 
Engineer 
73 13 'Have two access points (I service road entrancelexit, and 1 
1 customer car parking entrance/exit) 
0.083402147: 
jArchitect 2 4 ! Structural bay/ grid dimensions 0.2526837321 
jArchitect 5 i5 1 Footprint of initial building design i 0.2526837321 
IArchitect 1 6 Selection of the f rame system / material 0.2526837321 
Developer 72 7 ICustomer & staff car parking surface material selection 1 0.2799339391 
Architect 65 8 Landscaping approach (decision for 30k budget) 0.2923203961 
Developer 57 9 ! Selection of lift system for loading bay 0.2923203961 
iDeveloper is 10 ! Selection of the roof system / material 0.293146161 
Developer 24 11 'Selection of internal skin material 0.2931461611 
Developer 16 12__ ! Arrangement of the roof structure 0.293146161 
Developer 15 13 1 Selection of the roof structure type 0.2931461611 
Developer 19 14 : Arrangement of the roof system / profile 0.29314616i 
Developer 23 15 Selection of external skin system / material 0.293146161 
I Developer 34 16 'Type of fire compartmentation to be used (partition wall - 
I between sales and domestic) 
Developer 33 17 Type of internal partition wall used (to define areas of 
1space for different uses) 
0.2947976881 
IStructural 
Engineer 
67 18 ! Surface finish of service yard 0.2947976881 
'Client - 
lSainsbury 
82 19 i Position of senfice bays 0.569T7'70441 
! Architect 70 20 1 Specifying the amount of glazing required 0.59620148W 
! Client - 
! Sainsbury 
63 21 1 CCTV (intemally only) 0.5962014861 
! Client 
jSainsbury 
64 22 ITelecommunications specification (telephones, computer Ilines, Granada satellite system) 
0.5962014861. 
iArchitect 71 23 ! Customer& staff car parking location 0.597853014' 
IStructural jEngineer 
12 24 'Selection of substructure system / material 0.652353427 
iStructural 
i Engineer 
30 i 25 Selection of the floor system/ configuration 0.66556564811 
Contractor 31 26 1 Selection floor finish (concrete floor finish - not final finish) 1 I 
0.6845582161 
! Architect 3 27 ! Configuration / Layout of the structure 0.7118084231 
jServices 
Engineer 
77 28 1 Positioning the service meter cupboard 0.7431874481, 
! Structural 
Engineer 
1 11 29 11 Extent of the below ground level demolition 1 0.7704376551 
jArchitect 1 25 30 'Decision to have an acoustic screen around exposed plaýt 1 0.777869529 
Client - 
iSainsbury 
74 1 31 Location of plant room 0.780346821 
! Services 
Engineer 
41 32 ! Configuration of ventilation system 0.780 
IServices 
Engineer 
42 33 Iocation of the substation 0.78 
IServices 
Engineer 
40 i 34 IType of ventilation system selected 0.7803468211 
jArchitect 80 35 Rendered panel in external skin 0.7877786951 
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Client - 
Sainsbury 
36 36 organisation of internal space 0.787778695i 
! Client - 
Sainsbury 
75 37 Mecision to have open / closed plant 0.7927332781 
! Client - jSainsbury 
66 38 ! Location of service yard 0.794384 
i Client - i ISainsbury 
58 i 39 Location of the lift system 0.79521057i 
Fitout Architect 1 35 40 iType of fire compartmentation to be used (partition wall - 
I between sales and domestic) 
0.796862097i 
I 
iArchitect 20 i 41 Mecided to include a pedestrian walkway canopy 0.8208092491: 
! Contractor 22 1 42 Selection of the roof system / material for the plant room 0.820-1 8092491 
jArchitect 26 i 43 lArrangement of external skin - depth of wali (size of cavity) 0.82493806811 
Architect 27 i 44 ISelection of Insulation type 0.829066887; 
'Services 1 ! Engineer 
46 45 Gas capacity 0.829066887 
IServices 1 
jEngineer 
47 46 'Routing of water supply (decided to route with other ! 
services) 
0.8290668871 
iServices 
i 1 Engineer 
48 47 ! Water capacity 1 i 
0.829066887; i 
IServices 
Engineer 
45 48 Routing of gas supply (decided to route with other 1 
! services) i 
0.8290668871 
lContractor 81 1 49 1 Selection of insulation material for the roof 0.8331957061 
I Client - 
! Sainsbury 
13 50 ITo allow for duct runs, refrigeration pipes and power supply' 
1to checkout within the arrangement of the substructure 
0.8439306361 
I Contractor 83 51 'Dimension between external skin and gridline i 0,851362511 
lArchitect 7 52 1 Specification of th e building footprint config uration 0.857142857; 
lClient - 
! Sainsbury 
6 53 1 Final footprint for building design 0.857142857i 
jArchitect i 76 i 54 jPaviing material selection 0.8637489681 
FiArch-itect 55 55 i Selection of car parking lighting system 0.8637489681 
Pient - 
ISainsbury 
59 56 ! External signage configuration 0.8645747321 
! Architect 28 57 1 External skin - architectural features 0.8670520231 
! Architect 29 1 58 i Selection of material for external skin 0 8670520231 
Client 1 
is ainsbury 
17 1 59 ITo include wind catchers in the roof system 0.8678TT7871 
- I Fitout Architect 79 60 ! Specification of internal doors 0.8687035 51: 1 
Fitout Architect 32 61 Selection of the final floor finish 0.872832371 
1 Contractor i 8 62 jCut and fill exercise required to level off the site (store level! 
Ion site) 
0.875309661' 
Structural i 
Engineer 
4 63 Bracing to steel frame (amount and arrangement) 0.8786127171 
J 
Fitout Architect i I 62 64 
jEscape routes defined 0.886870355i 
Fitout Architect 1 60 i 65 Fire protection for structural steel 0.8868703551 
Fitout Architect 61 66 Fire compartmentation 0.886870355, 
Services 
Engineer 
44 67 Routing of electrical services 0.887696119' 
Fitout Architect i 78 68 Specification of public access doors 0.8926507021 
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iStructural 1 
Engineer 
52 69 Routing of soiled water drain (roof and landscape water run 1 loff) 0.9033856321, 
Structural 
En! 
53 70 ! Capacity of soiled water drain (roof and landscape water 
run off) 
0.9033856321 
1 Structural 
Engineer 
51 71 i Capacity of foul water drain 0.903385632ý 
Structural 
Engineer 
50 72 Routing of foul water drain 0.90338563231 
Contractor 1 49 73 Selection of roof drainage system 0.9042113961 
Client -1 ISainsbury 
68 1 74 The decision to include recycling facilities on the service 
road - Le. to service yard 
0.915772089! 
IStructural 
1 Engineer 
14 75 Decision to incorporate a gas permeable membrane into Ithe 
substructure 
0.9165978531 
1 
jArchitect 54 i 76 1 Car park drainage system 0.9182493811 
jArchitect i 37 77 ISpecification of means of escape doors 0.921552436' 
jArchitect 38 78 i Specification of service doors 0.937241949: 
Services 
Engineer 
56 79 1 Selection of store perimeter lighting 0.944673823i 
lArchitect 69 80 Selection of the type of windows / glazing 0.96118911 
iArchitect 39 81 ISpecification of service yard gate 0.97T7043771 
jArchitect i 84 82 Enclosure type for substation 
Developer's QS 1 43 83 ! Capacity of the substation 1.082576383i I 
Table 1.1 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions for the Bourne 
Case Study by Order of Decision Occurrence 
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Cumulative Count Cumulative Count of Design Decisions Made Against 
(% of Decisions Normalised Time (Bourne) 
Made) 
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Figure 1.1 - Cumulative Count of Design Decisions Made Against Normalised Time 
(Bourne) 
Percentage of Distribution of Design Decisions 
Decisions Made (Groups of 0.1 Normallsed Time) - Bourne 
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Figure 1.2 - Distribution of Design Decisions (Groups of 0.1 Normalised Time) - Bourne 
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Percentage of Distribution of Design Decisions 
Decisions Made (Groups of 0.05 Normalised Time) - Bourne 
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Figure 1.3 - Distribution of Design Decisions (Groups of 0.05 Normalised Time) - 
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Bourn 
Discipline 
jAcoustic Engineer 
e Design Team 
Company 
I'Lee Cunningham Partnership 
Architect ! Stanley Bragg Partnership 
! Architect (Fit Out) Hadfield Cawkwell Davidson 
jCivil Engineer 
-, 
White Young Green 
lClient I, J Sainsbury 
, Client's Agent (QS) I, Henry Riley & Son ! Contractor (Project Manager) IRG Carter 
! Contractor's QS IBDB 
jDevel6per ! Carter Commercial 
'Developers Agent (QS) Pickson Powell 
, Highways Engineer 1 IFlynn and Rothwell 
! Legal Advisor 'McGuinness Finch 
, Party Wall Surveyor 1GL Hearn 
Tlanning Adviser to Sainsbury 7own Planning Consultants 
Planning Officer ! South Kesteven District Council 
Public Relations for Client IGreylink 
IRefrigeration 10aksmere 
iServices Engineer iRoberts & Partners 
'Steel Sub Contractor I 1TSl 
'Structural Engineer White Young Green 
Table 1.2 - Design Team (Chelmsford) 
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. tecision Maker 
Architect 
itecision 
Number 
91 
Decisio 
Order 
1 
n Bourne Design Decision diade 
lExtent of demolition on site - buildings at ground level 
-Aormalised 
Time 
02 
! Architect .21 4 1 Structural bay/ grid dimensions 0.252683732i 
! Architect 5 5 1 Footprint of initial building design 0.2526837321 
Architect 6 Selection of the frame system / material 0.252683732i 
! Architect 65 8 Landscaping approach (decision f or 30k budget) i 0.2923203961 1 jArchitect 70 20 1 Specifying the amount of glazing required ..... . ...... .. 0.596201486i 
! Architect 71 23 I'Customer & staff car parking location 0.5978530141 
! Architect 3 27 lConfiguration / Layout of the structure 0.7118084231 
JArchitect 25 30 ! Decision to have an acoustic screen around exposed plant 0.77786952911 
jArchitect 80 35 'Rendered panel in external skin 0.7877786951 
Architect 20 41 ! Decided to include a pedestrian walkway canopy 0.820809249! I jArchitect 
4 
26 43 Arrangement of external skin - depth of wall (size of cavity) 1 
- 
0.8249380681 
! Architect 
1 
27 44 1 Selection of Insulation type 1 0.8290668871 
, Architect 7 52 1 Specification of the building footprint / configuration 0.857142857i 
jArchitect 76 54 Paving material selection 0.863748968'1 
jArchitect 55 1 55 Selection of car parking lighting system 1 0.8637489681 
i, Architect i 28 57 1 External skin - architectural features 0.867052023T 
iArchitect 29 58 'Selection of material for external skin 0.8670520231 
1 Architect 54 76 Car park drainage system 0.918249381 
1 Architect 37 77 1 Specification of means of escape doors 0.9215524361 
, Architect i 38 i 78 Specification of service doors 0.9372419491 
iArchitect 69 80 1 Selection of the type of windows / glazing 0.96118911 
Architect 39 81 ! Specification of service yard gate 0.9777043771 
! Architect 84 82 Enclosure type for substation 1 
Client - 
ISainsbury 
82 19 ! Position of service bays 1 0.5697770441 
I Client - 
! Sainsbury 
63 21 CCTV (internally only) 0.59620148W 
, 
Client - 
ISainsbury 
64 22 i Telecommunications specification (telephones, computer 1 
lines, Granada satellite system) 
0.5962014861 
jClient- 
i Sainsbury 
74 31 11 Location of plant room 0.7803468211 
Client - 
, Sainsbury 
36 36 'The organisation of internal space 0.7877786951 
Client - 
iSainsbuiy i 
i 
i 
75 37 Decision to have open closed plant 1 0.792733278'1 
iSainsbury 
1 
1 i 
66 i 38 'Location of service yard i 
094T384806,, 
lient - 
jSainsbwy 
..... .......... .. 
58 39 'Location of the lift system 0.79521057ý 
lClient - 1 jSainsbury 
L 
13 50 ! To allow for duct runs, refrigeration pipes and power supply to i [checkout within the arrangement of the substructure 
0.843930636! I 
Client - 
I Sainsbury 
6 53 'Final footprint for building design 0.85714285 
Client - ! Sainsbury 
59 i 56 ; External signage configuration 0.864574732i 
Client - 
I Sainsbury i 
17 59 'To include wind catchers in the roof system 0.8678M87! 
Client - 68 74 iThe decision to include recycling facilities on the service road I- i. e. to service yard 
0.915172089 
iContractor 
............. .... 
31 1 26 iSelection floor finish (concrete floor finish - not final finish) 0.684558216ý 
lContractor 22 42 1 Selection of the roof system / material for the plant room 1 0.8208092491 
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Contractor 
- 
81 49 Selection of insulation material for the roof 0-8331957061 
FC ontractor 83 51 Omension between external skin and gridline 0.851362511, 
. Contractor 1 
8 62 Cut and fill exercise required to level off the site (store level 
on site) 
I 0.8753096611 I 
iContractor 1 49 73 ISelection of roof drainage system 0.9042113961 
lDeveloper 10 i2 ! Extent of the ground level demolition 0' 
Developer 72 7 ICustomer & staff car parking surface material selection 0.279933939' i 
'Developer 57 9 Selection of lift system for loading bay 0.292320396i 
Developer 18 10 Selection of the roof system / material 0.293146161 
Developer 24 1 11 Selection of internal skin material 0.293146167: 
1 Developer 16 12 jArrangement of the roof structure 0.29314616! 
Developer is 13 Selection of the roof structure type 0.293146161 
! Developer 19 14 'Arrangement of the roof system / profile 0.2931461611 
! Developer i 23 15 'Selection of external skin system / material 0.29314616' 
1 Developer 34 16 IType of fire compartmentation to be used (partition wall - 
! between sales and domestic) 
0.2947976881 
iDeveloper 
1 
- 
33 17 
i 
Type of internal partition wall used (to define areas of space I 
for different uses) i 
0.2947976881 I 
P eveloper's QS 43 1 83 Capacity of the substation 11.0825763831 
Fitout Architect 35 40 'Type of fire compartmentation to be used (partition wall - Ibetween 
sales and domestic) 
0.7968620971 
Fitout Architect 79 60 ! Specification of internal doors I 0.868703551 
Fitout Architect 32 1 61 ! Selection of the final floor finish . 87283237 
i Fitout Architect 62 1 64 Escape routes defined 0.8868703551 
Fitout Architect 60 65 Fire protecfion for structural steel 0.886870355i 
Fitout Architect 61 i 66 'Fire compartmentation 0.88687035M, 
Fitout Architect i 78 68 i Specification of public access doors 0.892650702i 
Highways 
Engineer 
73 3 Nave two access points (I service road entrance/exit, and 1 
! customer car parking entrance/exit) 
0.083402147 
jServices Engineer 
77 28 ! Positioning the service meter cupboard 1 0.7431874481 
jServices 1 
jEngineer 
41 32 lConfiguration of ventilation system 0.7803468211 
, Services 
jEngineer 
42 33 ! 'Location of the substation 1 0.78034682ii 
iServices 
1 
, Engineer 
40 34 
I 
Type of ventilation system selected 
I 
0.7803468211 
IServices 
I Engineer 
46 45 'Gas capacity 0.8290668871 
Iservices 
lEngineer 
47 46 1 Routing of Water supply (decided to route with other services) 0.8290668871 
! Services 
Engineer 
48 47 Water capacity 0.8290668871 
'Services 
Engineer 
45 48 Mouting of Gas supply (decided to route with other services) 0.829066887: 
IServices 44 67 Routing of electrical services 0.8876961191 
Engineer 
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Table 1.4 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions for the Bourne 
Case Study by Order of Decision Maker 
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4 ! Bracing to steel frame (amount and arrangement) 
5 Footprint of initial building design 
6 Final f ootprint for building design 
8 ! Cut and fill exercise required to level off the site (store level on site) 
)nt of the ground level demolition 
15 1 Selection of the roof structure type 
16 Arrangement of the roof structure 
18 Selection of the roof system / material 
19 'Arrangement of the roof system / profile 
20 1, Decided to include a pedestrian walkway canopy 
22 .1 Selection of the roof system / material for the plant room 
23 Selection of external skin system / material 
24 JjSelection of internal skin material 
25 Decision to have an acoustic screen around exposed plant 
26 I'Arrangement of external skin - depth of wall (size of cavity) 
27 ISelection of Insulation type 
28 External skin - architectural features 
29 ! Selection of material for external skin 
33 ! Type of internal partition wall used (to define areas of space for different uses) 
34 'Type of fire compartmentation to be used (partition wall - between sales and domestic) 
35 ! Type of fire compartmentation to be used (partition wall - between sales and domestic) 
37 j'Specification of means of escape doors 
38 ! Specification of service doors 
39 Specification of service yard gate 
40 jType of ventilation system selected 
41 Configuration of ventilation system 
42 1ocation of the substation 
49 ! Selection of roof drainage system 
54 : 'Car park drainage system 
55 Selection of car parking lighting system 
56 Selection of store perimeter lighting 
57 Selection of lift system for loading bay 
58 ! Location of the lift system 
62 1 Escape routes defined 
65 : Landscaping approach (decision for 30k budget) 
66 Location of service yard 
67 ! Surface finish of service yard 
68 IThe decision to include recycling facilities on the service road - i. e. to service yard 
69 Selection of the type of windows / glazing 
70 ! Specifying the amount of glazing required 
71 Customer & staff car parking location 
72 Customer & staff car parking surface material selection 
73 Have two access points (I service road entrance/exit, and I customer car parking entrance/exit) 
74 Location of plant room 
j 75 Decision to have open / closed plant 
i 76 IPaving material selection 
78 Specification of public access doors 
F- 79 Specification of internal doors 
80 Rendered panel in external skin 
81 ISelection of insulation material for the roof 
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82 Position of service bays 
83 Dimension between external skin and gridline 
84 1 Enclosure tvDe for substation 
Table 1.5 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that the Architect 
was Involved in Making (Bourne) 
1 Selection of the frame system / material 
2 Structural bay/ grid dimensions 
5 jFootprint f initial buif ding design 
6 Final footprint for building design 
12 'Selection of substructure system / material 
13 ITo callow for duct runs, refrigeration pipes and power supply to checkout within the arrangement of the 
.ii ! substructure 
15 Selection of the roof structure type 
16 lArrangement of the roof structure 
17 ITo include wind catchers in the roof system 
18 Selection of the roof system / material 
19 Arrangement of the roof system / profile 
22 ISelection of the roof system / material for the plant room 
23 'Selection of external skin svstem Tmaterial 
24 1 Selection of internal skin material 
32 i'Selection of the final floor finish 
33 'Type of internal partition wall used (to define areas of space for different uses) 
34 jType of fire compartmentation to be used (partition wall - between sales and domestic) 
35 jype of fire compartmentation to be used (partition wall - between sales and domestic) 
57 ISelection of lift system for loading bay 
67 I'Surface finish of service yard I 
72 1 Customer & staff car parking surface material selection 
73 Have two access points (1 service road entrance/exit, and 1 customer car parking entrance/exit) 
74 Location of plant room 
75 Decision to have open / closed plant 
76 Paving material selection 
77 Positioning the service meter cupboard 
80 Rendered panel in external skin 
Table 1.6 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that the Developer 
was Involved in Making (Bourne) 
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xecisio 
Numbe 
35 
n fjourne Decisions That The End Iser Was Involved In Making 
r 
1 Type of fire compartmentation to be used (partition wall - between sales and domestic) 
36 ! The organisation of internal space 
37 ! Specification of means of escape doors 
38 Specification of service doors 
39 Specification of service yard gate 
40 'Type of ventilation system selected 
41 i! Configuration of ventilation system 
42 li-ocation of the substation 
43 Capacity of the substation 
58 1 Location of the lift system 
59 External signage configuration 
60 1 Fire protection for structural steel 
1 61 1 Fire compartmentation 
63 
- 
CCTV (internally only) 
- F 64 1 Telecommunications specification (telephones, computer lines, Granada satellite system) 
66 1 Location of service yard 
68 IThe decision to include recycling facilities on the service road - i. e. to service yard 
71 1 Customer & staff car parking location 
74 Location of plant room 
75 Mecision to have open / closed plant 
76 Paving material selection 
78 Specification of public access doors 
79 'Specification of internal doors 
82 Position of service bays 
84 lEnclosure type for substation 
Table 1.8 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that the End User 
was Involved in Making (Bourne) 
Table 1.7 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that the 
Developer's Agent was Involved in Making (Bourne) 
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Table 1.13 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that the Planning 
Supervisor was Involved in Making (Bourne) 
Table 1.9 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that the Highways 
Engineer was Involved in Making (Bourne) 
Table 1.10 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that the 
Landscape Architect was Involved in Making (Bourne) 
Table 1.11 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that the Legal 
Consultant was Involved in Making (Bourne) 
Table 1.12 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that the Planning 
Authority was Involved in Making (Bourne) 
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3 Configuration / Layout of the structure 
22 Selection of the roof system / material for the plant room 
25 Decision to have an acoustic screen around exposed plant 
26 Arrangement of external skin - depth of wall (size of cavity) 
27 ISelection of insulation type 
29 Selection of material for external skin 
31 Selection floor finish (concrete f loor finish - not final finish) 
35 ! Type of fire compartmentation to be used (partition wall - between sales and domestic) 
43 1 Capacity of the substation 
4 Selection of roof drainage system 
54 Car park drainage system 
60 'Fire protection for structural steel 
61 ! Fire COMDartmentation 
65 Landscaping approach (decision for 30k budget) 
66 Location of service yard 
68 jhe decision to include recycling facilities on the service road - i. e. to service yard 
69 Selection of the type of YAndows / glazing 
70 Specifying the amount of glazing required 
71 Customer & staff car parking location 
74 Location of plant room 
75 Decision to have open / closed plant 
77 1 Positioning the service meter cupboard 
80 Rendered panel in external skin 
81 iSelection of insulation material for the roof 
82 Position of service bavs; 
83 1 Dimension between external skin and gridline 
84 'Enclosure type for substation 
Table 1.14 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that the Project 
Manager was Involved in Making (Bourne) 
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Decisio 
Numbe 
7 
n Bourne Decisions That The Services Engineer Was Involved In Making 
r 
Specification of the building footprint / configuration 
13 ! To allow for duct runs, refrigeration pipes and power supply to checkout within the arrangement of the 
! substructure 
17 ITo include wind catchers in the roof system 
35 jType of fire compartmentation to be used (partition wall - between sales and domestic) 
36 jThe organisation of internal space 
40 ! Type of ventilation system selected 
41 Configuration of ventilation system 
F 42 Location of the substation 
43 Capacity of the substation 
44 Routing of electrical services 
45 Routing of gas supply (decided to route with other services) 
46 gas capacity 
47 Routing of water supply (decided to route with other services) 
1 48 Water capacity 
1 50 Routing of foul water drain 
51 Capacity of foul water drain 
52 Routing of soiled water drain (roof and landscape water run off) 
53 'Capacity of soiled water drain (roof and landscape water run off) 
Selection of car parking lighting system 
56 Selection of store perimeter lighting 
Table 1.15 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that the Quantity 
Surveyor was Involved in Making (Bourne) 
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Decisio 
Numbe 
14 
n Bourne Decisions That The Specialist Consultants Was Involved In Making 
r 
; Bracing to steel frame (amount and arrangement) 
Specialist Consultants 
Store planner for 
ISainsbuy's, Rout 
! Architect 
7 Specification of the building footprint / configuration 1 Rout architect 
12 Selection of substructure system/ material jTo advise the structural 
! engineer on which Ifoundat 
i 32 ! Selection of the final floor finish Fitout architect 
3S Jype of fire compartmentation to be used (partition wall - between sales and 1domestic) 
I Rout architect 
i 36 jThe organisation of internal space Fitout architect, 
37 ! Specification of means of escape doors Fitout architect, 
38 ! Specification of serVice doors Fitout architect, 
39 1 Specification of service yard gate Fitout architect, 
44 Routing of electrical services Non-statutory undertaker 
55 ! Selection of car parking lighting system 11-folophane 
56 ! Selection of store perimeter lighting Ughting supplier 
58 Location of the lift system Rout architect 
59 ! External signage configuration Fitout architect 
i 60 Fire protection for structural steel 1 Fitout architect 
61 Are compartmentation i Rout architect 
62 'Escape routes defined Fitout architect and fire 
i officer 
63 CCTV (internally only) ! Fitout architect 
i 64 'Telecommunications specification (telephones, computer lines, Granada satellite 
, 
system) 
Fitout architec: 
66 Location of service yard Rout architect 
68 IThe decision to include recycling facilities on the service road - i. e. to service yard I i Fitout architect II 
69 Selection of the type of windows / glazing 'Fitout architect i 
70 ! Specifying the amount of glazing required i Fitout architect, windows i 
and doors subcontractor 
Customer & Staff car parking location Fitout architect 
74 Location of plant room i Fitout architect 
75 Decision to have open / closed plant Rout architect 
76 Paving material selection Fitout architect 
78 Specification of public access doors Fitout architect 
79 1 Specification of internal doors 'Fitout architect 
82 1 Position of service bays Fitout architect 
Table 1.17 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that Specialist 
Consultants were Involved in Making (Bourne) 
Table 1.16 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that the Services 
Engineer was Involved in Making (Bourne) 
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Decisio 
Numbe 
2 
n Bourne Decisions That The Structural Engineer Was Involved In Making 
r 
IStructural bay / grid dimensions 
3 1 1 Configuration / Layout of the structure 
6 Final footprint for building design 
7 Specification of the building footprint / configuration 
13 To allow for duct runs, refrigeration pipes and power supply to checkout within the arrangement of the substructureý 
14 Decision to incorporate a gas permeable membrane into the substructure 
22 Selection of the roof system / material for the plant room 
26 jArrangement of external skin - depth of wall (size of cavity) 
30 Selection of the floor system / configuration 
31 Selection floor finish (concrete floor finish - not final finish) 
35 IType of fire compartmentation to be used (partition wall - between sales and domestic) 
40 IType of ventilation system selected 
41 Configuration of ventilation system 
42 Location of the substation 
44 Routing of electrical services 
45 Routing of gas supply (decided to route with other services) 
46 gas capacity 
47 Routing of water supply (decided to route with other services) 
i 48 iWatercapacity 
50 1' Routing of foul water drain 
51 Capacity of foul water drain 
52 Routing of soiled water drain (roof and landscape water run off) 
53 ! Capacity of soiled water drain (roof and landscape water run off) 
54 Car park drainage system 
68 IThe decision to include recycling facilities on the service road - i. e. to service yard 
74 Location of plant room 
75 Decision to have open / closed plant 
77 Positioning the service meter cupboard 
82 Position of service bays 
83 Dimension between external skin and gridline 
84 1 Enclosure type for substation 
Table 1.18 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions that the 
Structural Engineer was Involved in Making (Bourne) 
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Services Engineer Who Made the 
12% Design Decisions 
(Bourne) 
Structural Engineer Architect 
12% 30% 
Architect (Fitout) 
8% Developers QS 
1% 
Client (Sainsbury) Developer 
16% 13% 
Contractor 
Highways 
Engineer 
7% 1% 
Figure 1.4 - Who Made the Design Decisions (Bourne) 
Design Team Percentage of Design Decisions in Which the Design Team Members 
Played an Active Role (Bourne) 
Specialist Consultant 
Development Consultant 
Acoustic Consultant 
Landscape Architect 
Planning Consultant 
Legal Consultant 
Highways Consultant 
Planning Authority 
Services Engineer 
Structural Engineer 
Planning Supervisor 
Sainsbury Ouantity Surveyor 
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Figure 1.5 - Percentage of Design Decisions in Which the Design Team Members 
Played an Active Role (Bourne) 
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Percentage of Percentage of Design Decisions Citing Particular Constraint Categories As 
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1 J Selection of the frame system / material A, D, E, H, I, K, O, U H, I, O, T, U 
2 ! Structural bay/ grid dimensions B, C, D, E, I, J, M, Q H, I, J, K, T 
3 Configuration / Layout of the structure A, B, C, D, F, I, J, K, L, 1 
(), X 
BJK 
4 Bracing to steel frame (amount and arrangement) B, D, F, U, X 11 F, K. M 
5 Footprint of initial building design B, D, F, K, L, M, U, T, X 1 K, Q, T 
6 1 Final footprint for building design B, D, F, K, L, M, U, T, Xi A, B, F. M 
7 Specification of the building footprint / configuration B, D, F, K, L, T, X B, C, J. M, O 
8 ! Cut and fill exercise required to level off the site (store level on site) D, E, F, I, J, N, O, W- H, 1,0 
9 Extent of demolition on site - buildings at ground level B, D, M, N, O, T, W, Z F, I, K, M, S 1 
10 Extent of the ground level demolition D, L, N, T, W, Z F, I, K, M, S 
11 Extent of the below ground level demolition D, L, N, T, W, Z M, N, U 
12 Selection of substructure system / material D, I, K, O B, H, I, K, O 
13 I'To allow for duct runs, refrigeration pipes and power supply to 
checkout within the arrangement of the substructure 
A, B, E, F, I, N, Q, U I 
14 1 Decision to incorporate a gas permeable membrane into the 
! substructure 
D, J, K, N, W I 
I 
i 
15 ISelection of the roof structure type F. 1, J, M, O. U 1, J, T 
16 i 
, Arrangement of the roof structure D, E, F, l H, I, J, K 
17 ITo include wind catchers in the roof system D, F, I, K, L, Q, W I, K 
18 ISelection of the roof system / material E, F, H, I, L, M, O, F, I, J. T 
19 ! Arrangement of the roof system / profile D, F, I, K, N, P, X F. H, I, J. Q 
20 i, Decided to include a pedestrian walkway canopy D, K, L, Q K, Q 
22 i , Selection of the roof system / material for the plant room A, E, F, H, I, J, O F. H. I. JQ 
23 Selection of external skin system/ material F, I, L, M, QW, X 1, K, J, Q, T 1. 
24 Selection of internal skin material 1, K, L, O 1, J, K, T 
25 1 Decision to have an acoustic screen around exposed plant D, I, K, Q, W F, H, K, L, 0,0 
26 j Arrangement of external skin - depth of wall (size of cavity) D, K, L, 0.0 F, H, O 
27 iSelection of Insulation type D, F, H, L H, I, K 
28 External skin - architectural features i D, L, Q i L, Q 
29 Selection of material for external skin F D, I, K, Q, U IILIQ 
30 I'Selection of the floor system /configuration A, D, H, J, K, O, U H, K. M, O 
31 
, 
Selection floor finish (concrete floor finish - not final finish) i D, H, O, V H, K, O 
32 ! Selection of the final floor finish B, C, K, P C'M 
33 IType of internal partition wall (to aefine areas of space for different 1 uses) 
D, F, K, M, O, U, W i H, I, K, L, M, T 
34 iType of fire compartmentation to be used (partition wall - between 
I sales and domestic) 
A, F, K, L, M, N, O K, L, M, N 
35 ! Type of fire compartmentation to be used (partition wall - between I sales and domestic) 
A, F, K, L, M, N, O M 
36 iThe organisation of internal space B. C, G C, E, M 
37 1 Specification of means of escape doors B, C, G, K, L, N, S C, F, K, M 
38 Specification of service doors B, C, G, K C, E, L. M 
39 Specification of service yard gate B, C, G, K, L, N, S B, F, I, K, M 
40 Type of ventilation system selected B, C, D, F, G, I, J, L, P, iW B, F. 1, K 
41 Configuration of ventilation system IB, C, D, F, G, I, J, L, P, 
W 
I, K 
42 Location of the substation D, F, P, S, X, Z B, F, K 
43 Capacity of the substation B, S, U G, O, T 
44 Routing of electrical services B, C, D, E, F. 1 F, H, K 
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45 Routing of Gas supply (decided to route with other services) j B, D, F, X i H, U 
46 Gas capacity B, C, G, K J, M, T 
47 1 Routing of Water supply (decided to route with other services) D, F H, U i 
48 lWatercapacity B, C, G, K J, M, T i 
49 Selection of roof drainage system D, I, K, P. 0 I F 
50 Routing of foul water drain B, C, D, L, P i F. K 
51 Capacity of foul water drain B, C, G, L i F, J, M, T 
52 Routing of soiled water drain (roof and landscape water run off) B, C, D, L, P I F, K 
53 'Capacity of soiled water drain (roof and landscape water run off) B, C, G, L F, J. M, T 
54 Car park drainage system D, I, W C, F, H, j I; 
55 ! Selection of car parking lighting system i B, C, D, F, K, L, M I, K 
56 Selection of store perimeter lighting 1 B, C, D, K, M, Q B, H, J, K 1 
57 Selection of lift system for loading bay 1 B, C, D, F, G, M C'M 
58 Location of the lift system B, C, D, E, F, G, K, X C. M 
59 External signage configuration B, C C'M 
60 Fire protection for structural steel D, F, K, L, N, X ffJFK-ii 
61 'Fire compartmentation D, F, K, L, N, X B, J, K 
62 Escape routes defined B, C, D, K, L, S, X CIM 
63 CCTV (internally only) 1 B, C, S, Z i MY 
64 ! Telecommunications specification (telephones, computer lines, 
Granada satellite system) 
B, C, D, F, K C. M 
65 1 Landscaping approach (decision for 30k budget) D, F, I, PN B, 1,0 
X, Z 
67 Surface finish of service yard B, C, D, F, I, K, M H, J, K, O J 
68 'The decision to include recycling facilities on the service road - ie to 
! service yard 
B, D, E, L, S, U, X T 
69 Selection of the lype of windows / glazing B. D, J, K, P, QW, Z 1 I, K I 
70 Specifying the amount of glazing required I B, D, J, K, P, C), W. Z 1 C, I, M, N i 
71 Customer & Staff car parking location 1 B, D, F, X, Z A, F, Q 
72 Customer & Staff car parking surface material selection B, D. F. 1, J, K J, M, W 
73 Have two access points (1 service road entrance/exit, and 1 customer 
car parking entrance/exit) 
D, L, N, X F. K 1! 
i 
74 ILocation of plant room B, C, F, L, P, QW, Z I I 
75 Decision to have open / closed plant B, C, F, L, N, Q, W F, I, K, L 
76 ', Paving material selection B, C, K, L, N, P C, J, M 1 
77 ! Positioning the service meter cupboard D, F, K, P, X, Z P. V 
78 ! Specification of public access doors B, C, I, L, QW 
79 ! Specification of internal doors B, C, K, N, Q, W C, J, M 
so iRendered panel in external skin D, F, L L, Q 
81 1 Selection of insulation material for the roof K, L, M, N Ij 
82 Tosition of service bays B, C, D, F, G C'M 
83 Dimension between external skin and gridline D, E, H. 1, J F -H 
84 Enclosure type for substation IB, C, D, F, G, K, N, Q, I H, J, K, P 
IIx 
Table 1.19 - List of System / Sub-System Level Design Decisions with 
Corresponding 'Constraint' and 'Reasons For Selection' Categories Cited (Bourne) 
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Figure 1.8 - Designer's Cost Visibility (Bourne) 
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Figure 1.9 - The Types of Meetings Where Design Decisions Were Made (Bourne) 
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Information Percentage of Design Decisions Using 
Source Type Information Source Types (Bourne) 
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Figure 1.10 - Percentage of Design Decisions Using Particular Information Source 
Types (Bourne) 
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Figure 1.11 - Percentage of Design Decisions Using Particular Information 
Technology Types (Bourne) 
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Figure 1.12 - Percentage of Design Decisions Occurring in Each RIBA Stage 
(Bourne) 
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